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1. SUMMARY

The purpose of the Department of Defense Critical Technologies Plan (DCTP) is to
describe 21 technologies considered essential for maintaining the qualitative superiority of
U.S. weapon systems and to outline an iavestment strategy to manage and promote the
development of these technologies. The Defense Critical 7Tchnologies are the leading edge
of the DoD Science and Tchnology (S&T) program. While all S&T efforts are fundamental
to achieving continued improvement in military capabilities, the Defense Critical
Technologies represent those technologies that are likely to set the pace of innovation in the
development of advanced weapon capabilities and the evolutionary modernization of today's
systems.

This third annual plan is more comprehensive than earlier editions. A new section has
been added to document funding levels far individual Defense Critical Technologies for the
relevant S&T Program Elements (PEs) (Annex A); moreover, the individual detailed
technology plans (Annex 13) provide greater detail on specific milestones and technology
objectives, as well as a more comprehensive discussion of related private sector and
non-DoD government programs. The plans also include assessments of international
technology developments and trends.

The 1991 plan reflects a substantially increased level of participation from the
Services, industry and interested Federal agencies, particularly in the generation of the
detailed technology plans. The contributions of the Aerospace Industries Association, the
Electronic Industries Association, and the National Security Industrial Association were
particularly valuable. The Department of Energy, the National Aronautics and Space
Administration, the National Institute of Standaids and Technology (Department of
Commerce), and the National Science Foundation provided extensive information regarding
relevant non-DoD programs and helpful comments on specific technology plans. IiI addition,
the 1990 Defense Science Board (DSB) summer study provided a solid basis and framework
for this DCTP. A wide range of DoD organizations were also integral to the preparation of
this plan, particularly the Joint Staff and the DSB. The contributions of all are acknowledged.

The Secretary of Defense stated his top priorities on several occasions. These
priorities not only recognize the complexities of national security and future uncertainties in
the world, but also provide objectives for research and development in DoD. These priorities
are:

0 Quality Personnel
* Technological Superiority

* Efficient Acqiisition

* Robust Nuclear Posture and Strategic Defense

* Versatile, Ready, Deployable, Sustainable Force

0 Continued Maritime Superiz, rity
0 Reserve Forces and Mobilization
* Special Operations Forces

The DDR&E has established three streams that seek to:

1.) Provide for the orderly, evolutionary improvements in weapon syrstems, their
subsystems, and support systems, such as the training, logistics, and defense industrial base
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infrastructure. These improvements must be responsive to future security threats and
environments. The Services are the primary agents for these evolutionary technology changes.

2.) Generate innovative, highly leveraged k rakbrough technology and insert this
technology efficiently into our military capability. Here the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) plays a major role, as does the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)
program, the Balanced Technology Initiative, and the research organizations of the military
departments.

3.) Seek tehnologry trump cards(to be played every 5 to 10 years) to sustain long-term
dominance in the technological arms race. Recent examples of such trump cards are stealth
aircraft; older examples include the atomic bomb and the Polaris System. 'Tump cards bring
about major shifts in how we think about and conduct war.

The S&T program is the principal vehicle for implementing these three streams. The
Critical Technologies program focuses primarily on stream two, and contributes to streams
one and three. The Critical Technologies program consists of 21 Defense Critical
Technologies. They are listed in Thble 1.

This year's planning process confirms the priority placed on these technologies by
DoD in the 1990 Critical TIchnologies Plan. Iese technologies were originally selected on
the basis of their contributions to maintaining the superiority of U.S. military weapon
systems, primarily through their leverage on key subsystems. (The Defense Critical
Technologies are discussed further in Chapter II. Brief technology plan summaries are
presented in Chapter III, and the full technology plans are presented in Annex B.)

Tables 2A and 2B below show planned spending levels for the Defense Critical
Tchnologies in FY 1991 as well as annual budget totals for FY 1992-97. These figures
incorporate relevant funding from the DoD S&T program, including the Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization (SDIO), which is a strong contributor to many of the Defense Critical
Technologies. (Defense Critical Technologies funding is summarized further in Chapter IV
and detailed at Annex A-)

The overall funding levels and objeutives for development of the Defense Critical
Technologies reflect the FY 1992 President's Budget. Recent management attention, including
the 1990 Defense Management Review (DMR) initiated actions, has resulted in a strong
emphasis on support for the Defense Critical Techliologies, an emphasis that is reflected in these
funding levels. Despite the fact that budget constraints will cause overall DoD RDT&E spending
to decline over the coming years, funding levels for the Defense Critical 'Tchnologies have
significantly increased in FY 1992 from the FY 1991 budgeted reqt ast and will remain stable or
increase slightly. DoD's commitnient to the Defense Critical Technologies will remain strong.
The Defense Critical Technologies already represent a substantial focus within the combined
S&T/SDIO technology development budgets, accounting for approximately 35 percent of
projected FY 1992 spending. This share is projected to increase to approximately 40 percent of
the total S&T/SDIO technology development budget by FY 1997. Without SDIO, the percent of
critical technologies for FY92 is approximately 52%, a significant increase over the. FY91
requirement.

DoD recognizes the need to ensure that its S&T resources - and particularly its
Defense Critical Technologies budgets -- are focused on high-payoff technologies that meet
the most pressing current and emerging military needs. DoD is conducting an ongoing
appraisal of the Defense Critical Technologies programs to ensure that the Services and
Defense Agencies maintain proper emphasis on developing these technologies and to ensure
that the goals of these programs remain consistent with DoD's overall S&T needs.
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Table I Defense Critical Technologies

1 Semiconductor Materials & The production and development of ultra-small integrated electronic devices for
Microelectronic Circuits high-speed computers, sensitive receivers, automatic control, etc.

•:2 Software Engineering The generation, maintenance, and enhancement of affordable and reliable software
in a timely fashion.

3 High Performance Computing High performance computing systems having 103 fold Improvements in computation
capablity and 102 fold improvements in communication capability by 1996.

4 Machine Intelligence & Incorporation of aspects of human "intelligence" into computational devices which
Robotics enable intelligent function of mechanical devices.

5 Simulation & Modeling Visualization of complex processes and the testing of concepts and designs without
building physical replic.is.

6 Photonics Includes uitra-low-loss fibers and optical components such as switches, couplers,
and multiplexers for communications, navigation, etc.

7 Sensitive Radar Radar sensors capable , f detecting low-obsefvable targets, or capable of non-
_ cooperative target classvication, recognition, and/or identification.

8 Passive Sensors Sensors not needing to emit signals to detect targets, monitor the environment, or
determine 1he status or condition of equipment.

9 Signal & Image Processing Combination of computer architecture, algorithms, and microelectronic signal pro-
cessing devices for near real-time automation of detection, classification, and track-
ing of targets.

10 Signature Control The abilityto control the target signature (radar, acoustic, optical, orother) and there-
_by enhance the survivability of vehicles and weapon systems.

11 Weapon System Environment A detailed understanding of the natural envronment (both data and models) and its
influence on weapons system design and pertironance.

12 Data Fusion The machine integration and/or interpretation of data and Its presentation in conve-
nient form to the human operator.

13 Computational Fluid Dynamics The modeling of complex fluid flow to make dependable predictions by computing,
thus saving time and money previously required for expensive facilities and experi-
ments.

14 Air Breathing Propulsion Light-weight, fuel efficient engines using atmospheric oxygen to support combus-
tion.

15 Pulsed P'ower The generation of repetitive, short-duration, high-peak power pulses with relatively
light-weight, low-volume devices for weapons and sensors.

16 Hypervelocity Projecliles & The ability to propel projectiles to greater-than conventional velocities (over 2.0 km/
Propulsion sec), as well as understanding the behavior of projectiles and targets at such veloci-

ties.
17 High Energy Density Materials Compositions of high-energy ingredients used as explosives, propellants, or pyro-

technics.
18 Composite Materials TWo or more constituent materials that are combined together in such a manner to

produca a substancp possessing selected properties superior to those of its Individ-
ual components.

19 Superconductivity Makes use of the zero resistance property and other unique and remarkable proper-
ties of superconductors for creation of high-performance sensors, electronic de-
vices and subsystems, and supermagnet based systems.

20 Biotechnology The systematic application of biology for an end use in military engineering or medi-
cine.

21 Flexible Manufacturing The integration of production process elements aimed at efficient, low cost operation
for small, as well as high, volume part number variations, with rapidly changing re-
quirements for end product attributes.
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alible 2.A Funding for Critical Technologies (With SDIO)
(Millions Then Near Dollars)

Technology FY FY FY FY FY FY FY FY FY
1987-91 1991 1991 1992 1993 ;94 1996 1996 1997
ACTUAL REQ ACT REQ REQ REQ REQ REQ REQ

I 6 Ioonductor Maellals & Mworelectronlo Cirvults I. 870 624 479 481 487 488 490 610

2 Sowoare Egrrowarlng 384 116 133 140 148 163 166 158 157

3 High :fo maeK Compuling 414 80 108 172 219 273 301 340 360

4 ML4Wo" Itefillgenacs & Robotlcs 551 116 1a2 148 142 145 144 144 143

6 Slmwon& Modeling 1,230 202 300 334 343 340 335 344 344

a phlorns 710 75 107 186 10 180 1-9 190 173

7 84-ve Red= 6% 110 160 19e 201 192 188 191 102

8 Pau"a Sesors 2.05 40 428 530 654 523 612 514 500

9 S .al &mgeprto ong 753 130 221 235 230 232 234 240 *1

10 8 ,rpian-Je C atom 572 120 *120 100 *102 80 *87 .68 *88

11 WOW System Enironment m 180 213 232 238 246 249 252 280

12 Daf Fuso 288 50 go 108 109 108 08 98 93

13 Computallonai Fluid "ltyarc 428 56 118 94 95 so 101 105 108

14 Air 8athing Propusl.- 98 180 227 224 211 186 190 193 201

1 Pulsed Power 541 96 96 78 76 81 80 80 82

18 Hye -,ocityProieciles & P ilon 710 120 153 183 205 201 200 197 198

17 High Energy Density Maera 400 78 82 84 81 95 03 98 98

18 Composite matertas 1.118 170 204 193 197 211 214 224 229

19 Supetconductivlty 345 88 e8 56 61 64 54 55 57

20 Blolechnol gy 78 100 6 06 as as ee 71 72

21 Flble Manufacturing 106 17 27 26 26 29 31 32 31

Planned Total Funding for Defense Crill"J Technologies - 15194* 29** 3m4" 3874-- 3972** 391"* 400". 41071* 4i2*
S&T with 3010

Proected Thal Funding for al Technology Developmenl Adtiles - NA 9784 9048 11095 11413 11740 11501 10895 10542
with SDIO

Table 2.B. Funding for Critical Technologies (Without SDIO)
(Millions Then Year Dollars)

Technology FY FY FY FY FY FY FY FY FY
1987-91 1991 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1.97
ACTUAL REQ ACT REQ REQ REQ REQ REQ REQ

Planned Wal Funding for Defense Cttlca Technoglt - 10044" 191191 3081** 3144" 3179* 3200"* 3211"* 411.* 3300"
S&T Wethout SAO

Projected TolaJ Fundlng for all Te chnology Devlopment Actitties - NA 5324 68 6015 8223 6339 4489 8770 841

Funding for this Critlca Technology are uncasfled totals (,nly.

*TotaJs do nrA Include funding for classified Signature Control efforts.

ACT - Actual Budgt

REQ - Budget Request
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Based on this ongoing appraisal, DoD may introduce fact-of-life changus into the FY
1993 budget and will provide guidance for the development of the FY1994-1999 FYDP.
While recognizing the need for continuity, DoD will modify the milestones and the budgetary
priorities for individual Defense Critical Technologies to reflect promising new technology
developments and emerging military needs.

This plan consists of five chapters and two appendices. Chapter II discusses how the
emerging security environment affects DoD's future military needs, describes how DoD's
defense technology strategy is responsive to these future needs, provides an overview of the
21 Defense Critical Technologies, and describes key attributes of these technologies. Chapter
11 contains brief summaries of each of the 21 Defense Critial Technologies, and Chapter IV
describes DoD's funding support for these technologies. Chapter V describes the overall
DoD Science and Technology management process. Annex A provides detailed S&T funding
summaries by fiscal year for each of the 21 Defense Critical Technologies. Annex B includes a
description of the selection methodology and detailed technology plans for the 21 Defense
Critical Technologies, including technology milestones and objectives, government and
private sector R&D activities, industrial base profiles, and international assessments.
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II. TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT PLANNING

Emerging Security Environment Challenges to DoD
In a major address on national security at the Aspen Institute in August 1990,

President Bush underscored the importance of defense R&D: "'To cope with the full range of
challcnges we may confront, we must focus on readiness and rapid response. And to prepare
to meet the challenges we may face in the future, we must focus on research - an active and
inventive program of defense R&D."

Based on this mandate and in concert with global political events and military trends,
DoD developed the Critical Tchnologies Plan provided here.

The following threats still challenge us:
a) The dissolution of the Warsaw Pact as a military organization is

changing the U.S. national security problem; but the Soviet Union
continues to be a potential threat to the U.S. While our national
defense strategy no longer focuses primarily on Europe and the
possibility of Soviet aggression there, we must not discount that
nation as a formidable military force.

b) Second, we imast deal with the rapid diffusion of advanced weapon
technologies to, regional powers, including potentially
unpredictable avid ruthless regimes.

c) Growing, too, is the potential for smaller conflicts, ranging from
violence sawned by narcotics trafficking, to terrorism, and to
insurgencies.

In tandem with this emergi ig security environment, the United States is likely to face
new resource constraints. DoD plans a 25 percent reduction in active forces in the next five
years, and procurement outlays are programmed to fall from $79.1 billion in FY 1991 to $71
billion in FY 1996.

All of these factors point to the importance of a strong and stable research and
development posture that is tied directly to our defense strategy, funded appropriately, and
managed effectively.

Dol Science and Technology Strategy - Responding to the Challenges
Our strategic vision for defense technology takes a twenty-year view as it looks at

three streams of technology:
1) Putting in place a process that provides orderly, eyolutionary improvements in

wcapon systems, their subsystems, and support systems, such as the training, logistics, and
defense industrial base infrastructure. These improvements must be responsive to future
security threats and environments. The Services are the primary agents for these evolutionary
technology changes.

2) Generating innovative, highly leveraged breakthrough technology and inserting
this technology efficiently into our military capability. Here the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) plays a major role, as does the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)
program, the Balanced Technology Initiative, and the Services.

3) Seeking tech olog trrim ards (to be played every 5 to 10 years) to sustain
long-term dominance in the technolo-gical arms race. Recent examples of such trump cards
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are stealth aircraft; older examples include the atomic bomb and the Polaris system. Trump
cards bring about major shifts in how we think about and conduct var. Steady generation of
such trump cards will assure long term dominance in defense technology for this country.

We need all three - evolutionary improvements, breakthrough technologies, and
trump cards; and we need to manage defense S&T to allow for the development and
application of all three. ro do so, our strategy focuses on several themes:

1) Modularity in design and construction of platforms. We do not expect many new
starts of major weapon platforms in the next ten to twenty years. Therefore, we plan on
enhancing the capability and longevity of those systems by designing them with modular
improvements in mind.

2) A systematic program to upgrade key subsystems of existing weapon systems (e.g.,
avionics, propulsion plants, weapons, communications, and countermeasures) as threats
evolve. The wealth of technological opportunities mill be exploited for potential applications
to provide superior weapon performance and affordability.

3) A stronger focus on our S&T (6.1, 6.2, and 6.3a) programs to provide the
technology push for future capabilities, and supported by a restructured and modernized
in-house Research, Development, Tesz, and Evaluation (RDT&E) establishment.

4) Producing quality product,, at an affordable cost by keeping the mainstream of
system and subsystem developments evolutionary, while preserving opportunities for
revolutionary, high-leverage, timely improvements.

5) Astronger combination of innovation in technology and in operational concepts by
identifying 4nd demonstrating the opportunities for highly leveraged technology insertions
and their interaction with operational innovations.

6) Radical accelerationi of the development, introduction, and use of flexible
manufacturing technology and training technology.

7) Stronger emphasis on an integrated approach to engineering analysis, modeling
and simulation, gaming, prototyping, development, test and evaluation, and net technical
assessment.

8) Forecasted mission needs should influence, in large measure, particular program or
technology development efforts.

One of the primary tools by which we will manage the implementation of this
technology strategy is the Defense Critical Technologies Pan. Each technology identified this
year was selected based on its individual merits. We analyzed how each technology would
contribute to improving military capabilities for a wide range of scenarios of military conflict,
and we selected technologies and the technical objectives for them on the basis of maximum
payoff. The process is described more fully in Annex B. Collectively, these technologies
reflect, one aspect of DoD's long-term, consistent approach to S&T.

In 1990, DoD modified several of the technologies (which are reflected in minor title
changes). These changes more accurately describe recent technological developments and
DoD's current areas of emphasis within these broad technology areas. DoD also added a new
technology, flexible manufacturing (not to be confused with the long-standing
Manufacturing Technology (ManTech) Program), to acknowledge the increased importance
of maintaining technological superiority in advanced manufacturing process technologies.

The Defense Critical Technologies Plan gives us a means to identify and describe these
technologies and to develop and apply them to those military systems and subsystems that will
give us the highest leverage.
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To do this we have taken the list of 21 technologies and placed them in five clusters (see
Figure 1). The clusters are a manageable way of looking at the vast array of opportunities
available to us. They are a plausible way of organizing for action, a convenient way to
illustrate broad themes. Our clusters also demonstrate the high degree of interdependence
among these technologies in spite of their diversity. The clusters and their associated
technologies are not unique, but they are useful in providing broad objectives.

Figure 1 Defense Critical Technologies Clusters

Critical Technologies Computing/ Sensing Materials & Energy & Infra-
Information Manufacturing Material Flow structure

Management
1 Semiconductor Materials &

Microelectronic Circuits

2 Software Engineering 0 • •

3 High Performance • 0 0 ,
Computing

4 Machine Intelligence & • •
Robotics

5 Simulation & Modeling 0 •

6 Pliotonics •

7 Sensitive Radars 0

8 Passive Sensors

9 Signal & Image Processing • 0

10 Signature Control - 0

11 Weapon System • •
Environment

12 Data Fusion •

13 Computational Fluid
Dynamics

14 Air Breathing Propulsion 0

15 Pulsed Power 0

16 Hypervelocity Projectiles &
Propulsion

17 High Energy Density
Materials

18 Composite Materials

19 Superconductivity • 0

20 Biotechnology •

21 Flexible Manufacturing • 0
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* The first two clusters are computing/information and sensing. These
embiace technologies that primarily involve the processing,
acquisition, manipulation, synthesis, transmission, simulation and
denial of information. They form the core of advanced C3I,
electronic warfare, target acquisition, and guidance. The strong
information emphasis in the Defense Critical Technologies
corresponds to the growing importance of information in both
deterrence and modem combat. The ability of the United States to
acquire and effectively use information, while denying accurate
information to adversaries, can help compensate for planned
reductions in U.S. force structure and forward deployed assets.
Moreover, the development of "brilliant" stand-off weapons and
other systems with advanced automatic target recognition
capabilities - innovations that are highly dependent upon
continued progress in the information and sensing areas - also will
become important force multipliers that greatly enhance U.S.
capabilities to project military power in the coming decades.

* Materials and manufacturing processes are critical to DoD's ability
to translate advanced technologies into high quality, reliable, and
affordable equipment. Regardless of teir potential in the
laboratory, advanced defense technologies cannot enhance military
capabilities unless they are rapidly and efficiently incorporated into
fielded systems. Innovative process technologies are a key to helping
reverse long-term acquisition trends toward escalating unit costs,
lengthening lead times, and increasing difficulties in the
incorporation of technological advances into operational systems.
These trends, if not addressed, have serious implications for the
ability of DoD to sustain its planned force structure in an era of
constrained procurement budgets, as well as DoD's ability to rapidly
field new systems to counter unanticipated technological
vulnerabilities.

The addition of flexible manufacturing to the 1991 list of Defense
Critical Technologies -- the only such change this year -- reflects
DoD's growin% appreciation of the importance of process
technology in t e acquisition and support of advanced weapon
systems. Sophisticated flexible design and production techniques
can help in reducing costs, compressing development cycles, and
improving the quality and reliability of advanced military
equipment.

The other technologies in the materials and manufacturing
processes cluster also have a stron$ process orientation and, as a
group, can have an important impact on improving system
acquisition. For example, in software -- which accounts for
approximately 10 percent of DoD's procurement and O&M budget
- innovations in the generation of reliable and maintainable
software code for sophisticated applications would yield dramatic
procurement savings, eliminate a major source of program delays,
and greatly enhance the reliability of U.S. weapon systems.
In comparison with the other clusters, the energy and material flow
management area includes more system-specific technologies that
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are vital to upgrading the performance of existing weapon systems,
as well as less mature technological areas that have the strong
potential to provide "breakthrough" capabilities that are important
to sustaining U.S. technological preeimnence into the next century.
For example, the development of advanced aircraft turbine engines,
air-breathing propulsion, more lethal munitions, and high energy
density materials are integral components in DoD's growing
emphasis on enhancing military capabilities through subsystem
upgrades that incorporate advanced technology. On the other hand,
pulsed power, hypervelocity projectiles, and superconductivity
could lead to radically new weapons or order-of-magnitude
improvements in the capabilities of existing systems.

* Fifth is the broad area of technical infrastructure related to the vast
efforts of DoD to employ the best technology and equipment for
training, logistics, and control. It includes such technologies as
simulation and modeling, information systems, and training
systems.

In summary, the Defense Critical Technologies broadly support DoD's future needs
for enhanced capabilities for acquiring, manipulating, and effectively using information; for
the development of more efficient process and product technologies to improve system
acquisition; and for technologies that contribute to both continual, evolutionary
improvements in the capabilities of major weapon systems, as well as lay the groundwork for
breakthrough innovations to ensure U.S. technological superiority in the coming decades.

Defense Technology Program Objectives
The general objectives are unchanged from last year and are summarized as follows:
Primary:
* To provide the major advances that will permit the timely design,

manufacture, and fielding of advanced weapon systems and
subsystems, as well as supporting systems for all parts of the military
forces.

--- -- e~rQ n _.ay :

• To select and train future leaders and experts inr defense-critical
advanced technology areas; to make them available for downstream
R&D programs;

* To transfer the appropriate technologies to private industry in order
to increase international competitiveness.

_ Spporting objectives:
* Effective management of resources (skills, facilitie i, budgets);
*'- Protection of scientific and technological a-ni.vements from

transfer to unauthorized parties;
*--Appropriate, effective, and timely communications within the

Department, and with the Congress, the scientific community, and
industry;

For each of the critical technologies, specific technical objectives for the next ten to
twenty years have been established, with inputs from the Services and the Defense Agencies
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and the help of the Defense Science Board and the Service laboratories. Defense industry

associations also p; :ded their inputs. These are described in Chapter 3 and Annex A.

Critical Technologies Attributes

--"hken as a whole, the Defense Critical Technologies have several key attributes that
are significant for DoD S&T management, including:

0 Criticality;

* Continuity;

* Interdependence; and

* Dual-use.

_CrilliAy. The technical achievements planned for the Critical Technologies are
essential for the fielding of superior quality forces in the future.

uCA inuiq. Except for the addition of flexible manufacturing, this year's list of
Defense Critical Technologies is identical to that published in 1990 and has changed little
since the list was first released in 1989. Meanwhile, some technical objectives have been
changed as the result of reported accomplishments and evolving military needs.

IJnterdnc~ .. In generai, progress in any single Defense Critical Technology
depends in part on parallel advances in a variety of other important technologies. For
example, advanced microelectronic circuits are central to the development of sophisticated
computer architectures. In turn, improvements in computing capabilities are a prerequisite to
desired innovations in simulation and modeling, computational fluid dynamics, signal
processing, data fusion, machine intelligence, flexible manufacturing, and other important
fields, including (to complete the circle) semiconductor electronics. This high degree of
technological interdependence requires a balanced approach to technology development.
Devoting an excessive amount of R&D resources to any single technology or small grout of
specific technologies is unlikely to achieve the desired results if such unbalanced efforts
retard the development of supporting technologies.

While the Defense Critical Technologies are highly interdependent, as a group they
are also extremely diverse. Microelectronic circuits, signature control, biotechnology
materials, and high energy density materials incorporate a broad range of scientific
disciplines and correspond to a wide set of future military needs. Moreover, advances in any
specific Defense Critical Technology require a broad-based, interdisciplinary R&D
approach. For example, unlocking the revolutionary potential of superconductivity recjuires
the integration of expertise from fields such as materials science, physics, computer science,
and chemistry. The breadth of the technologies and the diverse expertise required to achieve
advances in any specific technology illustrate the importance of a broad S&T base as a critical
foundation in the development of advanced weapon systems.

Dal-e. Finally, the Defense Critical Technologies shows that modem military
power is largely dependent upon dual-use technologies. At least 15 of the 2., Defense Critical
Technologies, in addition to contributing to vital DoD missions, have significant commercial
applications or potential. For example, advances in semiconductor materials Lic
microelectronic circuits, software engineering, and biotechnology will yield soostantial
benefits to both DoD and the civilian economy. In contrast, only six of the DoD Critical
Technologies, sensitive radars, signature control, weapon system environment, pulsed power,
hypervelocity projectiles and propulsion, and high energy density materials are largely
militarily unique.
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The importance of dual-use technologies is further illustrated by the extensive overlap
among the Defense Critical Technologies and comparable collections of commercially
oriented technologies. Except for the six military-specific technologies, all of the Defense
Critical Technologies correspond closely to one or more of the technologies highlighted in the
Department of Commerce's 1989 list of emerging technologies as well as the March 1991 list
of National Critical Technologies compiled by an advisory panel sponsored by the Office of
Science and Tchnology Policy. Moreover, this convergence of militazy and commercial
technology is likly to become more pronounced as advanced weapon systems become
increasingly dependent upon information technologies, which are also vital to a broad range
of commercial and industrial applications.
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11. SUMMARY OF DEFENSE CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES PLANS

This chapter provides brief summaries of the detailed technology plaris for each of the
21 Defense Critical Thchnologies. These summaries include a concise description of the
technology area, its application to future military systems, illustrative technology objectives
and milestones, and the potential impact of the technology on the defense industrial base.
Detailed information on these and ,elated issues for each of the Defense Critical
Technologies may be found in tie comprehensive technology plans provided in Annex B.

1. Semiconductor Materials and ikrockronic Circuits encompasses the production
and development of ultra-small integrated electronic devices for high-speed computers,
sensitive receivers, automatic control, etc. The principal component fields of this critical
technology are:

* Very large scale integrated circuits

" CAD for complex circuits

" High resolution lithography

" Analog/digital converters

" Power converters

* Micro- and millimeter wave sources and amplifiers

" Transmit/receive modules and arrays

• Signal contiol components

* Radiation hard isolation technology

The information processing capability provided by advanced microelectronic devic's
is truly pervasive in U.S. weapon systems, and is likely to become even more so. The
availability of microcircuit technology continues to have two major effects on the
development of new systems. First, the technology makes it possible to extend the flight
control envelope of aerodynamically unstable aircraft, and second the technology allows the
creation of radially new systems, like smart weapons. The systems made possible by this
technology pro,, i'e "a qualitative advantage to U.S. forces by increasing the soldier's ability to
acquire and i t upon information and to deliver weapons against the adversary.
"Ultra-small" ccuis have allowed a shrinking of the volume of computational capability
required by smart weapons. As these devices have become smaller, the manufacturing
technology required to fabricate them becomes more highly speeibalized and requires
continued research and development into processes, equipment, and materials. Much of the
R&D thrust towards higher levels of miniaturization and increased performance is applicable
to both the defense and commercial sectors; however, battlefield requirements for
ruggedness, radiation-hardness, and extreme environments are unique to defense systems.
Research in microelectronic circuits is aimed at achieving several major objectives for
weapon systems. Central to DoD requirements is a need to perform signal processin& at
gigahertz speed levels and beyond. This will require components of advanced materials
whose feature sizes are below one-quarter micron. In addition, DoD is developing
ever-increasing levels of integration with the objective of wafer-scale integration of logic and
memory to further reduce system size and cost. Detailed plans for the development of this
critical technology are ir Annex 13, on page 1-1.
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2. Software Engineering refers to the generation, maintenance, and enhancement of
affordable and reliable software in a timely fashion. The principal component fields of this
critical technology are:

* Software and system engineering processes and environments
" Rcal-time/fault-tolcrant software

* Reuse and re-,engincering

" Software for parallel and distributed hetcrogneou systems

" High assurance software

The "smarts"' of major defense systems, including weapon systems, information
systems, and scientific/engineering systems, are usually embodied in software. Indeed,
software capability has become a principal determiner of overall weapon systems capability.
In theory, software has enormous potential power and flexibility. In practice, software
development and management is a complex, labor-intensive process, and our software
capability is bounded by the extent to which the complexities in this process can be mnaged
through attention to process and use of tools. Automated tools, linked together in solfdvare
and system engineering environments that coordinate and manage tool operation, can take
over many of the details of software engineering activity, yielding more cost-effective
procenses and potentially larger and more powerful systems. By 1993, DoD will be making
experimental use of software engineering environment frameworks supporting use of
commercially compatible tools to manage large scale software development. Design of
embedded defense software usually involves management of "real-time" constraints and
deadlines for proce:sing of incoming sensor data and generation of outgoing control signals.
In the presence of unreliable system components, the seftware must be designed in a
fault-tolerant manner. By 1995, DoD will be demonstrating distributed operating systems
supporting time-constraints and fault-tolerance. Much of the DoD software expenditure is in
post-deployment activity or softvare logistics. Technology to facilitate management and
re-engineering of existing assets can not only reduce post-deployment costs, but also greatly
facilitate creation of rusable software assets such as simulation. The principal opportunity in
reuse is megaprogramming, which is the development and management of DoD software
applications on a component-by-component basis rather than instruction-by- instruction.
Megaprogramming technology includes software component definition and composability
technology, software tools and environments supporting component composition, software
component libraries, associated capabilities for software electronic comm .;ce, and software
process models supporting reuse. By 1998, DoD will demonstrate the ability to develop
domain-specific systems architectures and reusable components compliant with these
specifications. High performance computing systems of all kinds, including
scientific/engineering systems, embedded systems, and the leading edge information systems,
employ parallel and distributed processing. By 1994, DoD will demonstrate systems software
for survivable distributed and parallel computing. High assurance software technology is
required in the design of safety-critical systems, including most weapon systems, and secure
systems, in which confidentiality and integrity must be assured to a high level of confidence.
By the mid-1990s, DoD will demonstrate highly secure and reliable operating systems,
database management systems, and other related components. In each of these software
technology areas, DoD must work to stimulate commercial development of off-the--shelf
products that can be made to meet military needs. Detailed plans for the development of this
critical technology are in Annex B, on page 2-1.
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3. High Performance Computing - Rapid improvements in the perfonance and cost
effectiveness of computer hardware, enabled by integrated microelectronics technologies,
have spread computing into all areas of military and civilian life. Perfonnance is expected to
exceed one trillion operations per second (teraops) by the mid 1990s as a result of the
Presidential Initiative in High Performance Computing and Communications described in a
supplement of the President's FY 1992 budget submission. Teraops computin& systems will
require billion bit per second (gigabit) networks. DoD is fully supporting this initiative in the
DARPA HPC program. The major technology areas are:

" High performance computer systems

" Advanced software technology and algorithms

* High performance networking

" Basic research and human resources

" Defense specific technologies

These major technology areas can be characterized as follows: High performance
computer systems developments are in four main areas: research for future generations of
computing systems, system design tools, advanced prototype systems, and evaluation of early
systems. Systems capable of sustaining 0.1 teraops for large problems will be available for
deployment by late 1993 and the teraops systems will be available by 1996. Advanced
sofare technology and algorithms will cover scalable libraries, programming languages,
and analysis tools for scalable parallel systems in a workstation/server configuration. High
performance networking technologies will be produced to satisfy the needs for gigabit
networks. These involve interface, protocol, security and multiple types of service over a wide
range of performance characteristics. Basic research and human resources will address long
term national needs for more skilled personnel, enhancement of education, training,
materials and curriculum development in the high performance computing science and
engineering areas. Defense specific technologies will focus on special needs for embedded
systems such as high density packaging, special accelerators, and realtime fault-tolerant
systems.

These will provide a critical edge in performance for broad classes of weapons,
command and control systems, and multilayer distributed battle management systems and
simulations such as smart weapons with integrated C31 systems, platforms, or elements of
Strategic Defense systems. This initiative will also contribute significantly to civilian
applications such as climate ocean, semiconductor, superconductor, and combustion system
modeling. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on
page 3-1.
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4. Machine Inteiligence and Robotics incorporates aspects of human intelligence into
computational devices which enable intelligent function of mechanical devices. The principal
ouiponent fields of this critical technology are:

* Image understanding

0 Autonomous planning

* Navigation

# Spetch and text processing

* "Machine" learning

* Knowledgo representation and acquisition

* Adaptivc manipulation and control

These systems will help human operators by functioning as decision-making aids. In
the fast-paced battlefield of the future, intelligent machines will fuse, process, and analyze
data, and present the results almost immediately. By processing huge amounts of data,
machine intelligence can provide more effective tools for effective military intelligence, data
analysis, battle management, timely decision-making, and survivability through distribution
of tasking, machines, and data repositories. A pilot's associate is being developed which will
provide an Al-based decision aid to significantly reduce the information load on military
pilots by the turn of the century. In addition, machine intelligence and robotics applications
will reduce the need for manpower while improving human response times. Robotics
technology involves controlling complex mechanical devices under the direction of computer
software in response either to fixed assumptions, or dynamically changing requirements. One
example of this type of application is an autonomous robotic ground vehicle or an unmanned
aerial vehicle. DoD will demonstrate artificial intelligence for autonomous weapons and
vehicles by 2005. When combined with other rapidly advancing critical technologies, such as
passive sensors or high performance computing, machine intelligence will provide automatic
target recognition capabilities, allow truly effective diagnostic aids, and permit the
development of robotic combat sy-stems. Virst-generation machine intelligence systems
already have proven their worth in both defense and commercial applications. Applications
of robotics and intelligent machines in manufacturing environments will result in flexible
manufacturing zapabilities, with shortened setup and procuction lead times, greater
I•ndustrial surge capabilities, enhanced quality, and reduced acquisition costs. Detailed plans
for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on page 4-1.
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5. Simulation and Modeling, computer-based, allows the visualization of complex
processes and the testing of concepts and designs without building physical replicas. The
principal component fields of this critical technology are:

* High-speed graphics

* Solution of non-linear equations

* Simulation verification and validation

Simulation and modeling technology has four major components: computers,
networking, visualization, and software. DoD continues to develop advanced capabilities to
simulate weapon systems and the tactics which most effectively utilize them as computer
capabiiities continually increase. This technology can be applied to every major DoD weapon
development program to reduce design aaid production cost, shorten development
lead-times, improve performance, improve command and control, and assist in training. By
2001, DoD will attain an order-of-magnitude cost reduction for training and human factors
design. For example, training cost effectiveness can be increased by providing a realistic,
interactive simulation involving tanks, aircraft, and ground personnel. The payoff for
large-scale maneuver simulation, in terms of improved training at reduced cost, is enormous.
For example, SIMNET provides a realistic interactive simulation of tanks, armored personnel
carriers (APCs), fighter/attack aircraft, helicopters, and other systems. Additionally, in
SIMNET newly proposed systems (such as vision devices, antitank weapons, and
antihelicopter weapons) can be simulated digitally so that the utility of given technical and
human-centered parameter requirements can be assessed before hardware is built. The use
of simulation and modeling in the systems design process will enhance the operational
suitability and effectiveness of virtually all human/machine systems, whether being initially
procured or being modified. DoD is also pursuing battle management simulation technology
to evaluate sophisticated systems in hostile environments. Efforts include development of
environmental and terrain space technology (including artificial intelligence links to
environmental information), environmental data characterization, and target recognition
based on the environment. During FY 1992, the capability to rehearse carrier-based weapon
system missions will be demonstrated. As the costs and complexity of hardware development
increase, designers in all fields will begin to rely more heavily on modeling and simulation.
Computer modeling has significantly affected R&D programs by providing researchers a
stronger basis for weapon system design and effects (nuclear, conventional, and chemical)
and understanding interactions among low-observables, materials, and geometries with
electromagnetic radiation. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are
in Annex B, on page 5-1.
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6. Aaotonics is the use of light (photons) for the representation, manipulation, and
transmission of information, and includes ultra-low-loss fibers and optical components such
as switches, couplers, and multiplexers for communications, navigation, and other
information processing applications. The principal component fields of this critical
technology are:

" Laser devices

" Fiber optics

" Optical signal proceing

" Integrated optics

Photonics technology has long been used in important niches in both defense and
commercial applications. But it has been only recently that photonics technology developed
the necessary tools and capabilities to bring about revolutionary new applications. By
combining fast, massively parallel techniques with devices possessing high spatial resolution,
photonics can provide order-of-magnitude improvements over today's conventional
electronic devices. Defense photonics will provide currently unavailable capabilities through
faster, smaller, more reliable, and more survivable systems. The small size, light weight, and
resistance to electromagnetic interference of optical fibers provide major advantages in
avionics, microwave, and communications systems, and will see deployment in the defense
sector over the next decade. As an example, DoD will demonstrate optical signal processing
at a rate of 500 million operations per second by 1996. Over the next 20 years, photonic signal
processing devices increasingly will be incorporated into defense sensor, communication, and
nformation processing systems. Photonic processing offers the promise of

order-of-magnitude improvements in processing speed resulting from the natural parallel
architecture and the high switching speeds of optical devices. By the turn of the century, DoD
will demonstrate a 10 gigabit per second local area network. Integrated optics will enhance
weapons capabilities in the areas of automatic target recognition, state-of-health
monitoring, and detection avoidance. Photonics R &D will significantly affect the high-speed
computing defense iadustrial base through the development of components such as
high-speed lasers, detectors, sensors, interconnect media, and signal routing and control
elements. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on
page 6-1.
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7. Sensitive Radar refers to those radar sensors capable of detecting low-observable
targets, or capable of non-cooperative target classification, recognition, and/or
identification. The principal component fields of this critical technology are:

" Advanced monostatic radar

• Multistatic radar

" Radars for non-cooperative target recognition and aided/automatic target recognition

* Active phased array radar

" Laser radar

" Electronic counter counterraeasur- .- CM)

Radars will continue as a primary sensor since they provide an all-weather capability
and do not rely on threat emissions. Continued reduction in target observables will
significantly reduce the effective range of existing U.S. surveillance, tracking, target
classification, and weapon guidance systems. Sensitive radars (such as large power aperture
monostatic radar, synthetic aperture radar, bistatic radar, wideband radar, laser radar, and
advanced over-the-horizon (OTH) radar will be required to handle future advanced low
observable threats, and to provide needed ECCM capabilities. Advances in radar system
components are needed to implement projected sensitive radar improvements. To achieve
this goal, by FY 1993 DoD will demonstrate a 50-100 watt (peak), 10 GHz pulsed power
transistor. Increasing radar sensitivity creates some significant technical challenges. First,
increased sensitivity will require development of frequency generators with increased
stability, systems with increased processing gain, and receivers and analog-to-digital
converters with wider dynamic ranges. Second, increased sensitivity makes U.S. systems more
vulnerable to enemy exploitation, interference by unwanted objects (e.g., birds), and natural
phenomena. For phased array radars, DoD's objective is to apply advanced, solid-state
distributed active processing and emitter technology, and antenna shapes conformai to
mobile platforms. By FY 1992, DoD will demonstrate an 8-i~ch active array missile seeker
which integrates guidance and fuse radar functions. DoD is developing laser radar systems for
applications from target detection and tracking to navigation in order to exploit their inherent
advantages, increased bandwidth, smaller size, higher resolution. To demonstrate this
technology, DoD will prototype a laser radar for obstacle avoidance and target detection by
1996. Sensitive radar technology is a major factor in providing a technical edge to U.S. forces
by enhancing detection, localization, classification, identification, and tracking capabilities.
Conventional radars are a well-established commodity for military systems, while sensitive
radar technologies are still in development and there is only a limited industrial base. Both
the conventional and sensitive radar markets are primarily driven by DoD. Detailed plans for
the development of this critical technology are i Annex B, on page 7-1.
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8. Passie Snsm do not need to emit signals to detect targets, monitor the
environment, or determine the status or condition of equipment. The principal component
fields of this critical technology are:

" Passive scelers
" Advanced thermal imagers/IR focal plane arrays

" Infrared search and track a.,rso (RST)
* Diffractive optics

* Sensors integration for target acquisition
" Advanced passive antennas
" Passive RF surveillance

" Pasive acoustic surveillance

* Fiber optic sensors for environnientel and systems status monitoring and navigation

* Supetonducting sensors

Passive threat warning technology provides strategic or tactical alert so that defensive
measures may be taken. These systems include radar warning receivers, laser warning devices,
space-based electro-optic systems, and warning of passive electro-opticinfrared (EO/IR)
guided missiles. The latter is particularly challenging and crucial to maintaining U.S. force
survivability as heat-seeking missiles proliferate. Infrared search and track (IRST) scnsors
scan wide areas in order to detect and track air or ground targets. An airborne IRST for use
against ship targets will be demonstrated in FY 1993. Advanced acoustic sensors are needed
to counter the threat posed by rapid progress in submarine quieting. Multi-band passive
electro-optical sensors can reduce the sensitivity of existing sensors to environmental and
target signature ,,ariations. Integrated sensor approaches will allow for multiple functions and
collection of multiple target signatures. Anti-radiation seekers will counter hostile radars and
increase the survivability of U.S. forces by targeting enemy radars. A prototype advanced
microscan receiver for detecting radiation sources will be constructed in FY 1992. Fiber optic
sensors embedded in structures will provide continuous coverage of critical internal varia les
(like stress and temperature) to evaluate structural performance. The availability of low cost,
high efficiency IR sensor technology would find wide application in in-situ process
monitoring and control, such as real-time temperature monitoring and control of highly
temperature-dependent materials refining applications and alloying processes; monitoring
and control of temperatures during metal machining, sinteiing, and composite curing
operations; and real-time analysis of chemical processes using time-of-flighi laser
spectroscopy. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B,
on page 8-1.
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9. Signat and Image Processing technology is the combination of computer
architecture, algorithms, and microelectronic signal processing devices for near real-time
automation of detection, classification, and tracking of targets. The principal component
fields of this critical technolcgy are:

o Algorithm dcvelopmcnt

* Hybrid optical-digital techniques

* Control of phased arrays

* Artf ial neural networks

Application of signal processing technology to weapon systems offers important
advantages, such as reducing operator workload, improving system performance, and
performing new functions, such as autonomous vehicle control. Perhaps the most immediate
enhancements in signal processing and compression can be obtained through the use of new,
very-high-performance al gorithms, such as compactly-supported wavelet structures and the
Gabor transform. Possibly the greatest challenge in signal processing technology is automatic
target recognition (ATR), where DoD has a major program underway in algorithm
development. The development of advanced ATR capabilities will result in both reduced
operator workload and improved system performance. ATR algorithms have been developed
for infrared search and track systems which scan for aircraft, and advanced algorithms using
spatial tem poral techniques will by demonstrated in FY 1992. In reconnaissance and imaging
systems, adanced computer architectures will demonstrate new capabilities in the areas of
image segmentation, feature detection/extraction, and pattern recognition of static objects.
Here, the ability of neural networks to perform pattern recognition is being investigated for
synthetic aperture radar, electronic warfare, and anti-submarine warfare. Phased arrays of
sensors are electronically controlled through individual activation rather than mechanical
steering, while the next technical advance is a conformal array, where the phased array is
applied directly to the surface of the vehicle. The demonstration of an airborne conformal
array using digital beam steering control will occur in FY 1994. The most important signal
processing applications depend on advanced, high-speed, high-throughput processors.
Acoustic -array and anti-submarine warfare signal processing share a common technology
base and were originally derived from marine seismic techniques for the petroleum industry.
The further development of this technology has significant applications to both the military
and commercial industrial base, such as the ability to recognize handwritten characters for
data entry into computer systems. Detailed plans for the development of this critical
technology are in Annex B, on page 9-1.
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10. Signwure Control is the ability to control the target signature (radar, acoustic,
optical, or other) and thereby enhance the survivability of platforms and weapon systems. The
principal component fields of this critical technology are:

* Radar signature (radar cross section) reduction
" Infrared, visual, and ultraviolet signature reduction and management
" Acoustic quieting

" Low probability of intercept radars, communications, and navigation (electronic cmi.,ion control)

* Deceptive signature (emissions and decoys)

* Magnetic signature control

* Wake signature

The reduction or control of platform signatures greatly improves survivability,
resulting in improved weapons effectiveness, while in some cases, the objective is signature
enhancement for deception against hostile sensors. This technology area includes the
reduction of the wakes created by moving any vehicle through water or air, and by emissions,
such as rocket plumes. The reduction of radar signatures is accomplished by vehicle shaping,
the use of radar absorbing materials to reduce radar echoes, and passive or active
cancellation techniques. For infrared signatures, the reduction is brought about by cooling
and/or heating the vehicle or its emissions and by applying special material for background
matching to reduce detection by passive systems. In addition, there is a requirement to create
low probability of intercept radars, communications, and navigation systems. These programs
apply improved spectrum management capability, sensors, and navigation instruments to
control sensor emissions to assure C31 and navigation, under low-observability operational
cons:raints. Reduction of the signatures of weapon systems significantly affects their design,
support, and effectiveness. Industrial process technologies which are critical to advanced
signature control concepts include: computer-aided design and computer-aided
manufacturing, computer numerically-controlled machine tools, laser and optical hardware,
and robotics. New and improved manufacturing capabilities will be required to transfer new
signature control technology materials to sy.stern applications that emphasize producibility,
cost, and performance. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in
Annex B, on page 10-1.
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11. Weapon Systzm Environment incorporates a detailed understanding of the natural
environment (beth data and models) and its influence on weapon system design and
performance. The principal component fields of this critical technology are:

.," Ocean characterization and prediction

" Environmental characterization and prediction for path & target area conditions

• "larget environment analysis and scene generation

Because of the increasing sensitivity of each generation of weapon system sensors,
DoD systems, and strategic and tactical operations are increasingly influenced by natural
environmental conditions (e.g.., weather, seasons, terrain). The limitations and potential
leverage of environmental factors must be clearly understood to increase existing system
capabilities and perfoimance, or to optimize the design of new systems. Weapon system
environment tech: ology is critical in the selection, development, and operation of superior
weapon systems, for such missions as anti-submarine warfare (ASW), "smart" weapons,
strategic defense, battlefield surveillance, and communications. For example, DoD will
complete a data-driven model for Global Ocean Prediction by 1996. Current smart weapon
systems performance degrades under certain environmental conditions. Integration of
comprehensive environmental knowledge into the logic modules, design, and testing and
evaluation of these systems will increase their effectiveness. DoD will develop integrated
environmental simulator scene generation capability for tactical targeting and mission
planning. Thctical weapons, as well as strategic defense, requires excellent understanding of
the IR background as viewed from surface, air and space. Spinoffs from weapon system
environment technology will provide a variety of benefits to the nation. Examples include
mat ine and atmospheric weather prediction for disaster warning, optimal aircraft and ship
routing, and the utilization of knowledge of the sea for predicting optimal fishing locations.
Remote sensing of the environment will provide insights into crop optmization; improved
remote detection and weather prediction capabilities will provide advanced warning of
danger over land areas and at sea. Detailed plans for the development of this critical
technology are in Annex B, on page 11-1.
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12. Data FisIon incorporates machine integration and/or interpretation of data and its
presentation in convenient form to the human operator. The principal component fields of
this critical technology are:

0 Theoretical foundatons

* Algorithm and model development

* Data and knowledge base for fusion processing

* Development of reasoning systems

With the increasing speed and complexity of battle, DoD has xecognized the need to
integrate data obtained from disparate sensors to yield information about the location,
movement, and types of targets. Data fusion technology includes data processing techniques
for a wide range of military applications from sensor cueing to cockpit display integration to
battle management. This technology will be part of military systems from simple weapons to
large-scale information processing applications. As U.S. operationa loetrine evolved to
stress deep attack and interdiction capabilities, a concurrent deni ' ,.,as created for
information describing the location, movements, and intentions o, 0,6ets beyond the
performance of conventional sensors. Programs will be initiated by DoD to meet this
demand. To more fully meet the data needs of modem battle management, DoD will
demonstrate at-sea fusion of land-based and ship-borne sensor data by 1995. The most
complex aspect of fusion technology is dealing with uncertainties associated with data. The
evolution of automated correlation and reasoning systems dealing with data and contextual
information opens new possibilities for partitioning functions between human and machine,
resulting in demonstration of multi-hypothesis reasoning in 1994. DoD research in data
fusion will result in improvements to C31 systems by providing the basis for information
processing and sensor management which is critical to surveillance activities, advanced"smart" weapon systems, and the design of advanced computer-supported command centers.
High-speed, low-cost, reliable techniques for data fusion are of growing importance to
automated manufacturing in the defense and non-defense sectors. Real-time process
control, sensor-directed cells and workstations, and robot and effector manipulation are
three examples of DoD data fusion initiatives aimed at manufacturing products faster and
with higher quality. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in
Annex B, on page 12-1.
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13. Computafkwd Fluid Lywamics (CFD) is the modeling of complex fluid flow to
make dependable preiuctions by computing, thus saving time and r ,ney previously required
for expensive facilities and experiments. The principal component fields of this critical
technology are:

* Computation of unslady aerodynamic regimes

* Hypersonic flow solutions
U Irbulencc modeling

I Intencn flows

• P e-proc Wg (geomely and grid generation)

_ Validation of CFD codes

Because the equations which govern fluid flow cannot be solved analytically, except
for the simplest cases, computational techniques are used to solve the equations via
numerical procedures on high-speed computers. Of interest to DoD is the ability of CFD to
assist in the development of improved flight vehicles, ocean vehicles, air-breathing engines,
and weapons including armor and anti-armor warhead design. This technology is a design
tool, much like a wind tunnel, to increase the performance and effectiveness of aircraft, ships,
missiles, and hypersonic vehicles. As an example, by 1994 DoD will demonstrate full
3-dimensional Navier-Stokes wing analysis, extending to unsteady aeroelastic analysis in
1996. CFD is essential to the design of hypersonic flight vehicles at speeds above Mach 8,
where ground test facilities are limited. Additionally, CFD will be used to rapidly identify
promising design concepts before wind tunnel tests are conducted, thus significantly reducing
system development time. By 1996, the capability to model a complete submarine propulsor
system will be demonstrated, assisting DoD in searching for the most effective design
configuration. Overarching all of CFD technology is the problem of validation of the codes,
recognizing that even the most complex codes are still only approximations. Massively
parallel computing architectures and algorithms will produce a huge increase in CFD
capabilities over current supercomputers. CFD has proved to be a powerful tool for the U.S.
aerospace industry for design modification and problem solving in both military and
commercial programs. Its use in the design of next-generation aircraft is expected to help
ens- uru the international competitiveness of the domestic industrial base. Detailed plans for
the development of this critical technology are in Anex B, on page 13-1.
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14. Air-br hing Populsion represents the development of iight-weight, fuel efficient
engines using atmospheric oxygen to support combustion. The principal component fields of
this critical technology are:

" High pressure ratio, lightweight compression systems

" High-temperature, improved life combustion systems
* High-fficiency, highly loaded turbines

* Reduced signature, multi-functional nozzles

- Adaptive, survivable, high-speed integrated control systems

- High-speed, high-temperature mechanical systems

* Operationally realistic, environmentally valid technology demonstrationsL

• Scramjet combined cycle technology development/denonstration

* Advanced fuels/systems for hypersonic applications

Since their introduction in the 1940s, gas-turbine engines have rapidly evolved,
resulting in substantial improvements to performance, fuel economy, and reliability. Turbine
engine performance improvements provide the keystone to continued superiority in all DoD
aircraft and cruise missile programs, as both upgrades to existing platforms and power
sources for new platforms. The Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine Technology
(IHPTET) program is a three-phased effort aimed at doubling gas-turbine propulsion
capability by the turn of the century. This program aims to advance the technology for
turbofan engines (jet aircraft), turboshaft engines (helicopters), and expendable platforms
(cruise missiles). Other air-breathing propulsion systems necessary for present and future
propans include ramjet/supersonic comustion ramjet (scramjet), combined cycle, and
diesel. It is probable that hypersonic propulsion (> Mach 5) will use an air-breathing system,
such as a scramjet engine. This high-speed regime poses a new and different series of
problems in aerodynamics, engine design, and propulsion/airframe integration. In order to
advance propulsion technology, R&D will be required into new materials, reduced
signatures, and szirvivable control systems. These technology developments are leading to
"smart engines", which will be capable of actively monitoring and reacting to internal engine
conditions to maximize overall performance. Aircraft gas-turbine technology provides
militarily superior engines with applications for military and commercial engines, and thus
supports domestic competitiveness for the civilian aircraft industry. Advances in materials,
design, and aerothermodynamic techniques can be expected to contribute significantly to a
wide spectrum of the military and commercial industrial base and continue U.S. preeminence
in the air-breathing propulsion technology base. Detailed plans for the development of this
critical technology are in Annex B, on page 14-1.
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15. Pulsed Power technology is the generation of repetitive, short-duration, high-peak
power pulses with relatively light-weight, low-volume devices for weapons and sensors. The
technology encompasses techniques for conversion, storage, pulse-forming, and
transmission of electrical energy. The principal component fields of this critical technology
are:

" Energy storage

* Power switching

• Conditioning circuits

* Power sour=

" High power microwave

Pulsed power technology is required for directed enera weapons (DEW), kinetic
energy weapons (KEW), and ground- and space-based identification and surveillance
systems. Weapon systems like KEW use hypervelocity projectiles for long-range
engagements, and rapid firing rates for anti-missile and anti-armor defense. In addition,
pulsed power is also essential for other systems such as laser radars, ultra, -Mdeband radars,
and nuclear weapon effects simulators. Energy storage systems often consist of large,
high-voltage, high-current capacitor banks that have a modular design. For military
applications, energy storage systems must have high energy densities (kJ/Kg) to reduce system
weight. In the near term (FY 1992), Do) will demonstrate energy densities to 10 kJ/kg from
an inductive system, and in the longer term, DoD will demonstrate energy densities to 1MJ/kg
by 1997, thus paving the way for high-performance directed energy weapons. This would also
meet the requirements for the most advanced hypervelocity electro-magnetic guns, with
velocities of >20 km/sec. Significant improvements are required in opening and closing
switch technology for transferring the power from the pulse forming network to the various
weapon system loads. This technology requires a high repetition rate using plasma, solid
state, and magnetic elements. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology
are in Annex B, on page 15-1.
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16. Hypervelocity Projectiles and Propulsion technology is the capability to propel
projectiles to greater-than-conventional velocities (over 2.0 km/sec), as well as
understanding the behavior of projectiles and targets at such velocities. The principal
component fields of this critical technology are:

* Projectile design

• Projectile propulsion

" Projectile-target interaction

Hypervelocity projectiles provide more penetrating and destructive capability against
armored targets, have an increased range, ana a decrcased time of flight. Applications are
anti-armor systems (e.g., tanks, artillery), air defense systems, and theater or strategicmissile
or re-entry vehicle intercept (both endo- and exo-atmospheric) systems. Propulsion systems
that are being investigated include electromagnetic (EM) guns (railguns and coilguns, electro
thermal guns, traveling-charge guns with liquid or solid high-energy propellants,
hypervelocity rockets, and explosively-driven shock tubes). New designs of armor-piercing,
rod-shaped charges, explosively formed penetratorsand Iong-rod kinetic energy projectiles
are also being developed. The X-Rod program is to explore the feasibility of an autonomous
or command guided, high-speed kinetic energy penetrator against enemy tanks. DoD will
test prototype projectile designs developed in this program in FY 1994. Developments such
as reactive armor and complex multilayer armors will significantly reduce the effectiveness of
the current antiarmor weapon inventory. The effective range of conventional unguided
anti-aircraft projectiles is limited, because targets can maneuver out of the line of fire during
the projectile's time-of-flight; however, a hypervelocity projectile's time-of-flight to the
target is significantly reduced, thereby increasing the weapon's effective range. For space
applications, the Exoatmospheric Thunderbolt effort includes development of a 56 mm EM
gun, armature, and power system to achieve high velocity projectile launches, with testing of
the prototype system planned for FY 1994. Major R&D efforts exist at the basic and applied
research level; therefore, there is little manufacturing capability at this time. Industrial base
issues arise from specialized material requirements and small, light, inertial guidance and
measurement units. The industrial base is considered sparse because of the lack of maturity
and limited size. The potential for commercial spin-off of EM gun technology is in the plating
and welding area. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex
B, on page 16-1.
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17. High Energy 1ensity Materials (IEDM) are compositions of high-energy
ingredients used as explosives, propellants, or pyrotechnics. These compositions contain
high-density stable explosive compounds, binders, plasticizers, and other energetic
ingredients, such as metallic compounds. The principal component fields of this critical
technology are:

" Fxplosive applications

" Propellant applications

" Warheads

" Chemically boundexcited state components

" Nuclear isomers

These materials may be able to release up to 10 times the energy now stored in current
explosive materials and propellants. This is a field of high risk research and speculative
payoff. HEDM propellants provide the means of getting most ordnance items to the target,
and once near the target, provide the means to kill the target. The breadth of systems that will
benefit from HEDM range fiom strategic missile propulsion, to mines, to conventional
warheads, explosives and propellants. While increases in energy-density are continually
sought, other important parameters include safety, stability, signature, toxicity, and
reliability. One objective of the development program is advanced warhead design with
higher lethality to compensate for increased miss distances, and to allow smaller warheads,
more propellant, and longer ranges. For tank armor, a 50% increase in penetration thickness
is sought, greatly increasing the vulnerable area of the enemy tank. A significant technology
development effort is underway to reduce the signature of tactical missiles, reducing the
danger of observation for the attacker. The goal is to develop a propellant with no visible
signature and a factor of ten reduction in infrared signature. To meet these goals, DoD, DoE,
and industry research programs must encompass scientific programs in combustion,
detonation physics, reaction kinetics, and synthesis of new materials. The industrial base for
HEDM provides its products to DoD, DoE, and NASA. Most non-military applications are
related to satellite launch systems, NASA and commercial space customers, and commercial
blasting agents. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B,
on page 17-1.
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18. Composite Materials are defined as two or more constituent materials that are
combined together in such a manner as to produce a substance possessing selected properties
supeior to those of its individual components. The principal component fields of this critical
technology are:

" Polymer (organic) matrix composites

" Metal matrix composites

" Carbon matrix composites

" Cermic matrix composites

* Hybrid composites

Composite materials possess high strength, low weight, and are able to withstand high
teimperaIires for aerospace and other applications. Composite materials technology
promises significant improvement for weapons performance, design, and affordability. For
some systems, composites are recognized at +he enabling technology required for fulfillment
of demanding thermal, structural, and mechanical requiromac s (such as for the National
Aero Space Plane (NASP), advanced gas turbines, deep submergence vehicles, spacecraft,
ground combat vehicles, and long range cruise missiles). The major objectives for this
technology are to: (1) develop alternative materials and manufacturing processes that provide
composites and components with improved performance at acceptable cost to meet DoD
mission requirements; (2) incorporate concurrent engineering, design, and producibility into
materials and manufacturing processes; and (3) develop a focused mechanism for
transitioning and supporting new composites rapidly into production applications. Metal
matrix composites (MMCs) are an important emerging technology. DoD's development of
MMCs will result in a demonstration of matrices for high thermal conductivity and high
temperature applications by FY 1992. Composite materials will be needed to make future
systems most efective in a wide spectrum of vehicle structures, including high-temperature
propulsion systems, hvervelocity vehicles, short take-off and landing (STOL) and vertical
take--off and landing (VIOL) vehicles, as well as for spacecraft, protection against directed
energy threats, and advanced hull superstructures and forms and submarine structures.
Composite materials offer the potential to provide lighter systems that are more agile and
deployable than are possible with conventional approaches. By 2001, DoD will demonstrate
a 25 to 50% weight reduction in airframes, laud vehicles, and space vehicles. In addition. DoD
is developing damage-tolerant composite materials and hardening concepts for protection of
platforms and weapons systems against operational hazards and advanced threats. Military
demand for high-performance materials in the United States is projected to maintain a
thriving community of advanced materials and equipment suppliers. At present, advanced
materials developed for military applications are expensive relative to the commercial sector.
Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on page 18-1.
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19. Superconducivity This technol makes use of the zero resistance property and
other unique and remarkable pro.ites of superconductors for creation of
high-performance sensors, electronic ices and subsystems, and supermagnet based
systems. The principal component fields of this critical technology are:

* Low temperature slpreonductos (TS)
Supe- -.nets
Sensors and ek:ctronics

" High temperature superconductors (HIS)

Supermagpets
Sensors and electronics

Introduction of superconducting devices offers the potential for reducing drastically
the energy losses and cooling requirements, which in turn make for much improved
processing speed and packaging density in digital microcircuitry. The frequency selectivity in
analog filters using superconductor elements can not be approximated by other types of
devices. The recently discovered high-temperature superconducting materials offer further
decreases in cooling requirements, promising the use of liquid nitrogen, rather than helium as
a coolant, which makes potential applications much more practical. The challenge in the field
is how to ake the best possible (relatively near-term) use of the well established technology
of low-temperature devices (operating at less that 23"K) while resolving the serious
problems associated with the use ot high-temperature superconductors, which in the
long-term may be more promising.

The DoD LTS program covers electric drive system for ships, electric generators,
magnetic energy storage systems, electromagnetic guns and catapults, microwave and
millimeter wave generators, analog communication and surveillance system components, and
digital electronic subsystems and systems, inciuding analog-digital converters, cross-bar
switch, cache-memories and digital signal processors. Many of these LTS developments will
endure, but they w ill also serve as prototypes for later HTS applications which use transition
temperatures as high as 125"K or possibly above. While the HTS devices impose lesser
refrigeration penalties, problems of brittleness, crystalline anisotorphy, corrosion and bulk
current density still require extensive development. The DoD plan for HTS materials aims at
the fundamentals in the development of bulk conductors for magnets, thin-film sensors and
electronics, together with the associated manufacturing processes.

Superconductor applications will result in higher performance sensors and electronics
for the military and reduced weight, volume and power requirements. Electromagnetic
propulsion of ships and prdjectiles may become practical through the introduction of HTS
devices. Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on
page 19-1.
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20. Biotechnology is the systematic application of biology for an end use in engineering
or medicine with many poential defense applications. The principal component fields of this
critical technology are:

" Processes

" Materials

" Sensrs

Because of the discovery and exploitation of biological mechani&'ns that control living
organisms, it is now possible to engineer microbial, plant, and animal cells to act as factories
for the synthesis of existent or new materials at substantially enhanced rates and efficiencies.
Biosynthesis of new enzymes, which are biological catalysts, offers the prospect of developing
new pathways for synthesis or degradation of chemicals. The DoD is constantly pressing the
forefront of materials technology, both because of the severe working environments and the
need for extremely high reliability. Biotechnology may offer an attractive means for
producing new classes of materials, at low cost, with the added strategic advantage of using
non-petro!cum-based feedstocks. The cost of developing some new materials is also likely to
decrease when they are produced biologically because of the potential for producing
"genetic" materials that may be easily modified at the molecular level without the need to
develop a new manufacturing scheme. Biosensors have extremely high selectivity and
sensitivity, exceeding anything obtainable by non-biological sensors. The objective of the
DoD sensor effort is to discover the basic principles used by living-system sensors and exploit
them in designing new sensors. Advanced, antibody-based sensors for real-time detection of
chemical and biological agents will be demonstrated in FY 1993. Bioprocesses have the
intrinsic advantage of requiring far less energy and therefore can be considerably less costly.
They are also less environmentally damaging and proceed with greater speed, specificity, and
selectivity than do conventional processes. Additionally, recombinant DNA technology can
be used to tailor organisms toperform specific tasks or to manufacture products that would be
difficult or costly to obtain using conventional methods. Basic research efforts in
decontamination technology are aimed at developing generic approaches to design of
enzymes for catalytic degradation of broad classes of chemical warfare agents. There is a
great need to be able to develop enzymes rapidly and inexpensively that will exhibit high
activity for new chemical agents. FY 1995 is the target for meeting this goal. Testing of
protective coatings and camouflage creams using existing enzymes is expected io be
completed by FY 1993. This effort has been accelerated significantly during 1990 to meet the
demands of the Persian Gulf War and a number of new materials will be produced in FY 1991.
Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on page 20-1.
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21. Nede Manifacturing is the integration of producton process elements aimed at
efficient, low cost operation for small, as well as high volume part number variations, with
rapidly changing requirement for end product attributes. Manufacturing involves people,
equipment, materials, information, and controls acting together to transform materials into
products. The principal component fields of this critical technology are:

* Product data definition for automated manufacturing

* CAD/CAMCAE/CAPP
* Databases and database management

* Communications and networking

* intelligent software interfaces

One of the key merits of flexible manufacturing is the ability to operate efficiently at
variable production rates, to expand rapidly and efficiently to higher output levels, to
accommodate reasonable changes in the output product specifications. Succvss hinges upon
the reliable insertion of automated and flexible information (storage, processing, and
retrieval) into the translation of design concepts, engineering, detailed designs, and the many
diverse mechanical and other processes involved in manufacturing. The DoI' technology
development plan comprises standards for definition of product data, design of integrated
computer aided design-engineering-manufacturing process planning and control, data
management, and communications.

The impacts on DoD's future are seen as increased abiiI'y to accommodate, at
affordable cost, the rapidly changing needs for prototyping, small production runs, and
potential expansion to large-volume production. Changes in tihe manufacturing processes,
caused by introduction of new design specifications or improved materials will be
accommodated without expensive redesign of the whole manufacturing process. Industry will
benefit from the standardization implied by the DoD program so that the diverse computer
aided processes will be increasinglycompatible and adaptable to integration at the single, and
perhaps the multi-plant, levels. The need for upgrading personnel skills in order to achieve
the best possible task distribution between human operators and production equipment will
be addressed by both DoD and industry developmental activities. The training of
semi-professionals in designing and operating highly automated systems will also benefit.
Detailed plans for the development of this critical technology are in Annex B, on page 21-1.
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IV. FUNDING OF DEFENSE CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

The development of advanced defense technologies requires predictable levels of
investment and program support, but also the flexibility to make rapid adjustment when
needed. DoD's investment strategy is thus designed to provide a strong, sustained approach
to technology development. DoD's support for the Defense Critical Technologies reflects
this consistent, long-term commitment.

Tables 2A and 2B in Chapter I provide a summary of estimated DoD funding for the
Defense Critical Technologies in the FY 1987-91 period, as well as annual totals for FY
1992-97. These figures present funding from the DoD Science and Technology program and
include the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO), as well as a summary not
including SDIO.

DoD research and technology efforts are managed as programs. In fundamental
research, funds tor specific technologies are generally readily identifiable. As research comes
closer to application, the focus changes to programs that combine and integrate technologies
to produce items of military utility. Cost accounting programs in DoD are geared to tracking
program costs and are not well suited to tracing costs to technology areas. Further, military
critical technologies by definition impact a wide range of applications. Details of the funding
of Critical Technologies by program element are shown in Annex A.

DoD is planning for incremental, consistent, long-term increases in emphasis for S&T
funding relative to other parts of the RDT&E program. Figure 2 shows that DoD S&T, and
especially funding for critical technologies, fare well in light of the programmed reductions in
Defense RDT&E (shown here without SDI funds). Projected S&T funding will grow from
16% of total DoD RDT&E in the President's FY 1991 request to more than 22% of RDT&E
in FY 1997. During this same period, critical technologies funding increased from 8% to 12%
of the total DoD RDT&E. It should be noted that these percentages are understated because
classified funding is not included. This demonstrates the commitment we have made to
keeping our S&T program strong.

Figure 3 illustrates that funding for critical technologies grows significantly as a
fraction of S&T, whether or not SDI funds are a part of the picture. In particular, critical
technology funds (excluding SDI) increase from approximately 37% to 52% of S&T. Of
particular note is the emphasis on critical technology support over the last year as shown in the
following table of budget requests and Congressional funding.

FY 1991 FY 1991 FY 1992
Request Congressional Request

Funding

Critical Technologies as % of S&T 37% 50% 52%
(without SDI)

Critical Technologies as % of S&T 30% 41% 35%
(with SDI)

Budget Requests and Congressional Funding Ratios
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For FY 1992, the resources for Service-executed evolutionary technology
developments will be better managed because of the outcome of the Defense Management
Review (DMR). Resources are alo adequate for breakthrough, revolutionary technologies,
with DARPA taking the: lead and with contributioas from the Services, the Department of
Energy laboratories, and industry. Funding needs for trump card technologies are more
difficult to characterize. Our goal in this arena must be to foster an environment that allow-
and rewards discovery and invention of those new basic science and engineering
developments on which trump cards depend, while fostering high-level management
sensitivity in DoD and the military for their importance and potential.

In line with the White House initiative on High Performance Computing and
Communications, the Defense Critical Technologies Plan contains $232 million for DARPA
(as compared to the FY 1991 base of $183 million) to pursue technical objectives associated
with high performance computing, such as systems, network technology, and enabling
software. This initiative, which is being coordinated by the Federal Coordinating Council for
Science, Engineering, and Technology, is a balanced program to extend our nation's
leadership in high performance computing and computer communications; to put those
technologies to work for defense as well; and to make these technologies an integral part of
science, technology, and industry. This is an example of the sort of high-leverage
breakthrough opportunity we can capture with the right guidance and resources.

Our overall budget is sound, but we 'xill reexamine opportunities and priorities for FY
1993 budget refinements and guidelines pertinent to the 1994-1999 FYDP. The full impact of
our planning will be felt in FY 1994, as we continue to evaluate our priorities during the PPBS
process and increase emphasis on higher priority programs, usin& the framework provided by
the Defense Critical Technologies Plan and by further analysis of technical opportunities and
new user needs.
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V MANAGING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The objectives of the DDR&E for the DoD S&T prol. % ,s are:
1. To ensure a strong S&T program that uses to Lie full all available

technical opportunities to meet the DoD users' needs;

2. To ensure that the S&T programs of the DoD are adequately
resourced, with fully adequate resources devoted to the most
important objectives, and with the lesser needs funded on an austere
basis;

3. lb ensure that the S&T programs are well managed by the
performers, and that the technical output of the S&T programs are
well utifized by the users.

The Defense Critical 1Uchnology Plan (DCTP) is an important managempnt tool
achieving these objectives. In particular the DCT planning process will be used to provide a
clear statement of the S&T program to the DoD Planning, Programming, and Budgetir g
System. This Statement will be made in terms of technical objectives, of improvements in
military capabilities to be obtained from the use of the technical results, and of the resources
required to achieve the technical results.

The technical program objectives and the desired improvements in rmilitary user
capabilities will be set by the DDR&E, with the assistance of the Deputy DDR&E(R&AT),
and the Defense Science and Technology Steering Group. The Services, Defense Agencies
and others will make their contributions through the DS&T Stecring Group.

The Defense Critical Technology planning process will provide continuous
improvement for the S&T performers by involving military users and outside technical
helpers as needed.

The DCTP and the DCT planning, process will contribute importantly to the
Acquisition process. They will do so primarily by providing a detailed but highly structured
description of S&T r rogram objectives. This will assist the DAB committees in evaluating the
technical risk of D!. d programs. Another contribution will come from the highly skilled
cadre of technical experts, managers, and planners assembled by the DS&T Steering Group.
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ANNEX A
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES FUNDING

BY
PROGRAM ELEMENT

Thbles A-1 and A-2 provide the funding for the critical technologies in each of the
applicable program elements in the DoD Science and Technology program for the fiscal years
1991 and 1992 respectively.

The Defense budget is arranged into a large number of program elements (the number
of program elements in the DoD Science and Technology programs is 160 in 1991 and 153 in
1992). Each program element is broken down into a number of units, sub-units, etc., usually
ranging from projects to tasks. Each program element represents a cohesive technology area
containing many related activities.

Some program elements support generic technologies, but most are focused on
developing improved military capability and thus encompass a number of technology areas.
(For example, a program element dedicated to improving surveillance and detection on the
battlefield might include optical, ihfrared, radar, and seismic technologies.) In addition,
funds for basic research are allocated by discipline (such as mathematics, computer science.,
physics, electronics, biology, etc.). The funding in Tables A-1 and A-2 was developed by
determinirg the extent to which the individual tasks were contributing to the development of
one or more of the critical technologies.
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ANNEX B
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

DETAHED PLANS

This Annex provides a comprehensive review of each of the 21 Defense Critical
Technology Plans. The purpose of these plans is to provide both policymakers and technical
personnel with a concise, yet complete and readable, roadmap for each of the Defense
Critical Technologies. These summary plans should clarify technological issues and therefore
contribute to an informed policymaking process.

The individual technology plans are the product of a lengthy coordination process
involving the combined efforts of the Military Services, Defense Agencies, the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Department of Energy, and three National Laboratories to assess
and identify those technologies seen as critia to the "long term qualitative superiority of
United States weapons systems," and to set forth plans for their timely development.
Valuable inputs and comments were received from the Defense Science Board, the National
Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the National
institute of Standards and Technology. We especialy appreciate the detailed and careful
review of last year's plan provided by three industry associations, the Aerospace Industries
Association, the Electronic Industries Association, and the National Security Industry
Association. All these inputs contributed greatly to making this a better document.

A. Selecting Critical Technologies

The Critical Technologies were selected on the basis of the criteria listed below. Major
improvements in one or more selection criteria are sought.

Performance Criteria

- Enhancing performance of existing weapons systems

* Pro-viding new military capabilities

Quality Design Criteria

• Contributing to availability, dependability, reliability

* Contributing to weapon systems affordability (lower life cycle cost
through producibility, maintainability, etc.)

Multiple-Use Criteria

* Pervasiveness in major weapon systems

* Strengthening the defense industrial base.

The selection process started with a consideration by a group of technical experts,
representing all major DoD and DoE components sponsoring science and technology
activities, of numerous candidate critical technologies. Each candidate critical technology
,as broken down into "technology sets" which were further refined by including (or
excluding) specific technical activities. Each candidate critical techrology so defined was
measured against military payoffs and the selection criteria listed above. This year's selection
process had the advantage of two years of experience, plus the benefit of other critical
technology planning efforts (such as ones by the Defense Science Board, by the National
Critical Technologies Panel chaired from the Office of Science and Tchnology Policy, by the
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Department of Commerce, and by industry associations such as the Aerospace Industries
Association). Since their selections are remarkably similar, our process this year
concentrated on refining last year's selection (leaving most of the critical technology titles
unchanged, but making some changes among the technology sets); adding one new
technology concerned with the integration of other technologies for manufacturing (Flexible
Manufacturing).

A further refinement in the selection process involved assessing the pay-off of the
critical technologies in a wide range of military applications. A matrix method was developed
by the group of experts with the active participation of the Joint Staff. This method permits
the assessment process to be carried out in stages, cascading from National Security
Objectives through various intermediate prioritization matrices to (finally) critical
technologies. (The intermediate stages represent recognized entities such as Basic Force
Packages, and Mission Areas.) In tis way each stage of the assessment may be carried out by
the most knowledgeable personnel, for example starting with military planners and ending
with technologists. The systematic participation of such a diversity of experts gives this
method added credibility.

B. Organization of the Technology Plans

This annex contains a detailed plan for the development of each technology. Each
plan is organized as follows:

0 Description of Technology: A brief, narrative description of each
critical technology.

0 Payoff: The impact of anticipated technological advances upon the
capabilities of future weapon systems and on the industriabase is
discussed. A discussion of the impact of technology development on
logistics is included in this year's plan.

* S&T Program and Plans: This section provides a summary
description of each plan. To provide the necessary level of detailed
planning information, the elements of the plan are presented in
terms of the components of the critical technology, which are
divided into "technology sets," which in turn are subdivided into
"technology activities." (Each CT averages about 25 such activities.)
Objectives are set for the coming budget period (6 years), and
technology development milestones are projected up to a 15-year
time horizon.

* Leveraging Industrial Base Capabilities: Current and projected
industrial base capabilities are addressed in this section. The section
draws heavily upon the recently completed DoD Report to Congress
on the Defense Industrial Base: Critical Industries Planning, 1990.

• Related R&D in the United States: Technology development plans of
NASA, the National Science Foundation, and NIST are
incorporated here along with summaries of private sector efforts.

* International Assessment: Foreign technological capabilities are
compared in this section. A new feature, added this year, describes
technology trends for nation or groups of nations which have
comparable technological capabilities to the United States. This
section also summarizes existing technology exchange agreements
and international cooperation.
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1. SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS AND
MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Since its inception three decades ago, microelectronic circuit technology has been

responsible for the creation of dozens of new industries such as data processing, home
computers, robotics, software, and video games. It has fundamentally altered
communications, education, health care, recreation, entertainment, and work activity. For
the soldier in the field, it has extended the range his eyes can see and his ears can hear.
Microelectronic circuit technology has expanded the ability of his brain to make timely
decisions on a technologically complex battlefield and multiplied the muscle power he can
deliver against an enemy. Because microcircuit technology has affected a wide range of
diverse industries and capabilities, it is considered critical to the future of our nationaleconomy and our national security.

Microelectronics technology involves phenomenal reductions in the size of complex
electronic circuits. Today, these reductions have made possible complete computer chips that
are no larger than a finiernail. Shrinking electronic circuit feature size results in the ability to
achieve greater circuit densities (circuit elements per area). For example, technology
advances have quadrupled the storage capacity of dynamic random access memories (RAM)
every 3 years over the past 20 years. Other important benefits achieved with shrinking
electronic circuit size include lower power demand, higher reliability, lower cost, and very
high speed.

While microelectronics technology not only strives to make circuit features smaller, it
also works to increase their complexity. This increase in circuit complexity requires extremely
high quality semiconductor materials and sophisticated equipment that can make patterns
that are smaller than the wavelength of visiblelight. It requires dimensioning gate lengths that
are smaller than a millionth of a meter and measuring the thickness of surface coatings in
molecular diameters. A typical microcircuit requires hundreds of separate manufacturing
steps, each of which must achieve a near perfect reliability to allow a cost-effective yield of
the final device. These sensitive devices must be designed (and then must be properly
packaged) so that they can withstand rugged military environments and be able to tolerate
high levels of radiation.

This critical technology includes the investigation and characterization of a variety of
new semiconductor materials that offer the potential for significant performance increases
and cost reductions. It encompasses the development of new manufacturing methods and
tools to produce quality wafers from which circuits can be built. Microelectronic circuitry
technology is also concerned with developing a wide range of technologies that are necessary
to produce highly advanced microelectronic circuits. These technologies include:

Computer-aided design (CAD) techniques that allow designers to
creatively manipulate constantly increasing amounts of complex
circuitry, extend current practice into the system-to-chip design
concept, and significantly reduce the design time.
Far-term, high-risk lithography technologies such as electron beam
(E-beam), excimer UV, x-ray with both proximity and projection
systems, and ion beam.
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- Fabrication technologies that capitalize on industry practices but
focus on military needs such as low-volume manufacturing,
radiation hardening, and extended temperature range devices.
Packaging and interconnec technologies that enhance circuit
performance and prevent degradation.
Advanced materials such as diamond, silicon carbide (SiC), and
indium phosphide (InP) that offer advantages over gallium arsenide
(GaAs) and silicon (Si) for high-power operation and better thermal

Smanagement.
-s Teiiftlogies that improve the overall quality control and thermal

management of microelectronic circuits.

For purposes of description, the components of microelectronics fabrication may be divided
into: waferpreparation technologies (the technologies, equipment, and processes used for mass
production of semiconductor wafers, including crystal growers, slicers, polishers, and
preliminary dopant equipmen); epitaxial growth technologies; wafer fabrication technologies
(the body of processing technoogies used to fabricate integrated circuits on prepared wafers);design technology for mask making; and packaging, assembly, and test technologies.

Specific defense-related research and development plans in this Critical Technology
are directed toward fulfilling a wide variety of vital defense applications. Current research
and development thrusts range from development of full manufacturing processes to
exploration of promising (though perhaps novel) specialized techniques or applications. A
representative list of defense-related R&D thrusts currently underway includes efforts
supporting advances in analog/digital device production; power converter device production;
development of novel artificial neural networks (using analog signal processor circuits); high
resolution lithography technology (especially using x-ray and excimer optical techniques,
among others); development of processes for very large scale integration (VLST) technologies
(with contributions from SEMATECH); and radiation resistant isolation, especially SOI
material development. The table below summarizes these representative technology sets.

Technology Sets in Semiconductor Materials and Microelectronic Circuits

- Very large scale integrated circuits

* CAD for complex circuits
*• High resolution lithography
* Analog/digital converters
* Power converters
-• Micro- and millimeter wave sources and amplifiers
* Transmit/receive modules and arrays
* Signal control components
* Radiation-hard isolation technology

Silicon-based semiconductor technology is highly advanced and continues to provide
the bulk of conventional integrated circuitry and high-power devices. The dominance of
silicon-based semiconductor manufacturing technology will continue for a decade or more.
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Thus, long-term DoD/DoE efforts in microelectronics technology can be expected to
significantly involve silicon technologies for the indefinite future. In fact, advances in
silicon-based technology continue at an impressive rate, continuing to make it difficult for
alternative technologies over the near- to mid-term to compete in digital electronics.

Microwave and digital GaAs technology is expected to become competitive with
silicon-based microelectronics in the long term and promises significant advantages over
comparable silicon-based devices for selected military applications. For example, GaAs has
an electron mobility nearly seven times higiwr than silicon and inherently better resistance to
radiation damage than does silicon. Thus, a GaAs integrated circuit may eventually be faster
and lower power than a silicon-based counterpart of similar design and complexity. Also,
unlike silicon, gallium arsenide has a direct bandgap, thus permitting a wider range of
potential applications (e.g., in optoelectronic devices). However, GaA today remains
inferior to silicon in some radiation problems (such as single-event upset for space radiation).

GaAs and other compound semiconductors such as InP and indium gallium arsenide
(InGaAs) play important roles in microwave and millimeter-wave devices and circuits. Other
materials such as indium antimonide and mercury cadmium telluride are used for infrared
and optical detection. None of these compound-semiconductor technologies are nearly as
developed as Si technology, which has benefited from more than two decades of substantial
research and development.

InP devices offer higher voltages and electron velocities than those made of GaAs or
Si, and InP laboratory prototypes have demonstrated three times the power capability of
GaAs devices. SiC devices promise to be even better in these respects than InP devices, and,
in addition, can operate at elevated temperatures up to at least 500"C. Diamond technology
shows the greatest promise because of its superior thermal conductivity and electronic
properties. Electronic devices made of diamond ultimately should be unsurpassed for
high-pibwer, high-temperature applications as well as applications demanding radiation
hardness.

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance
Microelectronics technology has a pervasive effect on virtually every U.S. weapon

system, current or future. Increasing miniaturization techniques allow major modifications of
current weapons platforms (such as the creation of aerodynamically unstable aircraft
controlled by onboard microprocessors, as on the F-16) to the development of radically new
weapons concepts (e.g., "brilliant" weapons). The ability to build in self-test circuitry will
greatly reduce maintenance problems and improve overall systems reliability.
Microelectronics technology may critically affect operations scenarios and deployment
tactics by providing ever increasing decision aids and communications capabilities between
tactical/theater commanders and their battlefield assets.

Increasing circuit complexity and functionality also will allow major expansion of key
military operational capabilities for reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition
(RSTA); command, control, and communications (C3); and battlefield lethality. For example,
the envisioned availability of gigabit (109 bits) dynamic random access memory (DRAM) will
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increase information access to large data bases by three orders of magnitude or more,
possibly as early as 2000 to 2005.

The technology sets described in this plan contribute substantially to realizing the
defense-related potential of this Critical Ichnology. For example, Analog/Digital
Converter efforts emphasize developing devices with higher sampling rates and increased bit
resolution. Such devices can be used in nearly all DoD weapon systems to substantially
increase this performance; Power Converter efforts help enable such devices to be packaged
in the confined spaces of weapons and systems; Artificial Neural Networks are an example of
a promising longer term approach to increasing existing computational speeds by 100 to
1,000 times; High Resolution Lithography efforts which emphasize imaging or projection
optics provide vital development of a critical manufacturing process and technology;
VLSI/ULSI efforts support advanced production of all types of integrated circuits, both
military and commercial; and new radiation hard isolation technologies, such as SOI material
for the fabrication of radiation hard micro-Jectronics.

Silicon-based microelectronic techiology will continue to prevail during the very
high-speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) era and for the foreseeable future. At the same time,
GaAs will remain the most readily available and commonly used material for microwave and
millimeter-wave frequency devices and circuits. In the longer term, indium phosphide may
emerge as the material of choice for applications requiring high RF power. These circuits are
critical building blocks for DoD electronic warfare, radar, smart and brilliant weapons, and
communications systems. The high performance, potentially low cost, unit-to-unit
reproducibility, and inherent radiation hardness of GaAs circuitry make it very useful in
front-end analog functions in these systems. GaAs also shows promise in solid-state active
aperture antennas (phased arrays). In the 1990s. GaAs integrated circuit elements will appear
more frequently in equipment for communications, electronic warfare, electronic
intelligence, avionics, missile guidance and control, and surveillance from space.

Future weapons systems will rely even more upon devices made available by advances
in semiconductor design and fabrication techniques. 'he ability to design and integrate new
microelectronic components into weapons systems is an essential corollary to device
fabrication technology. Our future defense posture relies in part on our ability to rapidly
exploit advances in microfabrication technology to design and produce devices for use in
military systems.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

In the manufacturing process, DoD consumes lower volumes of custom-designed
products than the typical commercial sector user. DoD products have fewer developmental
and/or operational test hours before rigid design/configuration constraints are imposed.
Logistics demands for this technology include support of efforts to rapidly identify and resolve
hardware malfunctions within normal sustaining engineering and maintenance support
functions. Future microcircuit technology advances should emphasize prognostic- and
self-diagnosis, reconfiguring abilities, time/performance/stress measurement and logging
capabilities, and environmental feedback which is built into the chip designs.

Rapid changes in microcircuit technology are escalating the microelectronic device
obsolescence problem exponentially. The challenge for the logistics infrastructure is to keep
pace with microcircuit technology advances and growing device complexity, while still being
able to acquire or manufacture replacement spares. The design and manufacturing life cycle
is two to five years, while the weapon system support cycle is measured in decades.
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New capabilities to rapidly emulate obsolete microcircuits with qualified design and
manufacturing processes are urgently needed for replacement spares. Obsolete, out-of
production microelectronic devices are frequently needed as spare components in
operational systems for as long as 10 to 20 years after the microcircuit manufacturing and
board-level production facilities have converted to new technologies. As new DoD systems
rely on greater numbers of ASIC devices, the impact of parts obsolescence will grow.

Advanced product development and description support tools, integrated from
microcircuit to system, must be developed and acquired by both the design and support
communities to ensure that product configurations are upwardly compatible over the support
life cycle. Extensions of hardware description languages to the analog domains (low and
microwave/millimeter-wave frequency) are essential. Development of integrated tool
frameworks that permit the automated transfer and application of product descriptions
across development, system emulation, and product testing domains is needed. Further, rapid
qualification of processes and components requires the same product and process description
languages and tools. The overall logistics infrastructure goal is to achieve dramatic cost
avoidance in long-term support of systems.

Rapid design mad manufacturing changes require rapid advances in test, diagnosis, and
troubleshooting capabilities as well as standards for automation. Advances in system-level
architecture and simulation must be achieved in order to assure supportable system designs
before the manufacture of expensive custom devices. DoD must use these future simulation
capabilities to ensure first-pass development and manufacturing of supportable systems.
Reprocurement will require accurate design representations, similar to and built on the
foundation of the VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL), for use throughout the
support cycle.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure

The thrusts toward ultra levels of miniaturization and higher speeds of operation are
clearly applicable across a broad front of domestic electronics technology and will continue to
benefIt many industry sectors and the consumer. Most military-oriented semiconductor
technology developments are directly applicable to the domestic industrial base. For
example, the recently completed VHSIC program has had many direct, immediate
beneficiaries, including the computer, automotive, telecommunications, and robotics
industries. It is difficult, however, to identify any domestic segment that would not be affected,
directly or indirectly, by advances in semiconductor technology, whether based upon silicon
or gallium arsenide. Differences between military and commercial development often
involve DoD requirements for certain, specific levels of radiation hardness, degree of
ruggedness, and perhaps higher frequency and power millimeter-wave capability.
SEMATECH, the semiconductor manufacturing technology consortium of U.S. industrial
firms with some DoD support, has the potential to contribute to the U.S. technology bast and
competitiveness in the worldwide semiconductor industry. SEMATECH's efforts are
directed toward making the United States a world leader in future submicron silicon
technology. The major thrust of SEMATECH includes the development and enhancement of
the semiconductor equipment industry and materials supply base.

DoD efforts in GaAs and InP technologies will also affect industrial development of
future microelectronic materials and devices. High-speed GaAs circuits and specialty
infrared sensors are beginning to find commercial markets. High-speed GaAs processors are
being used in next-generation supercomputers. High electron mobility transistors are also
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being used in television receivers. GaAs, aluminum gallium arsenide (AIGaAs), and
strained-layer (Ga,In)As transistors are also being used in television receivers.
Longwavelength lasers (constructed from epitaxial layers grown either strained or
lattice-matched to InP) will significantly impact communications. High-performance
detectors for these longer wavelength systems are available. Optical interconnects for
integrated circuits potentially can provide very high-volume, high-speed chip-to-chip and
processor-to--processor communication for a variety of computing arid data storage
applications.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

Increased reliability and self-diagnosing, healing devices will reduce the frequency of
repair functions and, therefore, depot repair demands.

line-replaceable units will be expensive to replace and repair. Since DoD acquires
microelectronics rather than manufactunng them in-house, defense industry needs to ensure
the availability of sustaining manufacturing capabilities that are automated, flexible, and
reconfigurable over system implementation life cycles. DoD also needs the flexibility to
target manufacturing to the most economical process for compatible form, fit, and function
(F3) replacement parts. This flexibility can only be achieved based on standardized hardware
descriptions.

In addition, depot maintenance and repair capabilities must be selectively upgraded to
handle advanced technologies and materials and remain compatible with commercial
manufacturing capabilities. Specialized repair facilities for procedures such as
debonding/re onding of microelectornic chips in multi-chip packages and modules will
remain with the manufcturer over the near term. Life cycle maintenance and support
requirements must address long-term depot needs.

New standards and architecture constraints for both the weapon systems and the
supporting test equipment should be developed to ensure compatibility betweein new
technologies and future support environments. By developing these standards, DoD will
make the defense industrial base more flexible and, therefore, more competitive.

New development and design tool environments, based on the standard DoD
language Ada, are needed to ensure long-term supportability and sustainability of products.
These environments must support the automated capture of electronic product model
information, translation and development of required test strategies, and automated test
program generation capabilities.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit (VLSI) Technology

(1) Objective

Development of new material systems that offer significant improvement in
performance and cost. Development of iew manufacturing technologies including large
volume and flexible manufacturing.
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(2) Dtvelopment Milestones
* FY 1992 -- Demonstrate SiGe heterojunction-bipolar--transistor

logic
0 FY 1993 -Demonstrate SiC circuits and diamond coatings for

improved thermal management
# FY 1994 - Demonstrate production (0.35 micron) device

technology
0 FY 1995 - Demonstrate 16K SRAM C-HIGFET devices made of

AIGaAsGaAs and InAlAs/InGaAs
* FY 1996 - Demonstrate non-volatile memory to replace magnetic

disc, e.g.. floating gate, ferroelectronic technology

b. CAD for Complex Circuits

(1) Objective

Extension of current comnputer-aided design capabilit to encompass system-to-chip
design and advanced packaging. Exploit the success of the VSIC Hardware Description
Language (VHDL),

(2) Development Milestones
* FY 1991 - CAD for 100 x 100 synapse array

* FY 1993 - CAD for 10 mi~llion transistor synapse array

* FY 1996 - Achieve chip-to-system corirn-ter-aided design
capability

* FY 1997 - Demonstrate CAD tools tha rpc ite advanced
packaging techiniques

co High Resolution Lithography

(1) Objective

Develop new litliqraphic techniques, including 193-nim wrt. At lithography and x-ray
litho 'graphy, and the required industrialtbase capability for voluinte production or integrated
circuits with feature sizes in the 0.1-0.3 gin range.

(2) Development Milestones
* FY 1991 .-- Demonstrate synchrotron aligner

* FY 1992 - Demonstrate prototype 193-nm exch. r laser
lithography system and resist technology

* FY 1993 - Availability of Ix production mask ca, ;bility for
proximity x-ray
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_ FY 1994 - Commercial availability of production-worthy 193-nm
optical lichography systems

- Demonstration of compact synchrotron capability
* FY 1995 - Prototype x-ray, electron-beam, or ion projection

lithography systems

d. Analog/Digital Converters (ADCs)

(1) Objective

Develop silicon-based analog-to-digital converters with higher sampling rates and
increased bit capability to achieve greater processing speeds and accuracy, and radiation
hardened for specific applications.

(2) Development Milestones
1FY 1991-Demonstrate 14-bit, 25-mega-sample per second ADCs
* FY 1993-Demonstrate 16-bit, 125-mega-sample p r second

ADCs
* FY 1995-Demonstrate 10-bit, 1 Giga sample per second ADCs.

e. Power Converter Technology

(1) Objective

Develop highly regulated, low-voltage power converters with increased power
densities and higher efficiencies.

(2) Development Milestones

* FY 1993 - Demonstrate 95 percent efficient, 100W-250W,
100W/cu.in. power converters.

f. Microwave and Millimeter Wave Solid State Sources and Amplifiers

(1) Objective

Develop three terminal Il-V compound devices for operation in 44, 60, and 94 GHz
systems. Emphasis is on efficiency, power, frequency, noise figure, bandwidth, small size, low
weight, affordability and reliability.

(2) Development Milestones
* FY 1992 - Demonstrate advanced heterojunction bipolar

transistors
* FY 1993 - Demonstrate pulse pewer transistors for

mm-wave-radar
-- FY 1994 - Demonstrate InP power high temperature microwave

devices
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* FY 1995 - Demonstrate monolithic integrated circuits operating
up to 100 GHz

* FY 1996 - Demonstrate silicon carbide power devices

0 FY 1997 - Demonstrate diamond power devices
* FY 1997 - Demonstrate solid state amplifier producing 5w at

50GHz

Transmit/Receive Modules and Arrays

(1) Objective

Develop high reliability, solid state, transmit/receive (T/R) modules and arrays for
multimode radar; wideband arrays for radar, ECM, and ESM; advanced IC designs for
transmit/receive modules; 20, 44, 60 and 94 GHz airborne and space arrays. Emphasis is on
higher module efficiency, broad bandwidth, low sidelobes with adaptive null placement,
beam agility, low radar cross section, reliability, and affordability.

(2) Development Milestones
* FY 1992 - Demonstrate array filtering techniques

* FY 1994 - Demonstrate 40 GHz T/R module

* FY 1995 - Demonstrate 60 GHz T/R module

* FY 1996 - Demonstrate 40 GHz multibeam active phased array
* FY 1997-Demonstrate wafer scale integration for phased arrays

h. Signal Control Components

(1) Objective

Develop surface acoustic wave and acoustic change transport filters, compressors, and
correlators. Develop switches, limiters, phase shifters, broad band planar mixers, circulators,
and frequency synthesizers. Emphasis is on higher power, broad bandwidth, small size, low
noise and loss, high yield, hardened and reliable devices.

(2) Development Milestones

* FY 1992 - Demonstrate 8-18 GHz miniature ferrite circulators

* FY 1994 - Demonstrate 30-100 GHz planar control components

* FY 1995 - Demonstrate ICs incorporating microwave, optical, and
digital functions

* FY 1996-Demonstrate low loss phase shifters (1-100 GHz)

a FY 1997-Demonstrate 100 GHz EW frequency synthesizer
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i. Radiation Hard Isolation Technology

(1) Objective
Develop ultra large-scale integration tecbnology with advanced isolation methods

using silicon-on-insulator (SO1) substrates with advanced radiation resistance (total dose,
transient upset, single event upset and neutrons). Utilize the static random access memory as
the technology demonstration vehicle. Emphasis is on low-cost, defect-free SO wafers in
diameters ranging from 100-200 mm.

(2) Development Milestones
0 FY 1993-Demonstrate rad-hard, 1 M-bit, CMOS, SRAM on

SIMOX material
* FY 1994-Demonstrate high speed, rad-hard, BjCMOS, SRAM on

SIMOX (< 10 nsec access time)
0 FY 1996-Demonstrate radiation-hard 0.5 micron CMOS/SOI, low

volume piocessing technology using SO isolation
V FY 1.997-Demonstrate large diameter, low cost, defect free, SOI

material (< 102 CM-2 defects, 1010 cm-2 impurities, 200-250 mm
wafers)

Demonstrate mega RAD total dose hardness at liquid
nitrogen temperature

2. Technology Objectives

The table on the following page summarizes the DoD technology objectives in the
area of microelectronic materials, circuits, and their fabrication.

3. Resources

A summary of total S&T funding' is shown in the table below.

Funding - Semiconductor Materials and Microelectronic Circuits ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

1,955 479 481 487 488 490 5";0

4. Utilizing the Technology

Silicon-based digital and analog integrated circuits are widely used throughout DoD
weapon systems and communication systems and platforms. In fact, an important objective of
the DoD VHSIC program was to accelerate the fielding of products created by advanced
semiconductor production technology by accelerating component insertion rates. This
pervasive use of silicon-based integrated circuits will continue for the indefinite future.

lFunding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It
therefore becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. The funding
presented here and throughout this report, for each critical technology, is of the right order of magnitude
but is not to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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Technology Objectives - Semiconductor Materials and &Scrktactronic Circuits

Technical Area By 1W9 By 2Y01 BY 2008

Electronic circuits, e 0.5 micron low- *0.2 Mier 1 ~o- umne *Less than 0%1mco
Including VH-SIC, volume production production~ of udgial production of
providing highly reliable available in digital silicon dceiZi low-volume digital
and radiation- slicon devices silicon devices
hardened technology * Improved bulk and

01technologies_________

Millimeter and * Continuous increases *Integaemutpe*Mcwvliita
microwave Integrated In single function funtin hip available ineatdcrus
circuits providing (amplifiers, ovretre lto 100GHz Mirwv/pcareliable analog oscillators, mixers, range Intecraeotircit
capabilities for system switches) chipsCA/rdcinfilte

fron-end avilabe i I t 20 available to Meet largeGHz range rag of sytr
requirements
a terojunction MIMIC

Computer-aided design * Continued testi Testable, complex F ail-safe,
tools reliability/process designs generated by fault-tolerant,

design on adtvanced scalable design tools self-reparing
parallel computers *Rapid protoying to adaptivity Inherent in

&Fast prototyping Of second-level packaging mirectoc
continued circuits subsystems

Manufacturing * Expanded *National quality *Water scale
qualification procedures for Integration for
procedures for gate micro-electronlcs high-volume
array microcircuits available production

* MMST
Fabrication of V M14ass produaction of a Productlon of 65-Inch *Production of &-inlch
compound 4-Inch diameter, 25 kg diameter GaAs diameter boules for
semiconductors boules for GaAs substrates GaAs substrates

substrates e Production of high
* Continued progress quality, 3-inch diameter

on improvement of In? substrates
MOMBE and MOCD
single wafer
deposition equipment

* Development of
reliable sources of In?
wafers

lIll-V Integrated circuits a Complementary logic e Large-scale Integration *Ill-V Integrated
(e.g., GaAs) * Improved medium-- complementary logic circuits fully

scale Integration gate circuits In production compatible with
arrayssilicon-basedarrayscircuits

Materials Development a SOl for 0.35 km l~s 9 SOl for 0.2 larm l~s, 3-D 9 SOl In <0.1 lrn l~s
* Sic structures 0 sic lcs
e Diamond on Si * SIC manufacturing 9 Diamond ICs

e Diamond l~s in labs e n10
Le In? manufacturing _________



DoD's microwave and millimeter-wave monolithic integrated circuit program is
focused or the development and production of affordable, reliable analog circuits for use as
sensors and signal processors in the front-ends of electronic warfare, radar, smart munitions,
and communication systems. These circuits, fabricated primarily from gallium arsenide,
operate at frequencies from I to 100 GHz. Devices being used include GaAs
metal-semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFEUs), high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs), and heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTh).

Rapid insertion of electroic device technology into weapon systems is needed to
ensure continued defense system superiority. Technology options to fulfill this need primarily
involve new and more encompassing CAD techniques. In this regard, the VHSIC hardware
description language (VHDL) used in the design, specification, simulation, and test of
microcircuits has been adopted as an international standard. The VHDL design concepts are
being expanded beyond the chip level and will encompass system level requirements. VHDL
will have a positive impact on speeding up the use of microcircuit technology.

D. LEVERAGING DOMESTIC INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

Microcircuit technology currently is dominated by silicon-based manufacturing
processes. Manufacturers often use silicon in microcircuits whose minimum feature size is 0.7
microns and less. These microcircuits are fabricated from wafers cut from boules of silicon
grown to as large as eight inches in diameter. A large percentage of microcircuits in current
weapon systems applications are customized parts, called application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs). DoD and commercial silicon manufacturing processes are essentially
identical, but DoD applications tend to select devices produced by stricter physical standards
of ruggedness. Existing manufacturing issues in silicon for both DoD and the commercial
sector include lithography processes and packaging and CAD for high-complexity circuits.

GaAs technology is rapidly expanding and in the next decade may make significant
inroads in the analog IC market. At least 27 US companies have GaAs programs. DoD has made
a significant GaAs investment through the $225 million MIMIC program. The primary objective
of MIMIC is to reduce the cost of monolithic microwave integrated circuits, andit addresses such
critical areas as CAD, assembly, and test. The cost of MIMIC chips has been reduced from $20
oer mm2 to $4 to $8. Eighty MIMIC chip designs have been completed and half of these have
been fabricated with yields as high as 93 percent. Progress is also being made in digital GaAs
manufacturing. Three pilot production lines have achieved record quality levels for digital GaAs,
and a variety of technology insertion efforts are underway.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

In order to be competitive, U.S. silicon IC manufacturers must develop the capability
to make deep submicron (< 0.35gj) VLSI/ULSI circuits using wafers larger than eight inches.
This will require extensive investment in capital equipment, CAE and CAD, mateiials
research, etc.

While significant progress has been made in GaAs raw material, challenges remain to
achieve high-volume, )ow-cost manufacturing. One challenge is the uniformity of the
epitaxial layer (which is critical to device performance and yield). Techniques such as
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), metal-organic molecular beamepitaxy (MOMBE), and molecular bearn epitaxy (MBE) are being developed and refined.
While MBE provides good control, it is a slow process. To improve throughput, techniques
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and equipment are needed to provide for simultaneous epitaxial growth on multiple wafers.
DoD has initiated a manufacturing technology pro am to develop the technology for a
6-inch, 20 kg boule. Inherent in this program is the efort to control the growth of the boule to
produce a more uniform wafer. Development of nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques is also required to support high-volume production. These techniques, such as
on-water characterization of circuits, are essential to provide real-time data for automated
statistical process control. Many of these advancements will also apply to silicon. Other
contemporary DoD manufacturing technology investments supporting and utilizing this
critical technology include: improving the yield of semiconductor materials for
high-performance seekers and sensors used by missiles and target acquisition systems;
automating hybrid circuit production; establishing processes to produce replacement
integrated circuits that are no longer in production but are still being used in DoD weapon
systems; and working toward a flexible microelectronics manufacturing system.

Commercial independent research and development (IR&D) funding is significant in
the microelectronic area, but with the rapid pace of technolop developmeiit and increasing
complexity and sophistication of semiconductors, it is increasingly difficult for a company to
fund the efforts to implement all of these advances. Tb help maintain a robust U.S. industrial
base in this critical technology, industry, government, and academia have established
cooperative efforts. Semiconductor production equipment is very expensive and may become
obsolete in a few years after it is introduced. DoD microelectronics manufacturing S&T
efforts include developing a flexible microelectronics manufacturing system for
application-specific ICs having in-situ sensors, expert system process control, and
single-wafer processing.

Objectives - Industrial Base (Manufacturing Capabilities)

By 1996 By 2001 By 2006

Material * Wafer quality (GaAs) * Sol material (250 mm) & II-VI/Ill-V material
for <0.2 Arm ICs suitable for

*8o material (20 mm) nano-electronlcs
for <0.35 ur ICs * Processing IC

MOMBE
* Wafer quality P

Fabrication and * Circuit emulation (Si) * Cluster tool processes * 3-D circuits
assembly * Automation • X-ray lithography * Integrated cluster tool

* Multichip packaging processing
* Data driven/Integrated

manufacturing
Test and Inspection e Multi-dimensional * Z-plane inspection on * Sensor-based

x-ray Inspection wafer testing manufacturing
9 Holographic * Electro-reflective

Inspection Inspection

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

U.S. research work involves all major facets of the technology, with special emphasis on
cost-reduction bottlenecks (such as dean-room practices and equipment and high-throughput
lithography) and new miniaturization techniques (such as 3-D scaling processes).
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The bulk of this research is applied to development of commercial microcircuits.
While much commercial R&D has direct military input, and vice versa, only about 7 percent
of the semiconductor market in recent years has been related to military sales. As a result,
issues of importance to DoD fabrication tectmology (such as radiation hardening) usually
have not been emphasized as heavily in commercial technology. This difference may be
disappearing, however, as many of the affected processes and tools find increasing
applications in each sector.

1. R&D in Other Agencies

The Department of Energy has a research program in fabicating epitaxial thin films
and developing new devices in semiconductor materials. The program encompasses all
phases necessary for the realization of new devices, from epitaxial film growth through device
design (and fabrication) to testing. Devices under development include ICs and
optoelectronic devices. This work includes a strong effort in strainied layer materials systems
to determine their advantages in modem devices, e.g., lasers, transistors, and detectors, as
well as research and development of technologies for the radiation hardening of silicon
integrated circuits. The materials growth and device research and development program is
supported by substantial theoretical work, experimental materials studies including growth
and characterization, and development of in-situ diagnostic techniques. DoE programs
include improvements in photolithographic sources such as laser produced x-rays,
synchrotron sources, and advanced free electron lasers.

A program at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) develops
measurement tools for use by the electronics industry in the manufacture of semiconductor
devices and integrated circuits; provides measurement methods, reference data, standard
reference materials, and mathematical models; conducts research in semiconductor
materials, manufacturing processes, discrete devices, and integrated circuits; and integrates
experimental and theoretical work to provide a solid basis for understanding
measurement-related requirements in semiconductor technology. Research activities
include basic investigations of the theory and behavior of materials and structures,
improvement of measurement methods to characterize materials and devices, metrology and
artifacts for the manufacture of integrated circuits, and the development of special circuits
used in characterizing the performance of transistors.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) also conducts semiconductor materials and
microelectronic circuit research, and provides strong linkages among universities, industry,
and government. The NSF supports investigator-initiated research that advances our
understanding of semiconductors and semiconductor devices, and that opens new
technologies or revolutionizes existing technologies. Research is supported in such areas as
compound semiconductor materials synthesis; material and device characterization;
lithography (optical/UV, ion/electron beam, x-ray); and VLSI design.

Three NSF centers have research activities related to semiconductor materials and
microelectronic circuits: the Center for Quantized Electronic Structures, the Center for
Compound Semiconductor Microelectronics, and the Center for Advanced Electronic
Materials Processing.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

The U.S. private -ector continues to conduct significant levels of R&D in
silicon-based technology development. Industry R&D investment rates can oe as high as 25
percent or more of company sales. U.S. R&D in GaAs and InP preparation technology is still
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largely supported by military investments, but commercial investment is now increasing as the
te ology becomes a stronger competitor to existing silicon-based microelectronics.
Currently, GaAs R&D investment is not uearly as extensive as is existing silicon-based R&D,
but most major US semiconductor firms have at least some efforts underway.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

U.S. industry dominated the worldwide semiconductor market from the late 1960s. Its
leadership, however, suffered a constant erosion by other industrialized countries (primarily
Japan). In 1986, the U.S. lost world market share leadership. Future trends indicate continued
market share declines. Closely coupled with this market share decline is the decline of the
semiconductor materials and equipment industry that supports semiconductor
manufacturers. These problems are being addressed by the SEMATECH program.

While the United States has lost its world manufacturing leadership position, it is still
generally recognized as the world technology leader. However, since manufacturing, and
ultimately sales, generates the revenue for R&D, the future of U.S. technology leadership is
somewhat questionable. The implications of the decline in technology and manufacturing
leadership for the DoD include the potential for foreign dependence in this critical area and
increase the possibility that advanced microcircuit technology may be made available to our
potential adversaries. Many U.S. semiconductor companies have formed partnerships with
Japanese and European firms.

Still, the U.S. microelectronics industry today leads the USSR in semiconductor and
microelectronic R&D in virtually every area of significance. The USSR remains limited in its
ability to close the microelectronic technology gap due to a variety of processing difficulties
and systemic problems.

Soviet work in GaAs microelectronics has been a longstanding adjunct to their
microwave device R&D. While they have some capabilityto produce high-quality GaAs, they
are believed to lag substantially in their ability to apply the material to devices in volume
production.

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations for selected key aspects of the technology. Ongoing international R&D
indicates potential international capabilities to contribute to meeting the following
challenges and goals:

0 ULSI (< 0.3 micron) feature size
a Implementation of Bi-CMOS and GaAs MIMIC circuits

0 Bulk or epitaxial growth of compound semiconductor materials

a Radiation hardening.

Japan is believed to be ahead of U.S. efforts in GaAs integrated circuit fabrication
techniques. Japan's capabilities in GaAs materials and circuit fabrication could make
significant contributions to U.S. capabilities and the needs of the Western alliance. Japan also
is active in InP materials development.
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Summary Comparison - Semiconductor Materials and Microelectronic Circuits

Selected Elements USSR NATO Allies Japan Othen

VLWSVHSIO < 0.3 micron
features size C-] ELTJ] 0

Implementation of Bi-
CMOS and GaAs MMIC I b
circuits l0 E

Israel

Bulk or epitaxial growth of
compound semiconductor b b 0 0
materials Israel

Radiation hardening [ b a a --

Overall0  El !" I+ E 1 1 i0
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Israel

a Basic contribution from circuit designifabrication advances and in
GaAs materials
b Umited quantity high-quality GaAs materials
0 The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

EIZ[ II broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions
moderate technical capability with possible leadership in some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contributions

generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas
[- lagging in all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or Important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a lIg rate than the United States

O Foreign capability Increasing at a similar rate to the United States

Foreign capability increasing at a slQwe rate than the United States
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In terms of VHSIC-related fabrication at very lare scale integration (VLSI) levels,
Japan now dominates in memory device manufacture, and in most aspects of microelectronics
manufacturing, with the exception of ASICs. The existence of 0.5 micron VHSIC pilot
production lines in the US represents a world leadership position. It is expected that the Japanese
will surpass this capability within the next few years.

The US maintains a worldwide lead in microprocessors, but the Japanese are making a
dedicated effort to narrow the gap. They are pursuing a more open architecture designed to
support a real-time distributed processing operating system. Indicative of Japanese advances
is the announcement of a 64-bit microprocessor chip with basic features similar to US
products.

Our NATO allies, individually, do not presenly rival either the United States or Japan.
However, this situation could drastically change in the near term. The European countries
have extensive capabilities in a number of important niche technologies. The formation of
such joint efforts as the European Strategic Program for Research in Information Technology
(ESPRIT) and the Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative (JESSI), coupled with the
planned economic unification of Europe in 1992, can only be expected to enhance the
integration and effectiveness of these existing capabilities.

The ESPRIT program is active in the area of Bi-CMOS, and the UK, France, and
Germany have developed some significant capabilities in the area of GaAs. These NATO
countries are also actively pursuing other advances in silicon-based technologies. JESSI
(present participants include companies from Germany, France, the Netherlands, and Italy)
hopes to extendthe consortium's capability in design systems, materials, and fabrication to
the 64 million bit DRAM level (on bit Dn bit DRAM level using SOI technologies). With
regard to certain underlying niche technologies, these activities have considerable potential
for cooperation. In terms of the supporting technologies for fabrication of VLSIVHSICs,
Britain's Science and Engineering Research Council has announced important advances in
E-beam technology that possess significant potential for submicron lithography.

Within NATO, a number of companies have active research programs in GaAs and
indium phosphide (InP). The UK is reported to have developed a unique design architecture
for GaAs digital filters. France appears to be the front runner in promoting and using GaAs
devices, and several other NATO countries are reported to have active programs including
Germany, the Netherlands, and the UK.

Canada has an active program in CAD and basic material research. Canada is
reported to have developed a CAD program that accurately calculates a number of parasitic
effects, of particular interest in the development of higher density MIMIC devices.

The following countries possess capabilities slightly behind, equal to, or slightly ahead
of the best US capabilities and could contribute to meeting future US technology challenges:

- UK: Strong in crystal growth, E-beam lithography, and E-beam
diagnostic equipment. A major U.S. firm (IBM) has reportedly
entered into a contract with a UK firm to purchase compact
synchrotrons for x-ray lithography.

* Germany: Strong in silicon crystal growth technology, metallization
equipment, x-ray lithography. Germany is also reported to be
pioneering the use of differential molecular-beam epitaxy for the
fabrication of stacked ICs.
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0 Netherlands: Strong in chemical-vapor deposition (CVD) and
E-beam lithography.

0 Switzerland: Strong in die bonders, mask blanks, and thin-film
deposition.

• Israel: Strong in CAD and aspects of compound semiconductor
materials processing.

In addition, the Republic of Korea is making significant progress and is reported to
have the capability to produce VLSI devices with 1.25 micron or finer feature sizes. While the
Republic of Korea appears, for the present, to be drawing on U.S. and Japanese technology, it
has the resources and the potential to pursue innovative efforts in the near future. The same
appears to be true, but perhaps to a slightly lesser degree, of Iiwan and Hong Kong.

Of interest is the number of European researchers who believe that GaAs will not
prove to be the last word in high-speed semiconductor materials. Specifically, InP is believed
to offer higher radiation resistance, with higher purity (99.99999 percent claimed) and better
fabrication repeatability than GaAs. This approach is being actively pursued by France and
several German firms. Also indicative of significant capability in this technology is a French
effort in complex GaAs/GaA1As and InGaAs/InP structures for integrated optics. Israel is
also believed to be making progress in the processing of compound semiconductor materials.

2. Exchange Agrements

There is a high level of exchange activity in the area of microelectronics between the
United States and free world countries. U.S. participation in NATO programs in physics and
electronics and optical and infrared technologies provides a mechanism for exchanges of
fundamental scientific information in underlying technologies of semiconductor materials
and devices.

The Technology Cooperation Program (TTCP) provides a vehicle for a range of
applicable exchange activities in basic semiconductor materials, microelectronic devices, and
electro-optic materials and devices.

Each of the Services also has exchange programs with NATO and other friendly
nations in areas of specific intere!,.. These exchanges provide a mechanism for technology
sharing in a wide spectrum of materials and device fabrication technologies, including
electro-optics and millimeter wave and :iicrowave technologies applicable to processing of
compound semiconductor materials and integrated circuit fabrication. Exampies of Service
programs illustrating the breadth of activity include programs in microelectronics and their
applications with France and Germany and programs in electro-optics and infrared
technology relevant to compound semiconductor materials and devices with France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, and some non-NATO nations.
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2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

A. DESCRW ON OF TECHNOLOGY

Software has become the focus of functionality and flexibility in most large-scale
military and commercial systems. While the DoD is now producing and supporting software
systems involving millions of lines of code, the costs and risks assobiated with the
management of these systems are high. And, in spite of the scale and power of these systems,
the true potential power and flexibility of software is still largely untapped. It is this power and
flexibility, however, that multiply the challenge of creating a true software engineering
discipline supported by an evolving and fle-able tool base.

Technology Sets in Software Engineering

" Software and system enginee-g processes and environments
* Real-time and fault-toleran software
* Reuse and re-engineering
* Software for parallel Lrd distributed heterogeneous systems
• High assurance software

These areas span the range of the major software technology challenges addressed by
DoD. The technology of software and system engineerng environments includes process and
associated tool support for all phases of the software lifecycle, from requirements
formulation through design, development, testing and evaluation, rework, deployment,
logistics, repair, re-engineering, and reuse.

Many defense systems, particularly weapon systems, involve an interconnection of
sensors, communications, decision-making, and generation of control signals. Software for
these systems, which usually involve multiple interlinked computers, often must be assured to
meet time constraints and to perform despite faults or failures in the interconnected physical
systems. Engineering and management for these time-critical realtime systems involves
assuring that performance criteria are met in a wide range of circumstances and faults.

In most engineering disciplines, there is an enormous amount of reuse of prior
experience, represented through engineering standards, conventional process models,
building-block components, standard test structures, documentation conventions,
domain-specific and generic tools, and other kinds of shared assets. Software assets can
include, for example, interface definitions, domain-specific architectures, software
components, test cases, and specification components. An effective reuse regime can enable a
component-oriented approach to development and management of large scale software
systems. Reuse technology includes software component definition and composibility
technology, software asset libraries, and techniques for the re-engineering of existing system
components.

High performance computing systems of all kinds, including scientific/engineering
systems, embedded systems, and the leading edge information systems, make use of
heterogeneous parallel and distributed computer system configurations. Systems software,
including operating systems, databases, and communication support, must support mixed
configurations with high performance in a flexible, secure, and robust manner. As systems
software becomes more powerful and interfaces converge to standards, hardware
configurations will become increasingly flexible, enabling major performance and function
upgrades late in the lifecycle of a system.
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Defense software, including beth weapon systems and information systems, often has
very stringent requirements for assurance of consistency of system implementation with safety
or security requirements. Security requirements can include, for example, confidentiality,
integrity or authentication. Safety requirements generally assure that a system will not enter a
hazardous state. Safety and security, and other kinds of critical requirements, must be
supported by process and technology that can provide high levels of assurance of correct
behavior.

The scale and intensity of DoD's needs in these mission-critical software areas goes
well beyond the corresponding needs and available software technology in the commercial
sector. DoD's challengeq include both creation of the necessary software technology and
stimulation of its availability in broadly-supported, non DoD-unique commercial products.

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Wapon System Performance

Software is a key element of virtually all major defense systems. Software development
and maintenance costs in DoD are estimated to be as much as 10 percent of the entire DoD
budget. Because of the critical role that software plays in system functionality, deficiencies in
software affect overall system performance out of proportion to the software development
and maintenance costs.

The increasing allocation of system functions to software offers the important
advantages of reduced system replication cost as well as the flexibility to adapt to changing
system requirements ard system "smarts" that are limited only by the cleverness of the
software designers and the power of the underlying computing platforms. These are
fundamental advantages of software, and they are the reason why increasing amounts of
system function will be embodied in software regardless of improvements in other technology
areas.

Improvements to the software engineering process and associated tool and
environment support yield improvements i-' cost, schedule, quality of product, and
predictability of process. Software engineering -ols provide a kind of "force multiplier" for
system and software developL.: ;, enubling moi .powerf-d systems to be developed and
supported.

In addition, with conventionalization to common architectures and interfaces,
transition can occur to a inana ement approach center'. J around components and subsystems
[ather than lines of code. With these larger buiidin- blocks, more powerful and flexible
systems can be constructed.

Most weapon systems that nclude embedded cot. ng may employ muitiple sensors
and operator inputs, with the sensor and input data pro d to determine system actions,
which are then effected through various controi systems, v ,,ch may include display screens to
support interacton with human eperators. Software provides the fabric that links together
these activities, and it is in the soft-vare process that it must be assured that time-constraints
and deadlines will be met in the expected range of inputs. In addition, the software cannot be
brittle. When sensors or conirol systems fail or provide false readings, the software must be
sufficiently fault tolerani to continue operation, even if at a somewhat degraded level.

With software controlling so many weapon system functions, it is through software
assurance technology that many critical systems properties are assured, such as security from
penetration attack, security from probes, and safety of operation.
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b. Logistics Infrastructure

Software adaptation and upgrade often offers the most cost-effective means to.
enhance performance and functionality for existing systems, including currently fielded
systems. For this reason, post-deployment rework, system evolution, and maintenance
account for approximately 70 percent of the total software development and maintenance
costs cited above.

It is therefore essential in new system developments to address adaptability and
lifecycle considerations directly. A small increment in development costs can yield a very
large reduction in downstream costs. As cost and metric data are gathered, it Will be more
effectively possible to assess these tradeoffs in the early stages of design, enabling a more
rigorous approach to design for adaptability.

With the changing defense environment, defense capability improvements are more
likely to arise from enhancements to existing systems and less likely to arise from new
developments. In addition, the range of threats is proliferating, and the extent of
interoperablity requirements is changing rapidly. Because of this, systems need to be
engineered in a more flexible way. Software offers the most effective and flexible means both
for design/re-engineering upgrade and for subsequent logistic support. As the commercial
market for computing technology continues to grow, DoD exploitation of commercial
capabilities will become even more important in system design, resulting in systems that may
have both DoD-supported and commercially supported components.

Progress in each of the five critical areas of software engineering will have a significant
impact on the software aspects of weapon systems logistics. Software and system engineering
environment technology will facilitate a more component-oriented approach. enabling a
software component-by-component system upgrade. Software environments will also
maintain design records from earlier phases or from reuse repositories, reducing the need to
reverse engineer existiig software systems prior to adapting them. Use of a system design
record supported by -ery fine-grained configuration management can drastically reduce
costs associated with upgrade through the narrowing of the focus of test and evaluation efforts
required for acceptance of the enhanced system.

Adherence to conventionalized architectures and interfaces will enable support
organizations for existing systems to exploit improvements made by others in shared system
components, thus spreading the enhancement costs among multiple system organizations.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure

In software technology, as in many other areas of computing technology, DoD has had
and will continue to have an enormous effect on the industrial base, well out of proportion to
the extent of DoD research and development investment. DoD R&D investment, when
effectively managed, has a significant catalytic effect on the industrial base, including both
commercial and defense industry, with the result that DoD can more often expleit
commercial developments in support of its mission needs.

Past DOD R&D investment has led to major impacts on the U.S. computing
technology industrial base, including, for example, tii±iesharing, paralll computing,
COBOL, Ada, network operating systems including Unix, technology for security, the mouse,
packet-switched networking, and other technologies now r rt of the computing mainstream.

In each of these areas, technology and market isks were sufficiently high that
mainstream commercial investment was very limited at tl :me DoD became involved in the
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technology. The DoD investment was made in order to accelerate the rate at which
technoiogies would become available to meet DoD mission needs. In areas where the
appropriate investment policy was to catalyze commercial development, a sin-on effect
resulted, enabling DoD to exploit downstream commercial market growth and free itself of a
requirement to subsidize the full costs of continued technology growth. Another critical area
of early DoD investment is in activities that can lead to new standards. By catalyzing standards
efforts, DoD can accelerate availability of a capability required to meet its mission needs.

Indeed, areas of computing technology investment where the DoD has not been
successful are those areas where it has built an entirely DoD-specific technology base, such as
with the many service-specific programning languages in use prior to the introduction of
Ada. Because there was no commercial acceptance of these languages, DoD was forced to
bear the full costs of sustaining the technology base for each oi these language systems
throughout the lifecycles of all systems dependent on those languages. Similar pitfalls exist for
DoD-specific operating systems and programming environments. This is why, for example,
current DoD environment efforts are focused on developing compatible
commercially-supported frameworks that can support evolving commercial software
engineering tools.

Because of the proliferation of the technology, the computing and software
technology market share attributable to DoD is shrinking. Because DoD has even more
stringent and aggressive software requirements, it is essential that DoD continue to work with
the commercial market catalyzing emergence of technologies to exploit through spin-on.
This will ensure that downstream DoD needs will be met, that they will be met in a
cost-effective manner, and that the commercial base will gain through the accelerated
introduction of new software teclnologies.

In the future (as with the past DoD R&D investments as cited above), areas now
considered to be DoD-specific, which are now the focus of DoD R&D investment, will likely
move into the commercial mainstream as a result of the catalytic effects of that investment.
Such areas include parallel computing, technology for high assurance, realtime systems
technology, techniques for fault tolerance, lifecycle support environments and tools, reuse
and repository technology, and component-oriented (megaprogramming) software
development and managetment technology.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

As noted above, software support and logistics account for the vast bulk of DoD
seftware costs. Improvements in software engineering processes and environments will
enable architecture and component oriented systems management, with components more
likely to be used in multiple systems, enabling shared support and logistics costs. In addition,
software systems will be managed using fine-grained, configuration-controlled design
records incorporating specifications, design decisions and rationale, system architecture and
interfaces, code components, test cases, developer/maintainer documentation, user
documentation, and other potential configuration items. These records will drastically reduce
the need for reverse engineering in the support process, and enable more effective
exp! litation of automation to support system upgrade and testing.

A major rationale for ,dopting Ada over # ce proliferating DoD-specific programming
languages is the reduction in support costs that is engendered through uniform support tools
and pol;cies. Ada, particularly as it and its tool base evolve, will provide more effective
support for architecture conventionalization and use of reusable components, whose support
costs can be shared.
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C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Software and system engineering process and environments

(1) Objective
The objective is to permit process flexibility, to enhance management visibility and

control over the process, and to create automation support for the full lifecycle process.

The software process consists of different kinds of activities, such as requirements
engineering including prototyping, architectural design, detailed design, implementation,
verification (establi ing conformation of implementation with design specifications),
validation (establishing conformance with actual requirements), and integration of software
components. These activities are supported by management activities that enable teamwork,
determine configurations, set standards, allocate resources (e.g., staff time, tool and
crmputing support, access to testbeds), adjust design parameters, and provide other kinds of
global control. The complexity and scale of a software process can be significantly reduced
through the effective use of environment and tool support. Environments and tools are, in
effect, the principal force multiplier in engineering organizations. Tool support exists for
more than 50 distinct phases or elements of the software process. These tools are linked
together by frameworks that support data interoperabilty, process representation and
implementation, and uniform interaction with software engineers. DoD is catalyzing
framework activity that will lead to accepted standards supporting multi-vendor tool
interoperability, including interoperability of "conventional' software and "machine
intelligence" software covered under Machine Intelligence and Robotics.

DoD has particularly demanding requirements concerning lifecycle, functional and
performance requirements, supportability, integration, testing, and other areas. Because of
the scale and complexity of the systems developed and managed, it also requires extensive
tooling support.

(2) Development Milestones

The milestones for this effort include:

(a) By FY 1993, organizational process capability assessment in
common use as a contractor selection criterion.

(b) By FY 1995, DoD environment frameworks available, partially
populated with commercial tools, and validated through
development of software components in acquisition activities.

(c) By FY 1995, process model notations supported by
environment frameworks, with preliminary support for
prototyping and iterative models.

(d) By FY 1997, iterative process models for unprecedented
systems supported by environment frameworks.

b. Real-time aM4 fault-tolerant software

(1) Objectives

The objective is to facilitate the development of embedded systems of all kinds that
operate in environments that require assurance that hard real-time deadlines will be met and
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that failures or faults in external sensors, controllers, or other processors can be tolerated

with minimal impact on system performance and function.

(2) Development Milestones
* The major milestones for this effort include:

(a) By FY 1993, sceduling algorithms and analysis techniques in
common use for real-time uniprocessor systems.

(b) By FY 1995, real-time operating system support for distributed
and parallel systems emerging with commercial support.

(c) By FY 1995, prototyping support for fault tolerant systems
configurations to support reliability estimation.

(d) By FY 1997, libraries of fault tolerant code for distributed
systems.

c. Reuse and re-engineering

(1) Objective

The objective is to reduce costs and risks associated with software support and
enhancement efforts through improved software development practices and tools, and
through more effective process and tooling for support organizations. In addition, the
objective is to facilitate creation and reuse of sharable software assets of all kinds, including
architectures, interfaces, components, test cases, specification fragments, etc.

Successful reuse and re-engineering requires means to develop and codify
domain-specific architectures and internal interfaces that can be utilized, at least in part, by
multiple systems efforts, yielding both sharing of assets and ability to manage assets in a more
component oriented manner.

(2) Development Milestones
* The milestones for this effort include:

(a) By FY 1994, prototype national Ada repository available for
experimental use.

(b) By FY 1995, domain analysis yields usable domain-specific
architectures for DoD-specific software domains such as
avionics, guidance, C3, and vehicle control.

(c) By FY 1995, use of design record to capture data gathered
during software developments and reverse engineering efforts
used to support re-engineering and reuse.

(d) By FY 1997, cost/benefit data collection to support reuse
decisions in use.

d. Software for Parallel and Distributed Heterogeneous Systems

(1) Objective

The objective is to develop common systems software that can support heterogeneous
distributed and parallel computing configurations with high performance, robustness, and
high levels of application program support.
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The systems software can include operating systems, data bases, file systems, and
concurrency support tools. Advances in systems software are also critical to succesul
exploitation of advanced high performance computing systems, as covered under High
Performance Computing.

(2) Development Milestones

* Milestones for this task include:

(a) By FY 1993, widespread use of national file system supporting
access control, robustness, and name management.

(b) By FY 1994, robust operating system kernel support for
heterogeneous distributed and parallel systems.

(c) By FY 1995, robust, high performance distributed object
manager system supporting software and CAD environment
frameworks.

(d) By FY 1997, application portability environment for high

performance parallel and distributed systems.

e. High Assurance Software

(1) Objective

The objective is to create processes and tools that can support development of systems
for which compelling evidence can be provided that certain specified system requirements are
supported by the system. rfypically, the requirements concern security or safety, but they may
also involve deadline guarantees for real-time systems, assurance that a user display is
accurate, or some other property.

The technology includes specification techniques for the critical requirements,
methods and tools to analyze requirements specifications and implementations in order to
provide assurance, and processes to certify that systems have certain kinds of properties,
typically security properties.

(2) Development Milestones

0 The milestones for this effort include:

(a) By FY 1993, formal models for data confidentiality and
preliminary formal models for data integrity.

(b) By FY 1995, use of formal specification languages for selected
components.

(c) By FY 1996, iterative process models for high assurance
software available for use.

(d) By FY 1996, use of highly assured Ada components.
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2. Technolog Objectives

Technology Objectives - Software Engineering

Tochnical Area By 1996 By 2Q01 By 2006

Software andsyte * Op~en archftecture SEE trmeraw & OpnacNiecure SEE with a design
egnOr ing poes with commercoW acceptance and direc proces support manaement
and en~omns CASE Witeroperabllty 0 neae prjW desipI cosfl le~~

* iterative process modlels Infcrmnation 0eo~ Aciquiition Lfsocdate system
* Domaln-specific protofyping & Process metrics suprtn pPIll oritiUOI.I5

caalties for components continuous risk, proCoI cpltnization
* Robust design recovery toos WhadulelIstieC0

lnitw~ Proces Prograrvimed asslsteid requiremenit
soire enrvironment lom

0 Pro-active knowledge
based supipoit in
einvilronmenlt

Real-time and 0 Operating systems Interface * Tool support for * Synthesi of hard real-time
fault-tolerant software staidards suppoting real-time specification and formal scheduleirs for parallel

* Real-time scheduling algorithms analysis of small-scale processor
for mixed workload real-time real-ime Sstems * Automatic allomition of
tasks on uniprocessor * Commercial operating resources to processes for

systems kernels supporfing real-tme systems
real-time & Hardware-Independent

models for distributedil
parallel real-lime
environments

Rouse and * Machine independent: rouse of a Domain specific * Precise codification and
re-enginenng sytms softare comnponents architectures and Interfaces conformance testing for

* Repository technology deployed. * Coist/beriefl data collection dlomalin sp~olfl~iodn
including national file system with for reuse and * Reverse engineering tools
access control re-eingineering SUW ,~ design recovery

* Distributed secure fr system
repository Intgraed nto SEE

Software for parallel o Haterogoneous disruibuted * Distributed reliable object * Adaptive, dynamic re=ouce
and distributed operating system supporting management support with allocation for very large
heterogeneous Parallelism search and access control scale distributed computirg
systems a Wide-area distributed file system * Very hl h level languages e Databases with suport for

with access control and limited for distbuted object advanced inference, lull
replication computation multi-media, and adaptive

replication

High assurance e confidentiality proofs for simple * Iterative process models In * Integrity proofs
software operating system kernels use for development of high . Soitware environment

e High assurance system software assurance software supporting design.
products including operating * Forml specification and development and
system components and network analysis tools Incorporated adaptation of highly assured
gateways into software engineering softwvare

environments e High assurance distributed
& Environment support for database managemrent

high assurance Ada systems
software components

3. Resources

Software has become a pivotal technology for a wide range of defense systems, and
software capability continues to increase. Requirements placed on software elements of
systems are increasing much more rapidly, particularly with the changes in the DoD
environment towards more unpredictable threats, more rapidly changing interooerabilty
requirements, more rapid. mobilization and deployment, greater requirements for force
multipliers, and the increasing need for high assurance as computer communications become
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ubiquitous. Because of the rapidly increasing needs, each of the Services, as well as DARPA,
SDIO, and other agencies, sponsor significant research programs in software engineering. A
summary of funding for software research is given in the following table.
t A summary of total S&T funding for software engineering is given in the following- table.

Funding - Software Engineering ($M)

FY/87-91 FY92 FY93 FVW rl"9 FY96 F

384 149 148 153 155 156 157

4. Utilizing the Technology
Software technology is pervasive across major defense systems. Each of the Services

and SDIO have systems that comprise more than one million lines of code (e.g., the Strategic
Defense System, the Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System, the Standard Finance
System Redesign, the AN/BSY-2 Submarine Combat Control System, and the Advanced
Utctical Fightei). The software base relied upon for DoD information engineering can be
developed and managed using largely the same technology as for weapons system software.
Indeed, the commercial base upon which the information engineering efforts rely was largely
catalyzed through DoD research investment.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities
Although there are DoD-specific software technology requirements, such as for

certain aspects of security and real-time systems, the DoD nearly always benefits by
exploiting commercial capabilities. DoD benefits through what amounts to effectively shared
product development and enhancement costs with all other customers, and, often, through
the greater cost-effectiveness, robustness, and reliability that results from competitive
pressures.

For this reason, DoD exploits commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software where
possible. In some domains, such as information systems, nearly all DoD needs can be met
through commercial products with occasional customization required. This is because DoD
requirements to support payroll and other routine operations are similar to requirements in
other sectors. On the other hand, there are special requirements even in information systems
that DoD addresses either through direct customization or, in the longer term, through the
spin-on approach described earlier.

In cases where actual commercial modules cannot be exploited, commercial standards
very often can. Commercial standards adopted by DoD include standards for programming
languages, communications, data interchange, systems software interfaces, and so on. The
DoD Computer-Assisted Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS) program is involved in
selecting and supporting interchange standards for use in the DoD acquisition process.

The commercial industrial base also provides a wide range of software tools, though
effective multi-vendor integration is still lacking (though this is an area of DoD R&D focus).
Tools available include Ada compilers, associated support tools, and many commercial
"computer aided software engineering" (CASE) tools. Many of these tools were developed
for use in the much larger business and manufacturing systems integration market; DoD, in its
framework efforts, is seeking high levels of compatibility with these tools.
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DoD also exploits scientific/engineering software packages that emerge from the
coinmercial sector. Nonetheless, there are many DoD-specfic requirements in all areas, a
the extent to which DoD requirements will lead the market will likely increase. For this
reason, DoD R&D investment continues to address both immediate DoD needs and longer
tern generic technology needs where DoD will likely have special requirements. As noted in
earlier sections, this investment has yielded and continues to yield enormous impact in
ensuring that DoD requirements can be effectively addressed.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities
There are several likely areas of increased industrial capability, in many cases as a

direct result of prior DoD investment.

t One area is software environments and tools. Environment frameworks will emerge
that will support multi-vendor tool integration, direct process support, and consistent user
interface management. Because of the extent of industry consensus required, these results are
principally the result of government investment. Leveraging the DoD investment in this area
are other framework customers, including the VLSI and manufacturing CAD communities
and the machine intelligence software community.

Advances in the areas of operating systems, generally as a result of DoD investment,
will lead to advanced application portability profiles that will enable a higher degree of
integration of diverse application software on advanced workstations. This will yield benefits
for DoD information systems and office systems.

In some years, commercial capabilities may emerge to provide effective generic kernel
support for real-time and fault tolerant systems.

The bottom line is that continued effective DoD R&D investment strategy will yield a
continuous stream of commercial advances that will address a wide range of DoD needs.
There will nonetheless remain a substantial body of unmet highly DoD-specific needs. These
requirements, however, can often be addressed using hybrid systems approaches, involving
use of domain-specific architectures populated by components, some of which are COTS and
others of which are developed and managed by DoD and its contractors. With appropriate
design documentation record support, management of these hybrid systems can exploit
continued growth in capability of the commercial components, as spurred by the market, and
growth in computational power of the underlying computing systems base.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies
The National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsors basic research in software

technology, with an emphasis on smaller scale projects, though there are several larger
centers sponsored by NSF that engage in experimental research. Although moderate-scale
prototype engineering activity is now more frequently undertaken, most NSF support is
provided to individual researchers. NSF supports basic research in software engineering and
technology, with an emphasis on quality, reliability, productivity, and exploitation of
parallelism. NSF Advanced Scientific Computation centers provide researchers with access
to high performance computing systems.

Many agencies have Ada-related activities, including FAA and NASA. NASA is
already utilizing Ada on the Space Station Freedom Program and is sponsoring a major
Ada-based software engineering environment. NASA sponsors a significant range of
software efforts (e.g., at Goddard, Langley, and JPL) that bear on DoD goals sLch as realtime,
fault tolerance, high assurance, and software lifecycle support.
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NIST conducts research focused on high integrity software by developing technologies
that address software assurance and quality. Research includes formal methods for
specification and verification, and quality assurance techniques based on testing and
statistical methods.

The Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of the House Committee on
Science, Space, and Technology issued a report in August 1989, entitled, "Bugs in the
Program: Problems in Federal Government Computer Software Development and
Regulation" addressing software quality and assurance-related issues.

Software for high performance systems is one of the four principal elements of the
Presidential High Performance Computing and Communications initiative announced in
February 1991. Technical elements of this program are described under High Performance
Computing.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

Computing teclhology accounts for a significant portion of the GNP, and there is
considerable R&D underway in the private sector. Nonetheless, as indicated above,
government-sponsored research efforts have a disproportionate effect on the marketplace,
and considerably accelerate the process by which DoD technology needs are addressed.
Government contractor IR&D provides another accelerator for DoD software technology.

Commercial product R&D has resulting in a vast array of software engineering tools
and related management products, including not only compilers but also design and other
software engineering tools. Most of the DoD information engineering needs are addressed
directly as a result of commercial R&D, though there are cases where DoD R&D investment
is required in order to ensure that special requirements are effectively addressed.

Several industrial consortia have been formed to address aspects of software
technology, such as the Software Productivity Consortium (SPC) and the Microelectronics
and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC). In addition, industry has affiliations with
(but does not fund) the DoD-funded Software Engineering institute (SEI), which is an
FFRDC. The primary mission of the SEI is to support technology transition for software
engineering capability into defense systems.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

The following technologies are indicative of the capability of a nation in software
technology.

Software development environments, including automation support
for requirements engineering, cost analysis, rapid prototyping, and
associated library and management support capabilities.

* Operating systems and applications to support real-time
information management in large, distributed computer operations.

- Algorithms, languages, and software engineering methods and tools
to take full advantage of the performance potential offered by
advanced computer architectures.

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations for selected aspects of the technology.
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Summary Comparison - Software ngbeering

Selected Elements USSR NATO AMes Japan [ Othrs

Enhanced software E
development environments

Operating systems and
applications software to
support real-time information [1]
management in large,
distributed systems

Algorithms, languages, and
tools for advanced parallel rT ] I_ E_[ a
architectures

Software process
management

Overall m[ri
Evaluationb

aMany countries have ongoing theoretical work in algorithms.
Individual breakthroughs are possible from any of these efforts, but
cannot be predicted or planned.

b The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relaiive to the United States:

Ibroad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions
moderate technical capability with possible leadership In some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contributions

E I generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

r- lagging in all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at , Ip rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability increasing at a sinifar rate to the United States

- Foreign capability Increasing at a slower rate than the United States
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The USSR has demonstrated strong theoretical capabilities in computer science.
Soviet researchers have mastered numerous theoretical techniques for the automated
production of software. Institutes and piants supporting military R&D and production are
likely to be the first to assimilate these new techniques. The Soviet computer science
community has also developed a strong capability to produc, software for highly parallel
computers. The application of software technology, however, continues to be an area of
serious deficiency, much of it stemming from a shortage of computers, especially
microcomputers and supercomputers, and from reliability problems, especially with
peripherals. Soviet programmers lack adequate hands-on computer experience.
Computer-to-computer networking is rare except in high-priority applications. The
situation is exacerbated by the poor quality of public telecommunications and poor technical
communications among S&T professionals.

There has, however, been a conspicuous trend in the Soviet military literature,
beginning in the early 1960s, to stress cybernetics and operations research as elements in
military decision making. The literature refers to the computer as a "comrade-in-arms," in
addition to acknowledging its role as a consultant and information source. The issue of
computer security has become as important to the Soviets as it has to the United States. It is
highly unlikely, though, that Soviet computer security is any better than that of the United
States.

The European and Japanese communities are developing partnerships among
government, industry, and academia at a much faster pace than the United States. However,
the research into software technology in the United States is, at this point, probably more
advanced than in Japan and Europe, though this is not true in all specific technology areas.

There are two ongoing cooperative efforts with European countries to develop
standard interfaces for Ada programming support environments.

The Japanese have made significant progress in developing process and management
techniques to support reuse in specific applications areas (the Japanese "software factory").
Japanese efforts in compiler development for vector parallel computers are also very
advanced.

NATO has adopted Ada as a standard programming language and individual NATO
countries have either adopted or mandated the use of Ada in military systems. Software
development has been an area of major emphasis in European research funding progams,
and multinational ventures in Europe have the potential for achieving comparability with the
United States by combining individual strengths. Large-scale European projects are
sponsored by the European Strategic Program for Research in Information Technology
(ESPRIT) and European Research Coordination Agency (EUREKA), using joint industrial
and government funding. Planning documents indicate that approximately 20 percent of the
approximately $1 billion total annual budget for these consortia is allocated to software, not
including office systems and artificial intelligence. Explicit emphasis is given in ESPRIT to
"pre-competitive collaborative" efforts leading to the development of common software
interfaces (e.g., PCTE +) and portable tools. The EUREKA program, with a total cost of
about $7 billion provided primarily by industry, promotes collaboration through
coordination. Two of the key EUREKA programs are EUREKA Advanced Software
Technology (EAST) and European Software Factory (ESF). A key new program is the
European Software and Systems Initiative (ESSI). ESSI is aimed at increasing software
productivity, and is funded at $600 million from 1990 to 1994. Additional emphasis on the use
of formal methods t_, develop highly reliable software has led to a European lead in many
specific technology areas. The UK Ministry of Defense has promulgated a draft standard for
safety of critical systems involving the use of formal methods.
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Outside of NATO and Japan, virtually all industrialized nations have some efforts
relating to the development of specific alorithms. The nature of this research lends itself to
individual breakthroughs in spefic algorithms. These may contribute to significant advances
beyond existing U.S. capabilities, but cannot be predicted.

2. Exchange Agreements

The NATO Defence Research Group (DRG) programs in operations research and
long-term research for air defense provide a mechanism for exchanges of information on
requirements for improved software technology. The Technology Cooperation Program
(TrCP) sponsors a group on software engineering as well as a range of other applicable
exchange activities, including computing technology, trusted computer systems, andmachinc
and system architecture. The Services also have exchange activities, primarily with NATO
nations. Ongoing Service exchange programs exist, for example, in software development
methodologies, techniques and tools, distributed command and control, signal processing,
flight control, cockpit systems for advanced fighters and helicopters, and computational fluid
dynamics.

MOUs on Ada technology exist, for example, with France, Sweden, and Germany.
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3. HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Rapid improvements in the performance and cost effectiveness of computer hardware,
enabied by integrated microelectronics technologies, have spread computing into all areas of
military and civilian life. Such rapid improvements in the speed of computing have come
primarily from advances in the understanding of the physics and fabrication of electronic
materials and devices. As the fundamental speed limits of materials properties are
approached, further significant speedup is more likely to come from new architectural
approaches. Average performance increases of 50 percent per year, sustained for the past 30
years, have produced computers capable of executing about 300 million operations per
second as uniprocessor vector machines. These processors have been used in small scale
shared memory multiprocessors such as the Cray Y-MP, which can sustain about 2 billion
operations per second. Scalable parallel computer architectures will play a key role in
maintaining this momentum. Advanced integrated microelectronics technologies and the
corresponding reductions in cost per microelectronic device have made large-scale parallel
systems feasible, opening a path to systems of even higher performance. Performance is
expected to exceed one trillion operations per second by the mid 1990s as a result of the
Presidential Initiative in High Performance Computing and Communications described in a
supp!krnent of the President's FY 1992 budget submission. Trillion operations per second
computing systems will require billion bit per second networks to ensure a balanced high
performance computing technology base. Defense is fully supporting this initiative in the
DARPA HPC program because the multiple use high performance computing and
communications technologies are critical to developing future Defense capabilities.

Technology Sets in High Performance Computing

* High performance computer systems

* Advanced software technology and algorithms

* High performance networking
* Basic research and human resources
* Defense specific technologies

These areas are consistent with in the Federal High Performance Computing and
Communications Program,' which will be producing multiple use technologies, with the
addition of defense specific technologies. The major technology areas listed above can be
characterized as follows:

0 High performance computing systems developments are in four main
areas: research for future generations of computing systems, system
design tools, advanced prototype systents, and evaluation of early
systems. Systems capable of sustaining 100 gigaops for large
problems will be available for deployment by late 1993 and the
teraops systems will be available by 1996.

IThe contents of this section are based upon the report "Grand Challenges: High Performance Comput-
ing and Communications" that was a supplement to the President's Fiscal Year 1992 Budget.
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" Advancee softwre technology and algorithms covers scalable
libraries for defense problem domains, programming, and analysi
tools for scalable parallel and distributed heterogeneous SyStems in
a workstation/server configuration that will be open to 'the
integration of embedded system and accelerators.

" High performance networking technologies will be produced to
satisfy, the defense needs for gigabit networks. This networking
technology will be capable of supporting a wide range of advanced
network services, with bandwidth and traffic characteristics that are
representative of the future networks.

* &asic research and human resources addresses long term national
needs for more skilled personnel, enhancement of education and
training, and materials and curriculum developmew in the high
performance wrmputing science and. engineering areas. It is
designed to encourage investigator initiated, long term research on
experimental projects that will maintain the flow of innovative ideas
and talented people into high performance computing areas. It will
establish industry, university and govermnent partnerships to
improve the training and utilizationof personnel and to expand the
base of research and development personnel in high performance

* Defense s pcific technologes will focus on the special needs of

aplcations toenable significant new capabilities.

H. PAYOFF

1. Impact ain Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance
Computer systemn technology is expected to continue to provide a critical edge in

performance for all clawss of weapons, command and control systems, and development of
complex, distributed battle management systems such as smart weapons with integrated C31
systems platformis, or Strategic Defense systems. Weapon system accuracy and corresponding
lethality. p Is improved performance in naval, ground, and air vehicles, will be significantl~y
enhamnced through the exploitation of parallel computer ard-itectures. igh performance
parallel computing will enhance DoD sysems in both system design and their
implementation to achieve new defense capabilities. These improvements will occur through
anticipated advancements ini materials science, computational fluid dynamics, semiconductor
design, and machine vision that are enabled byhigh performance parallel computers. For
ex~mirpe, simulation, as in Sinmet, strategic defense, or theater battlefield war gamning, will
exploit a variety of scalable, parallel compter architectures.

In the new defense systems, mailitary platforms will be able to cayhighprformance
parallelk processors and be able to provide new defense caplities (onbar signal
'-oa- -,wng watl suei to current airborne systms is coneivabL) Similarly, the notions

bsar ulls t or submarines and "smart skins" for aircraft are dependent on
4ig-performnce, parallei computing systms Highi-performance, embedded system are
crucial for automnaic ta.get retognition capabilit by smart weapons. One-thousand-fold
performance increases over present systems =ol find applications in large-array acoustic
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ASW systems. Highly reliable embedded computers and space-qualified embedded
processors are being developed for several DoD systems. High performance computing can
also be used to enable predictive modeling of atmospheric and oceanographic events, which
can have a significant effect on military operations and weapons systems. In benign
environments commercial parallel processors are applicable.

b. Weapon System Logistics

Although scalable parallel systems may have thousands of processors, they represent
no more system complexity than exists in today's supercomputers. Advances in
microelectronic technology have enabled these parallel systems to be based on units of
replication of both software and hardware. In other words, the embedded systems of the
fiture could be based on the same components as the largest HPC systems, thus forming a
single family of computing systems based on the same architectural concepts and
manufacturing technology. Consequently, logistics, includin& software maintenance, will be
more efficient. Maintenance will be simpler since the focus will be on units of replication and
individual processor failures on the new scalable systems need not be fatal. Training will be
simpler since programming styles and models of computation will be uniform for a wide range
of systems- small embedded systems to the largest scale HPC systems. A single modern
microprocessor can out-perform most large embedded uniprocessors deployed in current
defense systems. Scalable parallel systems will create new opportunit'es for more efficient
logistics.

High performance computing provides capabilities for self diagnosis, repair and
recovery. The re-routing of communications networks is now exploited commercially and
will be applied to high capacity networks.

Large scale problems created by logistics of rapid overseas deployment can be
handled by high performance computing based planning and control functions.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure
High performance computing is a pervasive and powerful technology for industrial

design and manufacturing, scientific research, communications, and information
management. A strong U.S. high performance computing industry contributes to our
leadership in critical national securty areas and competitiveness in broad sectors of the
civilian economy. High performance parallel computing will significantly affect the industrial
base because of the increasing.use of computation to augment experimental and theoretical
approaches to science and engineering. Parallel computer designs may be scaled over a wide
performance range (scale factor of 1,000 or more from the smallest system to the largest).
these systems are also more effective in terms of cost, performance, volume, and power than
conventional high performance computer's. The first generation of parallel computer systems
has recently emerged in commercial products in large part as a result of DARPA investments.
The second generation is currently under development, with bsystems expected to emerge in
1992. High performance computing realized as scalable parallel and distributed systems with
assciated networking technology, systems software, software development environment,
and trained personnel represents a fundamental enabling technology for the United States in
the new information technology age.

Markets and applications will drive industrial investments in parallel computer
architecLure tednogy. By 1993, the top five markets will be .overnmen aerospace,
petroproducts, electronics, and research. Applications of this technology include
computer-aideu engineering and simulation and iodeling. U.S. airframe manufacturers are
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already using massively parallel processing to replace expensive wind tunnel and radar range
tests in aircraft design and are developing engineering simulation software that can also be
run on training simulations.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

New equipment, skills, and training will be required at DoD depot environments in
order to support and maintain systems incorporating parallel computer architectures. New
computer languages and algorithms, which began to emerge in the 1980s, will need to be
learned. New test equipment and diagnostic approaches will need to be developed in
conjunction with these new capabilities. Essential capabilities to support systems with
embedded parallel computer arc itectures may present challenges equal to that of the new
architecture development, and this critical technology strategy must address both of these
development aspects in parallel. The Defense logistics infrastructure will benefit from
hardware and software technologies that are compatible with the commercial technology
base.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

The DoD High Performance Computing (HPC) program under DARPA leadership is
an integral part of the Federal Government High Performance Computing and
Communications Program which also includes NSF, NASA., and DoE efforts. As the DoD
element of the HPCC program builds up, the ongoing DARPA Strategic Computing Program
will focus on the more defense-specific needs such as embedded systems, accelerators of
specific problem domains, and critical problems related to defense. DoD is evaluating the use
of such computing capability in a variety of critical military applications. For undersea
surveillance, generalized modules have already been developed; new .patial processing
algorithms wiii be available by FY 1992, and an array element location capability will be
available by FY 1992 and demonstrated by FY 1993. For acoustic FDS visualization, DoD has
implem,.'it~d highly parallel meshes for mapping and will demonstrate a human-engineered
display workbench with integrated FDS HDTV/net. C31 application efforts have formulated
optimal selection theory (DINS). A CINCPACFLT training demonstration is planned for FY
1992 which includes implementation of distributed data bases on parallel computers.
Development efforts are also focused on signal processing for IR/FPA sensors. A video
display will be demonstrated by FY 1992. An alternative sensor processor will be prototyped
and evaluated by FY 1993 and an optimized parallel computing design and algorithm
approach demonstrated in FY 1994. The major objective of DoD's development program in
parallel computer architectures and high performance computing is to develop the
component, packaging, and design technologies for high performance computing systems. A
variety of advanced application domains are being explored as DARPA Strategic Computing
applications. Embeddable systems will be developed for defense specific uses.

a. High Performance Computing Systems (HPIS)

(1) Objectives

Development of parallel computer systens capable of sustaning trillions of
operations per second on large problems including te associated networking for distributed
systems and system software for use in a modern software engineering environment.

(2) Deveopment Wilstones
The High Performance Computing Systems tedhology area produces balanced

scalable parallel computing systems through the development of prototype systems. These
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systems are developed with progressively larger scale, more advanced components and
packaging, and more advanced designs. The program is structured to fecus on major risk
areas and to minimize the number of risk areas addressed in any given project. The projects
are also structured by maturity. Larger projects which may provide the basis for the
development of commercial products are performed on a cost-shared basis with industry.
Critical underlying technologies are developed in prototype form with associated design
tools, providing experimental evaluation of alternatives for potential use as they mature in
prototype systems. Fundamental alternatives for critical technologies not otherwise available
are developed as required to ensure that the system performance goals can be achieved.
Systems are evaluated throughout the development process, and experimental experience is
fed back into the design process for successive generations.

High Performance Computing Systems will be produced in four wain subareas:
Research for Future Generations of Computing Systems, System Design Tools, Advanced
Prototype Systems, and Evaluation of Early Systems. Systems capable of sustaining 100
gigaops for large problems will be available for deployment by late 1993 and the teraops
systems will be available by 1996.

b. Advanced Software Technology and Algorithms (ASTA)

(1) Objectives

Development of generic software technology and new algorithms to exploit the
performance potential of scalable parallel and distributed heterogeneous high performance
computing systems with advanced workstations in a high performance networking
environment.

(2) Development Milestones

Scalable parallel and distributed systems provide new opportunities and challenges for
software and algorithms. While much of what has been learned about more conventional
computing systems can be used as a foundation, it needs to be extended to support the new
large scale systems that will be produced in this program. A typical user environment will be
an advanced workstation with high resolution color displays connected to a high performance
network and local high performance computing resources. Access to additional high
performance computing systems is available through regional and national networks.
Realizing the full potential of teraops computing and gigabits networking will require
advanced software technology and algorithms.

In Advanced Software Technology and Algorithms, DoD projects will produce
scalable libraries for Defense problem domains and programming and analysis tools for
scalable parallel and distributed heterogeneous systems in a workstation/server
configuration that will be open to the integration of embedded systems and accelerators.

c. High Performance Networking

(1) Objectives

Development of a gigabit per second communication network to provide distributed
computing capability among researchers and research institutions which may also be used in
the development of large-scale distributed systems.

(2) Dvkmn isow

A new generation of high performance networkdng technology is required to support
the sustained growth of the high performance computing ifratucture. Just as an indivdual
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computing system needs to be balanced, the associated networking technology needs to have
sufficient capacity and provide the kind of services required by the user community. The new
network technologies will enable resource sharing and cooperative research, development,
and transition described in the program.

Networking at gigabit/sec data rates will require fundamentally new approaches than
today's megabit/sec data rates due to such factors as the large amounts of data in the channel,
the relative delay in acknowledging receipts, and error recovery. The network protocols in use
with today's megabit channels have evolved from the older 56 kilobit channels and are not
expected to extend much further. In addition, a much wider range of services is required over
the dimensions of burst rates, sustaiiied data rates, and error recovery. The types of service
required include: traditional character at a time for simple remote access, file transfer over a
wide range of si7es, wide area file systems as an extension of local network file systems,
remote vndow systems with graphics, video conference, and large-scale distributed systems.

For the National Research and Education Network (NREN) component, high
performance networking technologies will be produced to satisfy the gigabit technology
needs of the NREN and to provide a dual use technology base for DoD. This networking
technology includes development of new protocols and switch and transmission technologies,
and it will be capable of supporting a wide range of advanced network services.

d. Basic Resea-ch and Human Resources (BRHR)

(1) Objective
Basic Research and Human Resources addresses long term national needs for more

skilled personnel, enhancement of education and training, and materials and curriculum
development in the high performance computing science and engineering areas. It is
designed to encourage investigator initiated, long term research on exper~mental project.
that will maintain the flow of innovative ideas and talented people into high performance
computing areas. It will establish industry, university and government partner3hips to
improve the training and utilization of personnel and to expand the ba;e of rescarch and
development personnel in high performance computing science, technology and applications.

(2) Development Miiestones
The Basic Research and Human Resources component will focus on fundamental

scientific issues in the order to:
0 Improve the flow of human resources into high performance

computing
• Improve the university infrastructure in high performannice

computing
-- Facilitate multidisciplinary academic research on high performance

computi..g and communications.

e. Defense Specific Technologies
(1) Objective
Develop the additional technologies needed to ena.Ae the uwe of parallol computr

architectures and associated networking and system software iecihnologes iefense
systems.

(2) Developmt Milst o
The Defense Specific Technolosies coinjkonent wilt fc--us on transitions o.f high

performance computing technology from the multi-uw tednolcgy base into specific defense
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requirements such as embedded computing, application specific accelerators, disttibuted

systems, and heterogeneous systems that are fault tolerant and survivable.

2. Te~chnology Objectives

Uchiiology Objectives - High Performance Computing

Technical Area By 1996 By 2001 BY 2006

High performance * Teraops systems (Tera * 100D Teraops systems *10 Petaops systems
computing systems = 10?O21 * Optical Interconnect =Pt 1016)

* Mul chip modules * Petaops designs
package

* Heterogenous
systems

* Multi tereop designs
Advanced software * Scalable libraries *Deployed scalable

tehooyand * Design tools prgrm in
* Support for integrated software

heterogeneous engineering
computing

High petormiance *Gigabit networks *100 Gigabit available for * Terabit deployable
nletworkcing available for deployment

deployment * Terabit designs with all
~Muffi-gigabit designs optical data paths

Defense specific I*Embedded systems e Embedded systems with *Embedded systemas
technologies with Teraop 100 Teraop components with PETAOPS

L components __________ components
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3. Resouras

Total S&T funding in this criical technology is shown below.2

Funding - High Performance Computing ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

414 172 219 273 301 349 350

4. Utilizing the Technology

DoD is a major current and future user of high performance parallel computing
technology. The DoD laboratories exploit parallel machines for a wide variety of aumerical
and symbolic computations in ASW, strategic defense, quantum physics, fluid dynamics, and
natural language understanding. Activity is underway to determine the most effective
processors for ASW signal processing. The AN/BSY-2 submarine combat control system
currently under development uses a loosely coupled parallel processor design. DoD is also
using parallel computing to support development of the next generation tactical fighter
aircraft. In addition, parallel processors have been demonstrated or will be exploited for
standoff minefield detection, multi-sensor target acquisition demonstration, distributed
communications systems, and distributed C2-force level control.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAP.ABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities
First generation scalable parallel systems are now commercially available frcm US

vendors. Makers of parallel computing equipment fall into two principal categories:
supercomputer vendors (there are 6 domestic firms) and ntnisupercomputer vendors
(approximately 23). Since 1976, the supercomputer market has been one of the most stable
high technology growth markets, wita growth estimated at 7 percent annually from 1989 to
1992, while the minisupercomputer market wAil grow 28 percent annually during the same
period. As a result of DARPA investments in the 1980s, a new industrial base in development
and use of scalable parallel architectures has begun to emerge. Although the market is still
smal, it is considered a critical enableir of a brcad range of critical deferse capabilities.
DoD-sponsored investments in manufacturing technology are focused on microelectronic
needs (Gallium Arsenide. VHSIC, wafer preparation and packaging, integrated circuit
manufacturing).

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

Specific plans related to manacturing tcho logy will be driven by growing market
4l1 fror lar commerial and icientifi markets that were oice the exclusive domain of the

mainfraue ad are YD'ing npidly to scalable, parallel processing. Most U.S.-based
sue ten and arly all minisperconputers have introduced parallel architectural
coWce-s to their systems. It is estim.tod that nearly half c4 the systems shipped in 1991 will
amam parallel arcfitcctaral cenjcTs aprd some of these will be scalable parallel systems.

SThc feacgIS l etw , toaw n pimmn 6.2 f ite n wiM th tl dfinioam found in the Fcd
eral Hi;h Nadonmanc aosn d Cowmaexvi Pogram publihed by t OS? in 1989.
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Because of increased emphasis on advanced computing by Japanese computer manufacturers
(with strong governme& backing), a highly competitive environment will be evident.

Because of he prevalence of high performance computing across so many Defense
'and non-Defense technologies, a proposed 5-year, $2 billion bigh performance computing
and commrunications plan that woulo support the $Ielopment of advanced systems was given
the backing of the Office of Scere and Technoklgy Policy (OSTP) and DARPA and is
included in the President's FY & .,Y2 Budget. This Preside ial initiative, "Grand Challenges:
High Performance Cormpting and Conmrnuications", V: sss on accelerating significantly
the commercial availability Md utilization of new ,exerations of high perfr'mance
computers and communications networks. The t .tgram address both government and
private sector producers in defense ad co n-ie:J . application.

Special manufacturing needs for development of prallel computer architectures are
closely aligned to the semiconductor and microekeronic xnket in the United States. The
technology base for networking is sizlar to comput Mth additional requirements for high
performance switching and high data rate long distance commuhication channels.
Development of these advaosed-sstems requires random access memory chips to utilize this
high--speed computing techualogy. Other reiated industries and tchnologies include
software, distributed tta bases, parallel and -istributed computation, heterogeneous
systems, computer-human, interface, arid networking and conmmunication.

E RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agenei

The DoE has active program in a number of parallel computer architecture areas:
a Robust computing infrastructures

_ Methods development and implementation fo- major appli aions
a A small number of experimental supercom-puting centers

established through the niational laboratories
o Use ot government research centers in educational initiatives.

DoE in particular is fosterino education through a series of post-doctoral and
predoctoral fellowships, througki its eforts to provide a center for parallel computing that
would ue open to researchers and students from other institutions (a DARPA/INTEL
ollaboration in DARPAs Touchstone project, networking collaborations with AT&T Bell

Lab, and archiketure research collaborations with in - trial firms). DoD research at
universities focusez on parallel alporithms, software development environment and
techniques for parallel machines, and instrumentation and monitoring techniques for parallel
architectures. Uiversity research is also concentrating on the development of parallel
programing envirnents to permit effective usilization of parallel computer architectures,
especialDy for scientific computing applications. A major research program to develop an
isegrated pTo environment for shared numory architectures is underway at the
uiveraityof r'-ois.1

NASA is actively supporng the developmet and utilization of parallel computer
arcitectures. Driven ' agencw mo n reqwemtnts NASA tvmlopedan early large &Ie

rasle c nw te M ro or (MWP). The tclW developed and,te W~as karned have w, mitkoW w se-ieral of the WPs €oxmrcial stw x-,w..

NASA is camrendy istegraft a mwm r of parallel pocemrs into its
computer centes suc as the Numer caeodinmi Simulation iclity at the Am
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Research Center. Processors are both large grain and fine grain parallel. NASA invests even
more of its annual budget in the development of algorithms, applications, and system
software for parallel processing in its field centers, research institutes, and university-based
centers of excellence. The list of the facilities developing or utilizing parallel processors under
NASA funds includes (but is not limited to): Ames, Lewis, and Langley Research Center,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Stanford University, and the
University of Illinois.

The objective of the NIST Performance Measures forAdvanced Computers program is
to devise ways of peasuring the performance characteristics of high performance
multi-processor machines, particularly multiple-instruction machines based on shared and
distributed memory architectures, without significantly degrading the performance. Studies
to date demonstrate that the performance of a system may be characterized by a few system
state parameters, thus indicating that compact, predictive models of performance are
possible. NISTs responsibilities in the Federal High Performance Computing Program are to
promote "open" software systems, and support a classification system for indexing anid
distributing scientific software so that industry and the research community can effectively
exploit the power of future generations of high performance computers.

NSF support for research on parallel computer architecture is provided primarily
through activities in computer and computation theory, computer and microelectronic
systems architecture, software systems and engineering, and experimental systems. In
addition, NSF funds the Center for Research on Parallel Computation. Researchers are
provided access to massively parallel computers at four NSF supercomputer centers.

The Army has designated the University of Minnesota as the location of an Army High
Performance Computing Research Center for Army applications. This center is a five-year
effort involving acquisition and networking of high-performance computing architectures in
a heterogeneous environment, basic interdisciplinary research in the optimal exploitation of
problem structure and para~il architectures in the solution of problems in science and
engineering, and the transfer of e .pertise in parallel processing from the center to DoD
scientists in an infrastructure support program of internships, on-site tutorials, consulting,
technical reports, and hands-on parallel computing experience. Furthermore, the
development of parallel software systems required to support the center will directly affect
productivity in parallel software development, which lags far behind developments in parallel
processing hardware.

2. R&D in the Private Sector
Defense investment in high-performance parallel computing has spawned a number

of industrial product lines, mostly oriented toward commercial applications. Industry
generally considers exploitation of massive parallelism into the teraops range as too risky for
development. Instead U.S. industry has pursu,d incremental improvements in older
approaches to computing. University research is -oncentrating on the development of
parallel programming environments to permit effective utilization of parallel computer
architectures for scientific computing applications.

F. UTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. IchnekqU and Industrial Base
Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential

--pbi~iiy to contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified:
Design of scalable, parallel, istxibuted, heterogeneous computing
with capability of lOl to 1012 floating point operaions/sec.
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* Improved packaging (including interconnect and thermal
management) for massively parallel hardware

* Development of software and software development tools to exploit
massive parallelism

* Development of trusted operating systems for distributed, parallel
computing.

The table on the following page provides a sunmary comparison of the US and other
nations for selected key aspects of the technology. The United States has a significant worldwide
lead in serial production and practical application of parallel processing hardware. This !ead
developed from and continues to be supported by the US capability in microprocessors and a
broad experience base in advanced computing hardware design and packaging.

There is no evidence that the USSR has achieved significant success in
high-performance computing, however, technology transfer from former satellite countries
is possible. The Soviets have historically followed the United States by 10 or more years in
computer. systems, and there is no indication this will change. The Soviets are, and will
continue to be, severely hampered by lack of capability for quantity production of high-speed
digital components and assemblies (see Semiconductor Materials and Microelectronic
Circuits). Thus, their strengths are likely to remain largely in theory, research, and
prototyping. While the Soviets have a signifcant research effort in parallel computing, they
are many years from being able to provide their scientists and engineers wid; the levels of
technology available to their Western counterparts. The increased availability of
microprocessors enables the development of early forms of scalable parallel systems.

The United States, Europe, and Canada are pursuing parallel computing through
increasing integration of processors. Japanese efforts emphasize peak vector processor
performance. As a consequence, Japan has not produced massively parallel machines on par
with the United States/Europe and Canada. However, their multi-processor computers have
a much higher theoretical peak performance (TPP) than do their US/European/Canadian
counterparts. U.S. technology continues to be dependent on Japanese memory chips and
some high performance component technologies. Advanced U.S. scalable parallel computing
systems have all of the processing components designed and produced by U.S. sources.
Cooperative opportunities will exist with NATO countries, especially with the UK, the
Netherlands, the FRG, and France.

Japan, the UK, the Netherlands, and Germany all have credible efforts in parallel
computing. The Japanese have developed high peak performance production models of small
parallel processing vector computer systems. NEC's SX-X/SX-3/3/44 series of computers
was released in 1989 and has four processors capable of a TPP of 22 GFLOPS. The 16
processor Cray-3 has yet to be released (probably 1991), and is expected to be capable of 16
GFLOPS. However, the Japanese are several years behind the United States in highly
parallel systems and associated software. As the commercial market becomes more
significant, they can b- expected to try to dose thr- gap. The U.S. systems are generally able to
sustain higher performance for important applications than Japanese systems.

Japanese R&D in parallel computing is beginning to show results. The Industrial
Technology Agency's Electro-technology Laboratory has recently announced the
development of a 128-processor configuration data flow system, the Sigma-1, a hardware
prototype based on an earlier MIT dataflow design. The Japanese have developed only
minizmai demonstation software for this systems. The stated maximum processing seed is
640 million floating point operations per second (MFLOPS), placing the system in the
supercomputer category. The Japanese have no work under way equivalent to the breadth
and depth of U.S. projecs or the UK transputer project described below.
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Summary Comparison - High Performance Computing

Selected Elements USSR NATO Allies Japan Others

Design of massively parallel,
distributed computing with E] E=f EF
101 - 1012 FLOP capabilities

Improved packaging (including
interconnect and ther-al ] E 0 E
management) and massively SwiE=land
parallel hardware

Development of software and
development tools to exploit [] ] 0 E
massive parallelism Israel, Hungary

Development of trusted
operating system for
distributed, parallel computing

Overalla -] EL E]
Switzerland

Israel, Hungary
a The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of tho average
standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

E"E broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions
_r J moderate technical capability with possible leadership In some niches of technology;

allies capable of important contributions
" [I] generally lagging; allies may be capable of conributing In selected areas

[[[] lagging In all important aspects; allies urdikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (I.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a faster rate than the United States

0 Foreign -Apability increasing at a k rate to te United States

- Foreign capability Increasing at a rat. than te United States
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The UK has a significant parallel processing oftware research effort and
infrastructure in its universities, industry, and government establishments. Notable among
these is the Alvey Program for Advanced Information Technology. The European Strategic
Program for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT) is also pursuing related software
engineering initiatives. Specific areas of research include techniques for dynamic control of
array topology and diagnosis and control of load balance in massively parallel processors. The
Edinburgh concurrent supercomputer is presently using an electronically reconfigurable
200-processor array of Inmos transputers (3 MFLOPS per processor board) for a ,ide range
of research and modeling applications. The ESPRIT project also uses the Inmos transputer
and supports research in many areas. Applications include development of high-level
programming languages and techniques for image processing and synthesis, scientific
computation (including computational-fluid dynamics), logic simulation, and artificial neural
nets.

The UK was a primary contributor to thc development of the OCCAM-1, -I1
programming languages, the first general computez language written specifically for parallel
computers. Inmos, Limited (Bristol, England) developed and now produces a line of VLSI
chips specifically designed to implement the OCCAM language. These transputers are the
bulding blocks of a research program being pursued by the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment with support from Thorn EMI, Ltd., Inmos, and Southampton University to
develop a real-time reconfigurable supercomputer.

Many other countries are involved with parallel computer architectu;e research based
on the Inmos transputer, such as the Soviet Union, Germany, Hungary, C0.echoslovakia, avd
Denmark. Hungary is working on a distributed version of PROLOG fo: transputers called
CS-PROLOG and Germany is researching the use of transputers in -pace technology to
process the enormous amounts of data collected on board spacecraft

Recently the Netherlands has become much more active in thf. field, especially in the
areas of algorithms and the application of parallel architectures to Artificial intelligence.

2.. Exchange Agreemenis

Mechanisms for international cooperation in military applications of parallel
computing are still developing in this relatively new field. The NATO Defense Research
Group (DRG) programs in operations research and in long-teim research for air defense
provide a mechanism for exchanges of information to help understand and define essential
requirements for future applicatons of parallel compuing. The "Iechnology Cooperation
Program (TTCP) provides a direct vehicle under its program for machine and system
architecture and for a range of applicable exchange activities under computing technology,
software engineering, and trusted computer systems. These programs, together with
technology exchanges in basic electronics, should also contribute to overcoming packaging
and thermal management problems in assemblies with the extremely high component
densities typical of massively parallel machines.

The Services also have exchanges, primarily with NATO and a few other friendly
nations. Ongoing Service exchange programs in distributed command and control, signal
processing, flight control, cockpit systems for advanced fighters and helicopters, and
com tational fluid dynamics support parallel computer architecture technology. DARPA
has held an exploratory workshop with ESPRIT on a variety of topics including High
Performance Computing.
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4. MACHINE INTELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Machine intelligence is the behavior exhibited by computer/robotic sytems which,
when exhibited by humans, is reco nized as intelligent. These behaviors include knowledge,
understanding, perception, cognition, reasoning, induction, infererce, planning, reaction,
learning, and problem solving.

Machine Intelligence and Robotics are related technologies with rapidly growing
applications in modern, high performance complex weapons, command and control, and
manaufacturing systems. While few complex weapons can be described as robots, many involve
robotic technology. Similarly, Command and Control (C2) systems are emerging that permit
field commanders to specify guidance, which is subsequently followed tirelessly throughintelligent computational means. These weapons and C2 systems are tightly coupled
man-machine systems, carefully designed to make effective use of the unique capabilities of
both man and machine.

The design of intelligent C2 syster, intelligent machines, and robots requires combining
event and/or object detection, situation assessment, and response planning with suitable
machine controllers, machine learning, and man-machine interfaces. Therefore, this critical
technology utilizes the results from many other technologies, coupled with complex system
integration technologies. Intelligent machines will increasingly depend on advances in parallel
computer architectures (for rapid control), software producibility (to handle the complexity of
sensing and control), sensors (to provide inputs for intelligent action), data fusion (to combine
the signals from many sensors), and composite materials (to facilitate light weight).

First-generation components of machine intelligence technology have proven their
commercial worth in moderately complex applications. Expert systems, for example, provide
advice and problem solving skills in specialized, well-constrained knowledge areas and are
routinely used in medicine, electronic trouble shooting, product evaluation, financial
analysis, and mechanical assembly planning. Speech recognition systems are being used for
parcel routing, inventory taking, quaity control inspection, air traffic control training, and
dictation.

Technology Sets in Machin Intelligence and Robotics

" Image understanding
* Autonomous planning
* Navigation
Is Speech and text processing

4 mAchin' icarning
_ Knowlecdge representation and acquisition

Adaptive manipuiation and control

Critical technology sets include image understanding, autonomous planning,
knowledge representation and reasoning, navigation, speech and text processing, adaptive
manipulation and control, and machine learning. The major areas of research in machine
intelligence and robotics represent technical challenges which, when met, will significantly
cintribute to weapon system performance, C2 system robustness, and training dfficiency.
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Image understanding encompasses the sensors, hardware, and software components that
automatically identify objects, from threat vehicles and aircraft, construct representations of
terrain, buildings, roads, rivers and forests, or are used in diverse manufacturing applications
to enhance quality and control through automated visual inspection systems and visual based
planning systems. Autonomous planning is the software that permits machines to perform
complex actions under broad human guidance, and to respond to unanticipated events under
conditions of uncertainty. Namgation is the technology that permits air, ground, and
ur.Jerwater vehicles to autonomously move from one location to another with precision and
robustness.

Speech and text processing systems will allow people to talk naturally to machines and
to select, interpret, and translate a vide variety of text; both depend on natural language
understanding. Knowledge represe-itatio" and acquisition are basic intelligence techniques
which provides methods for acquiring knowledge, rules, procedures, and plans that are
utilized by autonomous planning, and navigation systems. Macine learning contributes the
capability for computer programs to infer strategies of relevant control, manipulation, or
understanding previously unexperienced situations, using knowledge that is acquired over the
life of the program. Adaptive manipulation and control enables mechanical devices to quickly
accurately, robustly, and safely interoperate in combined human/machine environments.

Robotics technology also involves controlling complex mechanical devices under the
direction of computer softwaret in response to either fixed a-priori assumptions, or
dynamically changing requirements. Robotics mechanisms find a broad spectrum of
applications in helicopters, missiles, ground vehicles, weapon systems, and manufacturing
installations. Developing lishtweight, high load bearing, precision articulated mechanical
devices is a critical engineering challenge facing robotics technology. Requirements for these
devices are ubiquitous in DoD applications and the defense industrial base, robotics systems
are of particular interest in the welding of tank suspension systems, assembly of electrical
equipmfient, and the fabrication of complex composite shapes and structures such as those
found in the B-2 bomber. Through the integration of the technical components of this critical
technolegy, the performance characteristics of unmanned air, ground, and underwater
vehicles are enabled.

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapons Systems

a. Weapon System Performance

The battlefield of the future will be fast paced. Sensors and weapons will identify
targets on a real-time basis. Intelligent machines will fuse, process, and analyze data and
present usable results almost instantaneously. Development of algorithms and associated
software to make such systems possible is a major challenge.

Enhanced speech systems will permit ravid, hands--free weapons control, data
retrieval, and reporting in tactical environments; computer-aided maintenance in depots and
in the field; plus simulated partners in training exercises. Enhanced text processing systems
will enable automatic scanning and routing of large volumes of messages to reduce DoD
manpower costs and to increase DoD ability to respond to crises.

Efforts also are underway to develop complex decision-making aids - a battlefield
management system (BMS). By processing huge amounts of information, machine
intelligence can provide much more efficient tools for effective military intelligence, data
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analysis, battle management assessment, timely decision making, rapid replanning, and
survivability through distribution of tasking, machines, and data repositories. Thus, machine
intelligence and robotics applications will reduce the need for manpower while improving
human response times. Additional advantages will result from the use of autonomous robotic
ground vehicles and unmanned aerial vehicles. Removing crews from hazardous
environments and exposed platforms also will improve survivability.

With the introduction of composite materials into the design of robotic manipulator
arms, the structural weight of the manipulator and the power requirements to operate the arm
at high speed will be significantly reduced. These robotic devices (with lighter components)
will accomplish missions such as weapon loading, minefield breaching, materials handling,
refueling, and assembly more rapidly and with less power consumption. Understanding the
dynamic response characteristics of robotic systems with components fabricated from
high-strength composite materials will lead to the development of cont ol procedures that
will ensure the precise positioning of end effectors in compliant robotic devices.

In military systems of the future, machine intelligence and robotics technologies will
comprise highly integrated subsystems that can sense the outside world from several different
perspectives (sensor fusion) and respond through processing of behavioral knowledge and
control actuators to perform specific purposes. These intelligent and, where necessary,
hardened machines of the future will provide an efficient means to supplement, augment, ard
support human capabilities when exposed to hazardous conditions.

When combined with other critical technologies (such as microelectronics fabrication
technology, and parallel computing technology), machine intelligence will improve
automatic target recognition capabilities, allow truly effective critical and prognostic systems,
create tactical decision aids, and produce advanced robotic systems. The integration of these
technologies will have a significant effect in improving human understanding and contribute
to new applications of speech recognition.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

The dynamics and complexity of logistics planning requires decision support tools that
do more than provide data base access or spreadsheet solutions. This is a significant challenge
in light of the acknowledged over-commitment of inventories and transportation
capabilities. "Tradeoffs (relaxing constraints) to resolve logistics shortfalls have "penalties" in
the sense that they -.nay create shortfalls in other capabilities. Assessing the impact of
tradeoffs across ti! ie and space is virtually impossible when the analysis is conducted
manually. The application of machine intelligence will enable logisticians to move from
manual planning to a computer-aided decision support environment including digitized
terrain displays, graphical interfaces, and knowledge-based planning techniques.
Knowledge-based planning is a powerful alternative to so-called "conventional" approaches
to solving complex planning, scheduling, and logistics problems.

Planning efficiencies must be coupled with material handling and transportation
efficiencies. The use of robotics and machine intelligence will be essential to the realization of
acceptable risks associated with any realistic, system--wide material management economies.
Robotics and machine intelligence will provide the means to maintain the uninterrupted flow
of combat consumables in the presence of chemical and biological agents and other
hazardous environmental extremes.

Automated learning technologies for expert systems are in their infancy. Knowledge
based, expert systems, and Al approaches have great potential for maintenance and support
functions, but must be planned to evolve as the target systems and/or knowiedge bases
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change. Testing, quality control, and verification and validation (V&V) capabilities for these
systems are limited. For example, with rule-based systems the only conclusive technique
currently available for V&V is exhaustive testing, which is impractical for any application with
a large number of rules. Thchnologies and capabilities that might provide structure and
guidance for identifying knowledge base and metaknowledge update needs have not been
developed. Further, software maintenance and sustaining engineering techniques needed to
define and implement enhancements are not well developed.

Technology advances necessary to identiy faults and reasoning errors in intelligent
machines are essential for effective applications over extended life cycles. Therefore, the
advanced capabilities to locate, correct, and validate updates to smart systems must be
developed concurrently with the basic technology.

Intelligent self-diagnostic on-line and off-line systems will improve readiness and
reduce maintenance and logistics costs. For example, recent studies have shown that expert
system-based diagnostics can reduce maintenance man hours by as much as 30 percent,
component false removals by 50 percent, and maintenance test flight requirements by 50
percent. Intelligent diagnostic systems with adaptive built-in-test (13f) are needed that will
learn and adapt correction procedures based on use experience.

This technology may be used to dramatically improve diagnostics and maintenance
training through intelligent maintenance aids. It will also be used to provide diagnostics
instruction geared specifically to the skill level of the individual. Such improvements will
include supplementing work force as well as reducing personnel risks. For example, it can be
applied to robotics for handling of heavy loads or hazardous materials.

As the technology within new systems evolves, greater levels of functional integration
wili occur. These future systems will incorporate new expert system capabilities such as
graceful degradation; automated electronic module sharing; selfehecking hardware and
software; and electronic technical information capture, distribution, and display. Adaptive,
self-dianosing, flight control systems currently under development exemplify future
applications and opportunities.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure
The biggest users of robots in the U.S. commercial sector are the auto indi stry and the

electronics industry. Robots perform highly repetitive tasks (such as spot welding in the auto
industry and automatic pin insertion in the electronics industry). Industrial robotic systemis
also manufacture DoD materiel.

There are widespread industrial applications for machine intelligence and robotics,
ranging from the handling of hazardous materials to automation in manufacturing. Expert
systems are beginning to play a significant role in the design of complex objects to be fabricated,
both in verifying designs suggested by human engineers and in suggesting novel desigps
autonomously. Robots, already used in simple parts ausembly, will become increasingly adaptive
to new tasks. Machine intelligence approaches to problem solving also wili yield software for the
automated planning and control of factory processes, from materials acquisition to product
distribution. Robotic skills in dextrous manipulation will be supplemented by the rapid
recognition examination of objects through image understanding and tactical information
processing.
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Applications of robotics and intefligent machines in manufacturing environments will
result in flexible manufacturing capabilities with shortened set-up and production lead times,
greater industarial base surge capabiifties/capacity, enhanced quality, and reduced acquisition
costs. Intelligent self--diagnostic on-line and off-line systems will improve readiness and
reduce maintenance and logistics costs.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

Industry has been applying machine intelligence technologies to internal logistics
problems since the mid-1970s in applications as widely varied as factory automation,
computer configuration, production and distribution scheduling, invento ry management, and
troubleshooting. Machine intelligence, or knowledge-based solutions, have a significant
impact on competitiveness - helping business increase human productivity, reduce
manufacturing time and costs, reduce transportation and storage costs, improve product
quality, and enhance customer service.

Field material handling robotics technology being advanced by the military will
provide industry with machines that can rapidly handle cargo or tooling in the 5,000-.pound
-las through large work envelopes in highly unstructured environments.

Industry's push for automated storage and retrieval systems with their increasingly
inmanned warehousing and distribution machinery are the essential applications of the ever
increasing capability of robotics technology and machine intelligence to both the input and
output logistics of, and inseparably fron, the automated manufa,.turillg process.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Objectives

Defense-related developmental plans for this critical technology focus on the key
issues needed to realize its defense potential, including overcoming technical bairiers that
limit the application of machine intelligence and robotics to miiitary situations. Such key
issues include developing effective knowledge representation techniques, improving the
ability of computer-based reasoning tools, enhancing the man--machine interactive
environment, and solving a number of mechanical engineering issues. The following
technology sets describe major components of the plan and target completion dates:

b. Development Milestones

(1) Knowledge Acquisition and Representation

0 Development of generic algorithms for critical military analysis
areas (1995).

Achieve reliable associative memory and sensor-based learning
(2000).

(U) Automated Reasoning

Advanced Al logistics, simulation, and diagnostics support (1995).

* Semi--autonomous systems (2000).
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* Battlefield m-anagement (2005).
* Al for autonomous weapons and vehicles (2005).

(3) Spoken Language

- Real-time, speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition
with 5,000 word vocabulary (1993).

- Real-time, speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition
with unlimited vocabulary (1998)

- Real-time, speaker-independent, speech understanding for
interactive problem solving in constrained dom.ains (1995).

- Real-timne, speaker-independent, multilingual speech
understanding for interactive problem solving (2000f).

(4) Written Language

-. Accurate routing and retrieval of documents (1996).

- Semiautomatic data base filling fror text messages (1996).

- Automatic data base filling from text messages (2000).

- Machine-aided translation of text (1998).

(5) Man-Machine Interface
* Adaptive interfaces (1995).

* Pilots Associate (2000) Al. -based decision aids.

(6) Training
* language training ('1995).

*AT si mul? tior, (199)).

(7) Articulated Mechanical Devices

* Repair/handlipg systems (1995).
0 Robotic veaicle networking (2000).

* Autonomous vehicL.-s (2005).

* Automated sentries (2005).

2. Technology 13bjectives

Major objectives for this critical technology area are listed in the table below.
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ITchnology Objetives - Machine Intelligene and Robotics

7;hrreeArea By 1M6 By 2001 By 2006

Unmanned ground *Cna operator conlr-As two ROVs * Robtio combat vehie ona * fubtaritalt expanded
Vehicle operator conrotliv Wa RVs) a'owous operakin of

* Rotot vehicle networkig uflhlfllfld ground veWiole
andO lfltimiacig tarifly ot
ROVs

Roboto manipulawo Field demonstration of tank * Light-weight robto vehicle * Wbezpread use of robotics
lodng throughout weavon system

Data rate reauction * Telorobotic vehk~a 4# Robotic security Patrol with * Continuing reduction in size
0 Autornatto planning and control of remote display and control and Inceasse in power of

asseibhj from CAD) models *Autonomous capWAity to da educin cblli'des
t reason and reat

3. Resources

Total S&T funding for this critical technology is shown in the following table.

Funding- Machine Intelligence and Robotics ($M)

FFY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

551 146 142 145 144 144 143

4. Utilizing the Technology

Some of the DoD's most critical problems exist in logistics; current projects focus on
efficient and intelligent resource allocation in military transportation and sustainment
planning. Additionally, the DoD is investing in the development ofrobotic mnaterial hiandlin~g
systems for logistic applications (such as acquiring replacement parts). Nonlogistics
applications also have achieved success to date. For example, the use of fiber optic-guided
missiles (FOG-M) offers promise regarding the potential for future tele-operated systemns.
Tele-operated systems may be used as a force multiplier in which one manned vehicle could
control a fleet of tele-operated companion vehicles. Today, DoD has efforts to develop a
tele-operated mnobile platform (TMP) that can serve as an unmanned reconnaissance
platform. Another important application of a tele-operated robot will be the development of
Caleb, a small vehicle capable of reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition
operations for the infantry. Further research will be directed at improving the man-machine
interface for Caleb and deve-loping autonomous capabilities for robots such as Caleb.

The application of expert systems is accelerating due to the commercial availability of
shells, software tools to0 assist in the capture and representation of relevant knowledge and to
facilitate the selection of appropriate reasoning mechanisms. This has had the secondary
benefit of incr.casing the in-house technical understanding of machine intelligence concepts;
for example, in extensive employee training programs that use expert systems on a daily basis.
Ov.-r the next decade, the product of DoD's basic research and exploratory development
e Iforts can be expe -ted to affect weapon systems and related command and control. Many of
these products arm likely to lead to machine intelligence components embedded in iarger
conventional software systems.
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D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

a. Current Manufacturing Capabilities

Robots play an important role in factories when used in applications such as spot
welding and automatic transfer of workpieces. In certain factories, and in all of the domestic
automobile manufacturers, significant economic benefitv, can be achieved for applications
that exhibit a large ratio of production time to programming time. Unfortunately, the current
capabilities are limited. Machine intelligence (controller technology) will enhance and
expand the ?pplications of robots in manufacturing.

DoD investments are geared toward long-term developnent of new manufacturing
technology in the specific area of machine tool-robotic controls, which is not currently taking
place at an adequate rate in the private sector. Major developments in this area will help our
industrial base and wili be of advantage to the defense industry on a long-term basis. Areas
the DoD currently is exploring with regard to machine tool-robotic controls include: light
scattering for defects, laser triangulation for threads and defect dep&hs, catting tool fiber
optics, neural networks, and cutting tool diagnostics. Our eventual goal is to actively work
with domestic machine tool builders in the development of new manufacturing technology
and to combine their technical expertise with that of DoD. DoD investments can be used to
help leverage additional funding fioma industry and State government for these projects.

Manufacturing technology programs involving robotic metal welding use advanced
sensor systems (such as acoustic emissions, vision, thermal, and gas flow) that can be
integrated with artificial intelligence into computer software to control the process. One
robotic system provides the means whereby manufacturing technology (generated by
modeling and simulatfn) can be transferred directly to the shop floor via a computer-aided
design systems. Other DoD manufacturing technology investments include utilizing robotic
arms for assembling wire harnesses that have several different wire types (including tmisted
pairs); applying inertial measurement techniques to robotic arms; monitoring and controlling
plating processes: applying a robotically controlled laser paint stripper to aircraft; and using
expert systems to assist in analysis, design, and planning of factory information systems.

b. Current Logistics/Support Capabilities

Other than in the well-structured environment of the factory floor and the automated
warehouse, efforts to extend robotic capabilities to the outside world of
industrial/commercial logistics have been highly constrained. The development of unmanned
machines to work in the great outdoors, except in those cases where hazards to life and special
military or other governmental needs must be met, can be expected to lie at the end of a long
evolutionary process that provides incremental aids to "unburder" the machine operator
under the pressure of the market place. Possible exceptions that the military should closely
watch for leverage include: (1) the increasing capability in container handling, tracking, and
manifest automation to provide "inventery-in-motion" and improved supply node
efficiencies, and (2) the development of machine-compatible packaging and load restraint
concepts.
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2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

a. Projected Manufacturing Capabilities
DoD has a number of initiatives in place to continue support of machine

intelligence/robotics in the longer term, primarily throu the manufacturing technology
program. The Air Force "Next Generation Controller" project is intended to develop an
advanced computer numerical control (CNC) controller with a flexible open architecture to
help U.S. manufacturers recover some of the market share lost to imports. The Army's focus
in establishing thrust areas or centers of excellence for machine tools and welding of metals
will utilize advanced sensor systems, such as acoustic emissions, vision, thermal and gas flow
that can be integrated into artificial intelligence applications. A sample of planned
manufacturing technology efforts for the Navy include: robotic airframe assemblies: robotic
inspection of complex composite shapes; robotic laser paint stripper; plasma arc-CNC
machining technology integration, and enhanced propulsor manufacturing.

The DoD Defense Production .Act Title Ill program potentially could foster growth in
areas where the industry must retain domestic capabilities to support future technology
applications deemed essential for national security. In addition, DoD has contacts with other
U.S. government agencies regarding development of machine tool control technology. These
contacts provide theoretical knowledge, especially in software development, which has been
usefuliy combined with the practical applications available within DoD, and help provide a
broad basis for future manufacturing capabilities and development thrusts.

b. Projected Logistics/Support Capabilities
Machine intelligence in knowledge-based planning and scheduling systems will

enable planners to do true "what-if" analysis - modeling and analyzing many different
scenarios and evaluating the impact on such critical factors as lead time, inventory, costs and
capacities. The result is better utilization of expensive resources through better planning.
Knowledge-based planning and scheduling systems will close the gap between upper-level
planning and production floor operations by helping manufacturers make complicated
facility planning and production scheduling tradeoffs based on overriding business objectives.

Each of the elements in the "aragraph above have a direct military logistic counterpart
that ultimately impacts the individual soldier. Machines that can think and plan, and machines
that can autonomously execute those plans, will emerge worldwide to meet special needs in
both the industrial and military sectors. The ability of planners to track these diverse
undertakings and maximize their effectiveness in both worlds will probably have to feed on
itself and employ and aid the very best in machine intelligence.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies
Extensive robotics/machine intelligence research is conducted by the Bureau of

Mines, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) Work also is sponsored at universities by the National
Science Foundation (NSF). Knowledge-based systems and neural nets are under study at
DoE laboraiories and robotics is increasingly used in handling hazardous materials in nuclear
processing.

While some of the efforts are DoD oriented, development of robotics/machine
intelligence for use in special applications (mining operations, operation in hazardous indoor
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enromnents, and marupulator ir,.s. and appendages) is being pursued. Reseawch ira conmumd
and coitrol, remote operation, and vision technology may be leveraged for DoD efforts.

N'ST effort includes:

Knowledge acquivtion and representation: Within the automated
manufacturing program, NIST is progressing fi-om finite state
machines where all contingencies must be dealt with a prior, to
knowledge-based systems which can bodi learn from experience
and adapt to circumstances from knowledge of a more general
nature. This work requires the acquisition of knowledge now
embodied in human experience and the expression of that
knowledge in machine accessible form, use of "fuzzy logic," and new
control architectures.

* Automated reasoning: NIST is investigating the use of neural
networks for process control and has a prototype system in place for
the control of metal atomization.

* Articulated mechanical devices: As part of a wide ranging program
in robotics. NIST is experimenting with devices ranging in size from
small mechanical deburring tools to construction cranes with
variable and software controlled compliance in three dimensions.
With such systems the stiffness of the tool can be made much greater
than the struciural stiffness of the supporting "arm."

NSF supports research to develop the knowledge needed for advanced robotic and
other intelligent systems. Research topics include pattern recognition, machine vision, speech
and language understanding, advanced sensors, robot dynamics and control manufacturing
technology, automated reasoning and task planning, and knowledge-based systems.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

Machine intelligence and robotics efforts in the United States are robust, with new
enterprises coming to market constantly. On the other hand, relatively few U.S. companies
are developing robots for commercial applications. DoD-funded research in universities
includes machine planning and reasoning, knowledge acquisition by machine, knowledge
representation by machine, and natural language understanding by machine. Research
activity in neural networks has increased, particularly in the past three years, with most efforts
still in universities but with work significantly moving toward industrial research laboratories
and application groups.

About 15 to 20 start-up companies have been formed tc exploit the technology in the
past two years, with a market of approximately $20 million, primarily for supplying R&D
efforts and focusing on computer hardware and software tools for research and prototype
development. A few commercial applications have been developed, including a decision aid
for processing mortgage loan applications, a dexice for reading hand-printed amounts on
checks, and an assembly line parts inspection application.

Several companies have substantial speech and text processing research programs.
-hese include AV&T, Bellcore, IBM, Texas Intruments, and Xerox. However, the research
conducted in these companies is focused on specialized markets and does not directly address
critical DoD needs.
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U.S. university basic research in the area of adaptive real-time information processing
and manipulator control offers signai'icant opportunities for advances in technology leading to
the implementation of a wide variety of intelligent (autonomous) an(] other robotic systems.
The control of the dynamic performance of robotic manipulators that are programned to
follow certain desired trajectories remains a difficult and complicated task, because the
manipulator may be compliant in its joints and links. Therefore, progress in the design,
construction, and operation of manipulator arms will be realized through the development of
appropriate mathematical modeling and analysis techniques and the execution of key
expenmentai investigations. These activities are essential to achieve a thorough
understanding of the kinetics, dynamics, stability, and control of future manipulator systems
made from modern lightweight materials, such as laminated composites. The university
community possesses the necessary skills, knowledge, and capability to successfully
accomplish these tasks.

. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations for selected key aspects of the technology.

Ongoing international research and development indicates potential international
capabilities to contribute to meeting the following challenges and goals:

* Development of specialized techniques for Al applications of
advanced processing architectures;

0 Practical telecontrol of military vehicles;

* Application of advanced structural materials to robots having high
dynamic loads or required to operate in hostile environments;

* Integration of smart sensors and improved actuators.

a. General

Principal cooperative opportunities will exist with NATO countries, especially in the
area of software algorithms and image/signa! processing applications, and with Japan in
applications of optical neural net research.

The United States has had a commanding lead in computational capabilities, but the
lead is being diminished. Japan and, to a lesser extent, some of our European allies have made
significant advances in the industrial application of such technolo,y. Much of this R&D is
transferable between civilian and military applications.

b. Robotics

Japanese robcties R&D has benefitted from a 7-year joint project formed in 1983 under
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) to advance Japanese robotic R&D in the
areas of nuclear power plant clean-up, firefighting, and undersea construction. The MIT
project addresses sensors for sight and touch; vision conty ol; versatile robot arms capable of both
high precision and high-weight capability; efficient motors for robots; and low-,eight,
high-strength materials for robots. During the MITI project. for example, Tbshiba, Fujitsu, and
NEC have worked on vision systems; Fuji Electric Company worked on manipulators with both
strength and delicacj lshikawvajima-Harima Heavy Industries Company created a metal skin for
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a firefighting robot, which included sweat glands: Fanuc, Ltd. built powerful acuators for robot
appendages: Hitachi is still working on a fourlegged locomotion system: and Komatsu, Ltd. is
continuing work on hydraulic masculature which runds on a sea water.

MITI is also planning to sponsor a 10-year, $1 billion research program on "the
factory of the future" to begin in 1991. The aim of the project is to create computer controlled
factories, and various individual projects will try to link emerging technologies with robots,
for example, using photonic sensors on robots equipped with artificial intelligence. Japanese
entities expected to participate include Tokyo Metropolitan University, Hitachi, Toshiba,
Toyota, Nissan, Fujitsu, and NEC, as well as about 75 others. MITI hopes to contribute
robotics technology and mass production technology to the project in return for American
software expertise and German and Swiss precision machinery craftsmanship.

Another MITI program planned to start during 1991 is a 20 billion yen program to
develop space robots tor fabricating or repairing structures in space. The program is called
"Research on Space Work Systems" and is to be administered by the Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology as a large-scale survey. The intelligent space robots are planned to
be controlled from a space station or from earth. The robots are intended to be as capable as
humans for assembling structures in space, handling parts, and repairing circuits.

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) began a 10-year program
during 1987 to develop technologies for intelligent robots and intelligent nuclear plants. The
project consists of technologies for a knowledge-based system, robot vision, robot
inematics/ kinetics, plant geometry base, dose evaluation, and a high speed Monte Carlo

machine. During 1990 the program achieved a simulation of a biped locomotion robot in
JAER's JPR-3 nuclear plant and simulation of the robot going down a flight of stairs.

In independent projects, Shimizu Corporation manufactures robots that can assemble
steel girders, smooth concrete slabs, and spray-paint walls. Scientists in the Toshiba Energy
Science and Technology Laboratory are building snakelike robots which can move objects,
and "master-slave" robots (arms controlled by a human wearing an electronic control glove)
for heavy lifting. The Tokyo 'Institute of Technology has been experimenting with mobile
robots using various configurations of legs and wheels. Waseda University is currently
working on the second version of a robot with such complex articulation that it can play
classical music on the piano. Kajima Corporation has built an excavation robot for building
tunnels and a tile-testing robot. The Transport Ministry Port and Harbor Research Institute is
attempting to develop a robot which can inspect sea-floor buiding sites. Hitachi has formed a
collaboration with a Yale scientist to build robot arms which have a hardened skin studded
with "smart" sensors -- the arm is able to react to a perceived obstruction. Matsushita
Electric Industrial Company is the market leader in Japanese robotics. Komatsu had
developed an industrial robot that installs panels up to 1,100 pounds in the exterior walls of
buildings. An eight-company consortium led by Tokyo Electric Power Company and Toshiba
Corporation developed an inspection and monitoring robot for nuclear power plants. Japan's
experience in industrial robots, and its underlying technology base in "fuzzy logic," could
make significant contributions to the allies' capabilities if both sides agree to cooperate in
robotics technology.

As examples of joint ventures with U.S. firms, Fanuc and GM created GMFanuc for
automotive systems. Matsushita has an arrangement with Cincinnati Milicron to distribute
welding robots. Yaskawa Electric and Hobart have established Motoman, Inc. for marketing
arc-welding robots in the United States. Japan's experience in industrial robots and its
underlying technology base in associated computer science and technology could make
significant contributions to the joint venture partners' capabilities if both sides agree to
cooperate in robotics technology.
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The European Community has nearly completed tlhesecond phase (1987 to 1991) of
the European Strateg;! -ogram for Research in Information -kchnolfgy (ESPRIT), which is
addressir1  natural ianguage understanding, coinp!iter vision, robatics machine learning.
(Ionrutational. logic, expert systems, and Al hardware/softwvare developnients. Part of the
ESPRIT project involves combining these technalogies and setting s,, 1~z.ids for a European
"factury of the future."

France has emerged as a dominant force in European software and as a world leader in
artiflicial intelligencc.. French research is beginning to move into industrial applications.
Under the European Research Coordination Agency (EUREKA) program, they are aiso
developing capabilities, for real-tirne3 threat analysis and crisis managemnent that could bet
directly applicable to battle management and C31 'applications. This effort also involves
Norway. In the EUREKA prograin segment for ffenbe automated assembly systemns
(FAMOS), the UK is falling behind: e .. , gas only three current Al/robotics related FAMOS
projects. One of these consists of producing a robot armi which can manufacture different
products on the same assembly line. The UK companies involved are Bristol Polytechnic,
Britax. Salford University, Hull University, Crocus (robat manufacturer), and Maii (sensor
manufacturer); other collaborators areo the Austrian company Alcatel-ELIN, the French
comnpany Apsis, and the Italian company HS Eltttronica. Luxembourg had one project - a
robot 1--ick layer -- and the Netherlands are researching robotic sensors and controls.

Independent of the FAMOS pro 'ject, the compa-ay Morfax, Ltd. Worldwide in Britain
had develope~d a bomb-disposal anti-terrorist robot. Hydrobotics Engineering Canada, Inc.
is involved in sea research robots. The Institut fur Informatik 11 of the Universitat Karlsruhe
in Germany has been researching design of intelligent sensors and controls for industrial
robots since 1986. Scientists' here expect to develop a high order programming language for
assembling robots, simulate assembly networks, design a multiprocessor robot controller,
establish rules for integi ating robots into computer-aided manufacturing systems, and
develop vision sys tems and multisensor systems for manipulators. Germany is considered to
lag only France in the European robotics production market.

Exempiaiy of the capabilities of our NATO allies arc the collaborative efforts between
N ASA and the German Aerospace Research Establishment (the DFLRV. This effort
icludes several robotics projects, with a stated goal of attaining a ten-fold reduction in

Weight over present technology. Get-many is also active in research in certain aspects of
military vehicle control.

The Soviet Union lags behind the United States significantly in machine intelligence
and robotics. They, do have a good theoretical understanding of the area and can show
creativiqy in applying the technology to selected space and military applications. Soviet R&D
on artificial intellig,,nce (Al), under the auspices of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
includes work on machine vision and machine learning. The value of machine intelligence to
battlefield operations as wvell as to the domestic economy has been recognized by the Soviet
government.

At the Technical University of Lublin in Poland, researchers are studying fatigue
strength of optical fibers used for vision in dynamic conditions of intelligent robotic systems.
Several Pacific Rim countries are entering the field of robotics. Korea and hong Kong have
already established a ra-bots industry. Singapore is making a major R&D push to have such
high technology industries as robotics and artificial intefligence established by 1993 (5 yen s
from 1988 aniiouncr:nment).
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c. Mz~hinj nelligee: Neural Networks

The Japanese hastitute of 1l chnology and Hamamatsu Photonics have jointly
developed a rudi;-nentary optical neural computer to explore image processing tasks. The goal
c~f ihe project is. t develor "intellient sensors." Japan has also produced what has been
described as the first optical -eurocl-Ap, consiasting of a 32 x 32 element array implem~euting 32
ri-urons. This chip, integrated oa an 8rnm square (Ga.As) substrate, is based oni an advance an
eptichl bonding that twif Hallow the chip to be used more readily with other integrated circuit
devices and on printed circuit boards, The University of Tokyo and 11arnmamatsu Photonics
are working together to develop the "~optical association," which is an optical associative
memory device with learning capability, to uewith neural network computer architecture.

Interest in neural net within NIATO countries is limited and is primarily associated with
specific applications. The Netherla-nds and Germny have expressed an interest in neural
networks, primarily in association with their work in 2-D/3-D imaging (which is, in some areas,
advancin g more rapidly than thiat of th~z United States and Japan). The UK also has expressed an
interest in the area for radar p %sI.~ afpplications. Its Alvey programn has a major effort in
adaptive user interfaces that May provic e nefit to future neural net applications.

An ESPRIT 11 project called Pygmalion began in January 1989 and addresses broad
isgues related to nieural network devefopmen tools and applications. A stated aim is to
demonstratt the potential of neural networks to real-world industrial problems. A sampling
of the research groupF involved in this effort include Thomson.-CSF (image and acoustic
signature processinlg and bigh level language development); Computer Technology Institute,
Greece (cellular automatic tools and 3D pattern recognition); and the Universidad
Politecnica de Madrid, Spain (speech processing).

Outside of NATO and Japan, interest and capabilities in neural nets appear limited to
specific applications such as speech and ima processing and potential appl ication of the
technology to remotely piloted vehicles (RYPV.-. The USSR has had neural net models since at
least 1988. Finland (Helsinki University of 'iechnology) and Sweden (Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm) have research 'eforts in the use of neuro-computing to patterni
recognition for speech and image processing. Israel is among the world leaders in operational
usc of military RPVs. Opportunities for cooperation in specific niche technologies may be
realized in these areas.

2. Exchange Agreemeats

There is a significant level of exchange activity in the diverse technologies of machine
intelligence and robotics. V'arious NATO programs provide the United Stales with a
mechanism for exchanges of general information regarding potential application of these
iechnologies.

The Technology Cooperation Program ('TCP) has a specific exchange in the
application of A!-based aids for military opei-ations and provides a vehicle for a range of
applicable exchange activities under the variety of programs for which Al is an underlying
technolo -gy (e.g., in undersea warfare, monitoring and diagnostics, signal and inagv
processing, electronic warfare, training, guidance and control, etc.)

Each of the Servics also has exchanges, primarily with NATO, in areas of specific
interest. These provide mechanisn-s ranging from feneral erchanges in Al research to
exchanges in L. variety of specific applications, inctuding pattern recognition for smart
weapons, control and operation of RPVs, implementation of smai t cockpit techniques, and
battlefield robotics.
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5. SIMUIATION AND MODELING

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
A computer model is an analog, digital, or hybrid representation nf an entity (object,

system, activity, process, or situation) including, as appropriate, subsystems, components, and
their interrelationships. A simulation is an implementation of a model or set of models. A
hybrid simulation combines computer representations with actual equipment, prototypes, or
field trials. Simulations are used to better understand the collective behavior of larger
systems ("systems of systems") operations in various situations and under various scenarios.

Our capabilities in simulation and modeling have expanded rapidly in the last several
years due to great increases in computational power, computer networking, computer
visualization, and software. This has led to vastly expanded opportunities to employ
simulation and modeling throughout the acquisition, development, testing, deployment
training, and logistical support phases of all military systems. Simulation systems are able to
provide, capture, and reduce ever more data, expanding these activities in both scope and
detail.

The four colnponmnts - computers, networking, visualization, and software - are
each critical technologit s which are separately described in this Plan. Military simulation and
modeling is quite dependent upon continuing advances in these areas. As a particular
application of these critical technologies, it integrates them in a particular fashion and builds
its own software products. This integration and ipplications software activity - simulation
and modeling iechnology --- is the critical teehrfogy discussed in the technology plan.

Critical technology challenges in simulation and modeling span the improved
management of complex battlefields (including camouflage, deception, nuclear conflict),
training of personnel (especially in complex mili'ary environments), and improved industrial
design and production.

Technology Sets in Simulation and Modeling Technology

Numerical solutions
* High speed graphics
* Non-linear computational problems

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance
Cost savipgs and/or greater value are realized in recognizing the opportunities to

employ new technologies, in defining requirements, in developing acquisitions, in testing and
evaluation for both development and operations. With the development of better human
interfaces, simulations support training, the development of doctrine, and studies of
operational effectiveness. Using simulations which cover larger systems and scope, the
support and logistic aspet s of any new or newly-employed systems can be studied.
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Simulation and modeling technology can be and is applied to every major DoD
weapons development program to reduce cost both in design and production, to improve
performance, and to improve diagnostics, maintenance, and"life-tnme" logistic support of
fielded system. Simulation aids in the training of personnel, both in the operation of
equipment and then in the use of that equipment in larger units as fighting teams. This results
in improved command, control, commumcations and intelligence on the battlefield at all
levels of conflict.

For example, training cost effectiveness and safety can be significantly increased by
providing a sufficiently realistic interactive simulation of tanks, armored personnel carriers
(APCs), portable weapons, fighter/attack aircraft, helicopters, surface combatants, and other
systems. The capability for linking existing training devices worldwide will provide a level of
integrated training that goes beyond the teaching of individual skills. Newly proposed systems
(such as vision devices, antitank weapons, and antihelicopter weapons) can oe simulated
digitally so that the utility of given technical and human-centered parameter requirements
can be assessed before hardware is built. The use of simulation and modeling in the systems
design process will enhance the operational suitability and effectiveness of virtually all
human/machinC systems, whether being initially procured or being modified.

The payoff for large-scale maneuver simulation, in terms of improved combined arms
training at reduced costs, is enormous. Simulation and modeling of the combat environment
involves the assessment of the effect of critical parameters (such as weapons and force
effectiveness) on battlefield engagements. Simulators and models are also used to estimate
human factors in this environment, including behavioral modeling of crew performance,
development of computer-aided decision making aids, and design of automated controller
aids for battle simulations.

Simulation and modeling concepts are applied to the assessment of sensor, observer,
and piocessor performance to represent realistic military operational environments, ranging
from digital imagery analysis to predictions of the physical effects of environmental influences
(such as enperature or weather conditions) upon weapons syste',-s and prototqpes. This
critical technology can have particularly heavy application in difficult operating environmentF
such as the ocean, where environmental influences are not well understood due to the lack of
available temporal and spatial information in regional or global areas. (See the discussion of
Weapon Systems Environ-nent for further details). Model simulations will help to optimize
the effectiveness of limited and costly at-sea experimental obscrvations. Also, nuclear effects
simulation is a critical element i a estimating the vulnerability of our weapon systems and
supporting C31 a nuclear weapons exchange.

-An the electronic warfare (EW) area, a major payoff is tie develo'nment of a
coordinated force-on-force EW simulation capability that can provide assessment within the
integrated combat process. The mid- to long-term payoff of this capability will be a
coordinated combat management process capable of responding to immediate, mid-term,
and long-term objectives. Integrated modeling techniques can be used to run individual
software modules in a coordinated battle force EW simulation. The goa 3f these modeling
and simulation efforts is to prescribe coordination procedures for combined electronic
countermeasures against threats throughout the spectrum of confl-K-ts.

b. Weapon System Logistics

Weapon systems are becoming more difficult to diagnose and troubleshoot because of
their increasing complexity. Future applications of simulation and modeling technologies
should focus on logistics support tools for fielded systems that address this problem, while at
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the same time reduce operating costs, increase maintenance effectiveness, and enhance
systems performance. Logistics simulation and modelingshould address both near-term and
long-term "life support" issues to ensure weapons syetems remain efficient and effective
throughout their anticipated life cycles.

Enhanced simulation and modeling techniques will be used to establish reliability and
maintainability needs for given environmental and/or operational constraints. They wil be
essential for establishing standards and test architectures. These capabilities will permit
automatic test pattern generation from model-based product descriptions. Itst program set
development as well as update implementation times will be substantially reduced.

Products utilizing advanced simulation and modeling technologies will include
interactive training devices, automated technical manuals, and highly accurate test and
diagnostic tools. These tools will havo wide access to distributed data bases and information
sources, thereby expanding "what if?" analyses capabilities. These products will become
portable and accessible to weapon system maintainers in operational field environments.

cO Integration

One commanding theme of today's simulation and modeling is integration. It is now
practical and extremely rewarding to employ one consistent set of simulation tools across the
spectrum of activity from new concept evaluation, through research, development,
acquisition and testing, through human factors engineering and training, into near-term and
lone-term logistics and supply support for fielded systems, and all along the way to respond to
difficulties as they develop.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

DoD efforts in simulation and modeling offer many opportunities to transfer
technology from weapon system R&D to the defense industrial base through improved
training, desigr, manufacturing, and exploration. For example, the development of advanced
environmental ocean simulation models wili allow the industrial base to develop improved
sensors that exploit advanced instmsment technology to combine limited in situ data with
existing and forecasted data, Such development can help benefit undersea or geophysical
prospecting, petroleum expo:atiori, ar. othcr applications.

DoD's industi-Aal-relattJ si.uluation efforts (designed to help produce military
stems of significantly treater usefulv-.ss) can also contribute to the U.S. industrial base.
urrent DoD efforts in this area inclu®, developing engineering trade--off decision

simulations such as the transient radiation effects on electronics (TREE) program (which
simulates the "hardening" processes needed by microcircuits in a nuclear radiation
environment) and diagnostics of complex system.s through modeling series of alternative
situations until they match the observed failure modes.

The fields of human factors engineering and training technology are rapiely
expanding and have many developments that involve simulation and modeling. A few
developments relevant to the industrial base include:

* Human factors engineering used to increase usability and reduce
errors. Many human issues can impede system success if they are not
studied and considered early in the development process.

* Virtual prototyping of systems, using computers and involving actual
target populat i, members in tests, to reduced the cost and speed
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arrival of the final product. Vitual prototypimig can reduct the time
from adoption of a weapon to assimilation of the weapon iito the
force in accordance with appropriate employment dotrine.

App!ication of new technologies to enhance our ability to provide
realistic training (includinz feedback) tailored to the student's
needs. These technologies include digital audio, compact disk read
only memory (CD ROM), High Definition Television (HDV),
videodisc, tutoring modules, simulation-based training,
holography, 3-D television, and speech recognition.

* New training strategies, primarily derived from work of cognitive
psycho!ogists, to provide insights into performance problemsa. These
strategies reduce the time it takes for a novice to become an expert
performer, increasing the cognitive level a student may attain in
training settings, anu incTeasing the positive transfer of training to
the real world.

-*- 7Simultaneous engineering, a process that integrates design and
manufacturing and support processes of any product. If manufactrg
and human-centered supportability aspects of the design are
considered up front, product design can be altered as required before
the design is frozen (thus alleviating costly downstream changes
required for production). This up-front consideration of
manufatmring processes allows greater emphasis on efficiency,
increased quality, and reduced cost. Simultaneous engineering is a
dual-use technology that can be applied to non-defense-related
industrial design as well as to weapon system design.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development
Military simulation and modeling technology encompasses a widely diverse collection

of research and development programs. In this section, these programs are divided into three
application areas: battle management, training, and product development.

a. Complex Battle Management
(1) Objectives

Simulation and modeling are used increasingly to evaluate more sophisticated systems in
highly hostile environments. Because of this it will be necessary to develop even more
high-fidelity models in real or faster-than-real time, in order to: test and evaluate systems;
develop strategies and tactics; demonstrate capabilities; and ensure reliability, survivability, and
effectiveness without expending actual equipment and personnel. The battle management
technology set is divided into areas of hardware (distributed computation), software (simulation
codes), aid the integration of real-time hardware and software. R&D activities through
FY 1997 in support of these technology objectives include the development of:

Distributed and parallel computation (hardware)
Effective parallel object-oriented database system.
Real-time parallel Ada.
Greater-than- 10-gFLOPS simulators.
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* Simulation codes (software)

500 thousand lines of code in real time
Establishment of simulation V&V technology

* Integration of real-time hardware and software
Fiber-optic networks for distributed real-time systems.

(2) Development Milestones

* Distributed and parallel computation (hardware)
Hardware suite for SDIO at the NTF, operational FY 1991
Multilevel security fault-tolerant operating system,
FY 1995.

0 Simulation codes (software)
Completion of initial ground-based surveillance radar
model, FY 1991.
Level 2 SDIO end-to-end simulator, complete FY 1993.
End-to-end IR sensor simulator, FY 1994.
Towed-ar.ay acoustic self-noise model, completed
FY 1994.

-__Integration of real-time hardware with software

Ground-based radar propagation simulator demonstration,
FY 1991.
Demonstrated initial long wavelength infrared clutter
simulator, FY 1992.
Upgraded optical nuclear clutter specifications, FY 1993.
Completion of space-based radar propagation simulator,
FY 1995.

Completion of tactile gloves and helmet displays, FY 1996.

b. Training in Cornlex Nfilitary Environments

(1) Objectives

Simulations and. models are increasingly used for training and development of
human-in-control support systems, In acidition to the obvious requirement for real-time
simulations of adequate fidelity, there will be a need for faster-than-real time to permit
on-line diagnostics and the ability to provide "what if?" support. This technology set
therefore is divided into two subsets -- high-speed graphics and man-machine interfaces.
Technology objectives for each subset are:

* High-speed graphics
Development and promulgation of graphic standards.
Integration of high-speed hardware and software.
Use of high-speed screens using 64 Mbit chips.
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* Man-machine interfaces

Increasing use of Al and expert ystems in man-in-the-loop
displays.

(2) Development Milestones

* High-speed graphics
Development of carrier-based weapon system mission
rehearsal capability, FY 1991.
Completion of a PC-based radar simulator for training,
FY 1994.

*- Man-machine interfaces
Demonstration of complex AAW scenarios for AEGIS
training using expert systems, FY 1992.
Application of Al tutoring to computer-based instructional
systems, FY 1993.

Testing of under-ice piloting trainer, FY 1993.

c. Design and Production

(1) Objectives

Simulation and modeling technology is useful in the design and production of
component parts. Specific applications include modeling methods for production processes
as well as preliminary validation of compound designs in a variety of simulated environments.
Many of the objectives listed above in the first two technology sets pertain. In addition a
subset of design tools is identified for this technology set. Specific objectives include:

* Development of high fidelity simulations on PC or production
computers.

* User-friendly interfaces of complex code for production personnel.

(2) Development Milestones

* Development and application of sophisticated numerical methods
for nonlinear processes.
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2. Technoilogy Objectives

Technology Objectives - Simulation and Modeling
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3. Resources

Total S&T funding is shown in the table below.

Funding Simulation and Modeling (M

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

1230 334 343 240 335 344 344

SFunding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It therefore
becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. The funding presented
here and throughout this report for each critical technology, is of the right order of magnitude but is not to be
construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

The United States has been a leader in development of simulation and modeling. In
manufacturing, many software packages are available that can accurately model and simulate
production flow in discrete parts manufacturing. They run on most brands and sizes of
computers and permit a number of industrial engineering analyses for efficency and process
improvements.

Simulation permits establishment of process parameters through computerized
methods, rather than through trial and error effort on actual plant equipment. In addition,
simulation permits creative exploration of process alternatives in the product design stage.
Thus, product design, manufacturing, and human-centered supportability issues are
considered simultaneously or concurrently (hence the terms, simultaneous engineering and
concurrent engineering).

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

Domestic manufacturing advances will depend largely on the advances of computer
and software technologies. Industrial simulation will require large increases in both
processing speed and memory size, as well as the fundamentals associated with advanced
technologies such as artificial intelligence. Simulation and modeling of metalworking
processes is a key to succesful development of processes for new. hard-to-work alloys such
as aluminides and rapidly solidified powders. For example, simulation, in conjunction With an
experimental development program, is necessary to establish processes for forming titanium
aluminides for future aerospace applications.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

DoE is involved with, or is researching, future research and development efforts in the
following areas:

0 Virtual prototyping to enable engineers to visualize and test new
components.

0 Remote instruction for collective training and high cognitive level
learning to replace or enhance schoolhouse learning experiences.
High technology education, where students learn complex realistic
problem solving through collective training and learning
experiences in the classroom (made possible by rapidly accessing
multiple daia sources).
Simulation-based training, where students can practice high-risk
scenarios with expert, immediate feedback in a cost-effective
configuration.

- New weapon system design, including human factors and training
considerations via computer simulation, for the purpose of
determining design effectiveness, learning constraints, and
cognitive overload considerations. These new design practices also
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permit experimentation prior to full-scale development of the new
system.

* Specifying requirements and design criteria for new C31 systems in
real-time environments.

Other areas in which computer modeling has significantly affected U.S. R&D
programs include weapon design and effects (nuclear, cur.ventional, and chemical);
prediction of effects of vibration, acceleration, and ionizing and non-ionizing radiation on
man; and understandin$ inteiactions among low observables, materials, and geometries with
electromagnetic radiation.

NSF supports research in virtually all areas of science and engineering in which
simulation and modeling play a significant role. Systems of interest range in size from galaxies
and star clusters to collections of interacting atoms and molecules. The recent acceleration of
computational technologies has provided new focus or the development of algorithms and
research on means and methods of handling and representing data, including graphics and
visualization.

Ongoing programs in mathematics and computer and information sciences support
basic work on developing algorithms for simulation and modeling, prototype software
development, and simulation and modeling of communication systems. Programs in the
physical sciences, biological science, geosciences, and engineering support research in
simulation and modeling of physical systems and materials of direct interest to investigators in
those fields.

NASA has active programs in simulation and modeling to reduce the risk and cost
associated with many of its agency missions. The most visible example of this is the Ames
Research Center's Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility (NAS) which supports
aerospace vehicle design and validation. Augmented by wind tunnels, NAS allows rapid
evaluation of aerospace vehicle design concents throughout the required flight envelope
without a costly commitment in airframe development and Without risk to human life and
property.

Similar efforts are funded for propulsion system design and fabrication, validation,
aerospace materials, and large, space-based structures evaluation.

A more recent trend in NASAs use of simulation and modeling is the creation of large
computer models to represent systems too large and complex to analyze any other way; for
instance, coupled ocean-atmospheric interactions or galaxy creation and evolution.

Finally, since its inception as a civilian space agency, NASA relies on simulation and
modeling to evaluate, refine, and successfully execute its very large, complex, and tightly
coordinated space flight missions.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

Industry has a substantial investment in the development of improved real-time
simulation tecnnology for training, as well as for weapon system development. For example,
all major EW system developers produce engineering simulations prior to and during
hardware design and development. These simulations are generally unique to the planned
system development and not related to more generic simulation technologies being

eveloped by the Services.
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Substantial DoD-sponsored university research is underway to optimally model a
wide range of processes, develop robust and efficient computer algorithms (based on the
underlying theory), and employ high-performance parallel computers to exercise these
algorithms. Computational science is now emerging as a discipline in most major universities.

E INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

Internationally modeling and simulation are applied to a wide range of diverse
applications. As the complexity and costs of hardware development increase, designers in all
fields worldwide will begin to depend more heavily on simulation and modeling. The table on
the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States and other nations for
selected key aspects of the technology. Principal cooperative opportunities will continue to
exist with NATO countries, especially Mth the UK, Germany, and Canada, all of whom have
substantial efforts. Ongoing international research and development irdicates potential
international contributions to meeting the challenges and goals identified:

* Developing numericai techniques for modeling of non-linear
processes on advanced computing architectures;

* Developing and empirically validating pnysical models of materials
(including material reaction to extreme conditions);

0 Effectively applying advanced computing architectures to real--time
and faster-than-real-time simulation of complex situations!
environments.

Japan's capabilities in computing and industrial process control offer promising
cooperative opportunities in those areas,. In general, however, Japan trails the U.S.
development of empirical!y validated engineering data bases, specific to military systems, that
are required to do effective modeling.

Many NATO countries, though lagging in certain aspects of modeling, have led the
way in producing the hard data with which the models are validated and improved (e.g., the
UK's research in chemical defense). Thus, a critical interplay exists between se.ected
modeling communities and their experimental counterparts .n other countries.

Secondary oppoflunities for cooperation exist in niche technologies related to
modeling of nuclea'r and solar power (Italy) and modeling of particle accelerators. In
addition, the widespread effort in algorithms for parallel processing, such as that in the
Netherlands (described in the section on parallel computer architectures) may contribute to
advances in numerical methods in computational fluid dynamics and hydrodynamic
modeling.

Many other countries are active in modeling power and transportation systems. These
programs ar, not., however, considered leading candidate5 to contribute to significant
advances beyond existing U.S. capabilities.
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Sumamary Comparison - Siulafion and Modeling

Selected Elements USSR NATO Aliles Japan Othets

Development 0 run tercal al-
gorithms for modeling of non-
linear przcesues on advanced E ] IT]0 0~compu!ng archtitectures,

Developrni and empirical
valifttion of physical models
W, materili (Includi material EL i
reaction to etreme conditions)

Effective appl!cation of ad-
vanced computing archltec-
tures to real-tlme and faster- E l L 0
than-real-lime simulatilon of
complex situations/
ervironrrents

Overall& ELI L 0 = 0

a The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
staridng of the technology In the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

[T. 7._ :, broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions

moderate technical caoability with possible leadership in some niches of technology;
allies capable of impurtant contributions

mgenerally lagpg;. zillies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

[n lagging in all Important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant o, important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a fatVse rate than the United States

O Foreig.n capability Increasing at a sLrmiff rate to the United States

- Foreign cp', .ii'ty increasing at a V rate than the United States
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Simulation and modeling as a generic field is -stabiished worldwide in many civilian
applications. Primary applications are found in intiteling large complex systems, most
notably power (including nuclear Dower as an iniportant subset), transportation, and
telecommunications. These areas are of only perivhe ral interest at present; however, they
could produce advances in software techniques for nias.1vely parallel timachaines that could be
transferred to other problems.%

Driven by the samei economic considerations as the United States. NATO allies are
advancing computer modeling and simulation technology. With the exception of Japan, most
nations lag behind the United States in their capability to manufacture high-spe scientific
computers. However, there is no restriction to their purchasing these nachines. Various
national and multinational R&D ventures by our allies may focus on targets of opportunity
that would also enhance their overall capa' bility.

WNithin NATO, the UJK is active in a number of areas of Interest, including
computational fluid dynamnics and modeling of complex commnunicatior, networks. British
companies - Ferranti, Alvis, British Aerospace, Marconi anzd Westo ' inffire - are
currently involved in research and production of various simulation and inn-, g products. A
number of other NATO countries have ongoing efforts relating to vario~us aspects of
modeling spacecraft control and thermal management.

Germanyv uses simulation to explore use of an, automatic tactical fighter director with
integrated fire-flight control systems for automnated air-to-air ournbat and is active in
simulation supporting the European Fighter Aircraft.

Canada is a world leader in dynamic trzini; g simulation and is contributing presently
to the LH combat mission simulator. Theiv leiding -Liirulafion firm, CAE Industries, Ltd,
recently acquired four of the five simulation divisions of the United St~ates firmn Singer. France
has produced six-degree-of-freedomr simulations of the Puma SA33O helicopte.r and the WS
I-, [y ,. Specific efforts of interest include improvements in computer-generated imagery
vemchm are reportedly adequate to simulate real-time flight rhrnamics with reaiistical;
textured objects in sfiulated- day, night, and dusk wvnditions. The ability to do real-time
dynamic imagery %with detailed texture adds significantly to the training capabilities. This
capability is charactv ristic of the stave oi the art in U.S. combat mission simulation (as in the
AH--64 weapons syste;n simulator). The UK is developing and using innovative techniques
for real--time display that mnay help to alleviate troublesome timne-delay effects in aircraft
simrulators.

The USSR has c .-monstiated a strong capability in modeling wave-flow dynamics and
turbulence, and their data as-similation efforts for purposes of ocean simulation probably lead
those of the United States. Soviet researchers are very capable in the simulation and modeling
of aviation and space systems. The United States maintains superiority with respect to data for
purposes of modeling (prediction) and computational hardware and software for simulation
and modeling.

The USSR uses simulation and modeling extensively for wargaming exercises and
weapon development. A.1though the Soviets trail the United States in computational
capabilities, specifically in Large-scale computers and graphics workstations, they
nonetheless have a thorough understanding of the subject matter. In some applications, such
as wargaming, their knowledge base of the subject matter may equal or _lead that of the
United States.
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2. Exchange Agre-ments

Simulation and modeling play an integral part in the design, integration, and
evaluation of most modern weapon systems. Exchange of information contributing to
advances will occur through a number of mechanisms. The exchanges in physics and
electronics previously noted will contribute directly to our understanding of basic
phenomenology at the device level. Empirical validation of environmental models results
from exchanges involving the weapons environment.

The Technology Cooperation Program (TTCP) provides mechanisms for a range of
applicable exchange activities in such diverse topizs a simulation of infrared scenarios,
training, simulation of nuclear weapons effects, radar performance prediction, and weapon
effectiveness, all of which have traditionally relied heavily upon modeling and simulation.

Each of the Services also has exchanges, primarily with NATO, in areas oi specific
interest. These provide mechanisms for exchanges of technology such as flight simulation,
simulation of air-to-ground sensors, and modeling of flight dynamics.
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6. PHOTONICS

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Photonics is the use of light (photons) for the representation, manipulation, and
transmission of information. Photonics technology encompasses techniques to generate
photons in highly selective frequencies, wavelengths, and amplitudes (such as in lasers); to
guide that light to specific areas (such as through fiber-optic "light-ppes"); to analyze
electromagnetic radiation (e.g., by varying frequencies, amplitudes, and poarization) and to
develop materials that have desired optical properties (such as reflectance, transparency, and
electro-optical properties).

Defense photonics developments are aimed at achieving major improvements in
tactical and strategic command, control, communications, and intelligence (CI) capabilities
through faster, smaller, more reliable, and more survivable systems. DoD advanced
technology developments in photonics include fiber-optic communication, optical signal
processing, optical computer networks, optical memoies, nonlinear optical processing,
integrated optoelectronic networks, and integration of electronic and photonic devices into
monolithic compound semiconductor optoelectronic integrated circuits (OFIC).

Photonics technology has long been used in important niches in both defense and
commercial applications. But it has been only recently (the last 10 to 20 years) that photonics
technology developed the necessary critical mass of tools and capabilities to springboard into
revolutionary new applications.

Today, photonics technology can support a number of applications that previously
were the sole realm of electronic and microeiectronic devices. By combining fast, massively
parallel techniques with devices possessing high spatial resolution (as used in optical data
storage), photonics can provide order-of-magnitude improvements over today's
conventional electronic devices.

Photonics, like electronics, is an enabling technology which has applications across a
number of the critical technologies. Some of these photonic applications are addressed in
other sections of this plan (e.g., passive sensors, sensitive radar).

Technology Sets in Photonics

- Laser devices

a Fiber-optics data

a Optical signal processing

• Integrated optics

During the past decade, fiber optics has greatly matured as it has gained importance in
the commercial sector. The next decade will see similar maturation of fiber optics for use in
the defense sector. Fiber optics will provide higher bandwidth capabilities at lower cost than
cable by factors of 10 to 100. The smali size, light weight and resistance to electromagnetic
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interference of optical fibers provide major advantages for deployment in aionics,
microwave systems and communication systems. Supercomputers and high-thry-;ghput
signal processors will use optical interconnects. Ultra low-loss fluoride fibers with their
theoretical loss of 10-3 db/km will permit transoceanic repeaterless links that could
revolutionize undersea surveillance, long distance communications, and tethered vehicle
command and control, such as fiber &uided missiles. Fiber-optic sensors will provide a new
class of gyros for inertial navigation as well as acoustic and magnetic sensors for
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and commercial applications.

The next 20 years will see the emergence of photonic signal processing devices in
sensor, communication, and information processing systems. The processing rates required
by emerging electro-optical and infrared (IR) sensors, electronic warfare, and undersea
surveillance are surpassing the capabilities of currently available electronic processing (110
Gbit/sec). Dedicated photonic processors will soon be needed to act as sensor front ends that
will preprocess the data and teduce the data rates to those compatible with current and
projected electronic processors. Dedicated special-purpose photonic processors are now in
use with DoD in such front-end applications. Defeise photonic developments are aimed at
achieving major improvements in tactical and strategic command, control, communications,
and intelligence (C5I) capabilties through faster, smaller, more reliable, and more survivable
systems and in sensor applications for target detection and weapon guidance.

Laser diode arrays are being developed to scale up the usable light output from diode
lasers while retaining the high efficiency (greater than 30 percent) and compactness
(approximately 100 micrometer dimensions) of individual devices. For commercial
applications, diode arrays may replace other less efficient, reliable, and compact types of
lasers.

The evolution f integrated optics occurred in parallel with lasers, fiber optics, and
integrated electronic circuits. This evolution will likely continue over the next 20 years.
Although currently limited by materials availability, integrated optics will have a similar
impact on photonic systems as microelectronics technology had on the electronics industry.
These impacts include decreased size and weight of photonic and hybrid photonic/electronic
systems and increased speed and reliability.

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance
The table below outlines the goals and payoffs associated with the DoD program in

photonics:
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Goals and Payoffs - Photenics

APP#IOaHOn Good payoff

Electroic Wajr~e & 10X)X incaoas in * Greatly Improved ECM
proemin rate capability for all t"e of

Senso (IR. rada, EW,* lox fewer pryscal aiosic, ftc.)
hook-ups o In ~ prcwn fdi

* Distributed archiecture from high denITY (> 1008
* Reucer EMIelement) focal piano
* Red~xC EVIIarrays. verylarge phase

systemis

Commancl, COnMoM and w..bnsoCDenIC repealerloss 9 Large distzbuted ASW
Comfmnicatkbns PQ~i cabling system wi lower cost3

* Saellte-o-sbma~ne and higher rellabillty
communication * lmpr, ved tactical and

*Fly-by-lght stratoolc connectivity
o Reduced welghk/volume

*Satellite-to-satellite and lower EMlJECM
crcaslinks Suscapiblifty

The superiority of fiber optics over copper-based systems can be measured by
information carrying capacity (which is 10,000 time,, greater for optical systems), energy loss
in signal transmission (100 times lower), error rate (10 times lower), greatly r-educed size and
weight, and by its resistance to electromagnetic interference, and other harsh environments.
Future developments in semiconductor lasers promise improvements in diode-pumped
lasers as well as fast, efficient, high-brightness sources for memory, display, and materials
processing technolo gies. Modulators promise still greater improvements in data rate capacity
and link margin.

Ultra low-loss fiber optics is of particular importance to DoD in a number of critical
military capabilities:

0 Wide-area communications

a Wide-area surveillance

a Undersea and tactical missile guidance (low-cost, target and
aimpoirnt selection)

* Remote surveillance and tele-operated weapon platforms
(removing the requirement for personnel to enter high-threat
areas).

Developing technologies such as zirconium fluoride (ZrF) glasses will enable such
syitems as large aperture, highl-gain, acousti,; arrays (thousands of acoustic sensoics
interconnected over tens of kilometers), and long-range command-guided anti-shi~p
missiles. Important elements of this technology are continuous integration of electronic
processors and controllers with fiber-optical devices; nuclear hardening; improved
interconnects; switches and multiplexers; higher power; frequency tunable optical sources,
and high bandwidth sensitive detectors.
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Photonic processing, both analog as well as optics in digital computer systems, offers
the promise of order-of-magnitude improvements in processing speed resulting from the
natural parallel architecture and the high switching speeds of optical devices. In addition,
photonic circuits eliminate many potentially troublesome connectors and increase reliability.
The processing rates required by emerging electro-optical and infrared (IR) sensors,
electronic warfare, and undersea surveillance are surpassing the capabilities of currently
available electronic processing and communication link capability (1-10 Gbit/sec).

Photonic devices also offer superior electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and radiation
hardness. Developing photonics technologies applied to advanced nuclear weapons testing
diagnostics are providing new insights into weapons physics that will enable more reliable,
safe, and innovative nuclear weapons development that will be especially critical in the
present constrained environment for nuclear testing.

Incoherent diode laser arrays operating in a long-pulse mode are finding use as pump
sources for neodymium and other rare earth solid-state lasers. Iv- this application, their
ruggedness, reliability, and energy efficiency greatly exceed that of conventional flashlamp
pump sources. Diode-pumped solid-state lasers have demonstrated 10 times higher
efficiency and 100 times better reliability then flashlampepumped laser ,Vstems. These
sources at primary laser wavelengths or frequency converted shorter wavelengths may enable
simple, rugged systems for optical communications, chemical detextion, and clear air
turbulence detection. This same technology applies to many medical and industrial uses.
Incoherent arrays are also being used for direct optical ignition of pyrotechnics (e.g.,
explosive bolts on rockets) through optical fibers. These lasers require modest (1 watt) power
levels and are expected to be a high-volume application because they significantly enhancesafety and EMP resistance. Other applications for ignition of energetic materials in
conventional and nuclear weapons are likely to follow.

Coherent diode laser arrays have application in satellite communications, directed
energy, and undersea ASW. In-phase operation of an array directly increases the amount of
power that can be focused on target. In addition, by controlling the optical phase of each of
the emitting diodes, electronic beam steering has been demonstrated at very low power
levels.

Nonlinear optical materials have important applications in optical countermeasures,
and blue-green submarine laser communications.

Integrated optics has the potential to enhance weapon capabilities in the areas of
automatic target reco tion, state-of-health monitoring, and detection avoidance. Similar
to the im!proved ca abi!ities of electr,-.ics with the introduction of the integrated circuit,
integrated optic-, wifi -'ld systems which are stable in alignment, allow easy control of guided
waves, are eleci-omagnetically immune, have fast speed of operation, and are compact and
lightweight. The long term advantage is that the integration could permit mass production
and thus reduce costs per unit for assembly.

b. Weapon Systems Logistics

The increased storage capacity, speed, and processing power of photonics
technologies will place substantial demands on DoD's capability to find and isolate faults due
to the massive amounts of information being processed. Therefore, in conjunction with the
technology development, new data checking algorithms and data processing architectures
that address operational support and maintenance concerns must be developed.
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Once developed and standardized over a broad spectrum of applications, photonics
will support diagnostics needs with new passive optical sensors, status monitoring devices, and
new inspection techniques.

New fiber-optics applications will provide one to two ordlrs of magnitude greater
information bandwidth. I is capability coupled with new high density storage of technical
information (using CD ROM and WORM) will make practical portable automated technical
manuals and highly accurate portable automatic test equipment. This technology also will
permit the rapid update of technical information needed to maintain complex weapon
systems.

Photonics technology advances will also help eliminate two very troublesome sources
of logistics maintenance problems: electrical connections and electromagnetic interference
(EMI). New fiber-optic and laser diode connections will reduce classic problem sources such
as electrical shorts, opens, and corroded connectors. Since fiber optics are not influenced by
spurious electrical inputs, great numbers of primary EMI sources, Wires that act like antennas,
will be reduced.

The reliability and survivability of future weapon systems using photonics technology
will depend upon the susceptibility of those systems to potential threats. While research to
date shows photonic systems have an inherent resistance to EMI, continued research needs to
be conducted to assess the potential impacts of radiation threats on optical signal/data
processing and integrated optical components.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure

Key manufacturing facilities for photonic technologies are still in development. The
supporting industrial base is loosely structured, with significant changes anticipated to
support the variety of expected applications. Photonics R&D should significantly affect the
high-speed computing industrial base through the development of components such as
high-speed lasers, detectors, sensors, interconnect media, and signal routing and control
elements. DoD relies heavily on commercial development in areas such as high-speed local
area networks (LANs) and transoceanic cabling. Fiber optics R&D being pursued by DoD is
highly specialized (e.g., intrusion resistant fiber optic links).

Diode iaser arrays are expected to have numerous industrial applications, replacing
older types of laser due to the greater reliability and lower cost (inexpensive enough to
warrant replacement rather than repair). Applications include laser printers, read/write
optical disks, and ilumination for robot vision. In manufacturing, diode arrays are expected
to find widespread use in applications requiring power levels of I to 100 watts. These include
machining (cutting, drilling) and surface-treating (conditioning, texturing, heat-treating) of a
variety of materials. The small size and relaxed power and cooling requirements of diode
arrays allow direct point-of--use positioning, eliminating the need for beam transmission
optics.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

Photonics will support future needs to pass data across product and support levels.
New integration and analyses of maintenance information will be practical due to the higher
speeds and processing power. Opportunities to feed back system maintenance and
performance data in tCme to influence product design and/or support decisions will be made
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practical. Photonics will be an enabling technology for linking many new CALS information

exchange and interchange applications.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

The defense-retated development plan for phoonics focuses upon those key issues
that provide substantial, perhaps revolutionary, capabilities related to the national security.
The following describes efforts in each teclnology set.

a. Laser Device Technology

(1) Objective

To develop tunable diode .laser devices and a;Tays with outputs of 100@ or greater,
Continuous Wave (CW) coherent power. Contin:e research in laser, electro-optical, and
non-linear optical materials including growth, fabrication and evaluation in order to improve
materials and establish low cost inanufacuring.

(2) Development Milestones

* FY 1991, 2.5 KW/cn2 peak monolithi- diode array.

* FY 1992, 1W CW, single frequency, diode device with diffraction-
limited, collimated output

* FY 1993 50W visible-wavelength diode arrays developed.
Demonstrate 5W diffraction-limited, single frequency device

* FY 1994, develop 200 Hertz/500 milli-Joule green-blue laser
device. Demons-rate tunable frequency conversion in mid-IR band

* FY 1996, demonstrate doubled diode at 1 Joule in blue band,
develop high power solid state tunable laser source.

* FY 1997, demorstrate IR countermeasures brassboard.
Demonstrate 50W diffraction-limited output from a semiconductor
laser system.

b. Fiber Optics

(1) Objectives

To increase gyro accuracy, increase local area networks signal throughput, demonstrate
fiber-optic sensor in acoustic applications, and obtain high bandwidth capability.

(2) Development Milestones

m FY 1992, demonstrate 100 GHz fiber optic waveguide modulator.

* FY 1995, demonstrate ultra low loss single mode fiber (< 0.01
db/km loss).

" FY 1996, demonstrate high strength fiber optics fiber (0.5 m with 300
kpsi).
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c, Optical Signal/Data Processing Technology

(1) Objective

To obtain orders-of-magnitude improvement in signal processing speed as a result of
high speed optical devices.

(2) Development Milestones

- FY 1993 demonstrate phase-only correlator.

* • FY 1997demonstrate optically-driven 106--pixel spatial light
modulator.

d. Integrated Optics Technology

(1) Objective

To provide high-speed, reliable interfaces between electronic and photonic
components.

(2) Development Milestones

0 FY 1992, gradient index optics demonstration.

a FY 1993, holographic optics demonstration.

0 FY 1994, monolithic integrated optical preamp.

• FY 1995, binary optics demonstration.

2. Technology Objectives
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Technology Objectives - Photonics

Tehia raBy 1996 By 2001 By 2006
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3. Resources

S&T funding6 for this critical technology is shown below.

Funding - Photonics ($M)

FY87-91; FY92 FY93 FY95 FY96 FY07

710 Ise 190 180 ! 179! 1!0_L 17:3

4. Utilizing the Technolog

A number of other ongoing DoD activities are related to exploiting photonics
technology. The Navy is pursuing a diode-laser/solid-state laser approach to underwater
applications including submarine laser communications, tactical airborne laser
communications, and mine detection and bathymetry. The Air Force is sponsoring work on
lasercom satellite-satellite crosslinks which will be able to operate at high data rates and will
be smaller than their RF alternatives. In addition, DoD is developing diode-pumped lasers
for jamming and/or damaging sensors.

Ali of these applications require higher laser power and/or efficiency than is currently
available. The three- to fourfold increase in each parameter with laser diode pumping
directly results in increased performance but with a lower expected maintenance burden.
Much of the technological infrastructure for field deployment of diode-pumped solid state
lasers such as power supplies, coolers, and coupling optics is being developed on these
programs.

DoE efforts are underway to use laser diode arrays for high-power trigger signal
generation, power transmission via an all-optiral interface, optical switching of high-power
electrical pulses, direct optical detonation, range and imaging laser radar systems, and optical
correlation. Further, advanced optical guided-wave electro-optic devices, very stable laser
sources, and advances in multi-channel optical detectors (streak cameras) are enabling the
development of sophisticated high-bandwidth, high-fidelity, real-time analog data links for
instrumentation in the nuclear test environment.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

U.S. manufacturing capabilities in photonics can best be assessed by considering the
following three application areas.

a. Filer Optics

The $100 billion annual market in photonics is primarily in commercial apphications,
and the key product in this area is fiber-optic cable. While U.S. industry is meeting market
demands, current manufactured products do not meet all of the DoD requirements for

6 Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It there-
fore becomes a matter of judgement how many dollars to count toward which technology. The funding pres-
ented here and throughout this report, for each critical technology, is of the right order of magnitude but is not
to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity
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ruggedness over temperature range and higher performance (bandwidth, loss). Currently
DoD-unique manufacturing technology progrmms are developing production processes for
fiber -optic technology applications to secure telecommurications and tethered missiles,
toqedoes, and ground vehicles.

Fiber optic sensors are the major commercial product in this area, and the current
market is about $5 billion annually. Component quality and reliability (i.e., super juminescent
diodes/laser diodes) are currently provided by foreign sources. They require long lead times
and are very costly. Ex;ensiv comn ercial R&D is underway.

b. Optical Signal/Duta Processing

Approximately half of the demand for photonics in information proce ssing is for
commercial applications. Optics technology is utilized in digital input/output inter-
connections.

The information storage market is still dominated by magnetic disc storage. However,
present manufacturing capability for optical standard discs is 5.25 inches, one of three types of
optical discs currently being ma nufactured (others are erasable optical and write once read
Miany times (WORM)). U.S. industry trails Japanese in cost and quality of current
manufactured optical discs. Overall growth rates of more than 15 percent per year are
predicted in the optical storage and display industry during the next 5 years.

e. Integr-ated Optics

Although the science and technoiogy of integrated optics is over two decades old,
there are few devices on the market or embedded in commercially available systems.
lntgrated optical packaging of a number of monolithic optical devices has been
demonstrated. In addition, many different materials have been used including glasses.
photoresist, polyurethane, sputtered dielectrics, and single crstals. The most commonly used
materials are semiconductor gallium arenide, and the electro-optical crystal (titanium
doped) lithium niobate. The .atter is popular as a result of its large electro-optic effect
whereas gallium arsenide may also be used to fabricate transistors, photodetectors, and other
microelectronic devices, thus providing a bridge between integrated optics and integrated
electronics.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

The U.S. industrial base genc rally is not expanding its technology emphasis because of
limited market demand. However, lasers (laser jamming systems, etc.), optical gyros (several
companies are testing preproduction fiber gyros), fiber optic connectioxis, and newer
approaches to information processing should receive manufacturing technology funding to
address producibility issues. Ultra low-.ioss fiber optics will require new manufacturing
Processes to remove impurities. Other contemporary DoD manufacturing technology
investments supporting and utiliking this critical technology are aimed at reducing the costs of
fiber-optically controlled missile components. In addition, though not considered a true part
of photonics, the DoD has an optics thrust program and has established a new Center for
Optics Manufacturing to develop new manufacturing capabilities for certain types of optical
glass and improve the domestic competitiveness of the optics industry. SDIO has also funded
a survivable optics manufacturing development and integration (to develop advanced optics
production capabilities).
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ciTe manufacture of high-power diode arrays is a veq ipecialized technology due to
requirements for device growth, processing, and . unting. These devices are

fabricated from gallium arsenide (GaAs), and little spe .Jized equipmen- for volume
processing is currently available. In addition, the fabrication of diode lasers requires mirror
fabfiecation equipment. Current technology for the fabrication of diode arrays is labor
intensive, but efforts are underway to reduce unit cost for incoherent arrays through volume
production and standardization.

The use of some solid state laser materials is impeded by the lack of high quality crystal
growth in industry. Nd:YAG crystals are limited in useful diameter to about 2.5 cm; other
ciystals are not resdily available, Certain non-linear materials are in short supply; LiB305 is
,obtaii ed from China, ZnGeP 2 is currently available only in the USSR.

The development of advanced optoelectronic integrated circuits will require
significant strengthening of this country's industrial base in compound semicond, -,
manufacturing. Only a limited number of commercial companies are capabl.- t-i
manufacturing devices.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

A number of government agencies besides DoD support R&D in photonics. DoE has
contributed in several areas: computer modeling of laser diode array devices and cooling.
Extensie numerical codes are now available to perform predictive modeling on both surface
and edge emitting laser diode arrays. These codes provide a powerful research tool for testing
new concepts and designs prior to experimental implementation. DoE's laser program has
also focused on issues of heat removal and on providing innovative designs for mounting high
power laser devices for optical pumping of solid state lasers. These designs are targeted
toward fusion and i-sotope separation programs. Visible upconversion lasers suitable for
diode pumping with outputs at high frequency have been demonstrated.

Diodcj ar .j development in the national laboratories is concentrated on the
development and qualification of arrays for weapon applications plis fundamental research
a imed at understanding the coupling and phasing of the individual diodes in an array. This
work has also included the development of edge and surface emitting coherent arrays with
advanced features such as on-chip injection locking for control and beam steering.
Pioneering work ia strained quantum-well lasers offers lower thresholds, greater bandwidth,
and a wider choice ot lasing wavelengths for excitation of efficient fiber-optic amplifiers.

NASA has R&D programs in optical communications, optoelectronic- integrated
circuits, optical correlation foi automatic object recognition, and solid-state lasers for lidar
applications. The research programs in solid-state lasers are conducted at the NASAL'angley
Research Center and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Optoelectroiic technolop
develniment is done at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory using state-of-the-art facilities in
microelectronics fabication in the Micro Devices Laboratory. Optical communications
research is carried out at JPL and GSFC. Advanced research in optical correlation for pattern
recognition in almost any orientation is carried out at the Ames Research Center.

NIST has several optoelett -nics programs: developing a measurements and
standards base to sipport optical telecommunications, encompassing the characteristics of
optical fibers, integrated optical waveguide devices, sources, modulators, and detectors;
providing standards and measurement services for radiometry; researching optical materials;
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developing optical sensors; developing uftra-stable lasers and their application to

spectroscopy; and develop .;g optical frequency standards.

NSF supports research on optical materials; optic and electro-optic devices; and
optical systems synthesis. Support is provided through ongoing programs in materials
research, physics, computer and information sciences, and engineering. In addition, NSF
funds two centers with research related to photonics. The Optoelectronic Computing Systems
Center focuses on expansion of the intellectual foundations of optoelectTonic systems and
devices, and on the discovery and demonstration of new knowledge using proof-of-principle
machines. The Center for Telecommunications Research includes a research thrust on
fundamenta's of lightwave devices.

2. R&:) in th. Private Sector

Extensive domestic industrial R&D efforts in photonics technology are underway,
particularly in the telecommunications industry. Fiber-optics are essential to the
telecommunications industry, and fiber sensors are being employed in medical, process
control, and safety monitoring applications, to name a few.

US research in single mode fiber-optic systems is driven by an ever increasing demand
for bandwidth. For example, in high-definition television, even with data compression, data
transfer rates of 135 Mb/sec may be needed. A number of experimental projects are underway to
introduce fiber optics to provide fomnercial information and television service to homes. One
of these will provide the initial test of microwave frequency (2 Gbls) subearrier multiplexing.

Because of the potential for space-based lasers with these approaches or with the
closely related diode-pumped solid-state laser approaches, a number of defense companies
are sponsoring IR&D projects in diode lasers, which complement the government
investments.

Several universities have established consortia with industry and/or government
partners to pursue work in optical computing, including the Optical Circuitry Cooperative at
the University of Arizona's Optical Sciences Center, the University of Southern California's
National Center for Integrated Photonics Technology, the University of Alabama at
Hunts-ille's Center for Applied Optics, and the Center for Optoelectronic Computing
Systems at the University o Colorado. Several universities, notably the University of Illinois
and the University of New Mexico, have made excellent progress in high efficiency, quantum
well laser devices. In addition, a number of universities have excellent programs in
optoelectronics including the fabrication and study of 1-D diode arrays. These include
California Institute of Technology, University of Illinois, University of California at Santa
Barbara, University of New Mexico, Cornell University, and the University of North
Carolina.

E INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industiial Base

Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential
capability to contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified:

* Ultra low-loss (less than 0.01 dblkm) fibers

* Research in bistable devices and other specific components
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* Increased volume production of high-power laser diode arrays

0 Development of optical interconnects, including fiber-optic
backplanes

_ Greater than 2 Gbit/sec local area networks

0 Radiation-hardened components

0 Application of fiber-optics to improved ine.iial sensors.

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of U.S. and other
nations for selected key aspects of the technology. The United States and Japan share a
worldwide lead in this technology. NATO allies have significant efforts that, in aggregate,
have the potential to rival either the United States or Japan. The commercial and military
potential of photonics is such that most of the industrialized countries of the worid are making
a significant national commitment to develop photonics.

a. General
Principal cooperative opportunities continue to exist with the European countries and

SJapan, especially in applications of compound semiconductor superlattices and organic
nonlinear optical materials. Cooperative opportunities also exist with many of these countries
in niche technologies relating to associated components required to fully exploit low-loss
fiber capabilities and to exploit fiber optics technology in harsh environments.

NATO activity involves government, industry, and universities. The combined
Euromarket planned for 1992 is expected to promote the integration of current effects in
Europe on photonics, including advanced optoelectronic technology, quantum wells and
superlattices, materials, focal plane arrays, optical interconnection, and switching, as well as
on the application of these technologies to remote sensing, imaging, and industrial processes.
Frances previous dominance in the area of photon ics will be shared with the UK, Germany,
and Sweden.

Other countries with significant development efforts in photonics include Switzerland,
the Netherlands, Israel, Chiia, Singapore, and Korea.

b. Fiber Optics

Japan leads the world in transferring R&D in fiber optic technologies to various
commercial applications and ias manufactured considerable amounts of low-loss fiber optics
and the ancillary photonic devices needed to use them effectively. Researchers at Konica
Corporation have developed a phenol derivative material which can convert low frequency
infrared laser light into high-frequency visible light; one projected application is used in fiber
optics. Keio University has created graded-index optical fibers of methyl methacrylate-vinyl
benzoatc copolymer which have low loss and high bandwidth. The UK, France, and Germany
also have technically advanced efforts in fiber optics. These countries can all produce
low-loss optical fibers but may have difficulty in producing the fibers in large quantities.

Development of high-speed optical interconnects is vital to reducing bottlenecks in
fiber optic communication systems and to constructing viable optical computers. Siemens AG
in Germany is stvdying laser diodes with single-mode fiber couplers. The Australian National
University is investigating transmission characteristics of a nonlinear coherent couple
composed of anisotropic fibers. A fiber optic community newsletter announced that a
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Summary Comparison - Photonics

Seleced Elemaont USSR NATO Aillos Japan Others

Ultra low-loss (less than 0.01 E= El E + 101
dbIr/m) fibers VMu

Development of optical inter- .. E..]0 Er-
connects, including fiber optic .
backplanes Brazil

Greater than 2 GbIt/sec LAN LI EE-]0 +

Application of fiber optics to
improved inertial sensors [ El[

Research in photonics, bi-
stable devices, other specific MJ 8 E o E 0 --- ] 0
components Israel, China

Radiation-hardened
components

Increased volume production +
of high-power" laser diode 0 II i I0 E +
arrays

Overallb +I LI] E + El
Various

a The Soviets are reported to have a world lead in spatial light modulation.
b The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

ETFT1T J broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions

moderate technical capability with possible leadership in some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contributions

E= generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

[-1 lagging In all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a faster rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability Increasing at a imI1l rate to the United States

- Foreign capability increasing at a slowe rate than the United States
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manufacturing firm in the UK has discussed development of rugged environment fiber--optic

connectors.

c. Laser Diodes and Arrays

The United States has a lead in the area of laser diode array technology. An example of
this lead is Xerox Palo Alto Research Center's multiple-wavelength diode laser superarray
demonstrated in April 1990. Varian announced in August that it has developed a GaAs
semiconductor power receiver which converts light from a laser diode transmitted via fiber
optic cable into electrical power. Use of narrow linewidth diode lasers and tunable solid-state
laser sources has allowed U.S. researchers to optimize solid-state laser compositions for
diode pumping. The Soviet Union lags in this area, largely due to the lack of vapor phase
growth technology, which is essential for obtaining high quality material for the fabrication of
low-threshold, high-efficiency laser diode arrays. The Soviet Union also trails the United
States in the modeling of arrays. A recent Soviet study published in Radiotekhnika concerns
the effect of power supply on the radio-frequency noise spectra of laser diodes.

Furukawa Electric Company, Ltd. has been researching facet coating of laser diodes
and has announced the reduction of threshold current and enhancement of characteristic
temperature in GaInAsP multiple-quantum-well laser diodes. NEC Corporation has
performed experiments on spectral linewidth in multiple-quantum-well distributed feedback
laser diodes. NEC has also demonstrated a photonic wavelength division switching system
using tunable laser diode filters.

France, the UK, Germany, and Sweden all are actively researching laser diodes and
they (and Switzerland) are acuve in the field of quantum wells and superlattices for optical
and integrated optical devices. For example, scientists at the University of Southampton in
the UK have worked with sequential power transfer between stripes of a diode laser array
through photorefractive two-wave mixingin BaTiO 3. Siemens AG has been performing yield
analyses of distributed-feedback, metal-clad, ridge waveguide laser diodes for coherent
system applications. CNET is a leading French laboratory working with laser diodes; one
recent study was the calculation of antireflection coatings on semiconductor laser diode
optical amplifiers.

The People's Republic of China also has fostered scientific work in laser diodes and
quantum wells. Jilin University has fabricated a new type of surface emitting semiconductor
laser diode. Hangzbou Institute of Electronic Engineering has demonstrated the bistability of
a bistable laser diode integrated monolithically with a photodetector.* The PRC is also
pioneering development of novel, non-linear optical materials.

d. High-Speed Networks with Fiber Optic Backplane

A number of companies, including AT&T, Rockwell, other U.S. companies, and
Japan's NEC, have announced plans to market synchronous optical networks. One U.S.
company, Fhotonics Corporation, is currently marketing a local area network with a different
photonic approach -- the connection is through ]IR emitters and sensors rather than through
fiber-optic cable.

e. High-Speed, Low-Energy Optical Switches

The U.S. is well on the way to commercial prodt..,on of photonic switching technology.
AT&T announced optical switching marketing plans with a (maximum) 5 year goal. However,
AT&T faces stiff competition in the field from Japan and Germany. In March 1990, Japanese
researchers at NIT 'Transmission Systems Laboratories announced the development of
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all-optical ultrafast nonlinear switching using the Kerr effect in optical fibers. At the same
time, scientists at Hitachi Ltd. announced an INP-based optical switch module operating
through carrier-induced refractive index change which is to contribute to the development of
practical optical switch arrays. In April, NIT proposed an oblique-polishing tilted-coupling
method for suppression of feedback light in laser diodes and waveguides. in May 1990, NTT
reported the achievement of an ultrafast, lowpower, highly stable all-optical switch in a
non-linear Sagnac interferometer. The Phys.- Tech. Bundesanstalt in Germany has
announced findings in bistability and optical switching of spatial patterns in a helium-neon
laser oscillating in the TEM01 hybrid optical resonator mode. France, the UK, Denmark and
Sweden also have much active research in bistable and high-speed optical switching.
Heriot-Watt University in Edinbur.h has researched the effect of pixelation on the switching
speeds of InSb bistable elements. Pixelation may reduce cross talk or power requirements in
optically bistable deAces. Odense University in Denmark has performed studies of
high-speed optical switching in CdSe. The USSR is also actively pursuing this technology
area. The Academy of Sciences of the USSR published a study on spatial restructuring of the
character of optical switching in a bistable semiconductor interferometer. Kalinin
Polytechnic Institute scientists researched the dynamics of switching processed in bistable
systems with delayed feedback.

f. High-Performance Spatial Light Modulators

The United States has been working on developing high-performance spatial light
modulators for several years. Lockheed is attempting to develop a spatial light modulator for
use in an optical computer. Thomson-CSF in France has developed a low-loss and
low-drive-voltage electro-optical phase modulator at 1-.6 micrometers. British Telecom has
worked on a two-dimensional array of InGaAs/InP multiple-quantum-well modulators.
Academia Sinica in the PRC has presented a study on GaAs/GaA1As single quantum well
electrosorption and light modulation.

Although the DCIP interest in this field is in the development of more sophisticated
spatial light modulators, a number of scientists have been expenmenting with applications of
spatial light modulators in other areas of photonics. AT&T believes that spatial light
modulators hold the key to advances in optical computers and photonic switches. Japan
(University of Tokyo and Hamamatsu Photonics) uses spatial light modulators for learning
capabilities in optical associative memory devices. The Technionlsrael Institute of
Technology is using spatial light modulator technology and iterative learning procedures to
generate holograms.

g. Optical Signal/Data Processing

Japan is pursuing research and development in all areas of optical processing, with
government, industry, and universities all heavily involved. The key government participant is
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). Most of the large electronics
companies in Japan have made a commitment to this effort. A special trade organization, the
Opto-Electronic Industry and Technology Development Association, was founded in 1990 to
coordinate industrial activity, foster cooperation, and encourage standardization.
Universities in Japan are performing much of the basic materialh research on which the
technology development is so dependent. In 1984, the Japan Society of Applied Physics
es:ablished a research body called the Optical Computer Grup, which illustrates how
seriously Japan is taking the field of optical computing. The group has members from
universities, government laboratories, and private companies.
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Basic research is being carried out in France, the UK, Germany, and Sweden with
complex GaAs/GaAIAs and InGaAs/P structures. Singapore has named laser technology and
electro-optics as one of its areas of interest for a high-technology R&D push.

h. Integrated Optics

The United States is the leading research presence in integrated optics, in part due to
the efforts by AT&T and other communications concerns. The other major performers are
the United Kingdom, Japan, and Western Europe. There are indications that future Japanese
effort may be increasing if not already accelerated.

L Radiation/Environment Hardened Photonic Devices

A number of U.S. government laboratories including the U.S. Air Force Weapons
Laboratory and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory are researching and measuring
radiation-induced attenuation in optical fibers. This may lead to methods of counteracting
the radiation effects. Varian announced that its manufacturing technique for the GaAs
semiconductor (optical) power receiver can be mass produced and used for sensors in nuclear
weapons testing and harsh chemical environments. As noted in a UK fiber optic community
newsletter, one manufacturer in the UK is interested in developing a rugged fiber optic
connector. The Tchnical University of Lublin in Poland is working on the problem of fatigue
in optical fibers working in dynamc robotic systems.

j. Optical Sensors

Although there is interest in rugged photonic devices, the British (University of
Southampton, University of Strathclyde, Pirelli Gen. Pic.) are interested in very sensitive
photonic devices as well. They hope to develop fiber-optic sensors sensitive enough to
measure minute amounts of breakage, temperature, pressure, magnetic fields, vibrations,
and chemical- composition. The Japanese Institute of Industrial Science has developed an
optical sensor for determination and monitoring of gas components at temperattres of more
than 10000 C. The French have developed a fiber-optic current sensor using the Faraday
magneto-optic effect in a monomode fiber. Canada's Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal has
experimented with nematic liquid crystal clad tapered fiber optic temperature.sensors. Italy's
research in fiber optic sensors includes an optical sensor for the control of high power laser
welding. The Huazhong University of Science and Technology in the PRC is working on signal
processing of a fiber optic current sensor. The Academy of Sciences of Uzbek SSR in the
USSR is concerned with fiber-optic interferometer temperature sensors.

k. Optical Computing

One of the largest optical computing programs in Europe, the European Joint Optical
Bistability Project, involves eight universities and institutes in the UK, Belgium, Germany, Italy,
and France. In France, research is being conducted on liquid-crystal light components at the
University of Paris (Orsay). Thompson-CSF also is pursuing a major effort on optical processing.
In West Germany, Erlangen University is investigating parallel logic, optical cross-bar switches,
spatial filtering, and logical operations using polarized light. The University of Duisberg has built
a very fast optical multiplier and broadcast bus, which will support communications between
modules in a computer. The Fraunhofer Institute has developed an optical local area network.

The German company, Siemens, has announced a method of employing ordinary
transistors as light detectors in optical computing systems. Because transistors are already
part of the chips in computer systems, they report it is much simpler to employ the
photodetection properties of the transistors than to use special light detector devices. Use of
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this method offers a substantial reduction in circuit signal-delay, although it is not well suited
to long distance signal transn'4ission.

Japan is pursuing research and development in all areas of optical processingwith
government, industry, and universities all heavily involved. A special trade organization, the
Opt&-lectronic Industry and Technology Development Association was founded in 1980 to
coordinate industrial activity, foster cooperation, and encourage standardization.

A number of countries are actively pursuing related topics. In 1988, the Japanese
~FuRsu) demonstrated the first broadband optical integrated services digital network

NRC has demonstrated an experimenta eptoeleetronic receiver, ui reported
development of high-inismatch epitaxy of GaAs and In, capable of 2%3~/second
moduation rates. A number of Japanese firms and British Teblecom are pursuing coherent
commnunication techniques that are adv'ertised as having near-term potential to extend
transmission capabilities to 4-GB/second. If realized, these capabilities would be sijonflcant
advances. The UK is also researching -pecial fibers (high-birefringence,
polarization-preserving) for sensor applications.

2. Exchange Agreements
There is a significant level of exchange activity in all areas of photonics, including

integrated optics, optical materials, fijber-o ptics, and related components. The NATO
Defense Research Group (DRG) prog~ams in physics and electronics and optical and IR
technologies provide mechanisms for exchange of fundamental scientific information. The
Ibchnology Cooperation Program MICP) sponsors a group focused on the military
appiatino opta fiber ndcmoet.TCP also provides a rmechanism for exchange

o in fora t on b a m t ra s nd s cfi alications. Each of the Services also las
exchanges, which cove a setuof chves ranging from basic research in optical science

wth France and te UK ~ iain of th techn oor to optical processing (principally uith

itegratio of manbttle Mn eletcleecrnadopricstm.
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7. SENSITIVE RADAR

A. DESCPJPMON OF TECHNOLOGY

Contiued reduction in target observables will significantly reduce the effective rangeof existing U.S. surveilhance, ac ng, target classification, and weapon guidance systems.
Radars will continue as a primary sensor since they provide an all-weather capability and do
not rely on threat emissions. Sensitive radars (such as wideband radar, synthetic aperture
radar, bistatic radar, laser radar, and advanced over-the-horizon (OTH) radar) will be
required to handle future advanced low observable threats and to provide needed ECCM
capability. Furthermore, the enormous advances in distributed digital computation and
signal processing, when integrated with radar technology and not just folowing it, can
enhance our ability to detect, classify, and attack targets.

Increasin radar sensitivity creates some significart technical obstacles. First,
increased sensitivity will require development of frequency generators with increased
stability, systems with increased processing gain, and receivers and analog-to-digital
converters with wider dynamic ranges. Improvements in signal processing are needed to take
advantage of enhanced radar sensitivities. Secondly, increased sensitivity makes our systems
more vulnerable to enemy exploitation and interferenc by unwanted objects (e.g., birds) and
phenomena. Resistance to electronic countermeasures (ECM) and anti-radiation missiles
(ARM) must be improved. Additionally, we must minimze the potential for mutual
interference of our own radars and RF devices in the complex battlefield environment.
Improvements in spectrum management and antenna directvity are required, along with
attention to the interaction of technical requirements and low-level clutter environments,

Technology Sets in Sensitive Radar

* Advanced monostatic radar

" Multistatic radar

" Radais for non--cooperativc target recognition and aidedlautomatic target recognition

" Phased array radar

" Laser radar

* Electronic Counter Counter Measures (ECCM)

The indicated advances in conventional nionostatic radar technology are needed to
counter the reduced observable threat, although they may not be adequate. Radar cross
section is frequency dependent and is often most difficult to suppress at relatively low
frequency., Radar using a relatively low frequency will need to use a broad fractional
bandwidth to maintain good range resolution and rejection of clutter. A radar using a wider
frequency spectrum is more likely to employ the fiequency at which the radar return is
greatest.

Multistatic radar, where the transmitter and receiver are separated by a significant
distance, provide another method to counter low observables. Low radar cross section targets
may deflect the radar signal with higher power at multistatic ang'es than the forward scattered
monostatic reflection. Technological issues include coordinating the timing of transmitters
and receivers, and maintaining the bistatic angle.
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Real-time, positive identification of targets is crucial in today's operations; however,
decreasing target observability and increasing batt&field complexity is making -target
identification more difficult. The enemy's use of countermeasures to avoid identification, and
presence of non-radiating (possibly neutral) intruders further compound the target
designation problem. "Ibchnologies for non-cooperative target recopition (NCrR) and
automatic target recognition (ATR) include imaging and target/radar sigual interaction, and
Imay require the use of other sensors (e.g., infrared and acoustic).

Phased array radars use an electronically steered array of transmit/receive elements.
They are inherently more reliable mad flexible than reflector radar systems which scan
mechanically. Phased arrays are being deployed today; however, technology to increase
power/aperture products, adapt conformal phased arrays to a variety of applications, and
reduce weight and volume is needed. Advanced phase arrays can provide needed immunity to
jarmming and can serve as powerful, flexible communication links to and from sensors and
weapons.

Coherent laser radars are optical wavelength analogs of microwave radars. They
provide advantages of bandwidth, physical size reduction (e.g., in antennas), and higher
resolution. Laser radar will be used for euvironmental sensing and for target recognition. At
the same time, laser radars possess disadvantages that accrue from scattering and absorption
characteristics of the shorter wavelengths. These disadvantages result in attenuation of the
coherent laser radar beam and the manifestation of undesirable speckle patterns (arising
from target roughness and atmospheric turbulence); this speckle is subject to control to some
extent, by optimum processing.

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance

Sensitive radar technology is a major factor in providing a technical edge to U.S. forces
by enhancing detection, localization, classification, identification, and tracking capabilities.
Radar sensor technology, at bo-th RF and laser frequencies, will remain a major factor in
future warfare. It is crucial to develop techniques to counter ongoing threat efforts to reduce
the observable radar signatures of weapon platforms.

One method to counter the reduced radar cross section threat is to use a lower
frequency radar. Radar cross section reductions made through target shaping techniques
have less effect on radars operating at lower frequencies. Lower frequency radar signals can
also propagate over longer distances than at higher frequencies; they may also provide a
significant detection capability beneath foliage; however, low frequency radars provide
insufficient tracking accuracy or weapons control.

Multistatic radar also has some potential to counter low observables. Radar cross
section reduction methods include shaping techniques to scatter the radar signal at angles
other than the forward, monostatic angle. A multistatic receiver under limited geometric
conditions could detect the target where a monostatic receiver might not. This separation
technique provides the added benefit of passively engaging the target while actively
illuminating it, as is the case with the Patriot missile or with simpler "semi-active" systems. In
addition, close coordination of two radars can have additional benefit in locating in both
coordinates with range accuracy, as opposed to the worse azimuth accuracy of monostatic
radar.
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NCTR technology will reduce fratricide and the inadvertent killing of noncombatants.
ATR is needed for battle management and for smart, beyond-visual-range weapons. Imaging
techniques such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) will be used for detection and
identification of camoufaged or foliage-concealed targets. SAR will also be used for air- and
space-based imaging of lower altitude and ground-based targets. Inverse synthetic aperture
radar (ISAR) will be used for ship classification. Ultra-high range resolution radar (UHRR)
will provide a significant aircraft identification capability. Millimeter wave (MMW) radar
imaging will be used in air defense and for fire-and-forget missile seekers. Continued
development of millimeter wave radar technology is critical for the Army with its array of
small diameter smart munitions and precision-guided munitions that impose severe form, fit,
function, and cost restraints on the seeker/sensor design and production.

Phased array radars incorporated into airframes, (e.g., RPVs and long-duration
aircraft), light satellites, ground vehicles, and ship hulls will reduce radar signatures, making
our systems more survivable. Additionally, scan patterns can be randomized to deter
countermeasures. In addition, due to the lack of mechanical parts, phased array radars
provide increased reliability and flexibility over conventional reflector radars. Phased arrays
can intantaneously dwell in a specified direction. A phased array radar scanning a full 360
degree sector can adapt quickly to changing battlefield conditions and concentrate on a
specific target or area of high military interest.

Laser radars (Ladar) provide a highly accurate tracking and weapon control
capability. They can provide highly accurate aimpoint selection to enhance the lethality of
next generation smart weapons. Laser radar can also provide an important NCTR capability
through imaging and target/laser beam interaction phenomena. Helicopters can enhance
their survivability by using Ladar for obstacle avoidance. Blue-green laser radars will be used
for rapid, shallow-water minefield mapping in support of amphibious operations. Laser
radars will be used for remote environmental monitoring, including chemical agent or
persistent nuclear dust cloud detection.

b. Weapon System Logistics

Modular designs and the multiple active array elements will provide build-in
redundancy in new radar systems. As a result, these new radar architectures vill result in
systems that rarely experience hard or single point failures. Instead, the systems will
experience gradual degradation of optimum performance as parts or modules fail.

New diagnostic approaches and capabilities will need to address operational needs of
systems which exhibit gradual performance degradation. These new approaches must be
developed in advance of system implementation so that the radar architectures may
incorporate diagnostic and repair features that are compatible with the new operational
maintenance requirements.
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Goals and Payoffs - Sensitive Radars

$ensor 1ype GOetl payoff

Advanced Monostat- * Counter 1,000-fold reducticn in s Provie capability to detect, track, and engagea
Ic Radar System threat obseivabimy advanced Uthr8s Including steathy cruiwse teis
Component Tech- * Inrae t1 syw obsns and aircraft.
flOlOy * Prvil suvlk-eo Improve operational performanrce In sems~

environments
*Allow passive weapon systems to
engage threat IllumInatud by * Improve resistance to countermaiasures
remote source * Target does not know that It is under attack

* Contlnuous theater MTI to keep track of all vehickes
Multistatic Radar * Improve resistance to *o Provide capability to delst track, andj enigage

countermeasZUres advanced threats Iricluding stealthy crIse miss!les
* Allow asive weapoi sytmst and airraft

enigage threat Illuminated by * Improva operational performance In severe
remote source environm.'ent,

* Counter 1000-fold riduction In * Improve survivability
rnonstatic radar cross section

Radars for NC1 R * Provide real-time positive hostile 9 Reduce Fratilcide
and ATR QVIMW Ra- identification * Enable development and amploymen-t d~smart,
dar, lJHRii, en * Detect and Identify cemotufiLged beyond-visual-range wyeapons
SAR/1SAR) or foliage-~concsaled targets a Improve battle management capability and employ

a Identify strategic relocalable wrezipons ivorn efirectively
taroets

* Discriminate against
ccuntermevasures

Phased Array Radar * Active conformal arrays * Provide capability to detec, track., and engage
embedded on structures advanced threats Including stealthy crise missilesI* High power, rw beam active ad aircraft
apertures * Improve operational performance In severeIa Light, small, power effirient anvirnrnments
raclars e lmprovaz survivability and reliability

* Combine transmit, receive, * Reduce, own platform radar cnxas seictiot~
Illuminate and communications. * Deployment of radars on light satellites, RPVs, otc.
function

Laser Radar (1-acar a Accurate target tracking, * Provide capability to detect, track, and engage
and Lidar) ideryflcatlon, ana weapon advanced threats Including stealthy mi~ss missiles

guldance and aircraft
* Detect and identify camouflaged 4 Improve survivability

or foliage-co-cealed targe' s * Enhance weapon lethality
& Raoid minefllnd mapping I improve weather forecastng capa3bilities
6 Real-time environmental * Improve operaticivi performance: - se ,ezre

mcnitoring environments
* Provide remote, reat-time detection of chemical

agents.

2. Potential Benefits, to Industrial Base

a. MWnufacturing Infrastructure

Radars represent an industrial base in transition. Conventional radars a-.- a well
established commodity for military systems, while sensitive rad-ir tech~ilogies ate Still in
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development and do not constitute a Eignificant present-day market. Both the conventional
and sensitive radar markets are primarily driven by DoD; however, the Federal Aviation
Administration does provide a cyclical market for radar products and there is a continuing
foreign military sales market. Although sensitive radar technology is primarily military, the
technologies can be quite useful in selected commercial endeavors. Sensitive radar
techniques will be adapted to commercial airspace control, collision avoidance,
non-cooperative target identification, problems of clear air turbulence and wind shear,
weather forecasting, and possibly to counter narcotics trafficking.

Eye-safe, low-power laser radars are being investigated for a variety of commercial
applications, including robotics, automated manufacturing processes, and speed
determination (e.g., police radar). As the cost and availability of solid-state and injection
laser radars are improved, substantially broader usage is expected and shorter wavelength
tunable laser radar possesses enormous potential for environmental monitoring, including
remote assessment of compliance. Use of tunable Ti:sapphire laser radar and high-speed
chemometric analysis of spectroscopic signatures can also play a major roie in the drug war
through the remote identification ot chemical, uents associated with drug factories and the
remote location of marijuana fields by th, multispectral aaalysis of reflectivity and
fluorescence signatures.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

Radar designs incorporating modules and small active array elements will perrit
more field repair capabilities using remove-and-replace actions which will result in
infrastructure growth toward two levels of maintenance. These advancements will permit
greater systems availaoility while reducing depot-level workloads.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Advanced Movrestatic Radar

Objectives

To develop advanced frequency generators, processing and radiatinj technology,
using increased operating bandwidth, advanced waveforms and signal processing, and more
aJaptive antenna designs.

(1) Wideband/Ultra-Wideband Radar

Conventional mrnostatic radar uses a co-located radio frequency transmitter and
receiver operating in the microwave/millimeter wave spectral region to detect, classify, and
track targets. Monostatic t adar is the primary sensor technology used in land. air, naval, and
strategic warfare. Improvements in monostatic radar technology will address advanced, low
observable threats. Wideband/ultra-wideband radar (where the bandwidth is at least 50
percent of the center frequency) will help counter a reduction in threat radar cross section by
addressing the frequency dependent trade-offs inherent in low observable design.

Development Milestones
FY 1991, Preliminary wideband clutzer characterization measure-
ments. 'lest wideband RF sources.
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* Y 1992, Cued/supercued fire control radar demo.

* FY 1993, Advanced radar technology denionstrations.

* FY 1994, Completion of ultra-wideband MTI/SAR technology
development.

* FY 1997, Advanced radar waveform test.

(2) Advanced Over-the-Horizon Radar (6-30 MHz)

Advanced Over-the-Horizon (AOTH) radar may prove useful against the strategic
low observable threat.

T[eveloprnent Milestones

* FY 1991, Complete concept design studies and preliminary clutter
measurements.
FYV 1992, Conduct coherence experiments.

* FY 1995, CondUct AOTH testbed experiments.

(3) Radar System Component Technology

Advances in radar system components (such as traveling wave tuber, MMIC modules,
and high power, fiast switching electronics) are needed to implement sensitive radar
technology improvements.

Development Milestones

a FY 1992, Demonstrate 90 GHz fast wave'+

0 FY i993, Deincnstrate 50-100W (peak' (s 'z pulsed powc.-
transistor.

b. Mu'listatic Ra' ar Objectives

Multi:xtatic radar shows potential in countering low observable threat.
Coordination of distributed multistatic transmitters and rec- ivc is must be addressed. Clutter
and multistatic scattering off of the target need further charac, -ization.

(1) Bistatic Gidance and Conformal Arrays

Remote inultistatic transmitters wiil allow missiles and aircraft to passively acquire
and destroy illuminated threat systems.

Developmnent Milestones

*FY 1991. %,in.-uct bistatic air-to-air missile guidanc- .est aga~inst
flyover targets.

* FY 1995, Bistatic airborne conformal array advani I technology
demonstration flight test.

(2) Bistatic Imaging Radars
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DoD is exploring bistatic imaging for target identitication. As with other multistatic
radar applications, the receiving units remain covert.

Development Milestones

* FY 1993, Conduct space shuttle experiment of bistatic imaging of
surface targets.

* FY 1996, Satellite-based bistatic SAR targeting demonstration
using NASAs SIR-C sensor.

(3) 7actical Multistatic Radars

Development efforts in tactical multistatic radars will emphasize ARM resistance, and
rapid and accurate target acquisition and tracking capabilities.

Development Milestones

* F1 1993, Demonstrate ARM resistant bistatic transmitter.

* FY 1994, Demonstrate three-dimensional bistatic acquisition and
track accuracies for the Advanced Thrget Acquisition Counterfire
System.

* FY 1995, Demonstrate bistatic adjunct for transition to Forward
Area Air Defense Masked Target Sensor.

c. Radars for NCTR and ATR

Objective
Non-Cooperative Target Recognition (NCTR) technologies reduce fratricide. These

radars identify a target without the need for a cooperative question and answer identification
query. Identification is achieved through either imaging or target/radar interaction.
Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) radars provide target data needed by weapon system
processors for target determination. This information is input, either automatically or
through human intervention, to a fire control system or smart weapon.

(1) MM V Radars

MMW radars, operating at 40 GHz or above, provide high resolution and small
antenna size. High resolution MMW radar imaging will be used for NCTR and ATR
particularly in air defense, land warfare, and smart weapon applications.

Development Milestones

* FY 1992, Demonstrate MMW beam sharpening techniques.
* FY 1993, Begin development of advanced MMW seeker.

(2) UHRR Radar

Ultra High Range Resolution (UHRR) radars emit a short pulse to obtain a range
image of the target.
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Development Milestones
FY 1992, Conduct intra-radar aircraft signature fusin experiment
-using stepped frequency UHRR waveform.

* FY 1993, Conduct automatic Radar Target Identification (AIM1)
field demonstration.

(3) SAR/ISAR

A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SARi is a high range resolution radar on a moving
platform. Platform motion is used to. s~ietically create a large, high resolution antenna
aperture. An Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) applies the. same pinciples as SAR
except that target motion is used to synthesize, antenna aperture instead of host platform
motion. Both SAR and ISAR use high resolution in range and cross range to forim target
imnages. SAR with full polarization capability can reduce speckle and aid target detecfion in
smal pixels.

Development Milestones
* FY 1991, Ultra wideband SAR concept evaluation.

* FY 1993, Conduct automatic ship classification IV .R demon-
stration,

* FY 1994, Conduct ultra wideband SAR testbed demonstration.

* Conduct camouflage/foliage concealed target detection SAR flight
tests. (Date is classified)

d. Phased Array Radar

Objective

To apply advanced, solid-state distributed active processing and emitter technolou
and conformal design to mobile platform radar requirements.

Development Milestones

* FY 1992, Demonstrate 8-inch active array for integrated
guidance/fuse radar; complete development of wideband modules
for airborne early warning radar array.

* FY 1993, Demonstrate feasibility of active side-looking array.

* FY 1994, Demonstrate ground-based radar and fiber-optic
subarray.

* FY 1995, Demonstrate conformal array airbornelRPV radar.

* FY 1996, Conduct special target phased array radar field test (e.g.,
on an RPV long-duration aircraft or light satellite).
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e. Laser Radar

Objective

Laser radars (Ladar) will be used for target detection and tracking, imaging and
identification, navigation, and weapon guidance and control. Laser induced detection and
ranging (Lidar) will be used for chemical effluent detection and environmental monitoring.
Control of the laser beam and wavelength must be improved. A better understanding of
laser/target interaction and laser propagation phenomena under various envirownental
conditions must be gained.

Development Milestones

a. DoD is developing Ladar technology for target detection and
identification. Identification can be achieved through either imaging or
laser/target interaction.

* FY 1991, Conduct flight test of forward/down-looking Ladar for
camouflage/foliage concealed target detection.

* FY 1993, Demonstrate Ladar for targeting of strategic relocatable
targets.

* FY 1994, Demonstrate target spectral/temporal/structural charac-
teristics identification; demonstrate advanced down-looking Ladar.

b. Improved laser beam and wavelength control will provide resistance to
countermeasures. DoD is developing tunable laser radars. Module arrays
will be used to create laser beams in a manner sirmlar to phased array RF
radars.
.. FY 1993, Conduct laboratory demonstration of multi-dimensional

Ladar.

FY 1995, Demonstrate rapid non-mechanically steered beam agile
Ladar.

c. Laser radar provides increased accuracy for guidance and control.

* FY 1991, Conduct CO 2 laser radar fire control test.

* FY 1991, Assess air-to-air laser radar missile seeker. Demonstrate
compact helicopter Ladar for wire and obstacle detection and
avoidance.

d. Ladar will be used in coastal and shallow water areas due to the good
propagation of blue-green light through water.
* FY 1991, Advanced Mine Detection and Avoidance System

(AMDAS) Advanced Technology Demonstration.

e. Lidar is being developed for environmental monitoring including standoff
detection of chemical effluents through laser absorption.
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0 FY 1992, Demonstrate tunable CO2 Lidar for standoff chemical
agent sensing; begin space-based Wiar experinteyA.

* FY 1993, Demonstrate wind and vibration sepsinig. Develop new
design Wiar for line-of-sight path characeyrFzion of turbulence
induced effects

* FY 1994, Demonstrate second gexncravor laser doppler wind
sensor.

7. ]ichnoiogy Objectives

fTechnoiogy Objectives - Sensifive Radars

Techical Area ~ By 199 BY 2001 By 2006

Adivanoed Mwostatic * Multiband radar concept * oemonstrate * Denmstrate
Radar and Reltefd demonstration performanceagainst anti-stealth radar

~orvnponrlr * High dynamic range rdcdosraa cnet

9 Demonstrate environmental * 0Th testbed
platform limiting factors prow

Multistatc Radar & Multiple diverse Illuminator * Moving platform *Demonstrate
technology e mumt~ diverse anti-stealth radar

* frflerferencei raeecion concepts iilumitaion concepts
epoitation

Iinterhrnc rejection
technology

Radars for N MR and * Develop data base and * Initiate FSED an N(R_ * Demonstrate
ATR, (MMW, UHRR, algorithms for NCTR radar radar anti -stealth radar
SAR/ISAR) * Field demonstration of 2-D * Transition NCTR cnet

Imaging radar algorithmns to
operational user

Phased Array Radar * rDemonstrate conformal array * Conformnal array * Demonstrate
radar sidelobe control anti-stealth radar

* Array/platkorm environment * Complex rshape onet
determinationi conforml array

concept validation

Laser Radar *Dons~trata laser radar, beam * Demonstrate ladar for e D~emonstrate compact
steering NCTYATR and brillard tactirai laser radars

*Democnstrate tunable lac-er radar wepn
for chemical and environmenital

*Demonstr ate ladar for obstacle
avoidance and target detection
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3. Resources

'Ibtal S&T funding7 for this critical technology is shown below.

Funding - Sensitive Radars ($M)

FY87-91 FY 12 FY 1993 FY 194 FY 1995 FY 1996 FY 1997

669 196 201 192 188 191 192

4. Utilzing the Technology

DoD programs that presently utilize or may (in the near future) utilize emerging
sensitive radar technologies include the following:

a Obstacle Avoidance System (OASYS)-The objective is to provide
helicopters with a compact, light-weight, wire and obstacle
avoidance sensor to prevent accidental strikes, which cause losses of
equipment and personnel.

0 Air Defense Target IdentificationLaser vibration sensing is one of a
number of candidate technologies being investigated as candidate
approaches for noncooperative, positive identification of air targets.

* Infiared Lidar for Stand-Off Chemical Agent Sensing. An IR lidar
may be effective as a remote sensor for discriminating among
chemical agents.
The Multiple launch Rocket S Termina Guidance Warhead
(MLRS- TGW) and the RF Hellfire (Longbow) are fire-and-forget
millimeter wave radar systems which are not affected by rain, fog,
dust, smoke, and other battlefield obscurants. Both of these
programs will utilize components/devices developed by the
DARPA-sponsored Microwave Millimeter Wave Monolithic
Integrated Circuits (MIMIC) program.

* Forward area air defense.

0 Advanced counter battery radar.

* Space-based wide area surveillance.

* NATO anti-air warfare system.

* RPV's, long endurance aircraft, and light satellites

7 Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It, there-
fore. becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. Tbe funding pres-
ented here and throughout this report, for each critical technology, is of thL right order of magnitude Lut is not
to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

Phased array technology is being transferred into manufacturing, but application in
operational systems has been limited. The APO164 radar for the B-lB is a phased array with
over 100 sysiems built. Manufacturing capability received a great deal of attention that is
currently being used in advanced phased armay program.

Advanced radar sensors currently under development generally employ a phased array
antenna. The antenna may be. built from a large number of relatively low-power active
elements or frow a smaller number of high-power radiation sources that provide power to
many transmit elements. The former technique employs solid-state transimt/receive (T/R)
modules and has been demonstrated in L, S, C, andX-band. L, S, and C-band modules are
available but need to be made smaller and lighter for space applications. X-band modules
have been designed, evaluated, and fabricated in several programs to date. The ATF program
has concentrated on manufacturing and cost reductions and is projecting costs of less than
$400 per module in volume production phases of the program.

-Wo areas of concern exist in the manufacture of phased-array antennas that depend
on a few high-power radiation sources: traveling wave tubes (T and ferrite phase
shifters. TWz have high failure rates and frequently require long lead times to purchase.
Some T WB for use in military systems are now being purchased from Europe. In response to
the limited production capacity, DoD has initiated a DPA Title I program to qualify
domestic vendors and encourage these suppliers to increase production beyond bench-scale
methods. The manufacturing base for ferrite phase shifters is also rather limited. In addition
to electronics manufacturing issues, the dimensional tolerances specified for large phased
array antennas create a significant manufacturing problem. Finally, there are few facilities to
test large phased-array antennas.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

A DoD mrnufacturing technology (MANTECH) project aimedI at reducing the cost
and increasing the producibility of X-band transmit/receive (T/R) modules for airborne
applications is underway. This program addresses all aspects of the manufacturing process,
including test, and should make significant reductions in module cost. The DoD has similar
programs underway for L and C-band modules. These programs are crucial to the
development of the desired $200/moduie costs of next-generation systems.

DoD has recently awarded MANTECH contracts to investigate the manufacturing
cost and producibility of T/R modules. The program entails the design of a module for
manufacturability, use of new cost-effective materials, and innovative assembly and test
techniques. Emphasis is on statistical process control, modeling and simulation, automation
equipment technologies, and factory system integration.

Millimeter-wave technology is sufficiently advanced to allow fabrication of a radar, but
additional efforts are required to develop the manufacturing base. Though laser radars must still
be classified as R&D systems, MANTECH programs are being planned and technology
applications are ready for transition to a manufacturing environment.

The MANTECH 94 GHz Millimeter Wave Transceiver program provides the first step
insertion vehicle for the maturing MIMIC technology as MLRS-TGW transitions from research
and development to full-scale production. The goal is to reduce the manufacturing cost of
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millimeter wave transceivers and to implement the cost savings improvements on the adopted
baseline MLRS-TGW program. High electron mobility transistor (1EMT) monolithic receiver
chips are planned for W-Band receivers, while MIMIC-developed heterojuncion bipolar
transistor W chips are planned for use in the Frequency Agile Source (EAS) and the
intermediate freqa n ( eceiver. This MANTECH task will also use technology transfer
from an Air Force Modernition !ncentive Program (1MW) project to "np32ent hot
isostatic pressing te.nolop to produce the millimeter wave transceiver housings. In addition,
this task will signficantly increase fire support weapon system capabilities necessary for surge
and mobilization threats.

E. RELATED R&D IN THlE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

Laser radars and associated technology are being developed by NASA for
atmospheric sensing and remote sensing from space, by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and DoE for pollution and- effluent monitoring, and by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for windshear detection and velocimetry. NASA is currently
developing laser remote sensing techniques using tunable laser sources. Picosecond laser
technology is also being developed for satellite-based imaging of topological features with
millimeter-scale resolution.

NIST has developed near-field antenna measurement techniques for the
characterization of high performance antennas including phased arrays, microstrip elements,
and ultra low sidelobe antennas. Measurements are available from 1-60 GHz providing gain,
pattern, polarization, and element excitation for arrays. Wideb.nd pulse techniques are being
developed for antenna parameter and scattering measurements for microwave absorbing
materials.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

Significant industrial R&D has occurred on high-efficiency diode laser pumping of
solid-state lasers. Synthetic aperture radar and muftispectral sensors are being pursued for
commercial use in earth resource mapping.

University research efforts related to sensitive radars center on materials research,
electromagnetic propagation and phenomenology studies, and basic physics work. The many
independent efforts ongoing can contribute to specific sensitive radar programs.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Technology Base and Industrial Base

Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential
capability to contrivute to meeting the challenges and goals identified.

* Development of extremely wideband radar, wideband microwave
sources, and antennas

* Active element arrays, including conformal arrays

0 Beam steering, application of coherent laser diodes, laser radar
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• Development of improved techniques for microwave and
millimeter-wave radiometry.

In general, the United States is the world leader in all aspects of sensitive radar
technology. The table below provides a sunmary comparison of U.S. efforts and those of
other nations for selected key aspects of the technology.

The Soviet Union has maintained an active program in laser remote sensing for a
number of years. The Soviet approach to laser radar technology has been advanced and
innovative, encompassing such concepts as nonlinear laser radars based on COherent
antiStokes Raman spectroscopy and optical parametric oscillator technologies. Presentations
by Soviet resarchers have even suggest the use of nonlinear photorefrave materials for
high-resolution remote imaging. Even though Soviet tlhnking on laser radar technologyappears advanced, their relevant technology base is well behind current US capabilities.

The UK, France, and Germany report ongoing efforts in -ynthetic aperture radar and
inverse synthetic aperture radar technology, as well as basic programs in techniques for
distinguishing targets of interest in higb-clutter environments. There is significant R&D on
coherent radars in the UK and in synthetic aperture radar imaging at the German Aerospace
Research and Development Center. British Aerospace has developed a ;tnart mortar
projectile based on sensitive radar techniques.

Both Japan and the UK have microwave device and subassembly technologies with the
potential to contribute to development of active element arrays. Recently, however, France
as demonstrated a state-of-the-art capability in advanced techniques for antenna testing.

The UK has a significant effort in laser radar technology; Canada, France, and
Germany also have strong ongoing programs. All of the major European countries have small
programs in the use of laser radars for remote sensing with Germany and Sweden currently
being the most active. France and Germany are actively pursuing joint investigation of the use
of laser radar for helicopter detection and recognition.

Both France and Norway are studying the use of radar imaging techniques against
surface targets (ships, armor, etc.). Sweden appeats to have a significant effort covering a wide
range of topics relating directly to NCTR. Of particular note is a program involving the
characterization of aircraft target features with a CO2 laser radar.

Japan possesses a large data base of practical knowledge on laser radar capabilities for
remote sensing applications. The only area in which Japan has a clear disadvantage is in the
development of the high-power laser sources necded for long-range target imaging and
identification.

2. Exchange Agreements
Radar i, the subject of a high level of exchange at all levels. The NATO Defense

Research Group (DRG) programs in long-range research for air defense and in electronic
warfare concepts and technology provide mechanisms for exchanges of fundamental
information relating to radar requ;rements and design. The program ia physics and
electronics also provides a mechanism for supporting advances in materials and components
critical to implementation of active conformal arrays. The Technology Cooperation Program
(TTCP) has a large number of radar-specific exchanges that provide mechanisms for
applicable exchange activities in generic radar stem design, signal processing, and radar
performance modeling, as well as in specific areas such as electronically agile radar, OTH
radars, and radar sensors for RPVs.
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Sumnnary Comparison - Sensitive Radar

Seted Elements f USSR NATO Albas Japan Mteirs

Development of extremely
wideband radar, wideband E0 o [
microwave sources, and
antennas

Beam steering, application
of coherent laser diodes, a
lasw radar

Sweden

ACtive element arrays
conformal anitennas [0 EC ]o E L

Overallb  0° i, .. ...

Sweden

a While not predominant In any key aspect of this technology, Sweden
has reported some interesting research in target characterization ,vith
high-resolution laser radar.
bThe overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considered.

R LEGEND:

ill i Positio3n of other countries relative to the United States:

E F broad technical achievement; allies capable of malor contributions
EB[] moderate technical capaillity with possible leadership In sorne niches of technology;

allies capable of important contribution.

EII generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

-- lagging In all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend Indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 2 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a J. rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability Increasing at a -imil rate to the United States

- Foreign wapability increasing at a -_ rate than the United States
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Each of the Services also has a number of exchanges with NATO and other friendly
nations in areas of specific interest. These provide a mechanism for general exchanges in
radar, as well as in specific application such as ground- and satellite-battlefield surveillauce
(including an exchange with Germany .n phased arrays). Examples of technology exchanges
include millimeter and microwave components (France), computational antenna design
techniques (Spain), and radar target characterization (UK). The Army and Israel are entering
into a cooperative development agreement for a counter artillery radar.
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8. PASSIVE SENSORS



8. PASSIVE SENSORS

A. DESCR11flON OF TECIINOLACY1
Passive sensors (i.e., sensors that do not emit radiaton in order to find target, but

instead merely "listen" for then-) will be increasingly hr~portanr to counter future enerny
reductions in observable characteristics ac-ross mariy frecuency bards5. Passive sensors do not
divulge information about the host platform which can be explioted by an cce~rrv. Stealthy
systems employ passive sensors to detect, track, and identify objcts/targets while
maintaining their own covertness.

Tchniology Scis ini Passive Sensors

* Passive weeers
" Advanced twi~eha imnageR focal piano arrays
" lntrared seach and trac senmr (IR11"
" Sensor hrtegraflon for targirt acquisiton
" Advanced passive antennas
" Passive RF surve ance/electionic support measures
" Passive acoustic suwmililance
" Fiber optic uusesr
" Supercondutct senors

Passive threat wrning techmedogy provides strategic or tactical alert so that defensive
measures may be taken. These system incriide radar warning receivers, laser warning devices,
space-based electro-optic systemns, and warning of passive electro-optic/infrared (EO/LR)
guided missiles. EO/IR is particularly challengg and crucial to maintain U.S. force
survivability as heat-seeking missiles proliferate. Te Airborne Surveillance RTstbed (AST,
formerly Airborne Optical Adjunct) provides a much needed platform for testing EI&OIR
technology concepts along with atmospheric phenomenology e ffecs.

Missiles guided by passive infrared seekers home on thermal emc rgy emitted by the
target. Infrared seekers are needed for smart, weapons. Imaging seekers using infrared focal
plane arrays (fiRFPA) allow target identification and optimal aim-point determination.
Higher resolution in a smaller volume is needed to support advanced missile systems. Seeker
cost reduction is vital to future weapon affordability.

Advanced thermal imiagers use the infrared spectral region for surveillance,
acquisition, identification, and weapon guidancr -hrmaI imagers are necessary for night
operations and passive surveillance, but watei ),or absorbs infrared energy, limuting
the.-mal imaging through clouds. Thermal imaging, .1 ;h, used to detect and identify somle
reduced radar cross section targets. IRFPAs are critical componctnts of most advanced passive
IR sensors. An IREPA is an array of individual infrared detector cells. Each cell translates into
a sensor pixel. Thermal imagers are either scanning with a rotating mirror focusing the
received termnal energy on a narrow (e.g., 1 or 2 by n) detector array, or staring using a larger
dimension array (e.g.,2 256 x 256). The operating temperature of an LRFPA is typically below
100 degrees kelvin, depending on detector material and desired wavelength sensitivity.
Improvements in cryocooler reliability, packaging, and efficiency are needed to support
future IRFPA applications. There is also a strong requirement for readoult, analog, and digital
electronics associated with the IR passive sensors to be cooled to eliinate the wire
connections.
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!nfrared search and track (IRST) techmology will supplement or replace radar in marw
applications. !RSY has a covertness advantage over radar but, like other infira
technologies, IRST nas limited capabilities through clouds. IRST sensors are also more
resistant to conventional elecuonic c,' ntermeasures (ECM).

Passive conformal arrays are matrices uf F receiver modules, mounted on or
embedded in a structure, so tnat the array shape conforms to the platform shape. Antenna
protrusion is minimized, which results in improved aerodynamics and A reduced radar cross
section ovr conventional antennas.

Electronic Support Measures (ESM) exploit threat radar ai;d radio transmisicns.
Passive RF sensors are used for target detection, halization, and identification. ESM setnors
are often ;zsed in conjunction with ather sensors., particularly radar, where ESM provides a
complementary passive capability.

Passive RF surveillance and targeting techniques provide an important adjunct to tR
and ESM in countering the small target throat in a compiex EW environment over a wide
surveillane, area. ITlis passive sensor suite will zapture and sort enemy emission over the
entire pectrum to enhance detection, track, and 1D. These passive sersors will interactively
compleem. sensitive .dar capabilities via cueing and multisensor fusion to counter the
advanced threats as well as decreasing su, veillairm nsste viAlnerabifity through passive mode
operations.

The integration of different sensor types or multiple wavelength bands has a
synergistic effect. Information githered by one sensor is used to confirm a low observable
detection on another. An infrared sensor may be obscured, while a complementary
millimeter wave radar provdes target acquisition. A two-color infrared seeker may be
applied effectively against multiple target types in a high RF countermeasure enviuonment.
The challenges in sensor integration include shared aperture design, optical/RF window
development, and development of dual-band electro-optic detector array wad diffractve
optics that cororm to aerodynamic surfaces and provide wide area apertures.

Acoustic arrays have long been used for submarine detection, localization, and
targeting. As Soviet submarines reduce their radiated noise and quiet diesel electric
submarines proliferate throughout the world, more sensitive acouistic arrays become
increasingly important to U.S. maritime strategy. Acoustic (and seismic) arrays are also being
used for detection ard identication of aircraft, ground vehicles, and troop movements;
however, increased understanding of the propagation of acoustic signals is needed for
improved sensor performance prediction and acoustic path characterization.

Fiber optic sensor technology is being applied to a number of different sensor types to
provide a low-loss, multi-channel. ECM proof, data link capability. Many improvements in
acoustic arrays use fiber optic technology. Fiber optic gyroscopes will improve inertial
guidance systems and reduce cost. Magnetic sensors also use fiber optics.

Superconductivity represents an emerging teohnology. Both high temperature and low
temperature superconductors offer the potential for low noise, high sensitivity sensor
compoaients. Snperconductivity will be applied to sensitive infrared detectors and RE
receivers. Superconducting quantum intererence devices (SQUID) will provide sensitive
magnetic anomaly detection for use in anti-submane warfare.
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B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance

Passive seasing is a critical adjunct to U.S. anti-stealth efforts. The effective
exploitation of passive sensors enhances U.S. system survivability even in high-threat nuclear
environments. Multi-band parsive electro-optical sensors can reduce the sensitivity of
existing sensors to environmental and target signature variations. Integrated sensor
approaches will allow for multiple functions and collection of multiple target signatures. Such
capabilities are not now avalable.

The Army, Air Forcc;, and Navy have a requirement to reduce near-field front-end
signatures that interfere with the passive sensors of hypersonic missiles. Many of the
background effects caa be reduced by using diffractive optics mounted on the side surface of
the missiles, but not protruding into the shock flow field. Testing of this concept with
laboratory supersonic flow test facilities and missile-diffractive optic prototypes could
quickly validate the utility of diffractive optic/sensor devices in this system.

U.S. Navy control of surface and subsurface ocean areas has been put at risk by rapid
progress in submarine quieting and other submarine acoustic technologies. Advanced
acoustic sensors are needed to counter this threat and regain an advantage over quieter
submarines. A major effort exists in the development of large-aperture, high-gain passive
acoustic arrays to enable long-range detection of quieter submarines.

Fiber optic sensors also support major improvements in anti-submarine warfare
(ASW) surveillance as well as provide the basis for autonomous underwater vehicle guidance.
Future acoustic towed arrays rom surface ships and submarines require at least 10 times the
number of acoustic channels in either multi-line or extra-orag arrays. Fiber optic acoustic
sensor arrays appear to offer the best approach for this application.

'Fiber optic sensors embedded in structures will provide continuous coverage of
1 critical internalvariables (like stress and temperature) to evai'iate structural performance.

Further, fiber optic gyros offer order-of- ,agnitude lower cost .-)r weapon anid autonomous
vehicle guidance. Fiber o'c gyros are sm 1, all solid state with no moving parts, rugged, and
reliable. An order-of-magnitude improvemient in ac, uracy over state-of-the-art gyros may
be possible with fiber gyros incorporating ultra !ow-loss fibers.

b. Weapon System Logistics
As indiated, all aspects of passive arra, -ne' be investigated. New designs and

approaches will have significant influence o diagnostic, repair, sparing, and
maintenance training needs. Future architecturn di maintenance concepts need to be
designed, developed, and analyzed in parallel an( m a logistics needs perspective.

1m~roved passive sensor technologies will permit non-intrusive system peiformance
evaluation and health-molitoring capabilities. Emerging passive sensor technologies have the
potential of improving diagnobtic capabilities and future systems availability. New technology
applications in weapon systems do not yet have the operational expeience of existing
technologies. Passive sensor techniques can accelerate the capture of needed information,
permitting improvements in Jiagnostich reliability, maintainability, and performance. Examples
of new technology applications that will benefit from more experience include: specialized
composite and high-strength materials: high-performance engines; advanced VHSIC and
MIMIC modules; fault- and battie-tolerant modular architectures; and interdependent
electro-nechanical and structural subs-stems suh as smart skins.
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Goals and Payoffs - Passive Seasons

Sensor lype Goal payoff

EO/R sensors *01 00x moire detectors per focal e Enable passive sen'sor operation with very
(Including focal plano high resolution and good ECOM capabilities
plane arrays) * Much greater produc ib IlI ty (e.g., for use in ship alr defence)

&H~g 181SU~cedioe 9Crual to overall U.S. edge In satellite
detl etwance dfod hig surveillance (real-imna, high-resolution
dentectays focgapaility)

*Low-oisesignal processing '0Crucial to tactical surveillance and weapon

on detector chipssytm
* Nondestnictive In-process

testing for affordability
Compact *Enable small high gain * RlF missile guidance systems that are effective
antennas antennas to operate at lower against stealthy targets

RIF frequencies & Greater mobility
a Lower profile * Stealth
* Reduced size and weight

Superconducting * Low-noise magnetic isensor 9 Expanded range for magnetic detection of
sensors submarines

Diffractive opticsl * Non-protfuding, look-ahead * Reduce the shock plasma background
sensors sensor systams, signatures In passive missile sensors

Fiber optic *Ultra-sensitive acoustic, a Extended detection range
sensors magnetic, chemical, * Lower cost, light-weight, highly reliable

temperature, and other sensors
sensors

Multispectral a Techniques and database to * Counter stealth and ECM
sensors exploit signatures across * Exploit full rneo aae bevbe

spectrilm rneo

Sensor fusion 9 1 Ox improvement in tracking * Greatly Improved capability to engage targets

Microwave *Tactical images * Enable passive sensor operation at moderate
fadlometry resolutions In poor weatr

Diagnostic e 13x less downtime e Improved weapon system avaiL.. Aty
sensors

Passive sensors represent an enabling technology that facilitates improvements of
maintenance design quality over weapon system life cycles. Without the integrated
application of this technology in weapon systems, the maintenance quality
improvemen! rapidly stagilates as design and development energies are focused on the next
systemns. Only major and obvious faults are detected and resolved. The much needed
diagnostic history data must be measured, commnunicated between maintenance levclhx and
fed back to the design im'provement process.
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2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure

Passive, full spectrum earth imaging systems are being deployed for numerous
applications including: weather forecasting; oil and mineral exploration; crop health analysis;
and climatic research and analysis. The economic impact of these imaging systems is expected
to be in the billions of dollars.

IR focal plane array technology development has focused on DoD applications.
Advanced focal plane arrays fulfill higly specialized tasks in industry, drug enforcement, fire
fighting, medicine, and commerce but are not likely to be used in general applications, The
exception is PtSi, the basis for high performance sensors costing less than $30K. Such sensors
can be used for process control, manufacturing, security, and medical diagnostic systems.
Development of low cost, uncooled IR detection technology, however, would greatly increase
the potential for commercial application.

Space-based IR imaging sensors have been successful in earth and space science
applications related to the environment and its changing nature. Information on pollutants
and their propagation, derived from these passive sensors, will gratly assist in improving and
maintaining the atmosphere and earth. Manufacturing efficiencies could also result from such
data. A lim'ied market for commercial exploitation exists for sensors used for spacecraft
station keeping purposes, such as communication, weather sensing, and earth surveillance.

The availability of low cost, high efficiency IR sensor technology would find wide
application in in-situ process monitoring and control. Potential applications could include
real-time temperature monitoring and control of highly temperature dependent materials,
refining applications and alloying processes; monitoring and control of temperatures during
metal machining, sintering, and composite curing operations; and real-time analysis of
chemical processes. Likewise, acoustic and seismic type sensors, already used in a variety of
manufacturing applications, will find significantly incxeased applications.

Underwater acoustic arrays have limited private sector applications generally limited
to off-shore oil exploration. Air propagated acoustic sensors may be useful in noise
measurement anti abatement efforts by communities surrounding airports or major
construction zones.

Fiber optic diagnostic sensors can be used to assess system status and improve
reliability and maintainability in many industries. Temperature sensors supporting
built-in-tests can be used in automotive engines and most machines. Embedded fiber optic
sensors would be useful in monitoring structural integrity of aircraft, nuclear reactors,
manufacturiug equipment, and other systems subject to fatigue or corrosion.

Magnetic sensors have applications in medicine. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
imaging is a valuable diagnostic tool which stands to benefit from magnetic sensor
improvements.

The sonar ui ansducer/sensor industry has been an active part of the defense industrial
base for 50 years, and has been traditionally structured around defense and offshore oil
apolications with a very minor sonar fishery application. Lead zirconate titanate is the best
estdblished material for source and ser,:,r applications. The industrial base involved in
apnlications of this technology, however, has been steadily decreasing due to a shrinking base
of skilled manpower and procurement processes that effectively limit competition.
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b. Logistics Infrastructure

Passive sensors in many forms are pervasive as diagnostic tools: high-temperature
electronic sensors on engines; room-temperature sensors in built-in-test equipment on
manufactured products; and providing the "eyes" for robots on the factory floor. The depot
environment will reap substantial benefits fiom improvements in passive sensor technology in
terms of increased accuracy, greater availability, and reduced repair costs.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Descripioi of Plan for Technology Development

a. Passive Threat Warning

(1) Objectives

Improve passive threat warning sensors used to alert U.S. forces to imminent danger
such as incoming missiles, potential targeting by hostile fire control radars or laser
designators, or strategic attack. These technologies are intended to enhance national and
force survivability and enable effective use of counten,--easures.

(2) Development Milestones

In a manner analogous to radar warning receivers, laser warning
devices alert air and ground forces to the presence of a laser
rangefinder, radar, designator, or weapon and allow friendly forces
to take appropriate countermeasures. Demonstrate miniaturized
laser warning sensor and fiber optic laser warning sensor in FY
1991.

* Space-based, electro-optic and infrared sensors will provide
indications of strategic attack through booster and bomber
detection. Because of their use in strategic warfare, it is particularly
important for space-based, electro-optic components to be
radiation hardened. Demonstrate radiation-hardened detector
subarrays for long wave (8-12 micron) infrared focal plane arrays in
FY 1992.

n The use of optical components also provides enhanced radiation
survivability. Demonstrate wide-field-of-view optical brassboard
in FY 1993 and demonstrate optical interferometric techniques for
space-based surveillance in FY 1995.

* The Airborne Optical Adjunct/Airborne Surveillance Testbed
(AOA/AST) supports critical electro-optic and infrared sensor
technology developments by collecting needed background data
and providing a platform for evaluating advanced surveillance
technologies. The system will be operational in FY 1992.
Subsequent milestones in this area concern the collection of broad
ocean area signature data to resolve critical strategic defense
surveilla-ce technology issues.

0 Radar warning receivers alert forces to imminent danger such as
incoming radar-guided missiles or targeting by hostile fire control
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radars. They allow U.S. forces to take appropriate countermeasures.
Survivability will be further enhanced by integration of radar
warning receivers with appropriate countermeasures. A digital
radar varning receiver will be demonstrated in FY 1994 gad
advanced receivers will be demonstrated in FY 1995.
Passive electro-optic/infrured (EO/IR) guided missiles are
becoming common, but are difficult to detect. EO/IR missile
warning teclnology will detect these missiles so that
countermeasures can be taken. An optical ahay/smart skins EAIR
warning system for use with an airmorne conformal array will be
demonstrated in FY 1991. The Silent Attack Warnhag System using
ultraviolet reflectance characteristics is scheduled to be
demonstrated in FY 1991 and a high-accuracy direction-finder
using an ultraviolet sensor will be demonstrated in FY 1993.

b. Passive Seekee's

(1) Objectives

Develop passive seekers to provide missiles with target acquisition, tracking, and
guidance control inputs without emitting radiation which would aflow the target to take
hostile or evasive action. This feature is crucial to fire-.and-forget weapons, smart/brilliant
weapons, and missiles operating beyond the launch platform's line of sight.

(2) Development Milestones

*, Infrared seekers detect heat radiated by the target, using imaging
techniques to acquire and engage the threat. Investigation of
platinum silicide and mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector
arrays is underway for specific applications to take maximum
advantage of the lower cost of PtSi. By FY 1993, typical IR
backgrounds will be characterized and simulated for staring IRFPA
sensors using non-uniformity compensation to ensure acceptable
peiformance for a broad spectrum of application. A multiple
mission imaging IR seeker will also be demonstrated in FY 1993.

* Aerodynamic heating of IR seeker domes increases as missile
speeds increase. Improvement in dome technology is needed to
support passive guidance of hypervelocity weapons. A high speed
range test of a new IR seeker dome will be conducted in FY 1994. In
FY 1997, DoD will demonstrate a MWIR/LWIR seeker window for
flights at speeds greater than Mach 8.

S Anti-radiation seekers will counter hostile radars and increase
survivability of U.S. forces by targeting enemy radars.
Home-on-jam (HOJ) seekers can improve force operations by
targeting sources of enemy countermeasures. These seekers
complement radar or passive RF or IR. A prototype advanced
microscan receiver for detecting radiation sources will be
constructed in FY 1992. An elementary ARM seeker incorporating
improved detection methods will be constructed in FY 1993. An
electromagnetic radiation source elimination (ERASE) multimode
seeker vill be tested in FY 1994.
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c. Advanced Thermal Imagers/lnfrared Focal Plane Arrays

(1) Objectives

Develop high density, low cost, high performance arrays for infrared detector devices.
Investigate alternative IR materials (M-V, quaternaries, SiGe) for LWIR sensors. Advanced
thermal imagers provide infrared imagery needed for night operations, target identification,
and passive surveillance. The use of two-dimensional infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs) in
such imagers pernits improved vertical as well as horizontal resolution and increased
sensitivity.

(2) Development MilWestones

ir- IRFPAs are arrays of infrared detector cells on a chip. An IRFPAcan
be used in either a staring or a scanning sensor. It forms an image in
the same manner 2s the charge-coupled device (CCD) in most video
cameras, except the IRFPA operates at infrared wavelengths.
IRFPAs are used in passive seekers, infrared search-and-track
systems, and pamive surveillance systems. Larger focal plane arrays
are needed for high resolution staring thermal imagers at longer
infrared wavelengths; however, production yields of IRYPA devices
are small. Improvement in IRFPA producibility will reduce weapon
system cost and improve performance. A demonstration of arrays
for a long-wave scanning forward-looking infrared (FUR) device
has recently been completed. In FY 1991, a producibility
demonstration of a medium wave infrared (3-5 micrzn) HgCdTe
array will be conducted.

* A very large-scale, high density IRFPA will be demonstrated in FY
1993. Such arrays contain hundreds of thousands of detector
elements rather than the hundreds or thousands in current arrays.
Cost effective producibility development, test, and evaluation for
106-clement PtSi focal plane array, 480 x 4 and 64 x 64 element
MCT IR focal plane arrays will be accomplished by FY 1992.
Development, test, and evaluation of 960 x 4 MCT focal planes will
be completed by FY 1993. High density monolithic focal plane
arrays will be accomplished by FY 1997.

o FRFPAs operate at extremely cold temperatui .s, typically below
100'K. Reliable, cost effective cryogenic assembiies are needed to
house the IRFPA and array electronics. Tne cryocooler is placed
within a dewar. A standardized advanced detector/dewar assembly
(SADA) is scheduled to be developed in FY 1992. A demonstration
of a quick coold:)wn Joule--Thompson cryocooler is also scheduled
for FY 1992. An advanced heat pipe for use in IRFPA cooling will be
developed in FY 1994.

* Milestones are scheduled to be completed in both cooled and
uncooled second generation scanning systems. The performance of
a cooled 480 x 4 charge imaging matrix HgCdTe array operating in
the 8 to 10 micron range is currently being evaluated. Delivery of
uncooled IR manportable prototypes is scheduled for mid FY 1992.
A high density uncooled focal plane array for man-portable systems
and missile seekers will be demonstrated in FY 1993. A
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demonstration of a high-density, two-dimensional staring focal
plana array capable of simultaneous operation in mult.ple IR
frequency brnds is scheduled for demonstration in FY 19.

d. Infr d Search and Track (IRST)

(1) Objectives

Develop IRST sensors to complement radar in an ECM environment, providing all
weather capabilities, and to acquire and track both high and low flying or sea-ddmming targets.
ER clutter al s and sensor modeling efforts such as the Infrared Analysi, Measurement and
Modeling Program (IRAMM.) are need to support future sensor technolog and systrm
developments. IRST capabilities to detect and track low observable targets are under
investigation. LRST air-to-air and surface-to-air capabilities will improve platform survivability.

(2) Development Milestones

An advanced technology demonstration of the Advanced Air
Defense ElectroOptic System (AADEOS) is scheduled for
completion in FY 1992. Work on a space-based IRST to detect low
observable targets will begin in FY 1993.

airborne IRST for use against ship targets will also be
demonstrated in FY 1993. An advanced dual band IRST and an
IRST adjunct to ESM will be tested in FY 1995.

e. Sensor Integration for Target Acquisition

(1) Objective

Develop sensor integration techniques to use information from multiple sensors or
multiple frequency bands to detect, track, or recognize targets. Such techniques are
particularly effective in detecting and tracking low observables targets or targets operating in
a high countermeasure or adverse weather environment. Sensor integration can occur at
several levels. Pixel-ievel integration combines images; feature-level integration combines
target features such as size, moments, and apparent temperature.

(2) Development Milestones

* The integration of RF with passive electro-optic sensors includes
active radar/IR devices for dual mode seekers. Work has already
begun on the development of an IR/MMW dual mode seeker.
Developmental work on a dome housing an IR/RF seeker will be
completed in FY 1992.

0 Several demonstrations of RF/passive electro-optic sensors are
planned. A multi-sensor detection system for short-range ship
defense and a ground-based second generation FIIR/MMW radar
for multisensor-aided targeting (MSAT) %ill both be demonstrated
in FY 1993.

* The airborne version of the MSAT will be demonstrated in FY 1994.
Demonstration of the Rotocraft Pilots' Associate advanced target
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acquisition mulfigensor fi~on ystern are platraed for FY 1996. A
system iategrating mutispp-ctral RA, tunable Lidar, and MMW
sensors Qil b~e deimonstrated it. FY 1997.

* Laser radar and FL%~ msenors pravide complernentazo information.
The laspr radar is abru zo measrm distane.e and sharplydfn h
2 dges of an obfrct, while the FUR is abl to provdo internal details.
Laser radarfrGR mutisenser systems will b,, d'emonstrated~ in FY
'1993 and FY 1qW~.

* Mi.ltii~o bands alto pennit improved operation against obscurants
=.d Viultiple target types. Afield test of a ratitispectral FUR will be
carnetd out in F~Y 1993. A wunabk- dual-band infr-ared focal planc
array will be tested in FY 1994. Thin array will use materials to
measure enitanee in both bands in the same detector elemnents. A
shared aperture system opcrating in the IR anid shortc~r wavelengths
will be tested in FY 1997.

f. Advanced Passi'e Antennas

(1) Objectives

Develop advanrced passive antennas to be used ini electronic warfare and
"oinmunicatiom- Passive conformal arrays are electronically steered, phased arrays whose
s' ape conforms to the mnountin~g structurc as opposed to conventional antennas which
protrude from it. They offer reduced radar cross section and. aerodynamic drag compared
,with conventional antenuas. DoD is developing passive conformal arrays for signature
reduction whnile maintaining platform Sensor pertomlrance.

(2) Development Milestones

Development of hypervelocity vehicle technology requires optimization of system
aerodynamics. DoD is developing conformal arrays to provide hypervelocity weapon
guidaiiceand aeronautical vehicle sensor capabilities while minimnizing da n anann
coveutness. A laboratory demnonstration o, an embedded multi-function antenna will be
conducted in FY 1993.

Passive RF Surveillance.'Electronic Support Measures (ESM)

(1) Giijectives

D.tvelop improvements in ESM to: counter a reduction in threat emnissionis; provide
positive hostile identifica±tion which will reduce fratricide; and provide more accurate targeting
and cueing iniformation for weapon systems. ESM- exploits enemy electronic transmissions to
dttect, locate, identify', and track hostile forces. ESM is used in ground-, air-, and sea-based
semsor system, often as a passive complement to other sensor technologies.

(2) Development Milestones

DoD is investigating application of several new technologies for ESM. These include
Sur 'uce Acoustic Wave (SAW) and Time-Difference-of-Arrival (TDOA) techniques, In FY
1991, a SAW campression channel receiver will be demonstrated. A performance evaluation
of the Advanced Relocatable Shipboard High Frequency (HF) Direction Finding (DF) using
SAW0 and TDOA techniques will be evaluated in FY 1993.
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h. Passive Acoustic Surveillance

(1) Objectives

Improve passive acoustic surveillance to restore ASW advantage and to detect and
identify helicopters, aircraft, ground vehicles, and troop movements. Passive acoustic sensors
use target generated noise to detect, localize, classify, and track a potential adversary. Passive
underwater acoustics have for many years been the primary sensor technology for
anti-submarine warfare (ASW). U.S. submarine detection/counter-detection advantage has
dwindled in recent years due to quieting of Soviet submarines and the proliferation of quiet
diesel submarines. Thctical radar and electrooptic sensors require an unobstructed line of
sight to the target, but acoustic and seismic sensors have the potential for threat detection
where hills, forests, or other obstacles may limit clectro-magnetic sensors. Air propagated
acoustic sensors will also contribute to low observable surveillance.

(2) Development Milestones

The increased threat posed by quieter submarines requires development of larger
arrays to improve acoustic detection at lower frequencies. Large fixed and deployable arrays
will detect and track threat submarines capable of launching ballistic and cruise missiles from
both coastal and deep waters. Extensive use will be made of fiber optic sensors and data links
to reduce cost and electronic noise. Experiments with progressively larger arrays are planned
beginning with a 100-plus element array in FY 1991. An over-500 element array experiment
will be conducted in FY 1992. In FY 1995, the Navy will conduct a fractal scale array
experiment with over 1000 elements. The Navy will begin exploratory development of
ultra-low frequency (ULF) sensors in FY 1994. In FY 1995, the Navy will test a fiber optic
shallow water Advanced Deployable Array in FY 1996.

The principal thrust in tactical passive acoustics is toward larger arrays to improve low
frequency response and support multi-static active acoustic reception. Fiber optic sensor
technology will play a major role to reduce array cost, space, and weight and eliminate
electronic array noise. In FY 1993, the Navy will complete at demonstration (ATD) of a fiber
optic planar array. In FY 1994. an at sea test of a multi-line tactical towed array will be
conducted. Also in FY 1994, the Navy will conduct surface ship trials of a volumetric towed
array for submarines.

DD is exploring the use of geophone and microphone array technology for
acoustic/seismic detection of air and ground targets. Accounting for environmental effects,
(e.g., temperature inversions, wind, and terrain) will provide a challenge for these sensors.
Target identification, location, and tracking accuracy needs to be addressed. "lsting of
seismic/acoustic sensors for detection and tracking of low observable and low altitude targets
will begin in FY 1991.

i. Fiber Optic Sensors

(1) Objectives
Advances in fiber optic technology offer potential cost, size, and weight reduction

while improving performance in various sensor applications. Advance fiber optic acoustic
sensor technology to develop larger low frequency underwater acoustic arrays, use of fiber
optics embedded in composite structures, and use of fiber optic gyroscopes (FOG) to reduce
guidance and control costs while maintaining weapon system performance. Environmental
sensurs using fiber optics and fiber optic sensors for monitoring system status are also being
developed.
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(2) Development Mikstones
A fiber optic magnetomneter will provde an order of magnitude improvement over

conventional fluxgate magnetometers, A fiber optic magnetic array sensor (MARS)
demonstratiown is planned for FY 1992.

DoD is developing smart composites for airframes and other structures which may
catastrophicaly faW due to fatigue. Em~bedded fiber optics will measure the effect of stress
aad strain on the structure. A demonstration is planned for F! 1996.

DoD is developing fiber optic gyroscopes for reducing guidance and control system
costs. In 1Y 1991, an inertial grade fibez optic gyroscope will b demoznstrated. A fiber optic
gyroscope or.achip that will reduc guidance and control space and weight requirements iwill
be tested in FTY 1992.

Fiber optic sensors are being developed to asess damage and monitor physica
parameters such as temperature. A fiber optic flooding sensor testbed demonstration is
planned for FY 1994.

j. Superconducting Sensors

(1) Objectives
Recent breakthroughs in high temperature superconductivity offer potentially

sigiuificant improvements across a broad spectrum of sensors. Investigate high temperature
and low temperature superconducting devices for use in sensitive infrared detectors and
microwave receivers. Develop Superzonducting Quaxitum Inierferenca. Devices (SQUID) for
magnetic anomaly detection. Applications of superconducting sensors includJe electronic
support measures, anti-submarine warfare, air defense, naval warifare, land wvarfare, and
strateesc defense.

(2) Devielopment Milestones
DoD is developing superconducting 1Rfl-As wvith significanitlyv lower noise characteristics

than conventional IR devices. A LWIR superconducting IIRFA "peration will be demonstrated
in FY 1993. An all solid state superconducting FUR will 'be demonstrated in FY 1995.

Low noise superconducting RF components and systemis are being developed by DoD.
A demonstration of superconducting components for electronic warfare applications will be
conducted in FY 1993. A surveillance receiver will be developed by FY 1996.

DoD is developing superconducting magnetic anomaly detector (MAD) systems
prmarily for anti-submarine warfare and mine detection. A prototype LTS MAD syste il
bedevel oped by FY 1994,
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2. Technology Objectives

Technology Objective - Passive Sensors

Tecbnleal Area By logs %y 2001 By 2008

Passive threat * Demnonstate radiation * I'mpr radaer warning
warning hardened space-based =cet r- accuracy

EO/IR strategic threat (0specially at lower
warning sensors requericisa)

* Enhance low frequency * Improve capability to
repneof radar warning detectevade passive

receversweapons
* Demnonstrate passively

guided missile warning
technology

a Daimonstrate compact lase
warning senmss

*Advanced themal o Demonstrate large-scale e Demonstrate large-scale *Product LWIR
MWIP arid LWIR detector multiple color staring FPAs PM needing

imagers/IRFPA array producibility * Develop miniature low cost, conventional
e. nteC-r4ei detector array, integrated deetr/ea refrigerants

electronics, and dawars Into assemblies Instead of
s~~zad ammbly * Develop uncooled thernmal roei oln

Demonstrate high density Imagers supporting NCTR
uncooled RFP and ATR

a Develop staring thermal
Imagers for NOTA and ATR

* Develop space qualified
5-year reliable cryo-coaler

* Demonstrate gamma
suppression algorithms

Passive * Demonstrate imaging IR * Demonstrate dual band 150
seekers seekers for multipla missions seekers supporting ATR

* Demonstrate high speed wapobliisfosmr
seeker domeswepn

* Deonsratemuli-moe *Demonstrate IR seekers and
anti -radiation seekersdoefrhyrvlct

lRST * Develop IRSTfor passive * Demonstrate lAST using
surveillance multiple color IR FPA for

target acquisition and

& Demonstrate space-basedIRST demonxstrate low
observable surveillance
capabilities

Advanced e Demonstrate wideband; high 9 Demonstrate embedded
antennas accuracy DF antennas multiple function antennas for

* Develop passive conformal hypervelocity vehicles
arrays
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Technology Objectives - Passive Sensors (Continuti)

Techncal Area By Igoe By 2001 By 2098

Pas3ive RIF o Demonstra ESM racelver *Demostale EMN mutIple
surveillane/EISM improvemnents using TDOA Wnrsor Integration

techniques and SAW
technology,

*Improve DF capability by two
orders of magnitude

eDevelop bistatic ESM
reevers

Sensor inte~rstion a'Integrate IR and RF devices *Integrate multiple color FPA, *Develop flexible
for target ac.;lulsi- for target acquisition lada and RF sensors shared aperture.

tio Integrate FUR and laser integreded activej
rangefinder passive sensor sutscovering RR, visual,

*Evaluate muhl-speCtral and IR spectral
electro-optic sensors reions

Passive *Evaluate detection limits of e Develop ultra-low frequency
acoustics veiy large underwater passive undlerwater acoustic senorcs

acoustic; arrays e Demonstrate shiallmv water
Demonstrate multiple line deployable fiber optic arrays
tactical toward arrys * Develop ntwork~ of remote

Demonstrate fiber Optic acoustic andJ seizrmlc sens
underwater plantar array

*Evaluate air-propagated
array networks for low
observable dedection and
tracking-

Fiber opic Demnonrate fiber optic o Demonstrate LtS Ill FPA e Develop PnS 111 FPA
sensors temperature flooding and imager & Develop HTSmagnetic ses~Mors e Develop HTS RF components magnatin sensors

*Demonstrate smart e Deosrt distributed fiber a All optical surveilaice
composites optic sensor (10x ft number and communications

* Demonstrate high quality, low of acoustic channels used in systems performing
cost fiber cptic gyroscopes 199) simultaneouls

9 Demonstrate multiplexed * Demonstrate FOG oerations with no
fiber optic sensor systems Incorporating ultra low-loss Individual function

9 Dmostatonoffieropic fibers (10x increase In pefrac penaly
gyr Deonsrtf of fiera opti accuracy over ESG) * Distribt~ed fiber opticgyro~~.Qso fESacuay In full-cle

development
* Demonstrate FOG with

100x increase over
ESO

Super- * Develop LTS IR detector * Demonstrate LTS IR FPA 9 Develop HTS IR FPA
conducting arrays !maw ~ 9 Develop HTS
sensors * Develop LTS MAD systems * Demonstrate HTS RF magnetic sensors

* Develop LTS components for cmoet
RF systemns ___________ _______
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3. Resources

Total S&T funding8 for this critical teclmology is shown below:

Funding - Passive Sensors ($M)

FY87-01 ] FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

2065 530 554 523 512 514 509

4. Utilizing the Technology
DoD programs that presently or may in the near future use emerging passive sensor

technologies include the use of infrared focal plane arrays as an element in the dvelopment of:

* Forward Area Air Defense System
* Multisensor target acquisition systems
0 Deep fire smart munitions
0 Families of advanced small arms
0 Advanced Tactical Fighter
* Increased soldier survivability

0 Strategic Defense System
a Rotorcraft Pilots' Associate
0 Heavy Force Modernization

0 SSN 21

0 AN/SQQ-89 Improvement Program.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

Infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs) form the basis for many of out future passive
sensors. Current efforts are concentrating on the mid (MWIR), long (LWIR), and very long
wavelength regions of the spectrum. The Air Force manufacturing technology (MANTECH)
program has two MWIR HgCdTe detector array programs aimed toward demonstrating a two
million pixel per year manufacturing capability and reduce the cost of the arrays by a factor of
ten or more. The total cost of these programs is $29 million over a four-year period, and the
programns will be completed in 1991. These programs are directed toward strategic
applications.

Very large scale platinum silicide (PtSi) arrays (300,000 detectors) have been
developed for short and nedium wave infrared applications (SWIR, MWIR). This technology
is ready for producibility demonstration. The Air Force is investigating Iridium silicide (IrSi)

8 Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It there-
fore becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. The funding pres-
ented here and throughout this report, for each critical technology, is of the right order of magnitudebut is not
to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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as an alternate LWtR detector material. IrSi operates at 45 degrees Kelvin; arrays as large as
256 x 256 have been demonstrated, but the technology is still immature. Recent advances in
111-V-ternary and quarternary semiconductor materials have demonstrated the concept of
superlattice and multi-quantum well structures fabricated from these materials for LWIR
sensors. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARFA) IRFPA program is
establishing a manufacturing capability for MWIR PtSi arrays and LWIR HgCdT arrays for
tactical applications. The Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) is establishing two pilot
lines for production of extrinsic silicon detector arrays for very long wavelength applications.
The Army manufacturing technology thrusts in night vision and electro-optics and missile
seekers are pursuing processes for the production of IRr night vision and FLIR systems, and
smart munition seekers and electro-optic sensor production.

Cooled infrared focal plane arrays fabricated in mercury-cadmium-telluride are not,
nor are they likely to become, commercial itemn. Their manufacture requires specialized
processing similar to, but not identical with, silicon and III-V semiconductor processing. The
high quality material and specialized processing required, therefore, will need special
manufacturing support from DuD. Additionally, the readout electronics required for
HgCdTe detectors are lacking due to off-set voltage requirements of the detectors. The
arrays developed with silicides use many standard silicon process technologies, and thus will
be partially supported by the substantial commercial base.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

The focal plane array industry could grow significantly if future demand increases as
projected. For U.S. military applications alone, approximately 140 weapon systems could
require FPA detectors in some capacity over the next 10 years.

Ongoing HgCdTc IRFPA programs will provide the basic manufacturing skills
require-! for application of that technology. However, there may be other manufacturing
progiams required to address system specific requirements for increased uniformity and
detectivity for the detector arrays. In-process and acceptance testing is a major cost driver for
HgCdTe IRFPAs. Methods for decreasing the time and increasing the throughput for IRFPA
testing are required. The DARPA IRFPA programs are specifically addressing tactical
applications. Additional work may be required to establish a HgCdlb LWIR manufacturing
capability for the lower background strategic applications.

Undervater acoustic arrays have limited private sector application. As commercial
items, they are primarily used for off-shore oil exploration. Air-prooagated acoustic sensors
may be useful in noise measurement and abatement efforts by communities surrounding
airports or major construction zones.

Fiber optic diagnostic sensors can be applied to assess system status and improve
reliability and maintainability in many industries. Temperature sensors supporting
built-in-tests can be used in automotive engines and most machines. Embedded fiber optic
sensors would be useful in monitoring structurad integrity of aircraft, nuclear reactors,
manufacturing equipment, and other systems which are subject to fatigue or corrosion.

Magnetic sensors may have applications in medicine. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) imaging is a valuable diagnostic tool which stands to benefit from magnetic sensor
improvements.
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E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED) STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

The Dot) efforts in developk -. passive IR technology are coordinated wihi both
NASA and industry. There arr. a small number of research effurL- at universities and at the
national laboratories on superconlucting sensors (both RF and IR) and strained superlattice
detecors. The only area in which current non-Dot) funding is significant in supporting
related research is in materials d-velopment foir superconductors. NASA has astronomy
sensor requiirement% from ultra-violet to LWIR to support planetary and other space
explaratior~ projects. NASA efforts in cryogenic cooling for space'orne sensors are similar to
those of Dot). DoE laboratorics use fiber optic sensors in many applications.

Catibration facilities 1have been developed at NIST to characterize optical radiatiou
detectors from the nearm-UV to the near-Ik spectral regions wi~th direct reference to the
Nation's radometric scalec. Anew facility is under davelopment to enable characterization of
detectors and provide detector standards in the far infae region to apiroximately 30
micromcter5. A low background infrared (LBIR) calibration facility has also been developed
to support the DoD calibradon effort for infrared focal plane affrays. The capability is beink.
enlarged to provide calibration of new, low background IR detectors being developed fo3r
possible employment as sensors.

NSF.u -ports research in ihe areas of sil icon microsensor., biosensors IR/far-IR
detecorS, an microelectioxneehanical devices. Support is provided pri.-arily through
ongoinig programs in engineering.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

Univecsity research on passive infrared sensors has generally addrewsd basic issues in
mnaterial growth. surface phlisis, and advanced device concepts such as single and multiple
quantum wells and superlattices. Process technology has been almost ex-clusively supported at
industrial laboratories. Continued arid expanded support of the establishment of 11-VI
processin~g tcchnology at selected university research centers is an important element of the
development of critical, hihwl processing technology. University effo.-ts supporting
passive sensor if h .ogy deve? ,%nent include R&D in superconducting sensors (L~oth RP'
and IR) anid strined.3uperlattice detectors. Such programs are often funded through DoD or
DoE. Unive rsity work ha~a shown high temperature superconductors a^; 125K which will
imnprove the sensitivity of bolometric arrays at thermoelectric temperatures and w~ich,
theretore, could be significant for future infrared imaging. Other university research niated
io passive senszor technology includes fundamental studies in optoelectronic materials and
basic physics resea.Th, and phenomenology.

Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) programs are boing undertaken to
acquire knowledge critical to the achievement of higher yields in the production of HgCd'b
infrared tocal plane arrays (YR.FPAs). These programs will provide insight into the role of
precipitates, dislocations, and subgrain structure on the suitability of epitaial material formI
de-tectors and their impact on yiel1d and performance degradation. Studies are being
conducted to determine the mechanism by which defects form, the temptrature of
formation, and their behavior during subsequent -Mweaing.

Further SBJR work supporting uncooled IR detector technol~gy is directed at
improving the temperature coefficient of resistance of bolometric, ratenals. An advance in
ferrcwAl-ctric materials is also b~eing investigated that has application to uncooled detectors.
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E INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Technology Base and Industrial Base

Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential
capability to contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified.

* Material processing and fabrication of large-scale IR focal plane
arrays

* Full militarization of SQUID sensors

_ Fiber optic sensor systems.

Opportunities for cooperation in niche technologies may be realized in Japan, whose
solid-state technology could clearly make significant contributions. The Japanese, despite
their limited experience in military sensors, are beginning to contend in second-generation
IR imaging and advanced EO sensors, with the advanced development of a 1000xl000
element Schottkey-barrier device. While such deviots have inherently lower quantum
efficiencies than competing compound semiconductor detectors, they offer significant
offsetting improvements in terms of uniformity of response and output signal to noise.

Japan has ongoing work in vapor phase growth of HgCdTe but is lagging in the
application to focal plane arrays. They have significant work in platinum silicide, and 512x512
detector arrays are commercially available but are expensive.

The Japanese are ahead of the United States in the area of multi-band-capable
components using dissimilar compound semiconductor materials (e.g., GaAs with InP).
While this work has been principally directed towards commercial telecommunications, the
underlying materials and device fabrication techniques might contribute to future military
sensor programs.

An area likely to lend impetus to Japanese developments is their space program.
Japan plans to launch a number of advanced earth surveillance satellites in the 1990s.

Japanese expertise in optical fibers and related components also provides an excellent
base for advancing technology of fiber optic sensor system (FOSS). Their lack of direct
experience in military FOSS is offset by the strength of the basic technology infrastructure.
Israel and Sweden also have significant programs, which contribute to novel applications and
device technology.

European couiitries have continued their development of HgCdTe detectors.
Uterature from Poland indicates continued progress in improved performance. The Soviets
are believed to have developed a FUR using a linear HgCdTe detector array for use on tanks
and possibly helicopters. There is little evidence, however, of mass production and
deployment of FLIR systems to date.

Work in Poland includes vapor phase growth of HgCdTe, but with the effort in focal
plane arrays considerably behind de United States.

The Soviet Union and the Eastern European countries have not reported on the
uncooled detectors, although interest in these devices probably exists.

The Soviets are pursuing Stirling cycle coo!ers for space applicatiors; however, they
lag domestic development in terms of long lifetime and high reliability. They have published
results of innovative concepts utilizing pulse tube refrigerators and appear to be far ahead of
the United States in this technology.
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Summary Comparison - Passive Sensors

Selected Elements USSR NATO AliHes Japan Others

Material processing and
fabrication of large-scale [ '0 0
detector arrays

Full militarization of
SQUID sensors

FOSS

Overall E ] EE-] E
Israrel

T rhe overall evaluatoni s a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology int he nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

EEEI] broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions
-E3I moderate technical capabl!ity with possible leadership in some niches of technology;

allies capable of imrportant contributions

EL generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

[0 lagging in all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indlcator', - where significant or Important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a IWW rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability Increasing at a glmllJ rate to the United States

- Foreign capability increasing at a §LQ= rate than the United States

Silicon thin-film impurity band conduction (IBC) technology was discovered in the
Unitcd States and is an area where we have a lead. Silicon research by our allies is primarily on
bulk materials. There are reports that German industry is working on silicon 1BC devices, and
the high ovemial level of senuconductor technology in Japan could offer some contributions in
ths area.
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NATO allies have expertise in second-generation focal plane array fabrication. The
British have developed 128x128 sMtched multiplexer arrays imaging in the 8-12 micron
region. [he French -have developed a producible liquid phase epitaxial technology fiom a
tellurium melt which provides arrays imaging in the 8-12 micron region. The long wavelength
cut-off is limited by the charge handling capacity of the silicon charge--coupled device
readout processor. Arrays of 288x4 and 64x64 have been made and are being acquited by
DoD for evaluation. Research and development of HgCd e is conducted by the British,
French, and Germany is presently producing the linear HgCdTe detector array used in the
U.S. modular FLIR.

The British are well behind in production and test capability but are very competitive
in passivation (encapsulation) techniques and understan ing of HgCdl detectors. The
Japanese have reported IR detection using superconducting materials; however, it does not
appear to be a concerted effort. The total amount of R&D in HgCdTe materials in Europe has
been small compared to ongoing U.S. efforts. The British have developed pyroelectric
materials for use in infrared sensors and British imaging systems are available commercially.
The resolution and uniformity of the British common module FL1Rs (optimized for input to
processors) exceeds U.S. systems. The U.S. common module FUR has higher sensitivity and
is best for human viewing application. The Australians have a low resolution bolometric
system used with smart processing for perimeter surveillance. The sensitivity is considerably
below that obtained in the United States.

Only the British have a space-qualified cryocooler. This Stirling cooler has been
life-tested for a five-year equivalent period and is currenfly beijn produced. This technology
is not yet available to the United States. Philips (Netherlands) and Germany have been
identified as sources of closed/split-Stirling cycle coolers for IR detectors. Israel has
advertised a cooler similar to that currently used on the TOW night sight, but details of its
performance and reliability are not known. The italians are aggressively working on magnetic
refrige.ators and have tested a no-moving-parts cooler.

While the United States continues !o lead in the design and packaging of SQUID
'Jevices for military use, other countries are showing increasing capabilities. These are
discussed in Section 19, Superconductivity.

2. Exchange Agreements

There is a high level of exchange activity in virtually all aspects of passive sensors. The
NATO Defense Research Group (DRG) Long-Term Scientific Studies and LongRange
Research Related to Air Defense, Optics and Infrared Technologies, and Electronic Warfare
Concepts and Technology provide mechanisms for some level of exchange of fundamental
requirements and scientific information in passive electromagnetic, battlefield acoustic, and
electro-optical/IR sensors. The DRG on identification of submarines includes exchanges on
ASW towed arrays.

The TTCP also provides mechanisms for a range of applicable exchange activities.
Specific topics under TTCP include IR and EO sensors, undersea warfare and sonar, EW
signal processing and radar emitter identification (passive intercept techriques).

Each of the Services has exchanges in passivt sensors, primarily with NATO and other
friendly nations. The Services also have exchanges in specific application of passive sensor
technology, such as passive acoustic and seismic detection for ground systems and
counter-intrusion detection, space-based IR surveillance, and airborne ASW acoustics. In
addition to these directly related programs the Services have exchanges in such topics as
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sensor techniques for limited visibility, radar signature and target characteristics, optical
(including IR) propagation, and millimeter-wave measurement techniques.
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9. SIGNAL AND IMAGE PROCESSING

A. DESCPJION OF TECHNOLOGY
Signal processing is the technology used for extracting the relevant information from

signals received from sensors (electromagnetic, acoustic, etc.) and presenting usable
information for use by human operators or machines. Because of improved signal processing,
decision-making processes increasingly are being automated. Such automation of human
functions in the highly dynamic and hostile environment of future warfare will enable standoff
weapon engagement capabiities not otherwise possible, in many cases, signal processing
technolo~yhas increased the trustworthiness of the extracted information to the point that a
machine can be relied upon to make consistent decisions.

Signal processing technology combines adaneed electronic devices, algorithms, and
computer architectures to meet the increasing numbers of threats, counter stealth, automate
operations, avoid overloading human operators, and process more complex signals from
advanced sensors. The signal processing problem is complicated by intentional or
unintentional jamming, decoys, and stealth technology.

The advance of signal processing technology depends on concurrent development of
other critical technologies, such as semiconductor materials and microelectronic circuits,
software producibility, parallel computer architecture, machine intelligence and robotics,
photonics, simulation and modeling, sensitive radars, passive sensors, and data fusion.
Combinati :a ef these technologies in weapon systems has and continues to provide improved
capabilities.

Technology Sets in Signal and Image Processing

" Algorithm development
" Artificial neural networks

* Hybrid optical-digital techniques
* Control of phased acrays

The application of artificial neural networks to signal processing is in its infancy. The
ability of neural networks to perform pattern recognition is presently being investigated for
target detection, identification, and classification in synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
electronic warfare (EW), intelligence, anti-submarine warfare (ASW), and cartographic and
imaging systems. Robotic developments using neural network technology are also being
investigated for manufacturing applications. A near-term goal for such efforts is to give
manufacturing tools more subtle sensory motor skills and perceptual reasoning.
Autonomous robotic devices that can operate iv hostile envirotiments (e.g., chemical,
biological, and nuclear contaminated areas) are a longer term goal.

Hybrid optical-digital signal processing techniques show promise for SAR, radar, EW
and sonar sensors. Such techniques typically are tred in conjunction with other signal
processing techniques, such as adaptive artificial intelligence or neurat network techniques,

Control of phased arrays (both radar and acoustic) is he-vily dependen on -ignal
processing technologr. The focus of DoD R&D is to provide sufficieat wapiadon
capability to handle large aperture array systems, especially conformal arrays contoured to
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the shape of an aircraft's skin or a ship's hull. The Air Force, Navy, DARPA, and SDIO are
Working on digital beamfori ca abilities to support a variety of ,pace, air, and surface
detection/tracking systeis. AnAir Force effort is to apply photonic teclogy to the control
of phased arrays in order to increase the speed of radar control. The Navyr and DARPA are
focusing their- attention on ASW applications with emphasis on enhancing acoustic array
bearnforniing using optical technology and multi-dimensional arrays.

DoD algorithm develo ments are focused on optimizing weapon system performance
under today's complex battleleld conditions. A primrnay DoD area of concern is to apply the
correct algorithms to non-cooperative target recognition (AVR) and AMR stems.
Continued rapid growth in hardware complexity, versatility, Speed, memory capacity, and
affordability have opened the door to algorithmic approaches which have heretofore been
too cornputationally intensive. Most conventional signal processing systems continue to
adhere to a classical sequence of preprocessing, filtering, deteection, segm~entation,
characterization, classification, and tracking. Given the capabilities of~ modeling
computational hardware, a wider variety of algorithm approaches are now being pursuied:

Correlation or mnatched filter techniques: Correlation classification
involves taking the cross correlation between representations, in
one-, two-, or three-dimensional space. The coareiaions must be
taken for all target aspect angles, sizes, and positions of interest in
the surveillance field. The correlation process tends to be
computationally intense and is there ore well suited to
multi-dimensional optical correlators. Model-based classification
is a recent variant of correlation classification.

* Adaptive multi-dimensional processing: This approach takes
advantage of the multi-domain sensor observables (spatial,
temporal, spectral, and polarization) in the target environment by
providing full adaptation in all these domains. T1he approach is
implemented through multiple parallel multi-dimensionai filtering
banks that realize matched filter performance (versuis "best fit"
performance) of a single 6lte~r. This adaptive approach allows the
implementation cf high throughput VHSIC devices in deterministic
systolic and highly, flexible architectures (e.g., in reduced instruction
set computers (RW')) to handle optimally the processing problem.
This approach albaws for multi-spectial data association and
correlation between sensor types to significantly enhance detection,
tracking, and identification.

* Model-based approaches : This isivolves reduction of target Images to
Only those features significant to the correlation procss used for
exampic, using only line segment orientations and their relative
locations. These features are then ei~actedj arid passed to a
knowledge-engineered pmxss of logical, operation~s which
identifies one of a set of tarpor claases. With this technique, it is AlSO
necessary to accommodate the wide variations in taget aspec
angle, although the process can be made invariant to apparen-t target

a Adutere basis sets: Mathematical research done over the last five
years has resulted in a number of new algorithm being discovered
which dram4icwiiy re dce Ow compuationa effort involved in the
provesring of iafomation and signa. Compsaeti supported



wavelet structures are an example. Wavelets are families of basic
functions in terms of which other arbitrary functions can be
represented with far greater accuracy and efficiency than the Fast
Fourier Transform. Initially developed for prforming
mud-resolution analysis on digital imager, a flood o additio
applications are now apparent including audio and video
-ompresson, covert communications, and the fast solution of
prtal differential equations.

B. PAYO

1. Lnpact on tartiet Wapon Systms

Application of signal Ptocessing -- gy to conventional weapon systems offers
important advantages, such as riaozAng operator workload (e.g., sonar, fire-and-forget
weapons), improvi~g syst=i perfornuacz (eqg., incnwsed kill probability, tracking additional
targets, operatng unabated in a hostile eixonment), and perfomding new functions (e.g.,
autonomous mbicle guidance and control). Sgnal processing technology enhancements
continue to automate more weapon system Ainctions. The payoff of automation includes
diminishing weapon Wms life cycle costs associated with alleviating operator stress,
reduction of r#parator and maintenam manpow4r, and lessenig- the traini-g necessary to
operate and r ratain weapon nstems. The table on the next page summarizes the potential
payoff of emerging Aigal processing capabilities.

Artificial neural network technology offers the advantages of significantly improved
tracking, classifieon and identification by optimizing data base searches wihi incoming
target data and by rtparating actual targat signals from background noise, decoys, and
jamming signals. As netal net technology evolvcs, it will be incorporated into autonomously
guided missiles, improving lethality by recognizing real targets from decoys/background
noise. Command and control systems will employ neural decision aids. Imaging and
reconnaissance systems will be able to automatically detect targets of interest from two- or
three-dimensional image data. The capability of sonar, radar, and fire-and-forpet weapon
systems of recognizing real targets from decoys will be greatly enhanced. Robotic d"vices will
be capable of greater dexterity in their motor skills, thereby expanding the automation of the
manufacturing process and promoting the use of remote robotic d.vices in hazardous
environments (e.g., minefields, deep sea operations, chemical warfare).

-fo provide low probability of inte;cept (IYl), higher gaio for greater range and/or
successf l operation in a noisyq environment (iamming, high use bandwidth), larger
multidimensional arrays are being designed. Hybrid optical-digital techniques offer the
faster conrol necessary to operate these systes. Electronic control of phased arrays
eliminates mechanica; stering of senso., thereby improving a sensor system's inherent
reiiabity. Digital beamformng, the prinary control process for phased array systems,
provides the meam to easily vary the stem's bandwidth, and to optimize generation of very
narrow bean= with very low Sidobes and steerable sidelobe nulls. This capability allows a
ystem (e.g ~eowaunications, radar) to have a low probability of intercept (denies a signal to

a known cnenh), to tune out noise and jnmin%, to detect stealthy targets, and to give
accasate w-itutiAl aid elevmion target information.
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Goals and Payoffs - Signal and Ima~ge Promissing

TaotCurent S~tM of Vie Art L.ong-Trm Potendda
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aCppablity againtst obscured tagets and
countermeasure MUCot 1Mri wato

Quiet submaries * High-gain. vokanftlo arniys Lnder *Capablily ap*ai qiet targets
evaluationI

~~ ~ a Ful spect= signal analysis
Moin trgtsInsW9 n rd Detection with low-senstify sensors eAutomated detection, acquisition track,

clutter ___________________jand kil assessment

Algorithm development for automatic target recognition (ATR) capabilities F-re being
embedded into numerous systems. In reconnaissance and imaging ssems, much progress
has been made in the area of image segmentation, feature detection/extraction, and pattern
recognition of static objects. This ATR ability significantly reduces operator and photo
interpreter workload. Present AIR developmental efforts will lead to weapon systems with
automated detection capabilities to counter concealed (e.g., camouflage, foliage) targets, and
deception techniques (e.g., decoys). This development will improve fire-and-forget. weapion
lethalty and will also reduce operator workload for EW, sonar, radar, SAR, battle
management, reconnaissance, and intelligence systems.

2. Ntential Benefts to Industrial Base

Signal processing technology is also applicable to the industria base. Signal
processors are being developed to recognize handwritten characters for atutommtic 7ip code

recogtion systems and for hadtten data eltiy to computer systems. This will allow enaIy
Of=dt and text to computer and word processing systeis. Snakr-independent voice anW
speech recognition systems are being developed. These capabilities will alklaw vocs] entry of
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data and text into computer and word processing systems. The commercial impact of such
capabilities could be enormous. Seismic signal processing by means of neural networks for
the detection of natural resources (oil and gas) and possibly earthquakes will be extremely
usefU, if proved feasible. A number of emerging biomedical applications of signal processing
include computerized axial tomography (CAT) scanners, electrocardiogram (ECG) analysis,
and in prosthetics. Neurocomputers, which are used to emulate many of the neural network
models, are creating a new industry to solve problems that conventional computers have not
successfully or efficiently solved.

An indication of the rapid evolution of signal processing in the industrial base includes
the proliferation of 386-based personal computer general purpose digital signal processing
software packages. These provide the ability to graphically configure digital processing
building blocks (e.g., filters, transforms, etc.) and apply these functions to input signals. Other
applications include airline scheduling, commercial banking, economic forecasting,
environmental prediction, and remote sensing image analysis.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Artificial Neural Networks

(1) Objectives

Artificial neural networks may within 10 years signficant!y enhance the capabilities of
a wide range of weapon systems by endowing them with the ability to learn from experience.
Specific program goals are typically guided by the intended application (e.g., higher
resolution radar, improved weapons targeting). However, in each case, the objective is to use
the intuitive learning abilities inherent in artificial neural networks to improve weapon
performance. This improvement will be accomplished by automating the decision process;
negating !he effects of jamming, decoys, concealment, and stealth; and compensating for
continuously changing environmental conditions.

(2) Development Milestones

0 Work has begun on developing microchip sets and optical devices
designed for neural network application. Between FY 1992 and
FY 1994, computer simulations of neural networks for seismic,
sonar, speech processing and automatic target recognition will be
completed.

A Congressionally mandated consolidation of the Services' robotic
development efforts has been initiated (see also Critical Technology on
Machine Intelligence and Robotics). Robotic applications are
presently limited to applying learning abilities and motor skills to
manufacturing technology. In FY 1994, a demonstration of
rudimentary robotic prototypes peorming perptional and
reasoning tasks wil be the first step in developing robotic devices tha
can semi-autonomously operate m Nzardous envirmmmts (e.g.,
chemical warfare sites, minefield clearance, deep sea operation)

* Neural network-based voice r ion efforts are concentrating
on developing uni ersal speech monitoring techniques for
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understanding a growing library of variable speech patterns from
different people under various conditions (e.g., stress, excitement).
By FY 1992, real-time recognition ef continuous speech with a
LO!,0-word vocabulary, adaptable to now speakers, wil be
simulated in the laboratory using large computers.

b. Hybrid Opfica--Digital Techniques

(1) Objectives

Optical devices still suffer from dynamic range limitations. Until photonics technology
significantly surpasses digital technology, a hybrid optical-digital technology will be applied.
This technology is emerging as individual photonic devices become available for integration
into digital and hybrid systems. It will provide the faster processing speeds necessary to handle
increasingly complex signal waveforms in dense signal environments.

(2) Devcopment Milcston=s

* Design will begin in FY 1991 on a hybrid optical-digital processor for
use vth a SAR system, employing neural networks and model-based
algorithm to provide automatic target recognition (ATR) capability.
By FY 1993, initial design will begin on a combat identification system
employing a trillion operations per second optical processor. Also in
FY 1993, an investigation will begin to identify the capabilities of
adaptive self-learning, optical neural computers.

c. Phased Arrays Control

(1) Objectives

Phased arrays of sensors are electronically controlled through individual activation
rather than through mechanical steering of an entire array. Signal processing enhancements
are needed to improve the performance of emerging phased array systems. They povicde the
capability to handle an increased number of array elements in variable multidimensional
configurations. Selecting different array configurations can reduce jamming Susceptibility,
lower probability of intercept, and provide higher gain, and greater spatial resolution. A
lecond objective is to improve the speed and EMP survivability of phased arrays through the
use of optical techniques.

(2) Dti tlopnt M-iestones

* Digital beam-forming techniques are the primary method to
control conformal arrays which are contoured to the shape of an
aircrift's 4kin or a hip's hull. These arrays reduce radar crow
section and aerodynamic drag. The development of an airborne
conformal 3rray radar using digital beam steering control
techniques is scheduled to begin in FY 1991. A demonstration of
conformal array digital beam-forming will occur in FY 1994. This
conformal array radar will be flight tested in the beginning of
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FY 1996 to determine its ability to detect and track low observable
targets in a jamming environment.
In FY 1992, digital beam-forming techniques will be applied to
phased array fire control radars The use of a wideband phased array
radar for cued fire control will be demonstrated in FY 1993.

* The optical control of phased arrays will provide the increased speeds
necessary for the large, multidimensional arrays envisioned for the
next century. The fabrication of an optical processor for phased array
beam steerfig is scheduled for FY 1991. A hybrid photonio-electronic
adaptive phased array processor, capable of modifying its operation in
response to changing Jamming and EW environments, is scheduled for
demonstration in F 1992. An antenna null steering processor will be
developed in FY 1993. Demonstrations of optically-controlled phased
array systems are scheduled through FY 1997.

* The improvements in quieting of Soviet submarines have
necessitated improvements in acoustic detection equipment.
Beam-forming for adaptive towed arrays and for all-optical towed
arrays will be demonstrated in FY 1991. Experimental
multidimensional array confiourations will be tested in FY 1992.
Additional demonstrations will occur in FY 1994.

d. Algorithm Development

(1) Objectives

Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) algorithm development is concentrating on
processing more complex signals from multiple sources simultaneously in a dynamic
environment.

(2) Development Milestones

* In FY 1991 various ATR algorithms for smart weapons will be
completed or demonstrated. However, true ATR-capable
fire-and-forget weapons and sensor systems (e.$., radar, sonarZ) will
not be fielded until the end of the century. In the interim, by FY 1995,
Automatic lMrget Cuecig algorithms should be incorpoated into
fire-and-forget weapons.

* Automatic Target Recognition al gorithmis have been developed for
infrared search and track (RS sytems which scan for aircraft.
Algorithms utilizing spatial temporal techniques are scheduled to be
demonstrated in FY 1992.

0 Model-based signal proessing algorithms compare observed and
predicted target signatures based upon an understanding of target
phenomenology. Planned demonstrations using model-based
vision algorithms include an airborne parallel processor-based SAR
to detect ground targets and a carbon dioxide laser radar to detect
camouflaged and concealed tactical targets.

* DoD's image processing language (image algebra) attempts to provide
a mathematical foundation for digital image procesing operations
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which would standardize algorithm notation, and to demonstrate
algorithm optimization techniques. The DARPA/National Institute of
Standards and Technology Princeton Engine project was; recently
initiated. This work will provide measurement support for image signal
processing, and will strive to improve video signal compression
processes, enhance image generation/reproduction, and promote
improved image transmission capabilities.

0 Other ongoing algorithm developrrtent efforts applied to a
prototype image interpretation systemn will be used to exploit
imagery fr-om reconnaissance systems. Additional algorithms being
developed concurrently concentrate on incorporating model-based
information, such as tactics, terrain, doctrine, and battlefield
limitations to help deduce the existence of enemy targets from SAR,
EO, and IR imagery. Algorithm development to provide
three-dimensional imagery from two-dimensional imagery sources
is being optimized. Work is continuing on optimizing ground level
imagery from topographic and high altitude imagery sources.

* Wave!et technology is now being incorporated into the LONG
BOW missile for evaluation as a way to enhance optical processing
by an order of magnitude over the Fast Fourier Transform. Wavelets
have also be en used to attain 80:1 compression. of audio to increase
the storage capacity of solid-state memories for audio recording by
that same factor and 10:1 compression of video to result in vastly
increased effective data rates for transmission. The exploration of
wavelet technology for use in spread spectrum communications is
just beginning with the first results due in mid FY 1992

2. Technology Objectives

Technology Objectives - Signal and Image Processing

Technical Area By 1996 By 2001 By 2006

Algorithm * Advanced real-time e Superv~e and adapive * Advanced per, lion
model-based approaches nonsupetvied hardwiredt algorithms
combined with statistical neual neWod- algoritms * Adaptive environena
techniques * Enhanced multi-leel sensor response capability

" Model-based algorithms, fusion
high-taget m~odel * Complex scene uniderstanddng

" nraedhqSc
*Improved scene context

*Improved robustness to

envifronmente

sensom UUM ition aaysis

Appika~one * Sia sPrew1seski ibone. 0 S!pn procaesin for aroe Smargndr ahoWakm
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3. Resources,

Tobtal S&T funding9 for this critical technology is given in the following table.

Funding - Signal an~d image Processing ($M)

4. Utilizing the TheNooI01gy

DoD signal processing research and development is focused on important generic
application arsas, such as

* Detection, localization, and classification
a ihrget tracking

* Multi-sensor correlation /fusion
* Adaptive antenna nuiling/beam-forming
* Noise reduction

* Diagnostics (turbine engine reliability)

* Speech recognition
* Optical implementation of algorithms

9 Smart skin technology
* Adaptive navigation

0 Mapping and charting geodesy.

Several strategic dpfense programs will have to address high-throughput signal
processing in a hostile nuclcarenvironment. The sensitivity of focal plane arrays (FPAs) to
nuclear particle debris will require complex algorithms to compensate for excitations of
detectors from this nuclear debris, which appear later in the processing flow as false targets.
Because of the great number of detectors ott the EPA, and the very high rate at which these
detectors are sampled, enormous amounts of data must be processed to compensate for false
targets from nuclear debris. Advanced monolithic waer-scale integration technology
promises the capability to efficiently combine high throughput and memoly on a single wafer,
allowing the implementation of the algorithms necessaYfor removing false targets induced
by nuclear debris, while minimizing power consumption.

9~ Fiunrding is derived from programs ia thc D Dbudget. Most programrs involve several techn~ologies, llt.there-
fore, N-rcomnes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward whi':h technology. The funding pres-

ct hcre and throughout this report, for each crifcal technology, is of the right order of magnitude but is
not to he construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilitirs

The most important signal processing applications depend on advanced high-s.eed,
high-throughput processors. Most of the future DoD signal processing needs wifl be
implemented using current microelectronics technology or through the evolution of
photonics technology. Some special manufacturing requirements will exist for the
devel-opment of analog logic device and memory technology, which can be accomplished by
modification of present digital electronics manufacturing techniques.

Phased array technology is on the edge of emerging into the manufacturing arena.
Manufacturing issues are heavily dependent on the health of the commercial sector, and
include maintaining strong and innovative computer hardware and software industries and
ensuring rapid access to the latest in integrated circuit technology. In DoD's manufacturing
technology program, a limited number of projects are in place to investigate the
mannfacturing cost and producibility of transmit/receiver modules. Emphasis is on siadistical
process control, modeling and simulation, automation equipment technologies, and factory
system integration.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

For 15 years digital signal processors were packaged using s urface mount components
(commodity memories and individually packaed ASICs) on multi-layer printed wiring
boards. This packaging technolog is now incapable of implementing the required
functionality, and achieving the required clock rates needed by state-of-the-art avionics
signal processors. Instead, hybrid wafer scale and later, fill wafer scale packages are required.
This will require increases in producibility and manufacturability. Thus, investment in
automated manufacturing techniques for such packages will be required.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

In signal processing technology, the objectives of the DoD, DoE, and other federal
agercies arc quite similar. There is interaction in the technology base with CIA, NIH, NIST,
NSA, FBI, DEA, Coast Guard, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. However,
signal processor system design, architecture, and algorithms are unique for weapon
applications aimed at military-specific target classes.

b date, radar phased-array systems have been too expensive for use in air traffic
control systems. The availability of lower cost, solid-state, active array modules, coupled with
increlasing requirements for higher traffic handling capability can be expected to make
phased-array technology an area of greater interest for this application.

NIST has recently initiated a project to develop the measurement support needed by
domestic industry and the US government to process and transmit digital information
through the acquisition (funded by DARPA) of a state-of-the-art, parallel-processor
computer optimized for digital image processing called the Princeton Engine. Electronic
lardware and test methods have also been developed for the testing of digital-to-analog
(DA) and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters ath up to 18 bits of resolution and sampiing
rates up to 300 MSample/s. Methods de'eloped here tor characterizing waveform records
have been incoporated in . IEEE Standard 1057. Several real-time, low-frequency
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sampling instruments have been developed at NIST for accurately measuring voltage,
current, phase, and power. Recent development of a sampling voltage tracker system makes
similar measurements in equivalent time on siedals up to 300 MHz.

NSF supports research on new methods of high-speed data acquisition, speed
compression and recognition, image compression and enhancement, signal detection and
demodulation, and the filtering and estimation of signals in a control system enviroimient.
Other areas of research on analog and digital signal processing stress the impact of VLSI and
address topics such as signal representation, filtering, novel algorithms, special purpose
hardware, and real-time computing. The development of special purpose computer
architectures for signal processing is also supported.

In addition, research in the mathematical sciences is aimed at understanding and
developing a new set of tools, centering in the concept of wavolets, to replace traditional
techniques of Fourier transforms. This is providing new and effective methods for feature
extraction in signal processing.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

Use of image processing and pattern analysis techniques is becoming widespread in
the commercial sector. Industry is also investing heavily in voice/speech recognition. Medical
imaging is onc example that has important social implications.

University research has been a significant part of the emergence of many important
facets of signal processing technology, such as neural networks, many of which are based on
years of research at universities. Reaiizing the importance of the multi-disciplinary nlature of
neural networks research and the importance of bridging the gap between neurobiology and
the engineering sciences, many universities have started a new curriculum on computational
neuroscience. These basic science research efforts will undoubtedly lead to useful new neural
network architectures and hardware implementations. Recently, university researchers have
begun iivestigating the potential for wavelets in signal processing applications. DoD is
sponsoring substantial university programs to take advantage of the potential multi-scale
resolution capabilities of wavelets.

Acoustic-array and anti-submarine warfare (ASW) signal processing share a common
technology base and were originally derived from marine seismic techniques. Research
emerging in the area of geophysical processing may prove to be directly applicable to towed
array systems.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

Signal processing technology involves specialized sensors, processors, and algorithms
fo, real-time acquisition, analysis, discrimination, and recognition of specific targets.
Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential capability to
contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified:

* Effective integration of improved sensor elements with intelligent
signal processing functions

• Development of empirically validated algorithms
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Application of massively parallel processors and neural networks to
signal processing.

The table on the followng page provides a summai-y comparison of the US and other
nations for these selected key aspects of this techno!ogy. The U S enjoys a significant lead over
other countries in the area of signal processing and in the development and use of the
extensive data bases needed to support this effort. Effective application of the technology has
the potential to reveal sensitive infrmaton regarding US threat intelligence and the inherent
weaknesses of US systems.

While classification of sensitive information may preclude extensive cooperation on
swecifie techniques and systems, much of the work ongoing in NATO, Sweden, and Israel
could contribute to the advancement of signal procesors and algorithms applicable to ATR.

The high level of independent research and development activity in all aspects of
military sensing are indicative of a rapidly advancing capability in signal processing, and in
understanding of the underlying target/clutter phenomena. France, Germany, Japan,
Sweden, and the UK have advarced programs in radar technology (including phased arrays
and terminal active homing for both air and surface targets).

Most of the allied programs evidence a clear appreciatiop of the requirement for
operating in a dense electromagnetic environment (both self-generated and tCM). While
specific details are not available because of classification, the stated goals and objectives of
allied progrars regarding operations in a high noise/interference environment indicate a
high level of confidence in their signal processing capabiiities.

Specifically in the area of high-speed data conversion (primarily analcg-to-digital
conversion), European efforts are proceeding in integrated bipolar and CMOS on a singlechip (Bi-CMOS) under the ESPRIT program. Bi-CMOS is also the subject of independent
efforts in the UK aad the Netherlands.

In the area of processing algorithms and techniques, there is widespread activity. Both
Germany and the Netherlands are working on techniques for three-dimensional image
processing and filtering for estimation.

Ongoing work at the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, in conjunction with
INMOS Ltd, and Oxford University is of interest for the development of massively parallel
signal processors for sonar and radar applications. Germany has developed a prototype
phased array for air defense applications. France is developing phased array radars for
surface--launched air defense and airborne sensors, and have an active program in IR sensors
and in active arrays, all of which will be designed to operate in an ECM environment. Japan is
reported to be developing its own active array for use on the FSX, including all software
development. This will logically include signal processing software.

Interest in neural networks for signal processing has not been limited to the United
States; both Japan and the European nations have made commitments to neural network
research. Japan has initiated a government-sponsored program to look at the biological
origins of neural networks, and firms such as Fujitsu have begun developing "thinking
computers" especially for robotic applications. The Netherlands and Germany are exploring
neural networks in two- and three-dimensional imaging. The UK has expressed an interest in
radar processing applications. The Alvey program has a major effort in adaptive user
interfaces that may provide benefit to future neural net applications. Finland and Sweden
have research efforts in the use of neurocomputing to pattern recognition. Moreover, the
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International Neural Network Society was formed in the spring of 1987 and has grown
immensely.

The Soviets are very active in neural network technology, but their efforts are still in
the early stages. Much of their research focuies on developing computational models of
neurons and the brain. In teryns of hardware and VLSI technology, they are trying to
implement these neural network architectures, and have reportedly built prototype neural
processors and computers.

2. Exchange Agreements

The high level of exchange activity in radar and in passive sensors is reflected in and
supported by a high level of exchange in signal processing. The NATO Defense Research
Groups (DRG) for Long-Term Scientific Studies and Long-Range Research Related to Air
Defense, Optics and Infrared Technologies, and Electronic Warfare Concepts and

echnology all will provide a mechanism for some level of exchange of fundamental
requirements and scientific information in signal processing. The DRG on Identification of
Submarines is directly applicable to passive ASW towed array signal processing.

The Technology Cooperatio-.i Program (TTCP) also provides mechanisms for a range
of applicable exchange activities. Specific topics under TTCP support information exchange
in si-gnal and image processing fr IR and electro-optical sensors, undersea acoustic signal
procesing for ASW, EW signal processing, and radar signal processing.

Each of the Services also has a significant number of exchanges with NATO and other
friendly nations in all of the ITCP topics, and additional topics such as passive acoustic and
seismic detection for ground systems and counter-intrusion detection. The Service programs
also include exchanges in specific application of signal processing technology, such as
space-based IR surveillance and airborne ASW acoustics.
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Summary Comparison - Signiat and Image Processing

Se'.4cted Ellemnins USSR N AO Japan Mrtr

Effective integration of Im-
proved sensor elements with El [T L]
Intelligent signal processing Swde, rnael
functions

Developrmnt of em-Tpirically [ f( JE
validated algoifttis

Application of massively paral-,:, processors and neural nel- f ~L
-orls to uigrial processing-

Overaild ab m 0
Sweden, Israel

%%Whle not predominant In any key aspect of this tf.chnology, Vie UK
and Frince have specific capabilities of Interest.
b In comparison to the United States. Japan has limited experience In
fielding oparational phased-array radars. Their experience In photonics
and hign-speedl digital processing can make a significant contribution
to the US development of advanced signal processing
c'The sensitiva nature of a single processing technology may limit
r-cparative opportuniVes; however, technologies could contribute to
;rItIcal component developments.Id The overall tvaluation Is a subjective assessment of the average
starndirig of the techinology In the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

E[ThJbroad technical achievement; a',ies capaiole of majoi contributions
mu]moderate techi ilcal capability with poss!bie leadership In some nich es of technology;

allies capable of important corntributlono,

Li~generally lagginr; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

Eli lagging in all Important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2O'-O

*Tend Indicators -- where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a jlgtj rate than the United States

o Foreign capability increasing at a aKM iji rate to the United States

- ~Foreign capability Increasing at a slwg rate than the United States
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1 0. SIGNATURE CONTROL

A. DESCF1IPTON OF TECHNOLOGY
This critical technology enables the modification of signatures emanating from

weapon systems, in order to reduce their detectability or disguise their source, by altering
those characteristics by which systems may be detected, recognized, and engaged. They
include radar, infrared, visual, acoustic, and ragnetic signatures, among others, of aerosp ace
vehicles, military land vehicles, and naval ships kid submarines. Some signatures result from
emissions (radio, thermal, acoustic, or other) from the vehic.e, and other signatures occur
when natural or manmade energy is reflected by the vehicle, so that the vehicle contrasts with
its background.

The reduction or control of vehicle signatures greatly improves survivability, resulting
in improved weapons effectiveness. In some scenarios, the objective is not signature
reduction, but rather signature enhancement, typicalby for deception or misdirection against
hostile radars or ESM (electronic support measures) systems. The reduction of radar
signatures is accomplished by vehicle shaping, the use of radar absorbing materials to reduce
radar echoes (mostly at microwave fequencies), and passive or active cancellation
techniques. The reduction of infrared signature is accomplished by cooling or heating, and by
a pplying special material for background matching to reduce detection by passive systems.
For example the visual outline of a tank might be modified with a camouflage net. The
acoustic target sirength of submarines can be reduced by structural shaping and application of
anechoic coatings. An understanding of structural acoustics and the conversio: of vibrational
energy induced by machinery, hydrodynamic flow, or impinging active sonar -ulses is key to
passive and active acoustic signature control as well as decoy design and discrimination.
Radiated noise from hull and machinery is controlled by structural acoutics and fluid
dynamic design. The technology (materials, structural acoustics, and fluid dynamics) to
reduce hull, machinery, and weapon system noise is essential to maintaining US u dersea
warfare superiority The reduction of magnetic signature is accomplished by deperming and
degaussing of the hull and machinery of surface ships, submarines, and tanks, The
understanding and control of permanent and induced magnetism and of electric fields is
essential to countering the effects of magnetic mines.

As a critical adjunct to platform signature reduction, the signatures possessed by
specific weapons and by installed systems must also be reduced. For example, rocket plume
reduction is an important part of weapon signature reduction efforts. Vehicles produce wakes
in moving through water and air. These wakes can be detected visually, by radar, by passive
infrared, and other detectors. As ,he hard body signatures of vehicles are reduced, the
importance of minimizing their wakes will increase. Reduction of the detectability of wakes
will require a better understanding of the exact features of the wake that are being detected by
sensors, careful design, and possibly changes in the propuliors of ships and craft, and other
vehicles.

Sometimes the objective is not signature reduccion but rather signature control,
typically for deception. Decoy vehicles should reasonably mimic the signature characteristics
of actual weapon systems, including signature fluctuations and scintillation rates. As threat
sensor capabilities improve, there will be a requirement to mimic the signature information
that can be extracted via signal processing techniques. such as image enhancement. In some
cases, decoy signatures must be increased rather than ;educed, for example, to increase the
radar cross section of a small decoy until it looks like a ship on a radar screen. Similarly, it may
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be desirable to displace th magnetic signature of tanks, for example, to cause fuze actuation
at safe distances.

The capability tn control communication emissions through low probability of
intercept (LPI) techniques, aniong others, is crucial to a wide range of operations, frem low
intensity to ful-scale conflicts.

Technology Sets in Signature Control

* Radar signature (radar cross section) redtction
a Intrared, visual, and ultraviolet signature reduction and management
v Acoustic quieting
a I ,w probability of intercept radars, c ,ommunications, and navigation

(el ectronic emission control)
Deceptive ignatures (emissions and decoys)

* Magnetic silencing

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

a. Weapon System Performance

Reduction of the signatures of weapon systems significantly affects their general
design, support, and effectiveness. le utilization of signature reduction techniques can
improve the penetration capability of strategic systems and the survivability and effectiveness
of tactical systems. The use of signat-re reduction technology for strategic s ytems can render
an adversary's early warning radar network less effective, thus allowing greater penetration,
reduced weapon system losses, and flight plans at higher altitudes, thereby improving the
capability to find and destroy targets. The reduction of the signature of tactical systems (such
as air-to-air interceptots and air-to-ground attack aircraft) allows those aircraft to achieve
higher exchange ratios and improved survivability. The reduction of both radar and infrared
signature diminishes the threat from surface-to-air missiles, thus enabling the destruction of
highly protected targets without serious loss of aircraft. Similarly, the reduction of both radar
and infrared signature diminishes the threat of air strike munitions to ground vehicles and
naval vessels. The deployment of decoys with proper signature and discriminant control can
saturate missile and air defense networks or air strike capability, thereby minimizing the loss
of re-entry systems, aircraft, ground vehicles, and naval vessels by forcing an opponent into
the wasteful expenditure of munitions. Technologies for acoustic and magnetic signature
control can enhance US undersea warfare superiority. The reduction of magnetic signatures
can support minefield penetration by submarines with reduced risk. The threat from other
weapons such as missiles and mass scatterable mines, most of which employ magnetic fuzing,
will be greatly reduced.

As the stealthiness of missile airframes and platforms increases, missile exhaust plume
signature plays a greater role in early detection. Lower visibility plumes will minimize
detection of both the launching platform and the attacking missile and thereby enhance
battlefield survivability. If critical launch platforms (aircraft, ships, tanks, personnel) are to be
protected, then the plumes from rocket motors must be made far less visible.
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An essential point is that "stealth" and higher peformance sensor technology can be
expected to spread to other countries especially if the first steps are relatively low cost. To
maintain affordable combat loss/exchange ratios, we must be significantly better at signature
control than our potential opponents will be. There is a need to retrofit and upgrade older
systems until they are replaced with new vehicles/platforms.

b. Weapon Systems Logistics

Exotic shapes and new advanced signature control materials %Nill adversely influence
systems maintenance and supportability, if logistics concerns are not addressed during the
design process. Critical areas of impact include new and specialized handling equipment,
alternate access provisions, totally new repair and rework nteds, new inspection and
diagnostic requirements, and new maintenance skills.

A system that meets future signature control needs, yet is not easily serviceable over
the range of normal anticipated sustaining support needs will not be effective under
operational conditions.

New systems incorporating signature control technologies must undergo extensive
simulation and modeling from a logistics perspective. There must be a disciplined approach
that balances the operational performance needs with the logistics sustaining support
requirements. The technical challenges to develop and implement logistically supportable
systems incorporating signature control technologies exceed those of simply developing
signature control materials and shapes.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

a. Manufacturing Infrastructure

Signature control is primarily a military need, and the industrial base will be largely
dependent on government funding. Few significant commercial applications exist. One
counter-example is the covering of structures in crowded urban environments with TV-
absorbing materials to reduce V echoes. Others include packaging of microwavable foods,
and industrial and medical microwave instrumentation systems. TV-absorbing materials
have been used in Japan but not in the United States. At least one US firm markets a
radar-absorbing cover for automobile front ends; radar-absorbing materials are also used in
the construction of commercial radars. Acoustic quieting through structural vibration
isolation and absorption is widely applied to control noise pollution in modern industrial
factories and urban office buildings.

The measurement technology developed for signature control finds application in
other fielos. Techniques for electronic emission control may find application as security
enhancements in banks and other financial institutions.

b. Logistics Infrastructure

Signature control technology development must consider and address the technical
needs of the DoD support industrial base.

Although the DoD depot environments may anticipate few benefits from signature
control technologies, these depots will need new testing and health monitoring approaches to
provide life cycle sustaining support. Pognostic algorithms and approaches will be needed to
project long-term depot induction needs for technolcgies that lack historical operational
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experience. Since this technology area falls primarily within rnilitary needs, there is little
opportunity for the DoD to leverage off the commercial industrial base benefits.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

Detail program descriptions and technology objectives are classified

3. Resources

Funding information for this critical technology comnes from unclassified sources only.

Funding - Signature Control ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 P193 FY94 FY FYSS FY97/
572 109 102 89 87 86 j 88

4. Utilizing the Technology

Signature control technologies presently implemented or under development are
broadly transitionable to all new aircraft, ships, and ground vehicles. In addition, there is
retrofit potential for RAM/RAS, coatings and paints, acoustic materials, cancellation,
apertures and sensors, propellants and plume additives, navigation equipment,
countermeasures equipment, and quiet propulsors.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

Industrial process technologies which are critical to advanced signature control concepts
for ships and submarines include computer-aided design and computer-aided mamufacturing
(CAD/CAM), computer-numerical control (CNC) machine tools, laser and optical hardware,
and robotic. These technologies are important to propulsor and machine quieting.

High temperature, high current superconductors of reasonable size, weight, and cost
will be necessary to support high-level deperming of ei,.ire ships and submarines. Until they
become available, high-level depermn is practical only for major machinery components prior
to installation.

1. Current Manufacturing Capabilities

Domestic manufacturing capabilities that support machinery silencing are primarily in
the areas of machining, casting, and molding. Other industrial concerns provide for
manufacture of noise attenuation components and treatments. This industrial base, in
addition to the shipyards and Navy laboratories. provides the quiet components and materials
for machinery silencing.

The control of the acoustic signature associated with the propulsor of a marine vehicle
requires CNC machines to provide a more repeatable surface contour. Domestic centers that
have a capability to manufacture large-scale submarine and surface ship propulsors are
startin to employ CNC machines. Trade-offs are being made between the costs of machines,
hand-finishing, programming, and the degree of signatuie control. Welding of a propulsor
will usually lead to significant variations from the specified contour because of the excessive
heat that must be applied. The use of lightweight composite materials for submarine shafts
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and propulsors represents the introduction of an entirely new class of manufacturing
technologies.

Manufacturing capabilities exist among DoD weapon systems contractors and
5elected pecialty materials manufacturers to support applications of current technology to
aviation systems.

The industries for gas turbine power plants, heat exchangers, and gas scrubbing
support the reduction of signatures from exhaust gases.

2. Projected Manufacturing Capabilities

New and improved manufacturing capabilities will be required to amnsfer new signature
technology materials to general system apjlications that emphasize producibility, cost, and
performance. Additional effort will be required to achieve close tolerance nnufacturing and to
develop adequate capability to remanufacture or repair DoD systems in the inventory.

For silencing ship machinery, expanded, cost-effective capability in precision three
dimensional machining is required. Increased capability in fabricating components from
advanced materials, such as titanium, is required.

Silencing of ship propulsors requires that ditortion due to welding, and surface
contour variations due to hand finishing, be eliminated. This will be accomplished by
incoiporation of laser welding; its rapid moving, localized heat sourv minimizes heat
induced stresses. Multiple-axis CNC machines with computer processing will also be used to
permit a complete machined definition of the blade surfaces. This will be accomplished with
improved surface definition by software and the integration of this software into a standard
CAD system. Precision measurements of the blade surfaces an their position will be
accomplished using a laser/robotics inspection system. The combination of these three
advanced capabilities will provide a complete manufacturing work cell.

Current techniques of magna-fluxing to verify the integrity of welds imparts large
magnetic sigi.atures to hardened steel machinery components. High-level deperming of
individual components prior to ship installatioa will be required unitil such tirae as the
availability of superconducting cables to provide current levels which are necesary for the
deperming of entire ship platforms in a single operattor

Additional manufacturing capabilities will be required for the reduction of acoustic
signatures of surface ships. There will be a requirement to make and securely apply acoustic
coatings and to manufacture retactable air systea's that can be used to create an air bubble
screen around the hulls and propulsors of the ships.

The precise application of coatings for radar absorption and acoustic isolation can be
effected through the use cf robotics. Ouality control inspections throughout the course of the
application can also be accomplished through robotic techniques. Similar techniques may be
applicable to the application of IR and visual signature control coatings.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

This is predomiizantly a DoD technology which is not of general interest to other
government agencies.
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2. R&D in the Private Sector

DoD-sponsored university research efforts involving signature confrol technology
include work in i-n'lti-functional polymers (with superior mechanical integrity in severe
environments), ultra-structured ceramics materials design (with tailored IR signature
absor ption), and synthesis of macromoiecular ceramic materials (for ultraviolet and visible
wavelength sensor Protection),.7rovemnent of supercomnputational capability for fluid
dyoaniics and electromnagiietic Solutions (both techniques and comnputatonal 41-eed) are
ag~ressively pursued in private industry and should be strongly encouraged in colleges and
unriversities. Aggressive pursuit of advanced image and %.ignal processing capability should
also be aggressively encouraged in colleges and universities.

FE. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Technology Base and Industrial Base

While the United States is the recognized lealder in developing signature-related
expertise, the iterest and techniology; available from other Countries, most notably our
NATO allies and Japan, continues to advance, While the deiails of impletmentati.in and actual
levels ot signature i eduction achieved continue to bt; highly classified, the general principles
behind much of Stealth technology are becoming well understood.

Ongoing research and development in th,. following areas indicate a potential
capability to contribute to mneeting the challenges and goals identified:

* Improved modeling and measurement of broadband scattering
characteristics of complex shapes.

* Structural radar-absorbing material (RAM) componenits and
ferrite/polymer composites.

a 11, signature reduction (including propellants and plume).

* Acoustic signature reduction in m-arine platforms and techniq tis for
Liynaic balancing of complex rotating rnachinerp/.

* Helicopter acoustic signature reduction.

The table on the following page provides a summari overview of foreign capability in
these aspects of the technology.

The United States is the leader in developing low-signature propella~itS and has
international formal daia exchaage agreements. T1he Services are attemptin~g to reduce the
visible, infrared, ultraviolet, and radar signatures of tactical missile motors. A four-powers
agreement exists between the United States, the UK. the FRG, and France to develop
high-cenergy, low-sensitivity, low-signature propeiia it-.chinuiogy.

The , United Stat(.s relies upon scv- -al c')unaries for certain rock.-t propellant
ingredients and other propellant developmei' 'ctivities. However, the United States does not
rely substantially uipon othizfs for research, manupower, or ro.anufactu rillfg processes related to
low observability. While cooperative arrangemnents exist externally, tbe United Stzaes r.tains
the capabilities to move ahead in this area.

Classific~tion restricts access by foreign ;vuntries to information related to signature
control. Gener-ic RAM, however, are -Available to foreign ente rprises In fact, one of the
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iargest RALM manufacturers in this Country is foreign owned. One of the enhai ced materials
developed initially by the parent company is reported to have good broadband electrical
properties and may be a candidate for use on a future European fighter aircraft.

A prom sng area for coperative research is the tailoring of composite materials to attain
specific radio frequency characteristics, such as Japw is technolojW in conventional carbon fiber
reinforced and advanced ceramics and promising research in Israel on techniques using carbon
fiber.
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ISummary Comparison - SlpatrTz Contral

S l ted Elmnta USSR NATO A Otlws

aueId eof br and scat- - -3I I E:E4aL
tarina C'a ,ftUtics of coM-
plex s"Ipes

-_s. S= al liM co rr onets.

IR signature reductow, v(plpe

lares aNdplra

Acoustic sigatue redtuction in
matrna platform Plus, tech- I El.EDE
niques ltr dynamic baVipdng, Israel
Of complex rotating niachiyne . .... _O-_"

Hellcopter acoustic -- ri I IJ]
signature reduction

a The overall evaluation Is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology in the natlon (or nations) considered,

LEGEND:

Posfion of other countries relative to the United States:

broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contlibullons

moderate technical capability with possible leadership In some nichas of technology;
allies capable of Important contributions

L] generally lagging; al'les may be capable of contributing In selected areas

'-" lagging In all important aspects; all!es unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or Important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blockr):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a fatl[ rate than the Unitcd States

0 Foreign capability tncreasng at a QIMM rate to the United States

" Foreign capability Increasing at a aIQ)W rate tran the United States
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2. Exchange Agreements

Because of the high level of classification, few specific agreements could be identified
for this area.
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WEAPON SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Due to the increasing sensitivity of each generation of weapon system sensors, DoD
systems and tactical operatious are* increasingly influenced by natural environmental
conditions (e.g., weather, seasons, terrain). The limitations and potential leverage of
environmental factors must be clearly understood to increase existing system capabilities and
performance and to optimize Lhe design of new systeins. Specific technologcal elements
include wide area and high-resolution remote sensors, data acquisition systems, analysis and
predictive numerical codes, tactical environmental data processing, and decision aids
developed from environment-system effects analyses.

Weapon system environment technology diffeis from other critical technologies in
that it does not develop specific hardware. It is included because it is critical in te selection,
development, and operation of superior weapon systems, for such missions as anti-submarine
warfare (ASW), battlefield surveillance, and communications.

Technology Sets in Weapon System Environment

*a Ocean characterization and prediction

,0 Environmental characterization and prediction for ho-cal target area conditions
* UIrget environment analysis and scene characterization

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

The weapon system environment will become more crucial due to three facto) S:
* The next conflict may not be one of attrition; success of the first

engagement may be critical to the outcome.
_ Countering quiet submarines and low-signature aircraft and

missiles demands fine-grained environmental data.
* Low-intensity conflicts increase the need for real-time

environmental data.

Simulations have indicated that by using proper environmental data, the theoretical
probability of acoustic detection of submarines can be increased by 30 to 40 percent; the
range of the first dezection extended by 20 to 80 percent; and the duration for which a contact
is held lengthened by 20 to 40 percent. Improvements of this magnitude are crucial to counter
adversary submarine quieting and regain the ASW advantage once enjoyed by US forces.

Current smart weapons (SW) systems have high false alarm rates when tested in a
variety of environmental conditions. Integration of comorehensive environmental knowledge
into the logic modules, design, and testing and evaluation of these systems can dramatically
reduce false alarms and increase their effectiveness.

Electro-matnetic fluctuations in the ionosphere degrade over-the-horizon (OTH)
radar range and azimuth performance, and can especially degrade the capability to detect
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low-observable targets at night. Modifying the ionosphere to create reegion s of enhanced
ionization may enhance overall radar performance, day and night; permit s',rvn"illance and
target acquisition at closer, possibly tactical, ranges; enable hih-resolution detection and
tracking of very small radar cross-section targets; and improve communications. Magnetic
ASW and ininehunting sensors, spaceborne systems, and communications performance are
also adversely affected by, ionospheric disturbances. The development of pedictive
ionospheric models will enhance OTH frequency management for maximum eafectiveness,
help protect spaceborne systems, and permit maximum effectiveness of magnetic sensor
systems.

Targeting and mis-iou planning, including the choice of weapons and tactics, depend
largely on the tactical environment in which they will be used. High-resolution weather
prediction techniques and algorithms known as electro-optical tactical decision aids
EOTDAs) are being developed to assess probable target signatures, background signatures,

and atmospheric effects. The prodicts available to the tactical commander will assist in
proper selection of weapons and tactics for the given target and the expected enrronmental
c ioditions.

Testing has shown that current imaging and detection systems are not optimized for
atmospheric conditions. Using knowledge of environmental effects, researchers have,
through selective filteribig, optimized the performance of infrared (IR) sensors to provide an
order of magnitude increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of currently fielded IR systems. In
addition, understanding the effects of atmospheric conditions on terrain propagation of
seismo-acoustic signals wi>' enhance the performance of ground-based seismo-acoustic
sensors for weapons targeting and passive battlefield surveillance. Knowledge of the nature
of ionospheric effects on satellite and ground-based radar sensors has also dramatically
increased our confidence in extrapolating to the extremes of a nuclear conflict.

2. Potential Benefits To The Industrial Base

The industrial base of the United States will enjoy a variety of benefits from research in
this areti. Examples include marine and atmospheric weather prediction for disaster warning,
opin ;ircaft and ship routing, and the use of knowledge of the sea for predicting optimal
fish ,11 loca'iions. Remote sensing of the environment will provide insights into crop
opumization. Improved remote detection and weather prediction capabilities will provide
advanced warning of danger over land areas and at sea. Improved coastal oceanographic and
meteorological knowledge will directly affect coastai and harbor construction designs. The
accurate prediction of coastal phenomena will benefit the coastal construction and recreation
industries as well as improving production of pollutant and oil spill dispersal.
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Goals and Payoffs - 'Mapon Sysiemx Envis'onmnt

oceanography * Predic: global and meassie ocean 9 actical support of employmen of
&CUFb~rlsurellinceassets and weapons

*Predict marginal ice zone moeret Improved %upport to search,rec,
behavior, ondA boundaries jand salvage operations

*Understand dependence of 1 Improve iocaflzation fot weapon
srneii-scale oceanopraphy on systems
larger-scale properties

Undlerwater Deecrib arnd predict acoustic *Passive range anid depth) localization
acoustics propagation Yri shallow and dieep crn-ubined with detection

* -ter environments * Broadband acouetic, signal
*Improve performance prediction of procescing to offset nanowbarid
bottom-mourited sensors quieting

*Mode! under-ice acoustic Interaction * Improved localization of tinder-ice
targets

9 Reduced false targets
Mleteorology # Accuratoly forecast global, regional, * Improved performance of suivelliance

and local weati-mr (7 to 10 days, 3 to and C3 systems (electro- -magnetic
5 days. and 24 hours, respectively) and electro-optical)

" Describe and predict atmospheric * Incorporation of real--time
boundary layer (surface to 1,000 rn) environmental effects Into battle
phenomena management and system operation

" Improve tropical cyclone foraesting a Tactical ship and aircraft routings,
-a Understand arnd mitigate reduced damage to ships and cargo,

environrnentulefct nwepn fuel savings, covert movement of
systems tetronwans forces

9 More effective weapons systems
development, deployment, and
decision aids for the operational

[Remote sensing * Provide real-time quantitative data a Rapid mapping of regions of Interest
worldwide * lmprc-ved initialization of prediction

* Supplement observing networks In models for forecasting
data-sparse and data--donled areas a Sensing capability overremote areas

* Provide boundary data on marginal * Tactcal support to batli
ice zoneC management and weapons

e Locate and Identify major ocean employment
features and weather systems * Enhiancement of weapon system

* Develop sensing techniques design and testing
extending environmental parameter
coverage

ionosptiere a Describe and predict ionospheric * Protection of space assets
disturbances and hazards * Enhance performance of

* Develop modifficatIon techniques over-the-horizon radar

________________________ la Enhance communlcati-j ns
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C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Ocean Characterization and Prediction

(1) Objectives

Ocean circulation and structure models, although progressing rapidly, are heavily
dependent on sparse surface and undersea data sources. High horizontal resolution, eddy
resolving ocean circulation models are being coupled to ocean basin and high-resolution,
mixed-layer models to resolve the ocean with sufficient detail for improved performance
prediction of acoustic ASW systems. Future improvements include the coupling of the
atmosphere with the ocean mixed layer through the addition of a marine boundary layer
model, which will include two--way feedback between the ocean and the atmosphere.
Acoustic tomography and other advanced in situ oceanographic measurements will help
provide real-time input for the predictive models and for developing a tactical oceanographic
data base. New techmiques in data acquisition from various sources and for Jata assimiiation
into the numerical models are required if the predictive systems are to perform acceptably.

Underwater acoustics drives much of the ocean m)deling effort with the objective of
supporting the successful development and use of ASW surveillance systems, ASW weapons
systems, and ASW countermeasures. Iechnology goals are directed to more effectively
detect, localize, and track high-perlormance threat submarines. Thrust areas of this
technology include active sensor systems, arctic systems, and seismic sensors.
Bottom-scattering and reverberation models are the primary acoustic propagation elements
of the active system, supporting both the battle &roup multi-static sonar system and the
low-frequency active acoustic system. Determination of hi h-resolution directional ocean
noise properties is essential to the performance of planned high-resolution active and passive
sonar svstems. New spatial and temporal statistical measures support the new acoustic system
develc pmcnt efforts as well as operations strategy. Remote snsing of oceanographic data is
essential to improve the extremely sparse data set and to improve models through process
oriented observations designed to elucidate processes not adequately modeled. Efforts will
focus on developing the concept of integrated synergistic systems for environmental
measurements wit, g.tbal coverage from space, air, surface, and underwater-based sensors.

(2) De% lopment Milestones
Large-scale ocean prediction capability

- North Atlantic Basin Model (FY 1992)

- Western Mediterranean Model (FY 1993)

- Air-Ice Coupled Model (FY 1995)

- Global Ocean Prediction Data-driven models (FY 1996)

- Marine Boundary Layer Coupling (FY 1997)

-. 'Tactical ocean area acoustic propagation models

- North Atlantic (FY 1992)

- Mixed layer (FY 1993)

- Shallow water (FY 1994)
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- Shipboard predictive capability (FY 1995)

- Analytic models for non-acoustic ASW technologies (FY 1997)
*, Ocean in situ and remote sensing capabilities

- Millimeter wave humidity sounder (FY 1993)

- Basin Temperature Measurement System (FY 1994)

- Microwave wind stress algorithms (FY 1994)

- Prototype Ocean Observation System Instruments (FY 1994)

- Millimeter wave imager/sounder (FY 1595)

- Multibeam altimeter measurements of ocean surface slope
vector (FY 1996)

- Integrated ocean observation system (FY 1998)

b. Environmental Characterization and Prediction for Local (Target) Area
Conditions

(1) Objectives

The physical processes governing mesoscale atmospheric (500 to 800 Ln) dynamics
are, in general, known well enough for the serious pursuit of predictive systems to support
tactical decisions regarding weapon systems employment. Recent modeling of atmospheric
processes at battlefield scales is demonstrating that computational power is nearly available,
that numerical techniques are improving rapidly, and that data requirements for the
predictive models may be achievable, High-resolution tactical atmospheric models will be
developed to integrate locally acquired battiefield data with regional or global data to
support the tactical commander with definitive 3- to 48-hour forecasts for weather
conditions in the tactical area of interest. High-resolution predictions for rainfall and
electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) propagation, for instance, will be coupled directly with
terrain models to generate mobility predictions for tactical planning and EO/IR target
signature and background predictions for weapons selection.

Current remote sersing efforts are focused on understanding the variation of
individual environmental parameters such as winds, temperature, and moisture; using active
sensors such as lidar and radar; and passive sensors such as infrared. Future efforts will focus
on developing the concept of integrated, synergistic systems for environmental
measurements with global coverage from both surface and space-based platforms. The use of
multiple sensors in weapon systems requires quantifiable knowledge of the limitations
imposed by environmental effects.

(2) Development Milestones

Battlefield scale environmental prediction capability

- Atinosphere. effects simulator (FY 1992)

- Muhisensor data fusion (FY 1993)

- Real time cloud forecasting (FY 1994)



- Automated six-hour tactical forecasting capability (FY 1995)

- Tactical forecasting system (FY 1997)

0 Remote sensing technology for atmospheric and terrain
specification

- Real timie. data retrieval (FY 1992)

- Multispectral temperature retrievals (FY 1993)

- Stand-off fluorescent lidar remote detection (FY 1993)

- Multispectral cloud specification (FY 1994)

- Passive/covert vertical wind suns,r (FY 1995)

- Multispectral humidity sounder (FY 1996)

- Space lidar experiment (FY 1997)

- Automated atmospheric profiler for Artillery Met (FY 1997)

* Ionospheric specification for enhanced surveillance

- Semi-empirical specification model (FY 1992)

- Ionospheric heater initial operations (FY 1993)

- Ionospheric storm specification capability (FY 1994)

- Demonstrate UV ionospheric mapper (FY 1995)

- Ionospheric-neutral coupling model (FY 1996)

c. Target Environment Analysis and Scene Generation

(1) Objectives

Measuring and modeling the dynamic electro-magnetic (EM) and seismic/ acoustic
character of terrain and the atmospheric boundary layer are leading to realistically simulated
evaluations of conceptual and pototype smart weapon/automatic target recognition
(SW/ATR) systems. Simulatiun allows early consideration of a variety of operational
conditions in weapon design as well as optimization of test and evaluation efforts and the
translation of sparse test data to a variety of other conditions and scenarios. The Balanced
'Ibchnology Initiative (BTI) program on smart weapons operability enhancement is the
integrating force for DoD technology base efforts to consider systematic incorporation of the
environment into the research, development, test, and evaluation process for SW/ATR
devices. Ie SDIO program is conducting measurements of target backgrounds for a number
of strategic scenarios.

(2) Developmcat Milestones

-* Strategic scene generation technology

- SDI Target background measurements (FY 1991)

- SDI Strategic scene generator (FY 1992)
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- Midcourme background specification (FY 1995)

- Celestial IR backgirounds3 (FY 1996)

- SDI background clutter scene generator (FY 1997)
0ikctical, senewgneiration techno~ogy

-Environment-systems performance interactions (FN 1991)

- IR scene codes (FY 1992)

- Millimeter wave scene codes (FY 1993)

Interactive scene visualization models of battlefield
atmospheres (FY 1994)

- Multisensor scene generation (FY 1995)

- ATR scene metrics specification (FY 1997)
* Eleetro-optical/IR/millimeter wave propagation codes

- MODTRAN code (FY 1991)

- Optical turbulence compensation (FY 19912)

- LOWTRAN maritime aerosol model (FY 1993)

- Forecasting capability of atmospheric structure effects
(FY 1997)

2. Technology Objectives

1. Technology Objectives - Weapon System Environment

Application By 1997 -By 2002 By 2007

Oceaograh~c* Gloa rdcin of ocean 9 Basin-scale eddy-rosoMng aGloba, ocea peIcton and
spcfcto ndu wlcllnoean specification and acutcurilne

predito fo 00U~i * Regional predIctions of mixed aousIJtic prediction
propagation ak

4 Range dependent 3-D acoustic
modiels with emphasis on
broadband low-frequency
propagation

Environmental 0 Automated tactca forecast * 24-hour high-resolution *Enhanced low observable
specification and capability battlefid lorecast capability detection
prediction for 10051 o Muffispectral remnote sensing * Enihsoced 0TH surveillance & 48-72 hour battlefield(target) area onditions systems cap& fity envionment prediction

* loriospherio-neutral coupling
model

T"envimnmsrrt * St&tegio scene generator to * Strategic system 0 Autonous systemu
arasadsee include bwAground clutter applcations packages design critefta

specification * ATR scene metrics speciflicatio * ATR DT&F/mtisslon plarning * Integrated millametr wave
e A'- -,:spheric structre effects via envromenay driven scene gefliwatimi

reoaicton capabiity syntetic scene generation
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3. Resoarces

Total S&T funding10 for this critical technology is given in the table below.

Funding - Weapon Systems Environment ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

929 232 238 246 249 252 'm

4. Utilizing the Technology

This critical technology relates to virtually all aspects of DoD investment strategy in
that all weapon systems and military operations depend on the environment in which they
operate. This fact has been demonstrwated repeatedly in systems development and in the
adverse effects suffered by fielded systems inadequately designed for the tactical
environment.

Major programs utilizing oceanographic data include
* ASW environmental acoustic support program for providing

improved operational and design data for long- and short-range
acoustic surveillance systems;

* Acoustic performance prediction prograrm using ocean forecast
models to improve fleet ASW acoustic prediction capabilities;

* Air-ocean prediction program for providing improved data for
weather forecasting at sea by incorporating air-sea interactions;

* Fleet air-ocean equipment program directed toward improved data
collection and dissemination equipment; and

0 Tactical environmental support ,Vstem program for upgrading
single-station forecast capabilities by improved fusion of local data
with forecast model inputs from central facilities.

Major developmental Navy ASW systems supported by these efforts include the
high-gain sonar array and the low-frequency active sonar programs.

Major programs utilizing atmospheric, space, and terrain data include the suite of
SW/ATR devices being developed in the Army and Air Force (a nearly $100 million
near-term investmeut) and the Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) Phase I systems.
Devices such as the search and destroy armor (SADARM) munition, wide-area mines
(WAM), and sensor-fuzed weapons (SFW) demand critical knowledge of the environment to
be effective, as has been demonstrated in recent tests. Consideration of the environment early
in the design stages and the ability to optimize and translate test results are critical to attaining
multi-sensor fusion and autonomous decision-making capabilities.

The tactical employment of JOINT STARS is directly affected by environmental
events. JOINT STARS requires theater-scale forecasts of precipitation intensity and duration
-°Funding is derived from progrm-s in the DoD budget. Mos! programs involve several technologies. It

therefore becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. The funding
presnted here and throughout this report, for each critical tec:no!ogy, is of the right order of magnitude
but is not to be constred as a precise budgetary quantity.
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in target areas and forecasts of atmospheric refraction for anomalous propagation. 'factical
batlefield forecasts for JOINT STARS are critical for successful management of offensive
and defensive forces because precipitation can reduce signal-to-noise ratios below
acceptane limits and interrupt s.tellie communications links, High-resolution forecasts of
precipiration events permits real--time truaiagement of system resources and capabilities to
minimize the effects of weather.

The Army is developing tactical weather system concepts to support the battlefield
commander with spedal forecasts and decision aids for tactical planning operations and
weapons selection. When available, battlefield scale models for 3- to 48-hour forecasts will
be integrated to provide the accuracy necessary for detailed next-day planning. The system
will be located at differcnt echelons of command and operated by Air Force weather officers
and teams.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES
The domestic industrial and mare "acturing base for weapon system environments is

made up of subsidiaries and small divisions of larger diversified co~rporations, small
companies, partnerships, and individual consultants. Estimates place this total industry at
about 1,000 small groups (excluding universities) of scientists and technologists working on
today's defense and commercial environmental problems. The supporting domestic
industrial and manufacturing base includes the operational environmental forecasting
industry, instrument design manufacturers, and specialized testing and fabrication facilities.
Operational forecasting members are typically ocean transportation companies interested in
qptimum track ship routing; airlines interestedin optimum path aircraft routing; off-shore oil
platform operations; and local area or city forecasting firms which provide city managers with
predictions of local weather patterrns. The field of instrument design and manufacturing
includes commercial enterprises which provide equipment for data telemetry, storage and
processing: electronic profilers and vertical atmospheric sampling equipment; and
instrumentation to measure ocean temperature, color, acoustics, tides, and depth.
Specialized testing or fabrication facilities are provided by a small group of firms
manufacturing controlled pressure test vehicles, altitude simulation test chambers, and
in-tank sea-ice dynamics testing facilities.

Weapon system environment technology relies on the hataware and software
manufacturing segments that address computationally complex prolems. The continued
health of the US computer industr, is particularly important. Future. mihi;ary capabilities
based on this technology will require a significant number of advanced, high capability
computing systems, many of which must be hardened to withstaid operational conditions.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has the primary responsibility
for observation and dissemination of weather data and forecasts in the United States. This
agency also sponsors a prototype regional observing and forecasting system (PROFS), v, hich
is attempting to address processes on battlefield scales. Research into atmospheric and
oceanographic processes is also conducted under sponsorship of NASA, the Department of
Energy, the Environmeintal Protection Agency, the National Science Foundation (NSF), and
the Department of Agp iculture (Forest Service). These agencies use in-house and contracted
capabilities to achieve their research objectives. NASA and NSF both sponsor research in
oceanography followed NASA's remotez sensing efforts are followed closely by DoD.

NIST has been responsible for developing environmental prediction, scene models.
The model for control architectu[e has been adopted by NASA, Bureau of Mines, and other
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governmental a,.ncies inclading DoD branches. It is unique in that the environment is
explJicitly contai-d in a major module called "world model."World Model connects sensory
systemns to the corrol/actuator systems of autonomious Vystems, often vehicies. This imodel is
constantly updated in real drme by sensors, espcially tose using machine vision. Current
work focuses on image flow as a nme-ans of finding range by passive non-detectable manner.

The NSF supports a number of programs on the remnote sensing of atraospheric
parameters, focusing on aircraft-based and ground-based measurements. Aircraft
measurements include lidar and a variety of cloud micro-physical measurement systems.
(iround-based systems emp.hasize radars and liclars. These observaLc.-.ai systems focus on
physical processes and are not directed at obtainiug the required input daia for theater-scale
prediction models. NSF's basic research programn n mnesoscfle meteorology focuses on
improving the theoretical and numerical (descriptive) models of mesoscale phenomena,
developing new instrumentation, supporting field experiments to gather special research data
sets, and uzsing the data in diagnostic studies of mesoscale phenomnena. In those regards, NSF
encourages developing and using iesoscale numerical prediction models as tools to aid in the
development of improved understauding of phenomena andc co-mpiex processes on the
mesoscale. Whiile NSF does not support research in weather prediction per se, support for
understanding and m-easuring mesoscale atmnospheric processes, dpiamics, and numericalmethods can contribute to improved NWP models developed by otheb gnissc sDD

2. R&D in the Private Sector
Industty R&D is very limited and piimarily related to construction practices and

pollution control. It is particularly noteworthy that the ocean and atmospheric technology
base in the Unite~d States is crucially dependent on federal investmrent. Available data

indicate the !R&D investreo tin gophysics is less than 5 percent of the Air Force investment,while IR&.D investment in electronics is 500 percent of the Air Force's. The limited industrial
R&D is a primary reason that enviionmental R&D is a critical technolog for DoD.

The Services pursue this technology under the University Research Initiative and
Small Business Innovative Research (SBIP) programs and will continue tooso. The military
environment has not been the subject of major IR&D investment because it is not a capability'
conmonly found in US industrial firms.

University iesearch efforts, closely anaio ous to NSF-sponsored research, also
contributes to this iechnolog"y area through efforts in studying w-eather forecasting,
climiatolgina eicpyis eelogo, and other atmospheric, oceanographic.
space-, and geelogical research.

E. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Technology Base and Industrial Base
Because of iiiternational cooperation in oceanogr-iphy and meteorology, there is a

high lev--l of international activity and capability directly relating to Important mnilitaiy
applications. These efforts all contribute to our understanding of and ability to miodel
complex tactical conditions and scene dnaimics.

Cigoing research and development .the followins, areas indicate a potential
capability to contribute to nieeting the challenges and goals identified:

a Undersea acoustic research, especially that correlated with
bathymetry data

* Accurate predictions of localized weather conditions



* Effective integration of remote sensing data

0 Improved modeling and simulation of scene dynamics.

The table on the following page kovde a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations in the key areas of tis technology.

The SoViet Union is most capable in some areas of the weapon-target environment
(e.g., the t0heoretical and mathematical aspems of underwater acoustics. The United States
and its NATO partners lead in the tactica lem -ploym ent o! envirornental products due to a
technological lead in high-technology computers and reintd software and hardware.

DoD capabilities in weatber forecasting exceed those of the Soviet Union for most of
the $Iotie. For example, U.S. tropical cyclone forecasting capabilities far exceed those of the
Soviet Union. However, in the Arctic, a more significant region tactically, Soviet knowledge
of weather exceeds16 that of the United States becausf: of yma er experence, better facilities
(such as ice-breaking research ships), and a broader resia. '- ase.

It is generally acceptod that the European CemL Medium-Range Weather
Forecasting is thefianest facility in the wc!IJ for producing higi 4y reliable and accurate 3- to
5.-day weather forecasts. However, sub-g-it -,cale phenomena 4fld suibtle changes in
atmospheric fields critical to 3- to 48-hour forecasting, especially over the oceanis where data
is scarc-e, coritinue to prove troublesome even for this facility.

Agreemnents with NATO and other Weitern nations are commorn in environmental
research. The global nature of the atmosphere and the oceans makes such cooperation
cOmfortable and obvious. An example of an eisting agreement involves woi.k with the
Germans on the interpretation of synthetic aperture radar signals from the sea surface.
NATO supports a major laboratory at LaSpezia, lialy. which is directed toward understanding
the ocean sciences and their effect on ASW Recent studies have stressed shallow water ASW
as a high priority for our NATO allies. The Army has a data exchange agreement With Canada
on atmospheric effects, and is participating with other NATO countries in a major field
evaluation of EQ/IR sensors under a variety of atmospheric conditions.

With increasing reliance on satellite-based remote sensing, technologies for improved
collection and integration will advance and proliferaie. Increasing interest has been noted on
the part of such countries as Japan, China, India, and Brazil to deploy and operaol.e their own
remote sensing satellitesz. These are generally lower resolutioia (100 + meter) multi-spectral
sy.stems that fall below the 1 0-meter resolution of the French SPOT systzm. They represent a
significant advance in capability for these nations. Japan, in particular, has plans to develop
and deploy a number of satellites for both ocean and land observation. One, scheduled for
launch in 1992, is to carry a high resolution (18-meter) all-weather radar and stereoscopic
niulti- -spectral optical sensors (visible and infrared).

2. Exchange Agreements

There is a moderate level of exchange activity in thc area of oceanography, weather,
and atmospherics. Severa! NATO Research Study Groups (RSGs) of the Defence Research
Group (DRG) (especiaily the RSG or~ Optics and Infrared Technologies and the RSG on
Maritime Remote Sensing) provide a potential mechanism for exchanges of fundamental
scientific information in underlying areas of interest.

The Technology Cooperation Program (1TCP) provides a vehicle for a range of
applicable exchange relating to both undersea systems and atmospheric propagation.



SummADary Comiparison - Wepo Systmz Eavireument

Selectedi Elents USSR NATO Allies JApan OlhWas

Undersa acoustic rewch,
especially tial corrlated wthf E 0 EI 0C) E
pathyMetry data

Accitr% predictions of
localized weather conditions E E E l

Effective irtegration of f emote
sensing data DE l [: E

Various natlons

imfpwoed mv-silng and
simulation of scene dynamlos

Overalia [ ]-E l 0[1[T
Various n~lons

A The overall ovaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
1stading of tM technology In the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countiles relative to the United States:

[]][] broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contribuitions
moderate technical capability with possible leaciarship In some niches of technology;
allies capable of Imnportant contibutions
generally logging: allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

II] lagging In all Importan'. aspects; allies unhikety to contribuiu prior to 2000

Trend indicators -where significant ci Important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a 11gff rate than the United Slates

o Foreign capability increasing at a DJiiI~r rate to the United States

- Foreign capability increasng at a Wgm rate than the United States



The Services have a number of exchtnges, in NATO and with a few other friendly
rutions, in areas of specific interest. Among the areas represented by these exchanges are
oceanography, undersea acoustic and atmospheric effects on IR sensors and propaation.
Programs with France and the UK are focusing on the effects of atmospheric electricity and
electro-magnetic effects on aircraft.

The tnchanges in characterization of the atmosphere in selected regions of the
spectrum support key tactical weapons, strategic defense, and wide-area surveillance and
intelligence. Different aspects of basic atmospheric physics and sensor performance are
covered under Air Force, -rCP, and NATO IYRG exchanges.

A number of agreements in the area of applied oceanoahc and undersea acoustic
research exist; however, because of the relationship to AS , ese tend to be classified
programs and restricted to NATO allies except in cases where there is a clear quid pro quo.
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12. DATA FUSION

4. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Dramatic advances in data processing technology have enabled significant advances in
command, control, communications, and intelligence (C31) and battle management during
the past 20 years. Data processing technology has advanced to the point where many functions
previously performed by military operators and intelligence analysts can be performed
effectively by data processing systems. The increasing cor iplexity and speed of warfare, when
combined with rapid advances in computer and commumcations technologies, are forcing a
more effective integration of multiple sensors and diverse sources of information. Data fusion
is the process of associating, correlating, and combining data and information from multiple
sensors and sources to achieve refined position and identity estimation and complete timely
assessment of situations and threats and their significarice. Underlying technology
development areas include collecting and modeling target and environment signatures,
algorithms, probability and statistics, spatial/temporal reasoning, decision-aiding cognitive
sciences, parallel processing, simulation, testing, and verification, heterogeneous systems
integration and multi-level security processing capabilities.

Ttclmology Sets in Data Fusion

" Theoretical fcundations

" Algorithm and model development

* Data and knowledge base for fusion processing
" Development of reasoning systems
o Applications

Data fusion technology includes data processing techniques for a wide range of
military applications from sensor cueing to cockpit display integration. It involves ".cquiring,
transferring, integrating, filtering, correlating, and synthesizing useful data from diverse
sources for the purposes of situation/environment assessment, planning, detecting, verifying,
diagnosing problems, command and control of operating forces, aiding tactical and strategic
decisions, and improving system/sensor performance and utility. In addition to military
applications, high-speed, low-cost, reliable techniques for data fusion are increasingly
applied to automated manufacturing. Also, developments in improved testing and
verification methods and heterogeneous systems/sensors integration should find important
commercial applications.

Data fusion is an integral paz t of all military systems from simple weapons to the most
complicated large-scale information processing systems. It is essential that the military
establishment develop a better understanding of the process of data fusion and a better set of
tools to incorporate data fusion in emerging systems.

Data fusion is deceptively simple in concept but enormously complex in practice.
Fusion deals with the management of uncertainties amociated with data and knowledge.
Appropriate mechanisms to deal with uncertainties in support of decision processes must
consider not only data and source specifics but the environment under which observations are
made and the context in which decisions may be applied. Data fusion technology is required
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to achieve the information gains expected from employment of multiple sensormsources.
Proper application of such techn6iogy mitigate sensor and communication overloads in
mcde, n systems and can contribute to improved operational utility.

Specific benefits attributed to data fusion include:
0 Identif4ing the important targets

0 Managing data glut
* Promoting communications viability

0 Creating and maintaining a consistent operational picture.

In addition, data fusion complements other technologies in providing:

* Robust operational performance

* Extended spatial estimating and coverage
* Extended temporal estimates and coverage

0 hicreased confidence/reduced ambiguity
0 Improved detection/identification

* Improved system reliability.

Data fusion technology will impact the following areas:
C3 systems improvements: Data fusion provides the basis for
information processing and sensor management which is important
to surveillance activities, advanced "smart" and "brilliant" weapon
systems, and the design of advanced computer-supported
military/political commaind centers. Data fusion fulfills essential
processing and coordinating roles within multi-source,
multi-platform, and multi-user systems. Application of data fusion
implies assured connectivity betveen system element, and fusion
center, timely conmunications, distributed data bases, and
extensive interoperability.
Spatial/temporal data base systems: Improved data base systems are
required to manage large data/knowledge bases that avoid the
combinatorial search space sire often necessary to extract relevant
data using conventicnal approaches. Applicable technologies
include data base design and strcture, new and efficient search and
retrieval mechanisms, and distributed multi-media data base
management. Rapid display in user-friendly flexible formats are
important issues for decision support. Intelligent data base shells
offer higher level, more abstract data base interaction and speed up
application development.

* System integration and product use: Estimating sensor outputs,
communications network capacity, transit times, user query traffic,
and the effects of the system's products on its own operation implies
strong design and management authority over both services and
functional communities. This degree of control in complex
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technology development programs does not yet esist. A user's
access to data fusion products presents alternatives that could
significantly affect the performance of the data fusion sytem itself.
Because some user's may wish to ignore, exploit, deceive, jani, or
destroy enemy systems that the data fusion system is using as ritical
inputs, it is critical to develop mechanisms for adjudicating conflicts
in use of data fusion products before the system becomes
operational.

e Reasoning systems for situation and threat assessment: Automated
interpretation of data and information products are needed that
consider the operational situation and decision objectives. Proper
interpretation of data inputs and data driven products (e.g., target
tracks and identities) to support stuation and threat assessment for
military commanders, requir rereasoning about data in a larger
context which includes doctrine (red and blue), environment,
topology, and other considerations, Reasoning systems are essential
to make judgements about data adequacy, deception and
countermeasures, and data collection optimization. Developmental
issues include (1) how much automated decision support is useful,
(2) technologies which exploit models of human cognitive processes,
(3) reasoning about trends to support resource ocation, and (4)
guidance for physical design requirements of operator-machine
interfaces.

B. PAYOFF

I. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

Data fusion technology offers significant opportunities for advanced battle
management and C31 systems. Future combat operations will be faster and more lethal than
ip the past. Commanders will have considerably less time to make decisions and much more
data on which to base those decisions Commanders' decisions will have more significant and
far-reaching consequences than in the past. Without some form of automated data fusion,
rnilitary leaders may be overwhelmed by data that could contribute to errors in judgment or
delay 6f decisions and lead to catastrophic results.

The demand for data fusion capabilities has reached a critical level because of a
number of operational technological and threat-related developments. The evolution of U.S.
operational doctrine emphasizing deep attack and interdiction capabilities also c'reates a
demand for information describing the location, movement, and intentions of targets that
exceeds the performance level of conventional sensors currently in use. Present autonomous
weapons, developed to execute deep-strike missions use programmed instructions to guide
them to the target. FO"ure combat vehicles, vessels, and aircraft will be designed to exhibit
very low signatures to radio frequency and infrared (IR) sensors. To preserve this low
observability, they will rely on passive sensors and information received from remote sources.
Fusion of these inputs is an essential step in the development of the situational awareness
required for survival and effective operation.

Data fusion techniques are essential to counter adversary use of stealth technology
(e.g., acoustic quieting, low radar cross sections, low IR signature) and to aid in wide-area
target surveillance during combat. Data fusion is particularly important for global or
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large-area surveillance and targeting. It will assist theater and lower echelon commanders in
wide-area surveillance from space as well as undersea, predicting environmental conditions,
and managing distributed assets (e.g., ECM and ECCM). Data fusion will also assist
operators such as Advanced Tactical Fighter pilots in their future "super cockpit" or
helicopter pilots with their nap-of-the-earth navigation. These passive sensors will need to
be multispectral with radar sensors via cueing to provide real-tine surveillance capability.

Future military operations will include low intensity conflicts, special opezations, and
counter narcotics activities. In-support of law enforcement to counter narcotics activities, data
fusion is required to integrate sensor and intelligence data in order to perform detection,
monitoring, and reporting of illegal activities. In combat, fusion provides the coordination
necessary to support command and control of distributed forces (often multi-service or
multi--national) by creating and maintaining a consistent tactical picture, essential for the
direction of all participants. Data fusion techniques are important in aggregating necessary
data concerning hostile forces and operating arenas, and in distributing the data in consistent,
usable formats to combat commanders. These requirements must be met efficiently, often
with little warning or preparation time. Coupled with sophisticated data bases, data fusion
will provide the automation necessary to support assessment of new situations and threats,
and to provide tactical planning alternatives and advisory data. Such tools are essential where
knwoledge of terrain and enemy force capabilities is limited.

2. Potential Benefits to industrial base

High-speed, low-cost, reliable techniques for data fusion are of growing importance
to automated manufacturing, in the defense and commercial sectors. Real-time process
control, sensor-directed cells and workstations, and robot and effector manipulation are
three examples of manufacturing initiatives aimed at making products faster and with higher
quality, which will require advances in data fusion technology. Other areas that e aid prove to
be of substantial benefit to the commercial sector include heterogeneous systems and
network integration aimed at developing distributed operating systems and multi-level
secure networks, allowing the interchange of processing between disparate processors, (e.g.,
when equipment made by unrelated companies must interface). Multi-level security
technology is highly applicable to commercial industry which needs to securely control access
to sensitive corporate information and trade secrets. Data fusion offers significant new
possibilities for security systems and unauthorized entry control. The fusion of information
trom various sources (passive ESM, IR, acoustic, motion detectors, fire and water detectors)
can portray a home or business protected from intrusion or fire. Another area that shows
great commercial promise is development of spatial/temporal data base management
structures for industrial and financial applications. This technology could reduce search
times, computational loads, and sofWrare coding requirements.

DoD data fusion applications requiring development of sophisticated distributed
database systems is appropriate for civil s-ctor: urban planning; resource management;
pollution monitoring and analysis; and climate, crop, and geological analysis, supporting
efficient information sharing among diverse agencies and organizations. The development of
intelligent data base shells will simplify and reduce the development time of application
software by supporting, higher level interaction with the data base system.
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C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Theoretical Foundations

(1) Objective

Develop a unifying theory of data fusion, including canonical forras for data fusion
processes and consistent mathematical bases for future technological development. This area
also addresses the requirement to properly categorize data fusion techniques i. terms of their
problem domains and silution potentials, and to understand the underlying processes in
generic terms and with respect to specified metrics.

(2) Development Milestones

* 1992 - Process functional decomposition

~ 1993 - Establish canonical forms for fusion process

* 1993 - Deterministic, probabilistic, fuzzy inferencing
* 1994 - Theory of plans, plan recognition

* 1996 - Theory of plan development

* 1997 - Conditional event algebra

b. Algorithm and Model Development

(1) Objectives -

Develop simulation, correlation and assessment techniques, and metrics.

A robust environment for measuring multi-sensor, multi-platform, muiti-user
interactions must be developed. In order to evolve a consistent set of engineering gidelines
for applying and evaluating data fusion theory and techniques, The complcx spatial,
temporal, and contextual processs which are the heart of the data fusion algorithms require
laboratory environments for development and field environments for evaluation and testing.
Simulations and testbeds for relating the dependence of data fusion metrics to sensor/source
capabilities, doctrinal and environmental knowledge, and decision support requirements are
needed.

Some laboratory and limited operational applications of multi-sensor and
multi-source trackers relying primarily on kinematic data are available for military
commanders to estimate target activity. Additional development in this area is essential to
help decisioninakers absorb more diverse data from an increasing number of sources. The
potential exists for automatic correlation and assessment of a variety of data, including target
classification attributes, intermediate trace products for rapid assessment, contextual
information fot background understanding, and system control derived fron fused product
consistency with mission objectives in a knowledge-based system.

Current algorithm asssmnrt techniques are application specific and are not
supportive of rapid, consistent development of technology required for a broad s[.,' -rum of
DoD systems. This area emphasizes comparative analyses of competing .rocesses,
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identification of common (application independent) metrics, and their relationship to

significant engineering and operational measures (MOPs and MOEs).

(2) Development Milestones

* 1991 - Multi-sensor target classification

* 1992 - Experimental use of tactical Fusion 1iUstbed

* 1992 - rest of correlation functions
! .993 - Knowledge-based shell for correlation

* 1994 - Testbed with parallel computer architecture
* 1994 - Test of nondeterministic processes

* 1995 - Sensor management and control

c. Data and Knowledge Bases for Fusion Processing

(1) Objectives

Underlying the data fusion problem is the need to relate observations from sensors to
representations of the battle space. All DoD systems integrate a broad range of sensor/source
data with doctrinal and contextual data all of which must be user-friendly to all levels of the
command structure. This area addresses development of more efficient data base design and
structure, new and efficient search and retrieval mechanisms, and distributed muiti- -media
data base management.

Spatial/temporal data bases and domain knowledge bases support the processes of
correlation and assessment. To support human analysts, a data base must support rapid search
and display in easily accessed formats and must have content which is accurate and
reasonable. Emphasis is on human computer interaction (HCI) and techniques to ensure data
base integrity and consistency between multiple users and processes. This includes the need
for synchronous, muiti-sensor test data, referenced to ground truth, which is representative of
differing operational environments. As data bases grow larger, advanced optical media and
holographic techniques will be required to achieve higher density storage and quicker~retrieva ,

(2) Development Milestones
* 1991 - Multisensor surveillance data (air)
* 1992 - Hybrid spatial data base management system (front end)

* 1993 - Multisensor surveillance data (surface)
* 1994 - Hybrid spatial, object oriented data base management

systcm.

d. Development of Reasoning Systems

(1) Objectives

Proper interpretation of data inputs requires reasoning about data in the larger
context of doctrine (red and blue), environment, topology, ano related isues. There is a need
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to exploit models of human reasoniq and for automated interpretation of data and
information products considering operationd contexts and mission objectives. The evolution
of automated correlation and reasoning systems dealing with data and contextual information
opens new possibilities for partitioning functions betmen human ad machine. This area
addresses the degree and type of automated decision support to be provided by data uasion
systems for both operational and developmental purposes. Reasoning systems must reason
about data trends, hostile intentions, and mission objectives in order to optimize data
collection and resource allocation while dealing with ambiguous data.

(Z) Development Milestones

& 1993 - Computational geometry for spatial reasoning
Real time resource allocation

* 1993 - Neural nets for situation assessment
* 1995 - Multi-hypothesis reasoning

Automated template authoring
0 1996 - Sensor parameter control

0 1997 - Spatial/temporal reasoning system.

e. Applications

(1) Objectives

Demonstrate practical systems employing automated data fusion.

(2) Development Milestones

a 1992 - ransition submarine contact management algorithms to
systems

* 1993 - Demonstrate ASW workstation using acoustic and
nonacoustic sensors

* 1994 - Demonstrate EW effectiveness monitoring and control
Demonstrate multisensor EW
Demonstrate ASW acoustic data fusion processes

* 1995 - At-sea demonstration of fusion of on- and off-land sensor
data

Demonstrate multi-platform air-to-air sensor fusion *

Evaluate ship classification techniques using multisensor
inputs

F. AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION

1. Objectives

Use automatic target recognition (AIR) techniques to reduce the information
overload flowing from an integrated command and control function that exploits data from a
variety of sensors and sources.
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Model-based ATR systems exist in the laboratory, but much more work is needed to
build reliable operational systems. There are four major components to AtR research that
need to be advanced to realize the objective of reliable, robust operational AIR qstems:
theoretical framework fer ATR, paralleling that for data fusion is vital; continued
improvement of algorithms to exploit improvements in the performance and variety of sensor
systems and in the capabilities of modern digital processing equpment; more sophisticated
algorithm development and evaluation testbeds to address the diversity of taget signatures
and background clutter against which they must be deiected and recognized; and improved
parallel software, languages, and operating systems, to permit the real-time implementation
of sophisticated, model-based ATR algorithms.

2. Development Milestones
* 1991 - Develop model-based ATR algorithms for multi-sensor

(e.g., laser radar range and intensity imagery) data.
* 1992 - Develop model-based ATR algorithms for polarimetric

millimeter wave sytthetic aperture radar imagery.

* 1993 - Combine sensor data with map data to improve recognition
performance and develop initial situation assessment capability.

* 1994- Fuse data form multiple platforms for target recognition and
assessment of changes in situations.

* 1995 - Demonstrate real-time ATR function in airborne testbed.
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2. Ttchnology Objectives

Technology Objeetives - Data F~sioin

Technical Area_ By 1997 By 2002 By 2007

Theoretical * Functional decomposi- a Condlional event alge-*Avne
Fouidations tion bra algorithrm research

Unlfled miodel:' meatch- -- neuralIng of solutions to prob--. biological
lems

Algorittim and Model * Real-time fuson of * Atomated sensor man- c Automnated sensor pa-
Development track, ID. and weapon agement rameter Control

conltrol * Real-time distributed fu- *Situation
a Real-time fusion of dis- sion for track and ID stir- assessment mipposted

tributed surveillance vellance bytrack and IDfusionus-
sensor Resource allocation to Ing Mranic and non-or-

* Mufti-national data fu- counter low observables 9WlC sens&ors
sion and jamming
dermonstrationi 6 Multi-spectrai/mulil-

mode
sensor

#Integrated signal 0' lec-
tion,
processing,
and control

Data and a Spatialltempoiral DBMS # Distributed asset - ori- aAdvanced storage me-
Knowledge Bases * Multi-ftensor ented DBI's dia

survaiiice data e Domain Knowledge for - 3D holographic
-- salece platform,-based expert memory

applications sysierns -- oter optical

- - -t -- multi-media
Reasoning * Real-time advisory sys- Plan recognition capa- * Plan rediction
Systems tern using multliple sen- bility using mufltpie capa. liltysors sour'ces * Plan supervision and re-

* Automated message fil- Spatial/temporal rea- planning support
tering soning systems *Autlomated situation and

* Automated template au- fftheat assessment
thoring system Ij
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3,. iResurces

Ibal S&T funding"' for this critical tecl- ology is shown in the table below,.

Funding - Data Fusiolt ($M)

14Y-87-91 1Y2 FY93 VN9 '5 V9 %9

288 106 109 10W 9 8  I98 013

4. Utilizing the W-h~lg

Data fusion prograns, are becoming more evident in c peratioi ' l and systein
applications. Programs that fall into the categoxy of C31 require &i rnosi .-sion and the
higher the echelon the iore data fusion is required. The Joint Taictical RAPio- Prora'
developed and fielded LOGE (limited Operational Capability Europe) and L.E SCE
(limited Enemy Situation Correlation Element) to provide automnated intelligence support
to tacticalk Army and Air Force commanders. These systems were derived from AETA
(Battlefield Exploitation and Thrget Acquisition) and represent a stage of an evolutionary
process to im~prove the usefulness of fielded I'sterrs. In the current evolution the Army is
deveiopin ASAS (All Source Analysis System) and the Air Force is developing ENSCE
(Enemy Situation Co.'rrelation Element). These systems will support the operations and fire
support elements as well as ihe intelligence officer and wil provide an integrated picture of
the battlefield.

Within the Navy, the Naval Command and Contxol Systemn (NCCS) is evolving as the
principal operational support system. NCCS encompasses the bctical Flag Command
Center (TFCC) afloat, and the 0515 Baseline Upgrade (OBU) ashore. Thes Systems have a
strong intelligence processing side and support high level command. TFCC also provides
tactic2' displays and integrated information management for all command levels. At an
initerm;- Jiate level the Navy has several systemis for correlating unique or organic battle group
data. These include Electronic Warfare Coordination Modulf. (EWCM), -Prototype Ocean
Surveillan~e Tracker (POST), Afloat Correlation System (ACS), and others. These will be
incorporated into IT-CC.

The focus of avionics applications the focus is on crew suppoDrt and problems dealing
with i easonably bounded systems employing controlled organic sensors. The avionics
conimunity has betni stimulated by such programs as the Integrated Electronic Wrfare
System (INEWS) anid the Integrated Communication, Navigation, and Identification
Avionics (ICNIA) system. A full feedback data fusion system in theitgadcorlfr
air-tc-air superiority (TCAAS) program is now under development. At an even lower level,
missile seekers must perform fusion. The advanced medium range air--to-air missile
(AMNRAAM) program in the Air Force uses data fusioni as part of its track and acquisition
function.

1Funding i6derived from progr . .-is iv the DoD budget. Most jp:ograms involve several technologies, It there-
fore becomes a matter of juld nernt how mrany dollars to cunt toward which technology. The fundiig pres-
ented here and throughout this r'eport, for each citical icchnology, is of the right orderof magnitude but is not
to be construed; as a preci%,- bud-etary quantity.
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The wide-area mine system has been augpented by acoustic and seismic sensors that
can detect vet, cs at greater ranges, and provide target discrimination° After the target is
distinguished. 4 is located and attacked by appropriate means. 1ihe mine is equippefwidt
sufficient electronics to perform the data fusion without human assistance.

The !nter-vehicular information system/radio interface unit segment of the MlA2
tank system provides real-time processing and distribution of combat irformation to enabie
the integration and synchronization of critical battlefield information at battalion level and
below.

D. LEVERAGING DOMESTIC INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Domestic industrial Capabilities

Data fusion requires communication systems and networks (with high data
throughput) that are survivable in the face of enemy jamming, interception, and spoofing.
Multi-computer systems for distributed data processing and distributed data base systems
with the software and software engineering technology to run them are required. Graphics
software, advanced displays, and visualization technology linked with human-computer
interface and human factors engineering also are needed. From a manufacturing perspective
the ability to fuse data across organizations is of fundamental importance. Development and
manufacture of high-resolution, flat-panel displays is also important to data fusion. DBMS
evolution and associated improvments in storage hardware will provide the basis for
important gains in industrial management such as inventory control and resource allocation.
Developments in reasoning and cognitive processes will support robotics in manufacturing.

The essence of this critical technology is that disparate sensor information is
appropriately preprocessed, melded, while only pertinent information is extracted and
presented. The components of technology required to build systems of this type are contained
in infrastructure technologies (e.g , semiconductor materials and microelectronics circuits,
active and passive sensors, and parallel architectures). However, the fact that manufacturing
processes can exploit subsets of this technology is of fundamental importance to the industrial
base. Real-time process control, sensor-directed cells and workstations, broad application of
robotics. built-in diagnostics, and automated control are examples of manufacturing
concerns requiring data fusion.

Other current manufacturing process capabilities include:

* Parallel processors (DAP, Connection Machine, Torgue,
Touchstone)

0 Expendable fiber-optic gyros (for use in smart, expendable sensors)
* Surface acoustic wave devius (cheap, small, frequency analysis

devices for sensors)
* tMicroelectronic packing.

2. Projected Domestic Industrial Capabilities

Manufacturing advances will depend largely on developments in computer and
communication technologies, automated decision making (well beyond current expert system
technology), and other process-level activities. Artificial intelligence related efforts,
including those directed at self-improving capability to enhance system performance and the
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extraction of understanding from rau~ltiple data sources, aye particularly ciical. Advan~es
will come primarily from computer software and systems integration itndustries.

Other contemporary Dal) manufactui-ing telwoloqy invest eints supporting and
utilizing this critical technology include: developing iformation engineering tools to suppo~rt

lanning, analysis, and design of factory-wide information syteis; participatinig in
industry-wide, machine-to--machine interface and communications standards; and
developing factory modeling arnd simulation techniques to a.Tist W. transferring products from
design to production.

.On a systems level, data fusion will be spurred by investinents from Strategic Defense
Initiative Office (SDIO) and DARPA initiatives, such as Pilots' Associate. Howevver, none of
these system,%-level investments dirctly motivate domestic manufacturing, nor will they
directly demonstrate how data fusion can be used to make products faster and with higher
quality.

Other projected manufacturing process zapabilities which will improve data fusion
capability include:

a Diamond fiber composites (conformal fuselage windows for
sensors)

a Phased array IR and visible wavelength semiconductor lasers (for
electronically steered Ladars)

* Integrated optical data processing (image processing for target
detection and classification)

a Nanotechnoiogy (precision assembly of molecule-sized sensors,
processors)

* Holographic optical interconnect (massive inter-connections for
parale processing).

F. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATE S

There are many similarities between the distributed processing technology effort in
U.S. industry and Doi) data fusion efforts. There should be beneficial interaction between
DoD and industry as applications proliferate. Most of the software and computer hardware
technology is being developed by industry. Establishing standards and protocols that
encourage growth in distributed processing technology, while allowing users fexibility in
system configuration, is critically important in the development of large-scale data fusion
systems.

NSF supports research in information theory related to combining data from multiple
sources, including the detection and processing of data from distributed sensors.

F. INTERNAIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

Ongoing international research and development in the following areas indicate a
potential capability to contribute to ineeting the challenges and goals identified:

* Enhanced man/machine interface
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* Rapid assimilation and processing of large data sets

* Data fusion algoridtlm for real-time analysisi of large data sets
* Real-time operating systems for secure distributed processing

a Intelligent data extraction from text: and pattern recognition
(including application of neural nets).

In addition, detailed characterization and modeling of targets and sensor responses,
propagation, and noise phenomena (see signal processing and weapon systerms environment)
will be key elements.

Tle table on the following pap- provides a summary comparison of U.S. and other
nations for selected key aspects of teniology that support the data fuion process. Iincipal
cooperative opportunities will e;dst with NATO countries, especially in technologies coming out
of the European Strategic Program for Research in Information Technology (ESPAfl) program.

U.S. technology for the production of software-based systems is far ahead of that of
potential adversaries. Several factors arc dramatically affecting international developments
in data fusion, and the potential for both our allies and adversaries to make progress in this
area: the growing international exchange or transfer of the technology for powerful data
acquisition systemz and the low-cost computing systems to support them; the growing
international realization of the importance of data fusion technology to future military C3[
systems, a technology which will have ever widening applications in systems that haw
computers supporting real-time signal data analysis and the increased emphasis by the
developed military powers on distributed, survivable, real-time command and control.

France appears well advanced in concepts for the application of Al and low-cost
-workstations to xeal-time battle management. the UK is a leader in automatic aircraft flight
control. a key application of data fusion, has an ongoing program in parallel processing, and
the Vehicle Electronics R&D Initiative (VERDI). Germany has an active program in the area
of cormnand and control of armored forces, including introduction of data fusion, with
machine intelligence and robotics into future improvements to the Leopa.(d II.

Japan has a substantial lead in display device and compontent research and
development sctivities. and the United States is dependent on these sources for cockpit
displays in such aircraft as the F/A-18, and AV-8B. Support through Japan's Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI) and funding provided by a consortium of private
Japanese companies interested in the development of high-definition television (HDTV) are
primary drivers for advancemeints. in data fusion technology. These will contribute directly to
enhancing man/machine interfaces for rapid assimilation of data.

With reqard to rer-time multiprocessing, e Japanese N project h as one f
its reported objectives, the development of an open real-time operating system that will be
downward compatible with existing standards. This work has been ongoing for some time and
J.panese companies have produced prototype microprocessors incorporating certain of
these features. However, progress to date apoears to be short of initial expectations.

While the United States continues to hold a lead in the area of intelligent data
extraction from text, Japan, as well as a number of NATO allies, are actively pursuing patternrecognition for commercial appic tions -- most notably text (and possibly in the future,
speech) translators.
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Sunmwary Comparison - 'Data Rusion

Selected Elements USR NATO Allies Otlms

Enhanced man/machine inter-
face, rapid assimilation and E0 E ) _... +
processing of lage data sets

Data fushion algorithms for
realime analysis of large M DO
data sets

Real-time OS for secure
distributed processirg0

Intelligent data extraction from
text; pattern recognition
(including application of E l El? ETIJ 0
neural nets)

Overalla El Em L

a The overall evaluation Is a subjecive assessment of the average
standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considereo.

LEGEND:

Poslitlc, of other countries relative to the United States:

[] J broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contabutionn,

-i erate technical capability with possible leadership In some niches of teclinology;
E1] allies capable of important contributions
[TJ generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

I Ulagglng in all important aspects; allies unlikoly to contribute prior to 2000

rend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blo.ks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a fttel rate than the United States

0 Foreign capahly increasing at Atlti. rate to the United States

- Foreign capabih increasing at a sLm. rate than the United States
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Even as the impetus for introducing this technology into weapon Systems increases,
requirements for commercia applications, such as, trasportation safety, air traffic control,
nuclear power plant safety, an other complex transaction systems are beginning to overlap
into areas of military capability. These will stimulate continued gtowth in all areas of
technology related to data fusion.

2. Exchange Agreemeats

While data fusion as an isolated field of technology is not explicitly represented in the
listing of international agreements surveyed, it is a pervasive subset of many other areas.
NATO Defence Research Groups (DRGs) studies in identification of submarines, defense
applications of operations research, electronic warfare concep3 and technology, and
long-term research related to air defense all reqnire, or will help to define requirements for,
data fusion.

The Technology Cooperation Program (TICP) provides a vehicle for exchanges in
related areas of weapons, computers and software, applications of ardficial intelligence, and
other topics that form part of a viable supporting in-frastructre for data fusion. In addition,
TrCP activities include many topics (active aircraft control technoloW, data integration for
undersea warfare; and radar, IR, and EW system cueing) that are reiated to data fusion.

DoD is involved in an extensive cooperative program with the UK in the area of data
fusion for strategic defense. The UK is especially interested in the development of parallel
processing and artificial intelligence technologies to enhance data fusion capabilities.

Data fusion is a key element of a number of the Service weapon system-related
exchanges. Service exchange agreements exist for definition of multi-function information
distribution systems, cooperative communications, advanced attack helicopter mission
equipment package, and cooperative measures to enhance sensor/multi-input intelligence
data fusion. Similarly, advanced flight control concepts, aircraft mission equipment, and main
battle tank and naval tactical data systems/combat management will entail real--time fusion
of inputs from large numbers of sensors and control feedback mechanisms distributed
throughout the platforms, as well as the integration of such data with information from
external resources.
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13. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

A. DESCRIPION OF TECHNOLOGY
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) encompasses the calculation of fluid flow

around bodies for all speed regimes and in any type of fluid-gas. liquid, or even solid (under
special circumstances). The furdamental equations of fluid flow, the Navier-Stokes
equations, were first derived in 1827. Under the assumption that the fluid is a continuous
medium, the Navier-Stokes equations are considered to be exact and to apply to even the
smallest observable eddies of turbulence. However, the equations are very complex
three-dimensional, nonlinear partial differential equations in four ine-.pendent variables
(three space dimensions and time). Because of these complexities, the governing equations
cannot be solved analytically except for the simplest cases and geometries. Therefore,
computational techniques are used to solve the equations via numerical procedures on high
speed computers. Solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations for flows with turbulent
boundary layers require tremendous amounts of computer resources. The result is that
currently many CFD methods solve simplified versions of the equations. Foremost among
these is the use of simple models of small scale turbulence (turbulence models). Elimination
of the viscous stress terms produce the Euler equations. Liquid flows may be assumed to be
incompresible which eliminates variable density terms. On the other hand, at conditions
where the continuum assumption no longer applies, such as at high altitude and high
velocities, the chemical constituents and molecular statistical interaction properties of the
fluid must also be included in the calculations. This significantly increases the computational
effort.

Technology is being developed and used to calculate fluid flow past or through bodies
of interest to each of the Services and DoE to develop improved flight vehicles, ocean
vehicles, air-breathing engines, and weapons including armor and anti-armor warhead
design. For conventional systems, such calculations greatly reduce both development cost and
time. For most conditions and concepts designed to operate at speeds above Mach 8, CFD is
the only way to determine the forces, moments, and he.ting of the vehicle. Overarching all of
CFD technology is the problem of validation of the codes, recognizing that even the most
complex codes are still only approximations. This requires carefully conducted experimental
procedures. Validation for conditions where experimental data cannot be obtained is a
serious concern.

From a software perspective, other key CFD development problems exist in the areas
of turbulence modeling, three-dimensional grid generation, and solution methodology.
Massively parallel computing architecture and algorithms are major developmental areas
certain to produce a huge (19,000 times) increase in CFD capabilities over current
supercomputers. Secondary development problems involve algorithm development, complex
geometry definition, and pre- and post-data processing. From a hardware perspective,
mainframe corputer methodology and architecture also warrant advances.

This critical technology will become a design tool, much like the wina tunnel, to
increase the performance and effectiveness of aircraft, missiles, and hypersonic vehicles.
CFD can be applied to a wide spectrum of concepts such as high-angle-of-attack
aerodynamics, airframe-propulsion integration, rocket and turbine engine propulsion,
weapons integration, and conventional and high-energy weapons. Coupled with other
disciplines (e.g., structures, trajectory flight dynamics, optics, electromagnetics, and low
observables), CFD can revolutionize the design process for flight vehicles, exploring space
well beyond that offered by conventional design methods. In addition, there are major
applicaticns in the design of submarines and ocean vehicles and specialized
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high-performance parachute systems. CM) technology is also important for analyzing
improved propellants for missiles and guns and superior gun-launched projectiles and
missiles.

Technology Sets in Computational Fluid Djnamics

* Computations of unsteady aerodynamic phenowena

Hypersonic flow soluti ons

T Turbuience Modeling

• Internal Flows

* Pre-processing (gemetry and grid generation)

Mlidation of CFD coes

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

CFD will accelerate development, lower design risks, and reduce costs of all future
flight vehicles that currently cannot be tested in restrictive flight regimes. CFD will be used to
rapidly identify promising design concepts before wind tunnel tests are conducted,
significantly reducing system development time. Current wind tunnels cannot test even
modestly sized full-scale aircraft at speeds above 200 mph (Mach 0.3), or vastly reduced scale
models at speeds above Mach 8. At high Mach numbers the available test conditions do not
simulate high Reynolds-number turbulent flow conditions. CFD may oe applied to explore
the combined influences of both high Reynolds-numbers and high Mach numbers. CFD is
used and will be used to design and evaluate higher speed vehicles such as hypersoic
interceptors, reentry vehicles, hypersonic missiles, and low-cost expendable rockets. This
technology can be applied to all classes of aircraft and missiles to improve performance and
mission effectiveness. CFD can address a wide variety of problems for current and future
aircraft and helicopters, including airframe/propulsion integration, airframeiweapon
integration and separation, aerodynamic/aeroelastic structure interactions, aeroacoustic/
structural interactions, and radar/infrared signatures.

Critical enabling technologies for the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) are CFD;
lightweight, high-strength, high-temperature materials; and advanced technology
propulsion. The ability to accurately predict pressures aid heating in flight and propulsion
s'stenr performance isv ital to the development of the NASP vehicle. Based on the maturity of
these technologies, a decision will be made early in FY 1993, on whether to proceed to
develop the X-30 flight vehicle for flight tests in the latter part of the decade. From the
lessons of the X-30 program, follow-on vehicles with true operational usefulness can be
designed which will make access to space more routine and less costly. In addition, these
NASP-derived vehicles will be able to perform military missions within the atmosphere at
greater distances and at speeds much faster than today's airplanes.

Overall, CFD, with advances in computer hardv.are architecture, vill provide design
tools for surface ships and submarines to support quieter, more stable, and more
maneuverable operations and make wide spectrum signature treatment possible. CFD will
also be used for submarine and surface ship design to minimize expensive model testing and
to provide the capability to quickly bring a concept to full-scale application.
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improved rotorcraft aerodynamics prediction made possible by CFD will enable the
design of smaller, quieter, more survivable designs with low vibration levels, therebyreducing
crew fatigue and improving weapons accuracy and component life. More agile and
maneuverable rotorcraft will enhance the ability to fight and survive in air and ground attack
in the nap-of-the-earth environment.

CFD has recently been applied to the analyis and design of high-performance
parachutes. Parachutes ire thought of principally for aircrew survival and airborne assault;
however, they also are important components on a variety of advanced weapons, as well as in
the recovery, evaluation, and reuse of expensive weapon systems, research vehicles, and
instrumentation during flight tests. Within the past few years, parachutes were deployed at
over twice the speed of sound and successfully delivered simulated weapon systems from
aircraft flying only 100 feet above the target.

Flight vehicles operating at very low speeds present unique flow problems, which are
readily addressed by the application of CFD. Such applications have led to the development
of lowt Reynolds-number folding aerostructures that can provide new surveillance and
targeting capabilities for both surface and undersea vessels, enabling them to perform
missions not now feasible.

For ground forces, longer range artillery will provide a new capability in deep attack.
Higher muzzle velocities will significantly affect anti-armor measures. Greater accuracy for
gun-launched projectiles and missiles through better design is a major force multiplier.

2. Potential tnefits to Defense Industrial Base
CFD has proved to be a powerful tool for the US aerospace industry for design

modification and problem solving, and its use for the design of the next-generation of
commercial aircraft is expected to help continue the current dominance of U.S. companies in
the international marketplace. Its value is now being felt by the automotive engine design
community.

Savings in the resources and time needed for advanced civil vertical take-off and
!anding (VTOL) and short take-off and landing (STOL) configurations development and test
can be achieved by innovative advances in three-dimensional large-eddy turbulent
simulations, This includes aeroelastic rotating blade and turbine flow field influences plus
ground effects. Compressible CFD techniques with finite-rate chemical kinetics and
multicomponent diffusion need to be developed for applications including hypersonic
aircraft propulsion and integrated full-scale aircraft dcsigns. The full three-dimensional
fluid/solid surface turbulence interaction process calls for sophisticated advances in CFD to
provide accurate aeroelastic information for advanced materials and configuration designs
for highspeed flight, as well as to address the illusive aerodynamic problems associated with
boundary layer flow separation and laminar to turbulent transition on lifting airfoil surfaces.

Another effect of CFD will be on the fluid dynamic and mass transfer analysis of
manufacturing processes, such as the computer-aided production of silicon wafers using
chemical vapor deposition in chip fabrication and in casting and coating machine parts.
Studies have recently shown that small changes in the fluid dynamics can cause a significant
improvement in quality and performance in the production of silicon wafers. CFD
technology is mature enough to predict the deposition process in both continuum and
non-continuum (very low density) conditions so that design improvements in chip production
equipment can be inade. Another area in which CFD can have a significant effect is the
dynamic simulation of high-temperature, gas deposited coatings on materials, and welding,
soldering, and casting of high-temperature metals. These manufacturing processes have
important application to the production of circuit boards, machine tools, electrical



componcnts, gas turbine parts, and other industrial components suitable for

high-temperature or corrosive environments.

C. S&T PROGLAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Flight Vehicle Computations

(1) Objectives

Computational fluid dynamics teclniques will be applied to improve the design of
conventional fixed-wing aircraft, rotorcraft, and hypersonic aircraft. These capabilities will
be used to address aerodynamic problems associated with high angle of attack, weapon and
store separation, acoustics and airframe propulsion integration. Rotor(.craft improvement will
focus on wake modeling, retreating blade stall, acoustic and rotor-bGdy interactions. For
hypersonic vehicles, CD calculations will address cooling, ablation interactions, and
complex aerothermodynarnic interactions.

(2) Development Milestones
0 Aircraft design

- 199i Static aeroelastic wing analyses

- 1992 Powered lift VSTOL analysis

- 1993 Dynamic aeroelastic wing analysis

- Wing pylon wialtiple store design

- 1994 Airframe propulsion integration

- 3-D wing analysis

- 1996 Unsteady aeroelastic wing analysis

- 1997 Aeroelastic aircraft dynamic motions

* Rotorcraft Design

- 1991 Hover free-wake analysis

1993 Improved turbulence models

-- 1994 Rotor/body interactions

- 1997 Isolated rotor dynamic stall analysis

* Hypersonic vehicle design

- 1991 Blunt body analysis in real gas

1992 Validated, real gas capability High-speed
aeropropulsion integration

- 1994 Multiphase flow, weapon separation and flight test
simulation
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- 1995 Initial, inverse CIFD capability

- 1996 Aerodynamnic/thermnodynamic control

b. Propulsion System Compatat~ons

(1) Objectives

The 10-year goal for die application of Computational Fluid Dynamics to turbine
engines is the simulation of the airflowi through the entire enieincluding the cornpressor.
combustor, turbine, coolant passages, and exhaust nozzle. Eftorts will focus on develop ig a
predictive capability for unsteady transonic viscous flows through the engine compressor and
for flows through turbine coolant passages, drawing heavily on methods developed by other
organizations including NASA Research Centers.

CFD efforts for rocket engines are grouped into two areas: rocket engine simulation
and analysis and rocket engine plume analysis. During the next five years, effortskwill be
directed at improving conabustor performance and stability for liquid fuel rockets and
mnultiphase, grain deformation, and grain aeroelasticity effects for solid fuel rockets. Rocket
plume methodology will address developing a UV qignature prediction capability folowed by
the development of an IIR/UV countermeasures model.

(2) Development Milestones
0 Thrbine engine design

- 1992 3D steady, viscous rotor and stator analysis
Enhanced boundary, layer transport model

- 1994 2D transonic visc -)us rotor and stator analysis
Fuel and lubricants thermal kinetics

-- 1995 2D) analysis of internal passage of turbi-ne coolant

-- 1996 3D transonic, viscous rotor and stator analysis.
* Rocket engine design

-- 1991 Improved axi-symmetnic analyses
Liqu~id combustor pefformance analysis
Plume ultraviolet signawure predictors

-1994 Analyze stability of liquid combustion
IR/U V signature countermeasures model

-- 1995 Grain aeroelastic flow effects analysis
Inverse plume analysis

-1996 Stability assessment at high ch-amber pressures and
burn rates

C. Weapons Computations

(1) Objectives
CFD has application to both blast and incendiary weapons. The ability to define and

predict explosion blast effects is essential for the design of structures to survive deliberate or
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accidental explosions, and for the development of improved explosive devices. CFD has
become a major tool for the analysis and prediction, and in some cases tailoring of the blast
effects from explosions. Some experiments -re still needed to validate new hydrocodes or to
establish algorithms for other computer models.

The capability now exists to handle any Newtonian fluid-fills representative of existing
chemical agents. Future work will concentrate on the more complex, non-Newtonian fluids
such as viscoelastic liquids which are being considered for advanced antimateriel and flame
and incendiary weapons. In this regard, CID will be important in analyzing the mixing,
dissemination and dispersion of these unusual payloads.

(2) Development Milestones

* Blast effects

- 1992 Statistical model of geological property variation

- 1994 FID adaptive grid ground shock and air blast model

- 1996 FEM share function optimization for ground shock and
air blast

- 1997 FID curvilinear coordinate model for ground shock
and air blast

* Flame and incendiary weapon design

- 1991 Analysis of immiscible addition and transients of
Newtonian fluids

-- 1993 Analysis of mixing phenomena of Newtonian fluids

1996 Analysis of additives of non-Newtonian fluids

1997 Analysis of transients in non-Newtonian fluids

d. Ocean Vehicle Computations

(1) Objectives

CFD will also be used to improve submarine design and to improve marine propulsion
systems. A major objective is to reduce noise, and, at the same time, increase efficiency.

(2) Development Milestones

0 Submarine design

- 1991 Submarine configurations without propulsors

- 1992 Advanced sea water pumps

- 1993 Composite rotor technology

-- 1996 Submarine/propulsor configurations

0 Advanced propulsion

- 1992 Asymmetric duct design
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- 1993 A4rater jet-in-flow dcsign

- Improved pump flow turbulence prediction

e. Special Purpose Computations

(1) Objectives

CED can provide a detailed description of the motion of a parachute and the air
surrounding it, in contrast to presently avai~able prediction methois for decelerators which use
lumped parameter modlels, containing. no information about sal dsib tons Ws work vi I
be the basis for new ideas and concepts for meeting the demanding airdrzop systerns'

ruiments for operation at higher speeds and lower altitudes, and with larger pa, oads. In
adtothe ability to predict parachute behavior will allow a reduction in the need to testig

during the development of airdrop systems, thius reduiig expenditures of both time and inoney.

CFD will also be used to improve sea-state forecasting for both deep water marine
operations a id over-the-shore supply operations in coastal wateri.

(2) Development Milestones
* Aerodynamic decelerators

- 1991 Analysis of steady arid unsteady deforniable
membranes with fluid and structure interactions.

- 1995 3-D analysis of unsteady, porous, deformable
menibranes with turbulence

- 1997 Model opening of full-scale, low-altitude, high-speed
parachute.

* Sea-state forecasting

-1992 Sea-state data base for logistics over the shore

-- 1994 Current and water base mc~del

-1997 Wave forecast model

2. Technology Objectives
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TechwokoW Ob~ecivesComputational Fluid Dyamwics

TechnI'.aI Area By 196 By 2001 BY 2006

Cornputatlonql * Moving grid solvr 9 Real gas/ionlzation I ntaeisciplipary invers
tecriniques * Hyesni epn effects design methods

separation codes e Inverse Methods that
0 CFo vehiicle stucu design rather than

cod~sevaluate configuration
0 Use of massivoly

parallel archilectlures
Hypersonic vehicles v NASP * Hypersonic lInterCeptors e Low 18 signatures

e Hypersoinic v Highiju maneuverable * Hypersonic missiles
air-breathing missiles reent y vehicles a NAPdre veice

Ocean vehicles a 3-D N~avier-Stokes for e Navior-Stokes for * Inverse design with
sutimarine hqdro--acoustic design of Navier-Stokes
applications Pfopulsors

Low Reynolds -numnber * VSTOL o Corn iota demonstration * Subinarirm-
vehicles (low speed vehicies launched targeting and
flight) sureillance vehkole

* Shio-launtched decoy
amc jamming vehicles

* Ship-launcad
lorng-range
reconnaissance vehicle

High-performance a Validated -qulatluris of new 1,P Highly maneuverable
rotororaft Navier-Stokes )v oncepis Jhigh-speed rotorcraftIcomputations of

advanced rater
ytems

High-performance * opeevortax panel oPlaic, iperation an *Complete development
parachutes moel Ipreai4.Alng unstez , aerodynamic and validation of a full

parachiute flow fields ground t-st facility for three--dimnensional
* Dve~pcadva~dte slmuiat!m,, parachute Wavier-Stokes

semi-empirical para~ cacute Imlation o
parachute Infaltion * Crew es,:, pe andPacutInlio
cde paratroopei- parachute

*Extend decelerator systerns conlL trations
- technolog~y into t-ie with qreoter re ll 'ollity,

hypersonic regime anrd lower cost

High performance, large *Develop and valldate *Simulate new r, -', Develop new
calibef guns end-to-end itelor concepts thai i miii the eliactro-thermal-

ballistics models for firing of smarl piojectile chemical weapons fr
hytlrid plasm/iquid shipboard arnd
propellant guns land-based use

Improved armor -and e Develop and *Acm~ate wazi iead of
anti-armor weapons incorporate materials penetratin modeols

strength models in
two and thres
dimensions___________
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3. Resources

Esturated funding12 for developing this technology is as follows.

Funding - Computational Fluid Dynamics ($M)

FY$7-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 Y97

428 94 95 99 101 105 108

4. Utilizing the Technology

.CFD is being used for: improving and extending our current aircraft capability;
operating wind tunnel test facilities more efficiently; supporting flight test operations and
flight safety; and technology development. Airframe and propulsion integration efforts are
underway to develop high-performance inlet and exhaust nozzle concepts to incorporate
STOL, high-agility, and supersonic cruise capabilities into low observable aircraft designs.
Vortex flow control concepts are being explored to increase. the agility and control of aircraft
at high angles of attack. Design data are being developed that are critical for the integration
of high-performance inlets and nozzles into Mach 4 to 6 aircraft. CFD has been identified as a
critical technology for the NASP flight vehicle. A thorough understanding of aeroheating
phenomena is required for high-speed flight vehicles to build efficient structures that can
survive the extreme temperature environments. CFD has been used in the Advanced Tactical
Fighter (ATF) and B-2 development programs for configuration development and
airframe-propulsion integration. Wind tunnels are being enhanced to produce more accurate
data for the validation of CED codes. Key areas of research include low-turbulence, high
Reynolds-number wind tunnels, hot-wire anemoinetry, and laser velocimetry. Future uses of
CFD will include weapons separation, acoustics, signature control, flioht path dynamics, and
propulsion system simulation. These capabilities are directed at achieving the vision of an
interdisciplinary inverse CFD capability where the d.sired characteristics are specified and
the software defines a configuration which will exhibit those characteristics.

Advances in supercomputers and computational techniques will enable aerodynamic
and aeroelastic calculations of complete rotorcraft to be realized before the turn of the
centi v. This revolutionary capability, which has already been demonstrated for fixed-wing
aircrat, will lead to major improvements in rotorcraft by providing better and more cost
effective design tools: reducing risks for new configurations; enhancing performance,
efficiency, and aeroelastic stability; and reducing vibrations and noise.

Current hydrodynamics activity includes the development of three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes codes for submarine design. CFD work on ocean vehicies is expected to
produce results that can be incoiporated into an advanced technology demonstration in the
1990-95 timeframe. This technology will be able tci support engineering development of
submarines between 1995 and 2000. CFD technology should be incorporated in new ship
designs beginning about 2010.

Conversion of our understanding about unsteady parachute aerodynamics into
parachute design and performance prediction codes is the next step in parachute technology
12Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It
therefore becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. The fundingresented here and throughout this report, for each critical technol , of the right order of magnitude

ut is not to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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development.Computer hardware and computational nmethods hmv p'ogressed to the extent
where numerical modeling of parachute inaflation is feasible. Such feaibilit is critical, as
flight test costs have escalaied to the extent that design-by-test is unaffordable.

DoD has untner 'ed autonomous vehicle programs that support the folding
aerosts uctures development. This technology will be used by a joint acquisition program. By
the mid-1990s, engineering development could be undertaken for three iimplerentatious: a
submarine-launched target-acquisition and surveillance M. tem: an off-board deception and
jamming; UAV; and a hig altitude reconnaissance vehicle for long-range sutveillance and
warning for fleet air defense. DoD's gun-launched projectile and missile programns include
studies of supersonic and hyper1sonic flow past finned projectiles b~ow phenomena,
transoni c/supersonic flow transition, and -flutter divergence boundaries for Supersonic
missiles. In ballistics, fluid dynamics is key to the development of improved solid propellant
guns. Propellants themselves are being investigated to determine optirnal grain

coflurtinsbaed oncnrlo rplatfacture, improved igntion systems, and
asscite tavlig av chr pena.A rltdpatothseort is also directed to

such requirement as contol of muze blst and rniinimizipg fah
Eletrothemalcheica E C), elcrmagnetic (EM), and liquid propellaIt guntehnloie Zr alomajo benefIciaries of advaced CFD capabilities.

D). LEVERAGING INDUSrRIAL BASE CAPABILMTE.1

1. Current D)mesfic Industrial Capabilities
From the industrial base mnd manufacturing viewpoint, CFI) includes the application

software and the high-speed proce~.sing rectuired to run the softwvare, hardware, and
operating systems. Academia and research institutes provide a large portion of the research
for developing CHD technology to a point where it can be widely implemented in the defense
comnmunity. The industrial base issues lie in the computing platfo rms necessary for CFD. The
current platform is the supercomoputer, although the development of parallel processing
architectures may supplant the supercomputer. (, -e the secticns on Semiconiductor Material~s
and Microelectronics Circuits and Parallel Coniparer Architectures for an assessment of
current supereomputer capabilities.)

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities
In the past, use of CFD has been entirely dependent on the supercomputer and the

leadership enjoyed by the United States in CFD is a direct result of the nation's strength in
supercomputer technology. Although applications of CFD have been constrained by the
capabilities of current generation superconiputers, these limitations may be overcome in the
future by parallel processing approaches lat will allow greater speed in highly complex
computing on less expensive computer systems.

There is also a need to integrate CFD technology and other computational disciplines
(e.g., structural mechanics, electromagnetics, optimization) with the manufacturing/
prod uction rocess through a common data base inanagement system. There Is an increasing
awareness &at we must reduce the cost to produce aircraft and marine vehicles in order to be
competitive in the world marketplace. Effective integration of design and mnanufiwc~'nng
through the use of multidisciplinary computational tools should have a large role to play in
reducing the time and the cost of developing such systems.

E. RELATED R&D IN THlE UNITE D STATES
While some CFD applicatiors (such as hypersonic missiles) are unique to DoD, others

(such as aircraft design) have both militaty and commercial applications, and are supported
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by NASA and industry. Computational fluid dynamics programs are 'also extensive in DoE
and many universities.

NASAs CFD program is fovxsed on basic research to supwort the present and future
technology needs of the aerospace community. These needs include: (1) developing faster and
more efficient numercal algorithms to facilitate solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations
by: large-eddy simulation/miall-scale turbulence modeling; (2) developing advanced
geometric modeling and gid generation techniques for complex, threedimensional
configurations; (3) improving understanding of the effects of grid characteristics on solution
accuracy, convergence, and stabiity; (4) enhancing computational capabilities through
development and use of advanced computer architectures and ix prt systems cncepts and
(5) developing improved methods for numerical simulation of aerothermodynamic flow
phenomena associated with l ersonic cruise and maneuver vehicles, including real-gas
caemistry.

Tle university community has played an especially active and productive role in CFD
research with sponforship by all three Services, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), the Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) NASA, DoE, and the
National Science Foundation (NSF). 'This capability and knowledge has enormous potential
for integration and application to DoD problem solving in military aircraft, misiles,
projectiles, ships, submarines, propulsion, and engnes. The field is rapidly ad ancing and, as
supercomputers become more widely available, tis trend is expected to accelerate.

NSF supports research to develop basic algorithms and techniques necessary to
compute realistic dynamic fluid flow on a wide range of space and time scales and under many
naturally occurring conditions. NSF also provides support for the development of new
numerical methods for solving computational fluid dynamics problems and for graphical
visualizations with these solutions. Research areas also include engineering studies of
turbulence, interface configurations, wakes and wake interactions, and flow-structure
interaction. Research is conducted primarily through ongoing programs in engineering,
computer science, mathematics, and geosciences (including the National Center for
Atmospheric Research).

The US helicopter industry has been slower to utilize CFD technology than the
fixed-wing airframe and propulsion communities, but a concerted effort led by DoD and
NASA will accelerate the flow oi this new capability for improving rotary-wine al,: mobility
and weapons systems. The same applies to ship and submarine design where CFD activities
have been accelerated in the 1980s with DoD funds.

E INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technolog Base and Industrial Base

Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential
capability to contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified through:

* Improved abilities to apply CFD to complex three-dimensional
aerothermodynamic analyses (including characterization of
chemical reactions)

Empirically validated codes for three-dimensional ana!ysis of
material response to high- strain/high-deformation rates

• Development of algorithms and programming tools to exploit
massively parallel computing architectures.
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The table on the following pae Woies a surriiaar ona of U.S. and other
nations for selected key aspects oft tteeymolo". 71.nc tte speety h edri
C.FD. Cooperv 'dorunes %%ill exist with PATC'3 countries, especially in the area of
specifc lgoritm developments. Secondaryx uppowiunifies for cooperation in niche
technologies may be realized in a number afi tcA11tries, including Sweden, ltaly, and Israel.
Econonuc and corapetitive factors wil Y.rnaii~t important conaiderations in all these
negotiations.

The major European countries have had considerable succes in the practical
exploitation of CFD. It has been used extensively in Europe to develo , better designs for gas
turbine engines, transpo*M business jets, and jet trainers. This capabilt for exploiting CFI)
is comparable to niethix in the United States. Our European allies havef both the expertise in
numerical methods and powerful computers.

Much of the basc scientific knowledge related to CR) is known to our allies. The UK
is Considered to have the greatest experience in applying this knowledge to weapon systems,
but Germany, Italy, and France are ;)so assessed to have strong CEI) capabilities. The ability
of our allies to advance the field of CR) is expected to dramatically improve during the 1990s
as the number of supercomputers and the research and development directed toward
European involvement wvith individual national aerospace planes (e.g., the SangerHermes,
Hotol, and others) increase.

Knowledge of sophisticated algorithms, as well as the methods for practical
exploitation of CEI), is widespread within NATO. France is the pioneer in finite element
methods for complex aircraft configurations and is a leader in CR) development for
turbulent simulations and modeling. France is probably 2 to 5 years ahead of the United
States in largc:-scale, turbulent edd modeling, and the Germans have also demonstrated
considerable capability toward understanding this fundamental aspect of fluid flow. The UK
has efficient methods for transonic flow. Germany is pioneering computations with the full
Navier-Stokes equations and is applying them to analysis of hypersonic flight. The
Netherlands has an extensive effort in develouping al.&orithms for parallel processing, which
also could contribute significantly. Italy is also contributing to the state offte art in CEFD.

Japan has supercompu:ters and, through research in such programs as their aerospace
plane, is continuing at a growing rate to develop the validated data bases and sophisticated
algorithms required to master CR). They have recently demonstrated competent efforts in
3-D flow mixing as well as the sophisticated design of 2-D) jet engine inlets. Most countries
outside of NAT'O and Japan lack access to large supercomputers to run their computations;
however, a number are involved in the development of efficient algorithms.

For example, Sweden is involved in the development of large-scale algorithms.
According to some 42F1) experts, the United States has benefited from these developments.
However, Sweden lacks the expertise in large data base management and the data bases
themselves to apply CR) technoog to state-of-the-art military problems.

Israel has been a pioneer in. developing efficient rnulti-grid methods for a variety of
flows but is also linittdiby the same problems as Sweden. Israel has also demonstrated
sophisticated results for simple missile configurations.

China and India Pave shnown interest in CEID, atnd their capability is growing. All of
these countries have itadL ic),- of excellence in applied mathematics and tuly participate in
the science of numericai ow-utation amethods. Some capability has also beep. reported in
Australia, but at the present l~e gencral capability level for this country is "Yiiknown.

The Soviet Union made significant contributions to CIM whc',. it was in its embiyonjc,,
stage, but they are now assessed to be beh-ind the US in this technology, with the exception ofd
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Sumrnay Compaison - Cuputational Fluid Dynamics

Wete-ted Elemens USSR NATO AN" Japan O3wrMs

To improve abilities to apply
GFD to complex 3-D aero-
rtdynamlo analywe00+ 0 ]
(Including characterization of
chemical reactions)

Emrnpirically validated codes for
3-D analysis material response,
to hihsraiN/highi-defmaton O J+ [2
rates

Development of algoriiTs ET
and programming tools to Swofn, Israelexploit massively paalel C3 I
computing architectures India, China, Australia

Overalla ! [--- 0 D Sweden, Israel

India, Ck$na, AUtalia
The overall evaluation is a subjectvo assessment of the average

sta'ding of the technology in the nation (or nations) coisidered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countrias relative to the United States:

--- IZED broad technicml achievement; allies capable of major contributions
.F r-]O- moderate technical capability with possible leadership in some nic ,s of technology;

allies capable of Important contributions
generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing In selected reas

lagging in all Important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to L-JOO

,'rend indicators - where significant or Important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a faster rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability Increasing at a =X rate to the United States

- Foreign capability increasing at a sLowff rate than the United States
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11 Mrthm clcveiopment.'They are unlikely to close the gap in the foreseeable future because
OP US supeziolity in' computers a=d sofmwe. However, the Soiets ha-e a tradition of
excellence in inatematical inumerical methods. They have beer, able to keep pace with the
United States in areas such as tbe space programn, even with the serious lack of computer
power. In CFD, the Soviets have poeee Tfractional step methods. Their scientific literature
seems to indicate that due to the lack of computational power, Soviet sciendtm and
imthematicians are eniph"2iing efficient calculation me~thods to compensate for
deficiencies in computer hardware. This could provide a knowledge base for development of
efficient AS-arithms in the fixture.

2. Excha~ge Agreements
Formal exchange in CFi) is Limited, at least in part, by t competitive nature of the

field itself. Much of the underlying research into numerical techniques and algorithmi~ takes
place in an open academic environment. For practical applications however, many of the
most interesting codes, those that have been empirically validated, are proprietary.

While the Thchnology Cooperation Program (ITCP) I1oes not appear to have an
explicit exchange in CFD, it does provide a number of other mechanisms relating to aircraft
control, through which transfers might occur.

The Air Force is the prim~ryproponent for exchanges directly relating to CFD. It lias
agreements with several of ou NI0ales in key areas, and there may be inidirect return in
this area from a broader international exchange program in computational techniques. In
addition, CFD will benefit at least indirectly from many of the exchange programs in
propulsion and materials (identified in other sections of this plan).
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14. AIR-BREATHING PROPULSION

A. Description of Te~chnology
A dramatic leap in aircraft propulsion capability occurred in thie 194)s and 1950s with

the introduction and rapid evolution of the gas-turbine engine, and substantial
improvements have been m-ade since then. Today, new capabilities in materials and in
aerothermodynamic and structural design, together -withi use of abundant computational
capability for control and active stabilization, offer rapid and major advances in propulsIon
system performance. This rapid evolution will have a tremendous effect on the capability of
DoD weapons and platforms, and will have extensive dual-use applications in the US
aerospace industrial base, which justifies its selection as a critical technology. Furthermore,
the continuing evolution of air-breathing propulsion technology advances in the United
States comes at a time when our historic leadership is being challenged by an aggressive
international effort.

Generic air-breathing propulsion technology applies to a wide range of military
systems, including aircraft, cruise missiles, future hypersonic systems, land comibat vehicles,
and ships. lypes of p~ropulsion systems involved- include those based on gas-turbine,
rainjet/scratijet, combinied cycle, and diesel engines. A broad, aggressive, and well-balanced
science and technolog effort encompassing further developments in aerothermodynamics,
high-temperature/ig strength/lightweight materials, structures, tiibulogy, instruuienta-
tion, and controls is required to support military requirements and maintain functional
superiority against emerging threats.

Within this effort. a specific example of a criti*cal technology program is the Integrated
High Performance Turbine Engine Technology (IHPMhT) program. This three-phased
program is aimed at doubling aircraft gas.-turbine propulsion system capability by the turn of
the century. The general path to achieving this goal is well known. High temperatures at
combustion initiation are required to increase efficiency (or decrease specific fuel
consumption) and rexpand the flight envelope; higher maximum temnperatures are required to
increase the outpl.t per uiqit airflow- less weight per unit airflow is required to increase the
output pei- urift -weight; and a of the preceding requirements must be accomplished while
maii. ainn or increasing internial component efficiency, durability, and life. Specific
te-Chnol~ogy 'developments required include increased aeotermodynatnic design capability
lior improved component efficiency levels and the control of heat transfer; high-temperature,
lightwveight materials (higher temperature aluminum and organic matrix comnposites,
titanium and titanium aluminide comaposites) for the components upstream of combustion

*initiation; high-temnperature mnatel-als (ceramic matrix composites, carbon/'carbon,
* inter-metallic alloys) for components downstream of combustion; and innovative structural

arrangements. All of these developments must be accomplished in an integratedimanner for
each of the major comiponent areas and for engine configurationsas a- whole.

The potential use of air-breathing propulson in the hype.rsonic regime (Mach 5 to 25)
poses a series of new -and i fferent problems in aerodynamics, engine design (including
un; .que ifflets and nozzle geometies) and propulsior/airkrame Integration. in addition to the
application of li-IET aerodynamiis and x-naterials tedhnologies to hiypersonic
turbomachinery configurations, technology developments unique to .hypersonic
air-.breathing propulsion include scranijet concepts (utilizing supersonic combustion
processes to extend the flight envelope); endothennic fuels and fuel systems to support
alternative propulsion approaches in the hypersonic regime; and applicationivalidation of
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computational methods to analyze the complex interactive, nonlinear physical phenomena
contributing to hypersonic propulsion system behavior.

The critica tedhnology sets for air-breathing propulson are listed in the following table.

Technolow Sets in Air-Breat Propulsion

WiPME

*High-pressure ratio, lightweight, actively stabaized compression systems
M gh-temperature, improved life comubustion systews

*High--efficiency, high-work turbines
*Reduced signature, multi-funcknal nozzles
*Adaptive, survivable, high-speed integrated control systems
*Hih-speed, high-temperature mechiml systems

*Operationally realistic, environmentally valid technology demonstrations
Hiypersenic Pr3pulsiou

* Scramjet/corabincd qycle tchnology deveiopmwnt/demonstraton
0 Advanced fuelisysterns for hypersonic applications

B. Payoff

1. Impact On Future Weapon Systems

Aircraft gas-turbine technology is pervasive and critical to all current and future
air-breathing weapons systems. The size, performance, mission caipability, and life cycle cost
of aircraft and cruise miissile systems are directly dependent on the performance of the
propulsion system, as evidenced by the fact that the propulsion system (engines plus fuel)
accounts for 40 to 60 percent of the takeoff gross weight for previous, current, and
developmental aircraft, In the tightening budgetary environment of the next decade, greater
emphasis and dependence will inevitably be placed on upgrading existing and developmental
systems with high-payoff engine technologies in lieu of new system development to maintain
functional superiority of our weapon systems. (For illustration, since its introduction the F-16
original engine has had three major upgrades, a competitive engine has been introduced, and
this latter engine has had a major upgrade!) Given that aircraft-related expenditures in DoD
account for approximnately onthr Elf the budget (or roughly $ 100 billion per year of DoD
aircraft-related expenditures), achieving the IHIPTET goals will significantly affect future
military capability. Accordingly, 1HPTET is the highest priority effort in air-breathing
propulsion technology. Some specific IHPTT goals and illustrative payoffs are given in the
following table.
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Goals and PayoMf - IHPIET Program

Apain otPaof

FIghter Attack~ # 100% lncrea In eiustlwelgtit ratio * SwUstaid MadW 3 + COabifY
* 40% decrease In fuel burned a Su~ersonfc WSTOL AircrAf
& Reduced signatUe 4100% Increase In

rangeAloi~r4 j'ad over F-I 4/A-8
-pv -r~aif

Rotorcraft * 40% decrease In specific fiel I" 100 Icra In range and payload
cnsuti ton ovw 01H-47

*12U% Increase inl pwAw/weight rat~o
Cruise Missile I*40% decease in specific fuel * ntecontlnentai range cruise mrissles

conauniption In size of ALOM
*100% Increase In thrustlunit airflow *High-speed capabilifty
*Reduced padts count *irfloved affOrdability
*60% decrease In cost

Cornmercial/ *30% decrease In Muel consumnption *Increased range and payload
Transport *Longer life *Longer Itfe

*Reduced pards count Reduced part COWr
*Reduced ife Cycle CostI ~ Improved mainlabiabt~ty

Hypersonic air-4breathing propulsion technology has the potenitial to extend military
missions to new flight regirnes. Sc.-arjet-/c-mbined--ycle-powered hypersonic aircraft can.
enhance military capability to project power quickly over great distances; provide high speed,
rapid strike capability against time urgent, relocatable targets; make high speed intercepts at
short notice; performn timely, quick-reaction reconnaissance; and (through the National
Aerospace Plane (NASP) program) may ultimatoly provide more economical and timely
access to space. Accordingly, hypersonic propulsion is the second highest priorijy effort in
air-breathing propulsion technology. Some specific goals and payoffs are shown in the
following table.

Goals and Payffs - Hypersonic Propision

Application I__________
Class Goals Payoffs

Hypersonic * Ciyogenic hnydrogen 1* Single-stage-to-orbit
aircraft hypersonic propulsion * Machi 10 cruise with1sy~stemn (NJASI) cryogenic hydrogen

I* SL to Machi 5 + combined * Mach 5 - cruise with
cycle angine operation on hdomo ulIhydrocarbon fuels 0Ehanrcedb uelsI .%Yj',F storable resnnidveiclejenclotlirinic hyrcbn effectiveness, andfuls survivability



2. Potential Benefits to the industrial base

Aircraft gas-turbine technology is vital to the U.S. industrial base. The value of
military and commercial shipments for the domestic aircraft gas-turbine manufacturers
(including uninstalled engines, installed engines, and parts) was approximately $21.6 billion
in 1988. These shipments represent almost 20 percent of the total aerospace industry business
for 1.988, which itself accounts for over 4 percent of the 1988 total manufacturing business of
the United States. By virtue of the aircraft gas turbine's importance in determining the overall
quality of aircraft, it is a major factor in the current favorable balance of trade in the
aerospace sector, and the United States continues to be preeminent in this area. However,

.- like the current US engine production share which has declined from 84 percent in 1970 to 62
percent in 1988, this advantage has been eroding since the early 1970s. At its current rate of
loss (- 1.5 percent per year), the United States will sink to trade deficit status by the end of the
decade unless we change the fundamental trend. Because aircraft gas-turbine technology
generally is equally applicable to military and civil engines (particularly for the High-Speed
Civil TRansport), achieving the IHPTET goals will ensure that US engines are produced with
superior quality and performance at lower cost than can be achieved by any of our

* international competitors, thus issuring continued US preeminence well into the 21st
century. Further, aircraft gas-turbine technology is applied to ship propulsion, tank
propulsion, and stationary pow-r generating stations.

Hypersonic propulsion technology can also apply to high speed transports.
Advancermkents in materials and aerothermodynamic techniques can be expecte 1 to
contribute significantly to a wide spectrum of the military and commercial industrial base.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for "Tchnology Development

a. Compression Systems

(1) Objectives

The overall objective is to apply advancements in aerodynamics; three-dimensional
viscous computational fluid dynamics (CFD); active system stabilization; critical-path high
strength/wefght materials [such as titanium aluminides (TiAl and TbAi), metal matrix
composites (MMC), and composite materials]: and innovative structural designs to axial,
centrifugal, mixed flow, and advanced concept compression/internal flow systems. The
overarching goal is to achieve the following phased UIPTEI component performance payoffs
for turbofan/turbojet (TF/TJ), turboshaft/turboprop (TS/TP), and expendable (EXP) classes
of engine:
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Pbase I Pa:e II Phiase U!

(FY 199 ( 1997) (FYO3)

TFITJ

Pelytrovic efficiency + 3% + 4% + 5%
Stage Iadimg +20% +30% +50%
Component weight -25% -40% -50%
Compressor exit temperature + 10°F + 200OF + 4000F

po trypic effIcincy - -Z% + 3%
pvea pressure rdtio + 30% + 0% 4. 150%

Compressor exit temperature + I000F + 3006F + 500OF
Stage loading - + 3=7 + 110%

EXP

Polytropic efficiency - 2%
Compressor exit temperature + 200*F -+ 3001F + 500"1
Cost - -5% -10%

(2) Development Milestones

TF/TJ: A major emphasis is on the successive introduction of critical path materials to
both rotating and static components in order to achieve the tempcrature, perfoimance, and
weight goals.

0 Ti3AI aft rotor (FY 1992).

& High speed brush seals (FY 1992).

* TiA1 metal matrix composite (MMC) rotor (FY 1993).

* Enhanced flow compressor (FY 1994),

* High r-nmperature shrouds/low-leakage seals (FY 1995).

a Lightweight fan attachment (FY 1996).

0 Hollow MMC fan/all MMC compresor (FY 1996).

TS/TP: Spinoff TF/TJ developments in aerodynamics and critical-path materials will
be coupled with igh-temperature seals technology and applied to both small (< 2500 shp)
and large (2500-15000 shp) TSITP systems to achieve high overall cycle pressure ratios at
high levels of efficiency (-q, and stall margin.

.* High-efficiency/pressure ratio compressor (FY 1994).

*l Hyper-bowed stators (FY 1994).

* + 30 percent stage loading axial!ce trifugal compressor (FY 1995).

a Dual alloy MMC impeiler (FY 1996),

* High stage-loading mixed flow rotor (FY 1996).

EXP: High-risk/high-payoff technologies are demonstrated early in non-man-rated
(limited life) compression systems.
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0 Non-metallic structure (FY 1992).

o Mixed-flow rear stage (FY 1994).
* + 2 percent -q adal/centrifugal compressor (FY 1995).

b. Combustion Systems

(!) Objective

The overall objective is using advanced, high-temperature ceranic and ceramic
matrix composites (CMC), titanium aiuminide metal matrix composites (MMC), innovative
high-temperature fuel injection concepts, transpiration cooling concepts, and intearated
diffuser/combustor case and augnentor liner/nozzle designs to satisfy the goal of achieving
the following phased W =-'ET component performance payoffs for tmbofanturbojet

Phase I Phase il Phase III

(FY 1991) (" t9' (FY03)
TFITJ

Combustors
Turbine inlet temperature +400 F +6000F +9000F
Fkat relhase rate + 10% + 20% + W%
Thrn-dow ratio + 50% + 75% + 100%
Pattern factor 0.25 0.15 0.10~Augraentors
Augmentation ratio +10% + M0 + 30%

Dry pressure loss -30% -50.1% -75%
Efficieicy + 5% + 8% + 10%

TStTP
Heat release rate + 40% + 60% + 70%
Ignition fuellair ratio -25% -43% -60%
Lengthldarneter ratio -.10% -20% -30%
Pressure loss -10% -30% -50%

Subsonic
Combvstor exit +300OF -1 50Y°F + 7006F

temperaturePattern factor r,25 0.20 0.15Fuel JP-10 .P--1O/PJ6 3P.10/RJ6

~S-pe 'sonieSCombustor exit + 700'F + 1200OF + 1700OF

temperature
Heat release rate + 56% + "-O% + 300%
Fuel JF-10 JP-101I 6 Endothermic

(2) Deve!opnent Milestones

TF/TS: Focus is on developirg an demonstating transpiration-cooled augmentor
liners, integrated auginentor/nozzle concepts, and integrated MMC diffusier/cornbustor case
concepts for TF/T.' systems.

" 2800^F ceramic liner (FY 1992).

* High shear fuel injector (FY 1994).
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* Integrated augmentor/nozzle (FY 1993).
* Integrated vane/difflustr/combustor (FY 1995).
* Uncooled combustor design (F'Y 1997).

TSITP: Achieving hsigh heat release rates arnd application of critical-path materials
are the~ focus of technrklogy aevelopment efforts in this class of evigines.

* Small, AT combustor (F'Y 1992).

6 Compliant miatrix liner (FY 1993).
* 2400*"F CMC comjbustor (FY 1994).
* Circumferential fuel injector (FY 1997).

EXP: Mforts focus on early demonstration of materials technoiogy to rzduce cooling
requirerrints and achieving high heat release rates to reduce combustor volume.

9) High heat-relea- -rate combustor (FY 1994).
* R.-duced-valume, non-meta) combustor (FY 1995).
0 2800T CMC combustor (FY 1996).
* Carbon-carbon liner (FY 1997).

C' lbrbine Systems

(1) Objective

The overall objective is using three-dimensional viscous computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) codes, innovative cooling concepts, improved thermal barrier coatings, high
temperature interrnetallic materials, and advanced non-metal/composite materials to
achieve the following phased IHPTET component performance payoffs for iurbofan/turbojet
(TF/TJ), turboshaft/turboprop (T, TP), and cxpendab] EP classes of engint:
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Phase I Phase U That f

(FY 1991.1 (11Y 1"-7) (VV4M)
'wrrj

Stage work + 20% +30 45%
Mirbine inlet tempera4ure +3000F +600 0F +900TF
Efficiency +1% 4 2% + 3%
CooliM8 Jow -107 -35% -60%
TSfI

Stage work +20% +30% + 50%
UIrbine inlet + 200/300 OF +400/600 0F + 700/11&)OOF

temperature
(fswall/large engines

Efficiencv + 1% + 3%
Cooling flow -10% -35% -60%

EXP

Stage work + 20% + 30% 4- 50%

Turbine inlet + 500/14000F + 901500'F + 1400/1700OF
temperature
(uncooled/cooled)

Efficiency +1% +2% +3%
Coolingflow -10% -35% -6W%

(2) Development Milestones

TFITJ: Emphasis is on increasing critical-path cooling effectiveness to reduce cooling
flows, reducing leakage losses, utilizing highly loaded/counter-rotating turbine designs to
reduce the :lumber of stages, and applying high temperature materials to reduce turbine
cooling requirements and component weight.

* High cooling effectiveness (.-7Y 1993).

• High-temperature brush , als/shrouds (FY 1995).

* Fiber-reinforced disk (FY 1993).

S Lightweight intermetallics (FY 1995).

• Low cooling HP'T (FY 1995).

0 Composite frames and cases (FY 1997).

TS/TP: Critical-path technologies include developing and demonstrating high levels
of cooling effectiveness for small blade designs, small blade manufacturing Concepts, and
application of non-inetallics in uncooled airfoils.

• High work, low cooling flow turbine (FY 1993).

* Small, high work turbine (FY 199 1).

* Ceramic mixed flow turbine (FY 1994).

* Cooled radial turbine (FY 1995



EXP: Focus is on applying high-temrperature ceramic mnatrix composifte materials
technology to rotating components, utilizing innovative cooling concepts, and incorpoiating
high-speed bearing technology.

* Hfigh-temperature CMC/C-C materials (FY 1993).
0 High-speed, C-C rotor (FY 1995).

* Uncooled CIMC rotor (FY 1996).

d. Exhaust Nazz.les

(1) Objectives

The overall of)bjective is using advanced materials (such as carbon-carbon, titanium
alumipirle, and ceramic matrix composites) to provide reduced-wei it, multi-function
exhaust nozzles with higher system performance and aggressive balanced signature levels for
enhanced surivabilify (SJV) with the goal of achieving the following phased IHMT
component perforl.Aance payoffs for turbofan/turbojet (TF/TJ) and expendable (EXP)
classes of engine:

Phase!X Phase It Phase 111
(Fy 1991) (FY 1997) (FY03)

Maximum A/B cooling flow -10% -50% Uncooled
Leakage -10% -25% -50%
S/V weight penalty -10% -35% -W0%
Nozzle weight -1.6% -2517 _0

Volume -5% -5%
SAT weight penalty o % -.25% -110%
Nozzle weight -5% -10% -25%

(2) Development Milestonts

TIJ Emphasis is on addressing manufacturing issues for advanced nozzle
configurations. identi~ring the effects of obtrusive inlet/engine interface configurations on
performance, developing selective cooling methods, and demonstrating advanced materials/
structural designs in a realistic environment.

* Spherical convergent flap nozzle demo (FY 1992).
* 2-D pitch/yaw nozzle (FY 1993).
* Titanium aluminide/M MC structure (FY 1994).

* High-temperature CMC panels (FY 1994).

* Full vectoring demno (FY 1997).

TS/TP: Nozzle technology (ces not play a mnajor role in the turboshaft/turboprop
cl'ass, of engines.
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EXP: Focus is on applying advanced oxide-based ceramics for
survivability/performance enhancement, demnonstrating advanced structura materials, and
integrating survivability into the front and rear end rotating and static components.

" Inlet/nozzle concepts (FY '1992).

* High temperature cerauic matrix composites (-FY 1993).
* Advanced ceramic matrix exhaust system design (FY 1994).

* Pitch/yaw vectoring demo (FY 1996).
* Uncooled, balanced S/V design (iFY 1997).

9. Coiitrols/Accessories

(1) Objective

The overall objective is to apply lightweight materials, high-temnperature electronics.
integrated flight/propulsion control architecture, performance-seekin g control logic, and
optical communication technology to achieve the following phased IMTr comrponent
performance payoff-s for turbofan/turbojet (THDT), turboshaft/turboprop (TSMT), and
expendable (EX?) classes of engine:

Phase I Ph~ase 11 Phase Mi
(FY 1991) (FY? 1"7) (MV3)

TF/TJ
Environmental temperature + l0OT +250OIF + 400OF
Control/accessories weight -210% -35% -50%Y
TSJTP
Environmental temperature + SUITF + ISOOF + 2000F
Control/accessories weight -20% -35% -50%
EXP
Environme~ntal temperature +200OF +4000F + 60011F
Control/accessories weight -20% -35% -50%
Control system cost -.30% -50% -60%

(2) Development Miestones

TF/TJ: Early focus is on investigag advanced simulation technology for engine
controls (ASTEC) to expl1oit increases in computational power, and on developing/
demonstrating performance-seeking optimization loi'or higl inerte1iitlcntos
Emphasis is 'also on using lighitweightriigh-temperature materials, fiber optic
communication technology, and high--temperature electroniacs to reduce weight, increase
performance, and extend engine durability/life levels.

* ASTEC (FY 1992).
0 1 A * F electronics (FY 1992).
* Fiber optics sensors/integration (FY 1994).

* lightweight nozzle actuator (1FY 1995).
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* Full authority opto--lectronic control (FY 1996).

TS/TP: Emphasis is on the progressive application of compimtes and
high-temperature aluminums to engine pumps and control unit housings, opto-electronic
sensors, high-temperature electrowc, and flexible control logic.

* EMI/EMP insensitive control (FY 1993).
* High-temperature OMC (FY 1994).

* Reconfigurable control (FY 1995).

EXP: Focus is or. developing thermal management approaches for controlling heat
load aad infrared suppression, and providing nudear radiationicorosive enviromnent
survivability.

a High-performance fuel pump (FY 1993).

* High-terperature aluminum/OMC (FY 1994).
* Exotic fuel (endothermicicryogenic/multiplase) pumping system

(FY 1995).

f. Mechanical Systems

(1) Objectives

The overall objective is applying high-temperature lubricant technology, composite
materials, innovative magnetic and dxy lube bearing concepts, and advanced fabrication
techniques to achieve the following phased IIfl'ET component performance .ayoffs for
turbofan/turbojet (TF/TJ), turboshaft/turboprop (TSTP), and expendable (FXP) classes of
engine:

Phase I Phase iI Ph-&" All
(FY 1991) (fY 1997) (11703)

TF/TJ

Liqui lubrication zernpczrature +50F + 2500F +400OF
Solid lubrication temperature Base + 40OF +900F
Bearing speed + 10% + 20% +43%
Intershaft seal velocty + 15% +70% + 85%
Conventional seal velocity + 15% + 35% + .%
Lubrication system weight --5% -1.0% -20%

TS/TP

Same as TF/t'J

EXP

Solid lubrkation temperature Base + 50OOF + tX$) F
Lubrication Lysten., weight -5% -20% -50%

(2) Development Milestones

TF/TJ: Emphasis is on base fluid and additive research, triol¢egical properties
investigations, devebo xnent of candidate formu.ations, seal material development,
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appicaionof ightemperature cornponent materials, and sub-scae/full-scae oomponent

* Active damper (FY 1992)1.
* i~gh-speed (1200 FPS) air/oil seal (FY 1993).

* Hybrid tapered roller bearing (iVY 1994).

a 12M0 FPS counter-rotating intershaft seal (FY 1994).

0 600'~F PEE lube (FY 1995).
& lHigh-temperaturife/all-ceraniic hybrid bearing (FY 1995).
* 800*F lube research (FY 1996).
0 High-efficiency magnetic bearing (FY 1997).

TSIM. TFRTj and TStTl' activities ame complementaiy and are addressed in the
TF/TJ serlion above.

EXP: Emphasis is on solid lubricant technology development/validation and ceramic
bearing development.

it Solid lube hybrid bearing (FY 1992).

0 Ceramic roller bearing (FY 1993).
0 I-1igh-temperature load damper (FY 1994).

0 Fluoride-baied solid lube (FY'1995).

0 1800 *F s~olid lube vah dation (FY 1997).

g. v echnoldg Deraonstrat4r

(1) Objectives

Technology demonstrators have two~ objectives. The first is evaluating integrated
behavior in a realistic enigine environent. Ibis avaluatiihn is used to guide tme further
de'elopment of component technology. The second is validatia& that the technology is
sufficiently developed and underst.zod to be transferred to new engine developments and to
improvements of existing engines. The ThPTET program is structured so that these
technology readiness demonstrations are performed comipetitively in each of the three
demonstrator classes in each of the three phases. The specific objectives for each class of
demonstrator (turbofan/turbojet, turboshaft/turboprop, and expendable) are shown below.

TIT T: Demonstrate the following phased IHPTET core engine gas generator (high
pretisure comipressor, combustor, and low pressure turbine) and full engine performance
goals in the Advanced 7.1rbine Engine Gas Generator (ATEGG), and Joint 'Thchnology
Demionstrator Enginie (JUDE) programs:
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Phase I Phae I Ph tll

(y 1991) (FY $197) (YW3)

Core Evgiaes (Alh=G)

Maximum turbine inlet- + 300OF + 000 F +900OF
temperature

Ibai cooling air -10% -35% -60%

Fall &gines (J'IDE)

Thrust-to-weig t ratio + 30% +60% +100%
Compressor exit temperature + 160F + 200OF +400OF
Fuel burned -20% -30% -40%

TS/TP Demonstrate the followingp based IHPTET performance goals for subsonic
applications in the Joint Thrbine Advanced Gas Generator (JTAGG) program:

Phase I Phase 11 Phase I

JTAGG

Horsepower/weight + 40% .80% + 120%
Specific power +50% +80% +100%
Specific fuel consumption -20% -30% -40%
Ibrbine inlet temperature + 300OF + 600OF + 1O00F
Compressor ait temperature Base + 200 0F +400*F

EXP: Provide early verification of high isk/high payoff materials technologies and
demonstrate the following phased IiYfET performance goals for non-man-rated (limited
life) applications in the Joint Expendable 'Trbine Engine Concepts (JETEC) program:

Phase I hse II Phase IW

JETEC

Compressor exit temperature + 200°F + 3(g00F + 500OF
Madmum turbine inlet + 500 OF + 900OF + 1400OF

temperature
Specific fuel consumption -20% -30% -40%
Specific thrust + 35% + 70% +100%
'ost -30% -45% -60%

(2) Development Milestones

Core Engines: ATEGG emphasis is on integrating and demonstrating core engine
materials and aeromechanical technologies, including a high temperature titanium aluminide
MMC compressor, an integrated vane/diffuser/combustor, high speed (1200 FPS) seals, fiber
reinforced turbine disks, and high temperature hybrid bearings by the end of FY 1996 to
validate the IHPTET Phase 11 goals.

Full Engines: JTDE emphasis is on integrating the ATEGG core with hollow metal
matrix composite fans, uncooled low pressure turbines, composite frames and cases, yaw
vectoring nozzles, and full authority opto-electronic controls and demonstrating the
IHPTET Phase 11 goals by the end of FY 1997.

JTA.GG: Emphasis is on demonstrating component technologies applicable to a broad
spectrum of subsonc engines in both the smaller (less than 2500 horsepower) and larger
(from 2500 to 15000 horsepower and up to 15000 lbs thrust) classes. Sequential JTAGG tests
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demonstrate swept aero compresors, advanced materials (such as high-temperature
titanium, ceramics, metal matrix composites, and ceramic matrix composites), ihernal
barrier coatings, low-leakage/high-speed seals, high-temperature lubricants, and optical
control methods to demonstrate the IH-PTET Phase R sstem performane goals by the end
of FY 1997.

JETEC: Emphasis is on integrating and testhg critical-path materials such as
high-temperature (2800c0F) ceramic matrix composites and carbon-carbon (in tie
combustor, turbine, and exhaust nozzle); high-temperatute solid lubricanta; high beat release
rate combustors; air journal bearings; and low-cst static muctures to demonstrate the
IHPTET Phase 11 system performance goals by the end of FY 1997.

h. Scraniet/Combhed Cycle Systems

(1) Objectives

The overall objectives for scramjet technology ae: (1) developing of a
cryogenic-hydrogen-fueled engine for single-stage-to-orbit or sustained cruise at Mach 10
capability and (2) demonstrating a storable-hydrocarbon-fueled engine 'with combustion
efficiencies of greater than 95 percent for applications up to Mach 8. Objectives for
combined-cycle technology nclude demontrating engine operation from sea level staic to
Mach 5 +, including mode change transition in the Mach 3 to 4 range.

(2) Development Milestones

Scramjet: Emphasis is on developing a cryogenic--fueled scramjet engine and
developing hydrocarbon-fueled scramiet combustor concepts which eliminate the need for
highly reactive, non-storable combustion aids to sustain scramjet operation.

- Scramjet flow-path performance demonstration to Mach 8 (NASP)
(FY 1993).

* Scramjet engine materials demonstration (NASP) (FY 1993).
a Vide Mach range combustor demonstration (FY 1994).

* Scramjet performance demonstration to Mach 8 (NASP) (FY 1995).
o Improved efficiency combustor demonstration (FY 1996).

Combined Cycle: Advancing rambumer technology, aerodynamics, and innovative
compression concepts, coupled with developing high-temperature fuels, offer the potential
for increases of 100 percent in specific impulse asd 22 percent in engine thrust--to-weight.

* Wide Mach raraburner demonstration (FY 1993).
* Transition valve demonstration (FY 1994).

* Turboramjet (TRJ), Air-turborocket (AIR) (both liquid and solid
fueled) (FY 1995).
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1. Advanced Hydrocarbon Fuels/Systws
(1) Objectves

The overall objectives are the development of high-tempcraux, thermally-stable JP
fuels and fuel system components capable of adhieVirg the following performance gains
compared to current JP fuels:

Fuel temperature : +575W
Heats 4k

(2) Development Milestows

Emphasis is on increasing the thermal stability limit of current JP-8 fuel at the main
burner by 100OF wd the avalable fuel heat sink by 59 percent, while working on
revolutionary approaches for a new hydrocarbon fuel (JP-900) which offers the potential of a
575'.F increase in fuel temperature and a 500 peicent increase in heat sink.

* Heat sink demontration on JP-8 (FY 1994).

* Fuel qualification (FY 1997).

2. Tel0mology Objectiw's

At the core of the air-breathing propulsion program are the IPET efforts which are
aimed at satisfing the fundamental performance needs of the aircraft gas turbine engine.
This program is structured in three time-phased steps, aimed at demonstrating technology in
experimental engine configurations for three classes of engines: man-rated turbofan/
turbojet, man-rated turboshaft/prop, and expendable engines for cruise missile or unmanned
air vehicle applications. To achiev the overali demonstration goals, technology
developments are needed in six major- component areas: compres:ion systems, combustion
s-stenis, turbine systems, nozzles, controls!accessories, and mechanical systems. The
1i-iPTET technology objectives for these six component areas, as well as the technology
demonstrators, are shown in the table on the following page. Roadmaps for achieving these
milestones are shown in Appendix A. The goals are referenced to the state-cf-the-art in 1987
and are to be achieved while maintaining current engine life and durability.

To achieve the overall hypersonic propulsion goals, efforts are focused in two areas:
(1) scrainjet/combined cycle -stems and (2) advanced hydrocarbon fuels/systems. The
primary contributor to the development of hypersonic propulsion technology is the NASP
program. Milestones for these two areas are shown in the ftolowing table.
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lbk wkgy Objectives - IHPUifl Pr'ignim
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bThnology (Objectives - IJWrfl Program (Continued)

Technology BYIP1991 By 1997By20
set (Pflasel) (Phas II (Phas ll4

Tehnloa + 30% thUst~i~ot 9+60% lhruatedght * + 10D% #VtetWalg
xsntr(turbo- * O3't w mleketoWsra- * 06FwWnei~ttempea- a X9DOF tUrbiN A hetmOpnm

tUbOO) * + 1000F o rsm die- * i-200F -oprs die- * +A0D*oonipwnrshzge

a -2D% fue burned & -30% Wue bunud * -40% AMe burned

Technology Demn- * -20% SF0 # -30% SF0 * -40% SF0
strto Mturoshaft 1 0+40% pow~w~h 0+ 80% power/w~ * + 12W0% power/weAght
tUboprop) .*30"Ftrieilttmea * +COOFturb~neWfrietmpra- a* 1000F tatkie nle Wtempea-
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a 11006F combustm* inle tom- * 12DOOF comibuet hist tern- * l400*Fcombsorlnlettampe-
pature perurs ature

Technology Objective - Hypersonic Propulsion

Technology By 1992 T B 1999 1By 2005

Scramjet/oom- * Simulted low speed porkent * Singie-stoge-to-otit demron- * Mach 7+ free,et liquid fueled
blned cycle sys- ance (NASP) station (NASP) eniedemonsdtor. (misbile)
tems * Sone sefirac fenn oi uel ploting cnet* Solid fuel p elien! develop-

sttd(Ai ml"sil) ment (lss
* Wkde Mach conbustor demon- * Variable geomety ramburner v2000f me! heat exochanger/

stration (rnlsslle) (T.RJ) reactor TRJ/ATP)
* improved efficiency combustor * Mach 5 freejet engine demont- % Adjarnced rambuinar fuel in-

(missile) stratlon (ATR) ja)ctor/flamanolder (TRJ)
* 14000F hydrocatbon fuel neat 9 Improved mixer concept (ATA) e Dual rnoce turboscrarijet

exchanger (7TRJ) biurner Mach 7t oprratlon
9 2140"F Intograted rambumner * High temperature unocoled (l

spraybuflameholder (ThU) turbine (ATR) * 2500F fan (ATS)
* TransItion valve mode change a Improved high efficiency corn- a 800 we ISP solid fuel engino

oeznostration (TRJ) bustor concept (ATN) demonstration (ATR)
* 200C)F OMOC tan (ATR) e High energy density solid gas

geeato p ropellant (AiR)

Advanced hydro- * Advanced JI'-8 e 2250 Bl/ibra cooling with Ji> * 3000 B11J~tm cooling wih JP
carbon fuels/sys- fulWDC
tems a Advanced fuel systarn demon.-
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3. Resources

DoD funding for developing IHPTET and hypersonic propulsion technology is as
follows:

Funding - Air-Breathing Propulsion ($M)

968 224 211 185 190 193 201

4. Utilizing the Technology

The primary customers of the technology developed and demonstrated under the
three-phased IHPTET initiative and the hypersonic initiative are the Military Departments,
which will: (1) upgrade the performance and/or life of existing engines to enhance current
system capabili (.g, upgrades to the F100, F110, and F404 engines for the F-14, F-15,
F-16, and F-18); (2) improve and subsequently upgrade engines currently in development
(for example, the technology demonstrated is directly applicable to the F1 19 and F120 for the
ATF); (3) provide a basis for new engine developments currently in the conceptual stage (such
as engines for a short-take-off-and-vertical-landing aircraft, an advanced tactical transport,
and future high 14ach vehicles). An important secondary user of this technology is the
commercial aircraft industry, since to a large extent the technology for military engines is
common to commercial engines.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

Capabilities in the United States for manufacturing current production gas turbine
engines are excellent, with the possible exception of bearings. Current capabilities include the
production of aluminum, titanium, and nickel- or cobalt-based superalloys (including the
production of powders); hot isostatic pressing; hot isothermal forging; inertia welding;
diffusion bonding; precision casting of air-cooled turbine parts in single-crystal, directionally
solidified, or equiaxed forms; electrochemical and electrical discharge machining;
electron-beam welding; laser drilling and welding; and all needed types of coatings.

Many of the current manufacturing process capabilities must be significantly
enhanced in the near tefm if the United States is to maintain its lead in propulsion
technolcgies anad meet the air-breathing propulsion goals of the future. Super plastic
forming/diffusion bonding (SPF!DB), for example, is still being developed for large-scale,
high-volume manufacture of critical structures and components. Significant additional
technology and process control efforts are required to achieve high performance, cost
effective SPF/DB hardware. Similarly, coating applications for hot section components and
fabrication techniques for advanced structures (e.g., thrust vectoring exhaust nozzles) need to
be included as part of any manufacturing technology and process plans.

Other areas which require significant manufacturing technology initiatives to address
near and longe' term propulsion objectives include: (1) casting net shape components
produced from advanced high temperature and titanium alloys, (2) coatings for both engine
components and in-process natenals, (3) non-deshuctive evaluation (NDE) techniques to
meet design life goals and improve process control, (4) joining techniques for dissimilar
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advanced materials, and (5) fabrication techniques for the affordable production of metal and

ceramic matrix composites.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

Achievement of the air-breathing propulsion goals will require that new
manufacturing capabilities be developed. These new capabilities will include the
manufacture of various fibers for composite materials with titanium, aluminum, titanium
aluminide, ceramic., carbon, and intermetallic matrices; the manufacture of the associated
composite materials in near-net-shape forn; the production of rapidly solidified alloys;
greatr precision in the casting of air-cooled, single-crystal parts; durable coatings for
carbon/carbon composites; high-strength bonding techniques; and greater precision in
machining methods.

Developing the needed processing capabilities on a laboratory scale is an integral part
of the aircraft propulsion initiative, since developing the capability independently from the
component to wMch it is to be applied is generally not possible. Engine manufacturers and
materials suppliers participate, often jointl, in both DoD-sponsored and
industry-spoiisored programs to develop the needed processing activities. Subsequent to the
development of .these capabilities on a laboratory scale, manufacturing technelogy programs
will be initiated to transfer the technology development efforts to needed production
capabilities. Although the IH=rET initiative is actively addressing design and manufacturing
relationships to ensure producibility of a manufacturable design, increased emphasis is
needed in MANTECH to produce the materials and parts.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

Both NASA and industry participate in tb-. coordinated IIitTET program. For FY
1991, related NASA activity is primarily directed at discipline research in high--temnerature,
lightweight materials and experimental and analytical internal fluid mechanics: NASAs
materials research includes metallic/intermetaliic matrix composites and ceramic matrix
composites. Internal fluid mechanics research includes the development and experimental
verification of advanced three-dimensional viscous codes for application to ducts,
turbomachinery, and combustors. Additional research activities for hypersonic propulsion is
handled principally by NASA at its Langley, Ames, and Lewis Research Centers. NASAs
hypersonic research is focused on the fundamental flow mechanisms in scrainjet engines such
as high-speed mixing and combustion, combustor integration with the inlet and nozzle, and
development and verification of advanced computational codes for high speed reacting flows.

For FY 1992, related NASA IHPTET funding is approximately $33 million, and
related industry discretionary funding is estimated to be approximately $125 million.
(DoD-requested IHPTET funding is $131 million). Additional research activities for
hypersonic propulsion art handled principally by the Air Force and NASA (at its Langley.
Ames, and Lewis Research Centers). Although not a participant in 1HPTE'I, DoE's materials
expertise also contributes to the national technology base, and NSF supports engineering
research on chemical kinetics of combustion and high-temperature combustors. NIST
sponsors a research program in laser-Aiduced flourescence for temperature measurements in
combustion systems.

Both DoD and NASA support academic research activities on airbreathing propulsion
at a few key universities. While small in financial terms, these programs are of key
importance, as sources of well educated personnel knowledgeable about air breathing
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propulsion, for enhancemeat ofthe fundamental Lecinology base, adn as a source of fresh
ideas.

E. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. lbechnoluff Base and Industrial Base

Although the -two priority efforts inl air-breathing propulsion, IHPTE and
hypersonic propulsion, are different in form, many key, as-pects of the technolovy are Similar.
Research and development in the following four areas -in~dicate a pc.ttntial capability to
contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified.

* Development and design integration of lightweight, high-
temnperature, high-strength maten-ais

40 Reduction of observables in high temperature air-breathing
propulsion systems

* Modeling and simulation (including CFD) of complex
aerothermodynamic flow and empirically calibrated data bases

* Development of scranijet/combined cycle propulsion.

The table on the folloving pag provides a suimmary comparison of U.S. and other
nations, fundintg for selected aspects- of propulsion techriology. With regard to the aircraft gas
turbine engine (GT"E), the U.S. continues to be the preeminent manufacturer, but less so than
in the past as measured by market share. (U.S. market share has dropped from 84 percent to
62 percent over the past 20 years..) Since industry finan-cial support for U.S. technology
development is derived from military and commiercial sales, a strong U.S. market share is
important to the health of the U.S. GMh technology base.

With regard to hypersonic propulsion, s;upport has been insufficient for many years to
establish and maintain a strong US industrial base. The current base is weak and diffuised.
Foreign investment in these technologies is increasing and will eventually relegate the United
States to a second or third place status unless urgenat remedial action is taken.

In general, the U.S. continutes to lead in the key aspects of GTE technology. Principal
cooperative opportunities could exist with NATO countries (especially with France,
Gerwany, and the UK) and with Japan in both the GT7E and hypersonic propulsion arenas. In
order to capitalize on the benefits of cooperative technology development, at s necessary that
subsequent co-development coflaborations favor future U.S. market share.

The NATO infrastructure for gas turbine engine development and production is highly
develope-d. Increasing cooperation amiong the European Community (EC) nations
(principally the UK, France. Germany, and Italy) in aircraft engines should permit them to
field a complete range of high technolog aircraft engines for military applications. French
high-thrust commercial turbofan engines are based on a joint venture with a U.S.
manufacturer, in which the: vv pressure /temperature components are made in France. hI
addition, France has emerged as a leading supplier of critical ceramic composites being
mrvestigated for potential use in jet engine hot sections. These are being evaluated in the U.S.
IHPTET program. U.S. aircraft engine builders have also entered into development and
manufacturing agreements with other EC engine producers.
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Summary Comparison - Air.-Breathing Prnpulsion
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While the U.S. 1HPTET project still is at the leading edge of technology, in the near
term European consortia will have the capability to compete effectively at the state of the art.
The European helicopter and fighter programs are providing a base for continued research
and development in this area.

Other countries that have, significant development program include Israel, Sweden,
India, Taiwan, and the PRC. These programs are not, however, considered leading candidates
to contribute to significant advances beyond existing NATO capabilities.

Foreign activity in the area of hydrogen-fueled scraicjts is not assessed as
comparable to the US level of activity for the NASP program. However, France is about to
launch a major effort to develop scramjet techoologies and both Japan and Germany have
initiated hypersonic aircraft programs.

France is now the international leader in missile ratnjet propulsion in the free world
and has an aggessive program to extend hydrocarbon-fueled, high-speed. air-launched
weapon technologry. We anticipate that France will also have a significant capability in both
the hydrogen-fueled scvram njet and combined cycle engine arenas in the near fulture as a result
of a joint venture agreemen t between SNECMA and SEP (called HYPERSPACE). French
high-temperature materials capability is also outstanding.

Germany is the only free world couniy actively addressing ahlyrsonic air-breathng
first-stage space launcher (the SANGER Pro ect.- This funded efothasldoth
development of a hdrg-fle covntoa 'anJet and a corresponding turbormt
programn. To provide early proof of the air-breathing propulsion concept, a manned
experimental vehicle will be flown (called HYTEX) before the year 2000. The German.
program is eliciting interest from other N.ATO countries.

Japan has a strong interest -hn scramiet and combined-cycle engines. An acclerating
technical effort is evident.. Programs include the development of a mnethane-fueled ramjet
capable ofstble flight to Mach 5.0 and of ai smrall coimbiued-cycle raie/uboc nlc
Japan also has initiated a major effort to enhance its aerospace materials and propulsicn
capabilities by the formation of the Material Research Center and Institute to study
ultra-heat-resistant materials applicable for use up io 2000'*C. If successful, this research
could make major advances in the field of hypersonic air-breathing propulsion.

Overall, coiisiderable capability is being developed by our free world competitors
which is not matched by corresponding revolutionary work in the United States.

2. Exchbange Agreements

Formal exchange in air-breathing propulsion was found to be limited and primarily
focused on advanced rainjet propulsion for weapoins. This reflects, in large part, the nature of
the international commercial infrastructure. This infr~astructure is characterized by intense
competition anmong firms that Lave already established international marketing and
manufacturing relationships.

As a result, primary int--rchange in this area occurs under Air Force data exchange
aveernents and Metno-aida. of Understanding (MOlk) with various NATO allies.1The areas
of e;. cauge encompass technologies related to materials and test techviqves. Of specific note
are idic ties establshed with the ftench in ramjet-related and carbon material technologies
'Me French~ are considered world leaders in these areas.
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In addition, the Navy has exchange progran with NATO allies in certain aspects of
engine materials and in marine gas turbine propulsion. This area will benefit directly from
many of the exchanges identified in the seton on computational fluid dynamics.
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15. PULSED~ *YWER

A. DESCRIF1'ON OF TECHNOLOGY
Revolutionary changes in battlefield scenarios are possible because of mnajor

improvements in pulsed power technology that allow the development of i b-power
weapons and sensors. Advances are required to develop high-powver weapon Systems and
sensors inluLdinlg directed energy weapons, (DEWv), kinetic !energy weapons (ICEW
improved target identification ad surveillance Vystems, and rapid fire earth-to-orbit (EO)
launchers. DEXs (lasers, tuicrowaves, and particle beams) provide Ipedoflight
operations with hi gh firing rates at long ranges, capable of destroying or disabling missftes
and other targe. REWs utilize hypervelocity projectiles for long-range engagements, rapid
flie rates, and deeg p agznes for anti-missile and airti-armo tees.L diint
directly powering ba~ee systerns, pulsed power technology is vital to assssing, and
simulating the vulerabil-ity and lethality of present and future systems to nuclear, DEW, and
KEW systems. Essential to these efforts are reductions in die size and weight of systems and
improvements, in reliability and maintainability.

Critical component technologies for pulsed power systemns are repetition rate, energy
storage, pulse forming (conditioning) networks (PEN), and coupling pulse to load (e.g., !aser,
high-power microwave tube). The prime power (generator, battexy, etv.) system delivers
energy to the storage subsystem. The pulse forrming network transforrms thie energy to match
the load requirements. High'pulse repetition frequenqy (PRF) energy storage subsystems
require light-weight, high-effciency, and comp~act energy storage usiag inductors and
capacitors. Compact energy storage sytems must have high energy densities (kJ/kg) to lessen
military system weight. The PEN shapes the high-power pulse with capacitors, indu~ctors,
switches, and nonlinear elements aud couples it to the load. Most systems requa-Ke a
high-power output switch between the PEN and the load. High peak power system utilizing
non-linear pulse compression and ultra-wide bandwidth RFare also critical.

Pulsed power energy storage system-, often consist of large high-voltage, higlicurrent
capacitor banks that have compact modular design. High energy density capacitors with low
inductance and fast current rise times are necessary for light weight and high repetition (up to
10 kHz) rates. Improvements in energy density between 1985 and 1989 reduced th-,e mass of a
50 U capacitor by a factor of 10, fromh 150 kg o 15 kg. The increased energy density reduces
the cost per joule, which makes advanced electromagnetic launcders feasible for launching
payl~oads into earth orbit.

For single-shot applications, explosively powered qystevns basetd on mnagnietic flux
compression can reuesz n egt by a factor of 10 to 1004J compared to capacitor
sysems. For large platforms, rotatiag machinery storage can be compctitve with large
capacitor bak or long discharge timie&

Two basic qtps of PENs are importa-it for pulsed power- inductive and capacitive
energy storage. In the inductive energy storage syen, the energy tored In the capacitors
from the prim source is stored in au inductor/efAcitor (PIZ? network. Svvitches then
transfer energy to the load. In the tie ergy atorage system, hovvver, d-e network
shapes the output pulse Strtegic=~s applications t win I etrornagweic launchers
require a tenfold inpu vcifent in inductive energy waoage. HigE plsd pover applicanons
needimprovements in gaseous and solid state switch tecnolois Applicativns ofinductive

" -sorare (WES) for nudear weapons effects simuhtiore vquire improvements in Mwitch
'C0=0tome, opening time, and opend impedsne.
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Significant improvements are required in opening and closing switch technology for
transferring the po wer from the PEFN to the various weapon system loads. The switch must be
designed to meet specific PR~s, sustained conduction time intervals, and rise-time and
fall.-tirrne characteristics. The most importnt gaseous switches are spark saps, ignitrons, and
thyratrons. Gaseous switches requite increased reliability, higher voltzges, and greater
current capacities to meet today's needs. Solid-state photoconductivie/semiiceniductor
switches (PCSS) offer new alternatives: high power, short pulses, light weight, and direct
sources of precisely timed pulsed power. In conjunction with repetitive, high-density
capacitors, PCSSs protvide low-cost, light-weight microwave sources for ultra-wideband
radars, high-power microwave weapons and countermeasures, lasers, andd article beans.
High reliability, fast, high voltage, repetitive opening swiLches are require to develop the
advantages of irductive energy storage.

Rclnolug Stts in PuLsed Power

" Energy storage

" Opening and closing switchies

" Conditions circuits

" Prime power sources

B. PAYOFF

1. impact on Future ~apon Systems

Pulsed power is a critical element for the development of the following potential
weapon systems: high-power microwaves, electrothermal and electromagnetic guns, neutral
p article beams, space-b~ased free electron lasers, ground-based lasers, and charged particle
beams. Pulsed power is also essential for the development of other systems such as laser

radars, ultra-wideband radars, electromagnetic armor, and nuclear we apon effects
simulators. The table below shows the critical pulsed power parameters and -the potential
weapons likely to use that technology, A description of the most important weapon
appicatons follows.

a. Hfigh-Power Microwaves

High power microwaves (R1PM) provide a speed-of-light weapon or countermeasure
that may cause mission abort for some kinds of systems or may prematurely set off explosive
components in other kinds of systems. Narrow bandw ;idth systems are! being developed for
beamed weapon application%, and ultra-wide bandwidth systems are being developed for
co~unterrmeasures. These weapans or countermeasures may temporar ily confuse, blind, or
upset important sensors; daimage critical electronics sm that they cannot function until
hysically replaced,- and disable, disrupt, or upset electronit control circuits. Successful

development requires advances in raio frzquency (RF-) xvower souroms pulsd-power
conditioning, frequency or timne cahetence control, and antenna iechnology. De-yelopinent is
also necessary to improve system ruggedness reliability, and repet6hon rate.
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Critical P-aranrters in Pulsed Power

Pule PONS i i t
Alkt achns X

V ot m jn X x
Pule-oI'n Keos X X X

swtches X X X X K j K

tir sourew X K A

b. Electrothermal Guns

The Services are exploring the development of electrothermal guna. The Ar1myl can use
electrothermal1 gunls as an extended ran ,e i3 to 5-ni ants-armor ,aotht elhl
against the next generation of P; nks to aeti t-lded b-y potential adversaries. The Navy has an.
urgent need for a wea;-xmr thiat can, be niounted in surface skips Lie intercept and destroy
present and inure rnisiie sy.stems at distances preater than 15 km- The Air Force can use
electrothiermnal gunzs for close-ai r suzpport aircraft, such a the A - 19, to destroy armor on the
ground at raages Qf up to 5kri. The developmnent of compact, mobile, conditioned

p'u-power :S One of the critical lhn! trs develop ,hese weapons.

'A iFectrwagnetk Luchr

Eiectroinagrw dc launchers c=t be used for siratejic applizations As a terminal defens
weapon toi destroy ontoiidng missies and in soe piatforins to destroy reentry vehicles. lt
develop these Potential weapons, a &ignificant advance in pulsed Power iF requied. If a
rotatinj3 maclInhe or inductive energy storage system is used, amti-Hert openiswhehts
with MR. of a few Hertz and conduction times of hundreds of u crotl-cojd am~ nc,±cc to

u~ hr 1e Mr4oule energy storage inductors Using a eenavc oae esysnt
S.n-atK'.O .SMA dlosing switch (and a PRE cla fmwliemtzeqwras at f u n.lisearod

conzhzeaou tzmt. Electromagnetic launchers need Rs fivefold acrea m -toe w.
storage density to Launch large diz macsos iuto orbkL Coilsurwod xWWM- be"&efromi
thie ckvelopit of ioo-tr cost eucrt capawoms and an umproved capcirwrvke life.
Omplex r-owing flUX aMgressors Vr'ptam? ncflzcof t henu'cvxtbr

Cecvmanedc launchen Vith vaiable structurs VV. Pr ro mise fur sie Atwt
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d. Neutnal Particle Uem

Neutral particle beara (NPB) systems are currently under development to .iisc iuinate
decoys from reentry vehicacs for strategic defeat but are aiso effective for anti-sateite
(ASA) missions; Alight ion beam is accelerated and neutralized before leaving the pkttform.
At suffciently high beam energies, the beam deeply penetrates into dhe target, producig
markedly different effects in decoys vs. actual weapons, and, at higher energ.os, damaging the
electronics, detonating the high explosive within the reentry vehicles, and producing
structural damage. Continuous wv-e ultm-high frequency (UHF) radio fieqeuency sowrces
are the most crucial pulsed power technology required to make N,P sysTerms pratacal.

e. .Space-Ussed and Ground-Base Free Electron Lasers

Free electron laser (EEL) systems are under development by the Strategic Defense
Initiative with potential applications for ground and space defense. For strategic defense
applications, high-energy laser beams would kill both boster and post-boost vehlide
structures. ASAT weapons and stip-based anti-miwsile defase (ASMD) may use EELs. A
key pulsed-power technology is the RE source required to drive the free electron beam.

f. Charged Particle Beam

Charged particle beam (CPB) synems are being considered for ship-based -SAM
weapons and pop-up interactive discrimination of targets in strategic defense applicat ons.
An electon beam is accelerated by a repetitively pulsed ;Pduction type accelerator.
Switching is the key pulsed-power teclology for this application. Precision photoconlducnv,
semionouctu st awtching is ideally suit-d for this application because of the rapid switching of
high voltages at high peak powers. In addition, light-weight DCDCO inverters will be needed
to transform the iow DC voltage to the luh D- voltage required by the primaiy e.ergy
storage capacitor and PFNs. This will require very high energy sstems.

g. Ultra-Wideband Radars

Ultra-wideband (UWB) radars have three interesting features: low frequency,
high-clutter detection in foliage; low-,ost target imaging; and real--time target identification,
They however suffer front lack of average power to long range performance. UWE radars
require precise temporal control of a few tens of picoseconds to achieve coberent
transmission and recepttn. Precision controlled switching with very low jitter (a few
picoseconds) and extremely fast modulation rates are required for the development of these
Iew pe of radar wavefonns. IJWI radars (discussed in scctiun 7) have ver high range
xes"thifin, and the ultra-wide bai-widb- s s.mulao.p. ou.sl measure the low frequen c
(Raykivh), the rewonant and the hig& frequecy signatures ot a radar target.

2. Potential Beafits to indusM -Wa
Sipdicant spin-oft of pulsed power and power conditioning technology to the

conemm3 mdustrtal base i already occurring. *New cowmercial applications are occmurrig,
the maijay in the. electric uftm, ekztrn chve and control industry, and the uedica
indutry. Severa ramples of sp-cific spin-AIV applications are described in the following
paragraphs.

The DoD Mlfe Run ±atre- stor-gt Cacitatr development program 'jointly sponsored
by the Strategic DWfe LWaiatt- (tMhe (SDIO) aid ihe Defee Nuclear Agency) has
achieved dramae icreaes ia mt -Sy dens it'iiin the a few years. High energy i(nty
capartor avaiabilPy i. maWag tNs pduri uetd forming idustry awe cost competitive. At
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least one awtamobile corporation is using this approach to affix end caps to driveshafts. The
electric utility industry is interested in using high-energy density capacitors for power factor
correctido because they are instafled on a utility line Ivy a single technician. Sit icant cost.
reductions are among the development goals for pulsed-power accelerators, whih also will"
help to reduce costs of conmerca accelerators for medical applications. Molecular
engineering techmiqt s used to develop high energy storage capacitors have been useful in
the developm et cl heart defibrillators.

Many hith-pxower switch dzveloprcr.n have been pursued by DoD, and several of
thesve devices are b4ng used in coir.aercial application&s. *ydrogen thyratron switches
originally developed for the Sk! gro,_4-based laser se now used by a manufacturer of
ultrasomc kidney stone bruk-up ,iachines. L ess mature, but more significant, is a new type
of solid-state switch, the MOS Controlled Thistor (MCI). The MCT is a highpower,
efficient eleclic motor controller suwih. The MC7? makes possible automobile industry
plans for dhe demonstration of front-#eel drive vehicles with electric motor drives for
enhanced tractioa. The ele-c.ric utiity iadustry will ue MCTL for future fault management
switchgear and poker processing un - for DC-DC transmission lines.

L ong-ter-m development of high-power switches by DoD will affect the competitive
position of the Unied States by xraldng compact, effic-ient, and aile power system available.
UW3B pulsed-power technolofg will provide more efficient, agile, and versatile
pulsed-power sources for narrow a d wide bandwidth RE applications. Several companies
are developing precision svitching technologies to syntheswz narrow and ultrawideband RF
pulses for radars ard counwrmeasures.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan fer Thcbhna Deveiopment

The objective or Pulsed Power technology is to provide extremely hifgh peak power,
low duty cycle pulsed sources to develop a new class of technologies in prepulsion, weapons,
and radars

In order to realize the technology onportunities offered by Pulsed Power, reductions in
size and mass of co~mponents is required whole requiring improvements in energy density,
electrical efficiency, reliability, and c)ntrcol of pulsed twaveforms. Progress in these areas will
determine the practicality of high energ 'ystems and the po, ntiM applications: high power
microwave, electro. al guns, electromagnetic launchers, ultra-owideband r'adar,
underwiter acoustc sourcus nitclear weapons effects simulators, laser radar, neutral and
charged particle beam, and ground- and space-based free electron lasers. 'The development
plan will examine the critical elements of this technology set.

a. Energy Storagc

(1) Obective

Efficiently store at high deArity sufficiet evnergy for mission accomplisbrent. Twoypsof energy sorage are envisioned: in~duct.ive and ,capacitive. Ihductve ykinsrequie-
per etion of ope ning swtches w*ile c aac ti e ys uem s require perfection o ing swtche .

Miestones for inductiv (1) and capactove (C) techniques follow.
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(2) lf)evlopment Milestones

* In the near term (FY 19.92) demonstrate energy densities to 10
kJ/kg (I) and 3 kJ/kg (C) with 108 shot lifetime. Laboratory
experiments continue for directed energy and armor/anti-armor
applications.

* hi the n-id term (FY 1994-FY 1995) improve energy densities
about threefold to 30 kJ/kg (I) and 10 kJ/kg (C). These
improvements make armor/anti-armor guns practical andbegin to
enable mine-clearing operations.

* In the far term (FY 1997) further improve energy densities to 1
MJ/kg (1) and 30 kJ/kg (C), thus paving the way for high
perlormance directed energy weapons. This would meet the pulsed
power requiremenus for hypervelocity electro-magnetic guns,
allowing Sabo~tshell velocities of > 20 km/sec.

b. Power Switd-ing

(1) Objective

Develop both closing and opening switches and high repetition rate operation utilizing
plasma, solid state, and magnetic elements.

Pulse power switches are required to transfer the energy to the load. The critical issues
are the development of opening switches and high repetition rate closing switches. Opening
switches are required to take advantage of inductive storage technology. aigh rep -titionrated
switches are required in many specific applications. Additionally, sensor applications use
precision switchag of tens of picoseconds, and some weapons require very high peak power at
the gigawatt level.

(2) Developrazit Milestones

The milestones for switch development are characterized in two ways for both opening
and elosing switches: current density and rise time of current for the highest peak powers. The
milestones are:

4 For the mid term (FY 1993-FY 1994) improve current densityfrom
400 to i00 amp/cm3 and in the far term (FY I997) achieve 108 shot
lifetime. For E&M guns and artillery this is a key improvement.
Achievement of 1014 A/s risetime in the mid term (FY 1993) for
ultra-wideband radars is important. Shigle pulse operation (low
repetition rates) should be achieved first.

*, In the far term single pulse rise times of 1014 A/s are extended to high
reptition rate operation. Repettion rates should be improved from
tens of Hz to teas of KHz. Some burst mode operation of tens of
Miz are required.

* H igh power solid state svitctinm 10 kV 100 kA units to replace
onanttiren-sensitive ignatrons for new power systems basewd on
bigh etttrgy density capacitr (FY 1995).
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C. Conditianhig Circuits

(1) Objective

Efficiently tranforn (with minimum energy loss) and deliver the energy in a usable
ferm for Specific applicaton. Rise tme, rep-tition rate, pulse length, etc., are all dependent
upon the critical application.

Voltage converters are a major enirent of power conditioning circuits. They are used
in power supplies for applications of various direct energy weapon systems such as neutral
paxticle beams, charged particle beams, and space-based free electron lasers. Since this
system is to be used for space applications where weight is a key factor, the challenge in this
technology is to increase the power per unit mass.

(2) Development Milestones

The milestones emphasize the performance of conditioning eircuits for various
applications. There are various requirements from very high energies for rail guns to very fast,
short pulses for radars. The average milestones are:

* In the mid term (FY 1993-FY 1994) improve by a factor of two
from 2,500 kg/MW to 1,200 kg%4W the conditioning circuits for
directed energy weapon applications.

* In the far term (FY 1997) ffirdher improve conditioning for the most
demanding directed energy weapon applications to 700 kg/MW

d. Power Sources

(1) Objective

Provide efficient and compact energy sources (batteties, fuel cells, and power
generators) for enabling applications.

Fuel cells need to be developed for space-based power applications such as laser radar
or entr-level directed energy weapons. In the near term the most important development is
the space-proven alkaline technology. Current development programs being demonstrated
in the labaratory are rapidly increasing the power density. Extension of these program to
z&ieve about 700 g/Kw in the next few years appears to be quite feasible. Present fuel cells
are highly modular and can be configured as a central power plant or distributed as local
sources along the len~th of an accelerator or other load. Present voltage output is limited toa
few hundred volts DC, requiring step-up to 107s of kV to drive PF tubes. In the oanger term,
proton exchange memnbrane (pem) fuel cells offer similar pedformanc& and inprovcd
reliability.

Bateries are often used as the prime power source in applications where the. voltage
level does hot exceed a few hundred volts DC. Since batteries are heavy, one of the present
chllenges in developing this technology is to increae the energy per unit mass. The present
goal is to develop bitteries with about 16 wratt-hour/kg in the next few years and thereafter

velop sup4er-batteries with a 100 watt-hour/kg. There is no single leailing ognization in
the DoD and/or DoE in battery research. Batteries are of primary importance to all the
organization

The development of turbo alternators as a source of prime power is esential for
ultra-wideband radars, neutral particle beams, pat-based free electron lasers,
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electromagnetic and electrothermal launchers, high power microwaves, or any system that
requires nmuit-inepau 'owe levels..For" efficient deployment of space-based systems or
mobile launchers for the Army, the mass per unit power delivered by the alternator must be
reduced. With tth presnt onphasis by te Military Services and the Strategic Defense
Initiative on developing this technology, alternators nth abovt 10 kW/kg should be achieved
in the next five years.

(2) Dvelopme Ivileston

in general, two basic types of sources are of interest: very high efficiency; and high
peak power/low duty cycle types. The performance nmlestones are based upon average power
per unit mass for efficient cnd exotic applications.

aIn the mid term (FY 1993) efficiencies are approaching 2.5 kMk .
These values are of interest for space applications strewsing iga
peak power/low duty cycle operations.

* In the for term (after FY 1997) as efficiencies of 20 kW/kg are
achieved, then electric vehicles for transportation become feasible.

* Solid state voltage conditioning: voltage invertors (AC to DC) at 20
kW/kg and voltage converters (DC to DC) at 10 kW/kg suitable for a
raegawatt system (FY 1997).

e. High Power Microwave

(1) Objective
Provide very high peak power relativistic, solid state, and wideband sources for various

applications of HPM weapons or jaimning equipment.

(2) Development Mifestones

Basic component sources are required for vaxying frequencies, pulse widths, and duty
cycies with high energy per pulse. Beyond the energy source generation is the achievement of
efficient radiated energy from new types of mode converters and antennas. The energy per
pulse milestones are:

a In the very near term (F( 1991) 50 J/pulse has been achieved in
microsecond pulses at frequcies of a few Gigahertz.

6 In the mid-term (FY 1994/FY 1995) the goal of 500 J/pulse will
enable the first weapons and jammers to be developed in the
laboratory.

* In the far term (FY 1996) thz goal of 10,000 J/pulse will begin to
enable HPM wtapons and jammers for specific military missions
provided sufficient repetition rates can be achieved.

* 500 kW CW RF sources at 75 percent DC-to-RF conversion
efficiency, 500 MHz to 1000 MHz, 4 kW/kg for advanced
lightweight RF accelerators (FY 1996).
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2. T hlnology Objectives

3. Resources

A summary of total S&T funding is shown in the table below.

Thchnotog&y Objective - Pulsed Power

Thobnlcs AMe By 1996 By 2W01 B Q

&AW(WyStUOe .10 4 J/ltatlIHz,14 Uhot 12x1M S1Hz *Il u u310'J/kaat 10D
SIndic"Vt2 ~ at Ia.) Hz and 108 1n 0 ht H 10 Male

CapA,*v shT-: 0 at 10) HZ - Jk t10H
2EA**'ve genraOrs .1is ..fk (4*jW411 fnd MCI~t Gi05 %shots
F1tS*I M&OhP'1 gWSnt *3Xi06 ./kg (exposie

'8W J*g puls Pvbtno W8
.,80 ..'/k pubs
(vtatln Mach)

Powerhctlg .100kVat 10 kit *11' MWs at 10 14 clt inprovomont
OPWI -D. nac r&al ato HZ .3 As cwKhugn: 2 in average pove
ClrAnge *1014 Ness sile thot tiep capab t

'1.al 0 W wurN 10 rw *i s onioln
Solid Stat open j~

Coatd#ang Cktrct .100/500 NIMWf 0201J0 k4W 100 kg/MW
bsk p0Vcr amtrloWfmMrtes ataMtcIC.lnvators 9voltaQg conVeae

Rep rate -IOMk7,JW volag SM0 Kg/lA Whlage
Aftersftnvsrtsr oocwurts ctclr

VA89 Octid

PmW Sources '20 MOV at '0 XA *6gl 90 MaY at 1Wk Wsic
Bettanos eliot (Gompact ac) 10 HZ (camped ac.)

"tm cafs *700 gtkW U9l (As .260 gA1%FW elcas
J2~~gg ~~ .18 wat-hrAg battery .10athri

CorrApst aceearatof sbse

191g Poowr Mficowave -1 kS/pulse pot 10 pulsa -jv) kJ/pi.1ss pr 10 .()k/us
SRelaliwc burst at I W*z ro*p (HPkij pulse bwus t at I kit (8PM)

sowli State i*10 GW Vekstc) rat% @H.W) 1 100 ow
wrrt~n ___________J 50GW-. (rela&vt) (reLatMalk

Funding - Pulsed Power (M-)

FYB7-.91 FY02 FY93 tCy94 ys r rv

541 76 7~ S0I08

t Utilizing the Tcchnokog

The Joint Diectr, of Laboratories (AE-t) reon~r 1cimportace of
pulsed-power cormponep.ts and subsystems to cxitical DOD wapo. radaS, axid eiecrronxc
warfare (13W) sysiem was recognized by by establishingn 2 tri-k-Mee in lsed--power tcamn to
assess US resources to higWh-energy, h-po:wis prog-ramsz for future .111"tary systvem
requiremenfts. A combine 6.. imnd 61 iev&, prol.ramu ill pulsed pot tehnology
development that also provide~s the ttchclology-bascji xms amngf universi'tyV, nalional
labor nosy, and pnvate industryparticipants, would ertatbk specific applications to %o dttaed
and funded by nwnviorj agenceswithinfloD and DoE. Sonic erihese rnswscamnL benalc
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with the technoiow at the end of the 6.2 phae. Some, however. may require extension itno
the 6.3a phase to snow revolutionary capability with these new technologies.

The development of advanced high-energ-density (HED) storage will affect both
mobile and fixed applications. Cost studies indicate that a 50 to 250 kilogram satellite coud
be launched by an eiectromagneti, systern into a ow earth orbit for only 3 to 10 percent of the
present launch costs. Launch on demand to low earth orbit for reconstituting siteliite
constellations or for a!most real -time Yeconassarice has significant military utility.

Both the Army and the Navy have identified mi.ions requiring electromagnetic (EM)
launchers or electrothermal (ET) guns unng order of magnitude imprevements in energy
density. An Army tank-mounted EM gun to penetrate advanced amnor is needed as well as an
extended range artillejy piece for Army or Navy use.

Some new applications become practical with the development of advanced capacitor
technology. Electrically driven surface-discharge acoustic sources would become piactical
for active submarine detection over large areas of the ocean. The payoff in this appr ah
(over more conventional means) is the previse control of the acoustic waveshape to achieve
optimal signal-to-n-ise ratio for detection at a given range. Future scmconvenioaal
acoustic sources wI require compact mobile primary power sources with peak electrical
powers at least 10 to 100 times the present systers.

High-voltage thyratron switches are required for RPM weapons, couotcrmneasre
systems, and ultra-wide bmdwidth radars. Thyratron switch output can be sharpened through
nonlinear shock techniques to increase thre bendwidth for radars and countermeasures. This
technology has already demonstrated 4mw peak power at a continuous repetition rate of 20
khz.

Development of the high-power MCT enables efficient electric drive for Army tanks,
integrated ship electric-drives, and long endurance aircraft drives. Laser radars and other
sensors significantly benefit from MC' devices,.

The development of advanced zolid-state owitches will be required for many types of
RF radars and countermeasures. LJ %&B rada.s may require optically triggered
photo-conductive zwitches to be effective. Charged particle beam systerrms for ship defense
and for interactive discrimination of re-entry vehicles fron decoys a,,so require the new
svitch technology.

Explosively driven systems enabe highly portable, single-shot devices applicable to
some military situatiox:;. Explosive systems combine the puwer source, e-mergy storage, and
power conditioning fuinctions into a tsigle componient for szeera classes of plctot
System power and energy densities currently exceed aose of capacito and rolafirg
machines. lmprovements of a factor of 3--10 can reasonably be expected with developn'nt
before physical lhaimaons are encountered.

For non-defense applicatins, an entire clasia of 'h-power acceleratom wizh
solidstate ampiifies Vith fst starting times e~Psts. DoD arid D21. development of IF and
jAIISed poower will hve direct apTicaions tot fAll A c2er0 V Z:rCduction, n,-ucar pan iie
pLy-ir radivz.stop productiot of meti wowpcs:, r;Adtwn theracy; materials, '.tals
and pasmics: ion irna-atfion in soniconductors a ,j ne-. onm .n .yt.. ei'-ro nadioraphy
of luggage). High-energy electron accelerators havq additiono at-l.cawm.n, spit Re ramation
therulptr. indusmal radiograplqi, sterilization of aw.-ilcal tools, tco pcexar
free-edectron lasers and synchrotron ligkit sources, and wtc ru twmnt. A potentiaM
apphcar.ion for future NASA missions might include high-jxn'er tsziton of e,,'y, from
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ground to space or between space systems, and the low cost launch of fuel and materials into

low earth orbit and moon-to-earth transportation.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPAILITIES

1. Currn-t Industrial Capabilities

Domestic manufacturing firms have almost no incentive to become involved in the low
vclume pulsed-power market. Palsed high-power for military applications continues to be
needed for only applied and basic research efforts. For many years, pulsed high-power
systems were only iequired vy large one-of-a-kind facilities for weapons effects testing and
fusion research. The manufacturing situation led to many small, research-oriented
companies filling the requirements for limited quantities of pulsed-power components and
hardware. Large companies supplied components to the military only as a sideline to their
main commercial business. Solid-state switches and pulsed-power semiconductor devices
formerly made in the United States now must be purchased overseas. The advent of modem
high-energy beam weapons concepts such as high-power lasers, particle beam weapons,
alectromagnetic guns, and high-power microwaves, increased interest in pulsed power
systems. Work on these devices is research-oriented, and major reductions in the size and
weiaht of the associated power systems are required to field a portable system. In the current
environment, the organizations supporting the military's pulse power program. are research
or university oriented.

The manufacture of high-energy density capacitors depends on computer-controlled
precision machines, purchased from a foreign source. As larger devices are required, larger
machines with precise control will be needed.

The ul:imate power handling performance of solid-state switches depends on the
impurity level in the semiconductor substrate. The Japanese have the world's leading ability
to produce large GaAs wafers.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

The technology required to build pulsed-power systems that meet the size and weight
i'eouirements necessary or high-volume production is not available. Sufficient system
definition and program direction may be available by 1995. The commercial power industry
will provide little support because the rise times and pulse rates required for their systems are
genera'y much less than those specified for military systems. Potential manufacturing
technologies of interest include so id-state and gas discharge switches of the opening and
closing type, inductive storage devices, capacitors, batteries, and homopolar generators and
compensated alternators. Commercial activities are underway to efficiently synthesize RF
signals (both narrow and wideband) from DC to RE No producibility or reliability have yet
been demonstrated for either radars or communications, but some research is being carried
on by private industry.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

The National Institute for Standards and Technology is developing technology to
measure, with high degrees of accuracy and reliability, pulses having characteristic times
between one msec and one nsec, voltages greater than 10 kV, and currents greater than 10
kamps. These technologies are mainly for use in research, development, and procureme~it by
the electric power industry as well as fusion research, space power sources, and nuclear
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weapon simulations. Another program related to HPM is developing the theory and
measurement techniques to characterize the out-of-band performance of antennas to
determine their susceptibility to high power RE

E INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Technology Base and Industrial Base

Pulsed-power conversion technology encompasses techniques for conversion,
storage, pulse-lorming, and transmission of electrical energy to power a variety of weapons
(lasers, KEW, HPM, or partie beams) or high-powered radars and electronic
countermeasures. Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a
potential capability to contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified:

" Reduction in size of power systems and components by an order of
magnitude

• Developmeni of photo-conductive, and solid-state switchs

* Development of HPM sources.

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations in selected key areas of pulsed power. The United Statcs is the undisouted
free-world leader in the development of compact, light-weight power systems for a variety of
applications. Recent breakthroughs in U.S. capacitor fabrication (iiicreasing energy densities
by an order of magnitude) have established a significant U.S. lead in this key niche
technology. However, the Soviet Union has an extensive program in pulsed power (e.g., using
pulsed niagnetohydrodynamics) and may possess a lead in other areas.

Opportunities for cooperative research in pulsed power will generally be limited to
NATO and Japan in niche technologies relating to switching or specific applications,
although cooperation with the USSR in explosive pulse power is now thought to be possible.
In addition, there is potential for cooperation withNATO countries and Japan in a range of
technologies that might be used as primary power for pulsed systems. Japan could make
significant contributions in materials for photo-conductive switching.

The Soviet Union has developed high average power repetitive pulscd power
technology that is more portable than the US equivalent. The Soviets are the current leaders
in this field; in fact, they may well be in the lead in some key technology areas, particularly
gaseous switching and inductive energy storage. In general, the Soviet Union has developed
explosive pulsed power technology far more extensively than has the US. As a result, the
Soviets have a much broader experience base then does the U.S. and their capability likely
leads that of the U.S. by some amount.

The United States is assessed to nave a significant lead in the development of high
efficiency space-qualified solar arrays, a candidate for a primary power source and a potential
key element of an overall pulsed power system. The most advanced cells to date use GaAs
technology, in which both our NATO partners and Japan are active.

High energy capacity/high rate batteries have a potential role in SDI test beds, and
potentially as components of operational systems. France has an active and broad-based
program in both primary and secondary batteries, and could potentially contribute to
cooperative research in this area.
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Summary Comparison - Pilsed Power

Selected Elements USSR NATO Allies Japan Others

Reduce size of power a,b
systems and components by
order of magnitude

Development of photo-
conductive solid-state switch E E

Develop HPM sources + +- +

Overall a'bo ___ bO Gl]0 b
Various Countries

a The Soviets have developed a number of alternative technology
approaches; overall, they are on a par with the United States.

b Strong in primary power sources that may prove adaptable to pulsed
power systems.

0 The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology In the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

ETZEIZ I broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions
moderate technical capability with possible leadership in some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contributions

Lgenerally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing In selected areas

r-] lagging In all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a Isg rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability increasing at a simila rate to the United States

- Foreign capability Increasing at a slower rate than the United States
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US government funding for pulsed-power R&D is divided among the national
laboratories, private industry, and universities. The same is generally true internationally,
except in Japan. rhere, in addition to government-funded R&D in pulsed-power, Japanese
industry is funding several university programs for developing repetitive electron and ion
beams for materials processing. Japanese GaAs technology might also have potential future
uses in active array pulsed microwave power generation.

In Germany, Soviet Union, France, the UK, and the PRC, the vast majority of
pulsed-power research and development is funded by the government, using national
laboratory and university components. Funding for military applications is generally level but
with increasing funding for commercial applications.

In the pulsed-power-related fields, effective two-way exchanges exist. Although joint
developments are rare, initiatives from the Japanese, the Soviets, theIsraelis, the British, and
-the Germans are planned or under way on a small scale.

Basic research results are exchanged in international forums. X-ray sources from the
Soviet Union, basic experiments on ion beam treated surfaces from Japan and the Soviet
Union, new materials from Japan, diagnostic and basic research on fundamental physics from
Germany, France, and the Soviet Union, and new product designs and international meetings
involving the Soviet Union, Japan, Germany, and other countries characterize multi-national
exchanges. Exchanges are generally limited to basic research results and bulk materials
needed for components.

2. Exchange Agreements

There is significant international exchange in basic research on inertially confined
fusion and high energy physics. The Air Force has an exchange program in laser and RF
systems with NATO; the Army has a similar program in high-power microwaves. The SDI
program has MOUs with several countrie", under which interchange of pulsed-power
technology is possible.
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16. IIYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES AND PROPULSION

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Hypervelocity projectile technology involves the capability to propel projectiles to
greater-ffhan-coweeitio-nal velocities (over 2.0 krn/sec), as well as understanding the
behav ior oi proj.ectifles and targets at such velocities. Propulsion syst-nn.s that are being
investigated include electroniagnetic guns (iaiigains and coilguns), electrothermal guns,
traveling--charge guns with liquid or solid high-energy propellants, hypervelocity rockets,
and explosivrUl iven shock tubes. New designs of armor-piercing rod-shaped charges,
explosively formed penetrators, and long-rod kinetic-energy projectiles are also being
developed.

In designing hypervelocity projectiles extefrnal ballistics, such as the
acrothermodynamic environment,, control mechanisms, drag reduction, and impact and
penetration of the targets, must be.;onsidered, as well as the interior ballistics associated with
the actual launch mecchanics of such projectiles. Critical technology challenges III
hypervelocity pro~jectiles are listeO I he table below.

The highest priority thrusts for both tactikdl and strategiz applications include:
development of launchers and associated propuisian systems; high-g miniature guided
projectiles; characteiization of projectile environmznt in the launcher; projectile flight and
stability in the atmosphere; pulsed high-powtr/compact-power supplies: high-enerpy
density capacitor technology;, hornopolar generato'-s; high-power density alternator
technology; composite materials development; mega-ampere opening switches; miultishox
capabilities; electromagnetic launcher (EML). system integration; and superconditctivity.

Technology Sets in Hypervelocity Projectiles and Propulsion

" iFrujectile design

* Projectle propulsion

" Projectile-target interaction

B. PAYOFF

At the tactical level, it is imperative that US antiarmor weapon technology keep pace
with the new generation of armor fielded by potential adversaries. At this time, developments
such as reactive armor and complex, multi-layer armors have made it doubtful that the
current antiarmor weapon inventory will be able to defeat all threats.

H-ypervelocity projectiles provide more penetrating and destructive capability. Their
greater kinetic energy for a given mass and their higher velocities enhance effectiveness
against all armors.

The effective range of conventional unguided anti-aircraft projectiles is limited to
several kilometers, since the targets can maneuver out of the line of fire during the projectile's
time-of-flight. As compared to a standard gun-launched projectile, a hypervelocity
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projecdle's time-of-flight to the target is significantly decreased, thereby increasing the
weaporn's effective range.

On a strategic or theater level, a ground-based hypervelocity gun (HVG) element
could intercept re-entry vehicles (RVs) in their endo-atmospheric phase of flight, or it could
be used for launching an exo-atmospheric projectile for a mid-course intercept. It has the
advantage of a high rate of fire at a low cost per projectile, and high velocity, which permits
multiple engagements of incoming RVs, cruise-type nissiles, or low flight trajectory
sublaunched targets. However, IVG emplacement costs and efficiencie6 remain critical
system issues.

At the strategic level, a space-based HVG platform may provide a viable interim to
laser weapons for boost phase intercepts of advanced threat intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs). A boost phase intercept provides the highest measure of deterrence since it can
eliminate all RVs being carried by the booster with one shot. Since an adversary cannot
predict which RVs are eliminated, he cannot predict targeting results. For inadvertent
launches or short-range terrorist-type launches fewer space-based platforms would need to
be activated, while slower velocity space-based interceptors (SBIs) may need to be activated.

By increasing the terminal effects per unit of projectile mass, some hyperve!ocity
wcapons designs also offer a potential reduction in the overall systems mission weight.

Electromagnetic launchers can be used to launch small payloads, such as Brilliant
Pebbles or smiall observation and communication satellites, from earth to low earth orbit.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Projectile Design

(1) Objectives

The objective of this technology is to develop a family of advanced ptojectiles
effectively lethal against their intended targets and able to survive severe launch and flight
environments. By virtue of the varied applications (e.g., EM guns, hypervelocity missiles,
rocket-boosted projectiles, and traveling charge guns), projectile designs will satisfy tactical
and strategic requirements for guided and unguided rounds in the velocity regime of 2 kmisec
te 20 km/see and muzzle energies up to 100 MJ.

(2) Development Milestones

DoD is investigating a wide variety of kinetic energy impact
configurations in the hypervelocity domain. Program objectives
include major weapon level performance improvements for direct
fire air defense, with a proven vehicle for a "smart" bullet launch
package. The SLEKE program is the major element of the tactical
hypervelocity gun program. The goals of SLEKE efforts fall in two
areas: to minimize parasitic launch mass for an anti-armor long rod
round and for a direct fire air defense round; and to maximize
penetration in complex modern armor targets by employing
advanced hypervelocity effects. The program leads to development
and fabrication of SLEKE projectile packages for testing. It includes
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assessments on the mass vs. velocity tradeoffs in optimal
exploitation of hypervelocity effects, as well as improved materials
developme.nt and processing. Major milestones for this effort
include 9 MJ prpjectile tests in FY 1991 and FY 1992, and 20 MJ
tests beginning in FY 1995.

Experimental and modeling efforts are underway to characterize
fundamental physical processes in ETC propulsion. Plasma
cartridges are being developed for creation and injection of the
required hot ionized gas into the working fluid (propellant). These
will lead to designs and testing of ETC armament demonstrators at
the 15-18 MJ level by FY 1994/FY 1995.

" The SDIO Multi-Guided Projectile Technolog, Base/Leap is to
demonstrate that it is possible to integrate a small, high
performance, kinetic energy interceptor (missile launched) into a
weight package less than 5 kilograms. This program is structured to
provide technology demonstration by FY 1994 and will lead to the
Leap-7 100 MJ tests in FY 1997.

" The X-Rod program is to verify the feasibility of an autonomous or
command guided, high-speed kinetic energy penetrator against
enemy tanks. This program will lead to prototype projectile designs
which will be tested in FY 1994.

b. Projectile Propulsion

(1) Objectives

Develop electric gun and rocket technologies necessary to propel the required
projectile masses to the velocities required for specific tactical and strategic weapon
applications. Specific areas to be addressed include barreis, armatures, and plasma cartridges
for electric guns and propellants for rockets.

(2) Development Milestones

The EMG Barrel Technology/Development program addresses
issues such as railgun: barrel strength, stiffness, lifetime, multi-shot,
composites, cooling. All represent engineering problems that must
be answered in order to derive weapons from this technology.
Interim evaluations are scheduled in late FY 1994. Muzzle Cnergivs
and barrel lifetimes have increased 100 fold in the last 5 to 7 years,
while efficiencies have increased almost an order of magnitude.
Multishot capabilities have improved from a few shots daily to
30-shot bursts at greater than 5 Hz. Efficiencies are already high
enough for ground-based systems. Barrel lifetime and mu-,719
energies are within a fewfold of requirements for tactical systems.

* The EEF Design effort is to characterize fundamental physical
processes at work in ETC propulsion. A test of the EEF design will
,ccur in FY 1995.
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The Cartridge/Modeling effort is to design plasma cartridges for
E t ' guns. Such cartridges are devices for creating and injecting a
hot ionized gas into the working fluid (propellant). DoD's program
will fabricate and test a 155 mm ETC artillery system by FY 1995.

* The Plasma Mass Launcher effort will characterize fundamental
physical proccsses at work in EM guns. The results of this work will
be available in FY 1994 to support testing and evaluation efforts.

* Endoatmospheric HVG development will provide a laboratory EM
gun, fire control, projectile, and power system designed to launch
the D2 projectiles (120 mm). A test of the gun is planned for
FY 1997. This SDIO-sponsored program will launch a 7 kg guided
interceptor to 40 MJ (Megajoule) muzzle energy by 1992 and
accelerate a 2 kg payload to 100 MJ by 1995. To supply power for the
40 MJ program, a low cost battery-based power supply has been
selected to project 5 MA (million amps), providing 500 MJ of stored
energy for powering 40 MJ projectiles at 1 Hz (Hertz.) and 3 Hz rapid
fire rates.

* The Exoatmospheric Thunderbolt effort includes development of a
56 mm EM gun, armature, and power system to achieve high
velocity projectile launches. A test of a prototype system is planned
for FY 1994.

0 The X-Rod demonstration will include a "guide-to-hit"
demonstration that will allow early resolution of critical design
issues for an early AD/FSD decision on the concept. A test of the
X-Rod is planned for FY 1995.

0 Significant progress has been made in characterizing the
Electromagnetic launcher (EML) projectile environment with the
successful development of an in-bore instrumentation and
diagnostic (IBID) package. IBID allows continuous sensing,
digitization, and storage of in-bore data onboard a projectile and
has been used to record projectile axial acceleration from the
injector to soft-catch tank. Future plans will extend this
measurement to lateral acceleration and further characterization of
the in-bore environment.

Projectile-Target Interaction

(1) Objectives

DoD has several fundamental investigations whose objectives are to: define the
physical basis of armor penetration; develop improved penetrat:on mechanics; improve the
modeling of high-rate deformation and failure; and study the thermochemical processes
involved in both explosive detonation and detonation following the application of or
exposure to intense heat (deflagration).
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(2) Development Milestones

0 Programs to develop basic understaniding of piojecffles-target
interact ens are designed to directly support the tests of vaiious
projectile and propulsion developinents, many of which occur in the
FY( 1994/95 tirneframe.

2. Technology Objectives

Technology Objectives - Hypervelocity Projectiles and Propulsion

Technical Area By 1897 By 2002 By 2007

Projectile Design Demo Only FSED Deployed Systems
* Inbore *G* and EM * Composite structure- * Mid-riding, integrated e Guided ani-tank round

- Sabots based push projectile sabot/armature Mach 6- 10: long range
- Armatures an armamn * Mach 10 launch MMW seeker
- Projectiles * 50 kilo 4G" components * 100 kilo -G * Segmented high density
- Guidance components penetrator

components
- Maneuver

components
* Hypervelocity Flight 9 Mach 6.0 guided e Mach 10 maneuver

- Nose and heat shield projectile * 10-30 "G* lateral
- Airframe dynamics * 6- 10 "G' lateral * < 1.0 millisecond

and materials maneuver response
- Stability, control,

maneuver
- Lateral propulsion

* Guidance *94 GHz seekr Micro IMU 9 Demonstrated target
- Sensors, seekers processor, and *Miniature processor recognition
- Processors algorithms electronics 9 Antilr/ATBM Mach 10,
- Algorithms-,* Demonstrated target 15 km MMW seeker

recognition recognition
- Acquisition and

tracking

Projectile Propuls~on
" Antiarmor Srstem *Complete 20 MJ *Complete FSD of It Technology for
" Artillery System EMOPtETC ATTO Integrated propulsion/ £advanced smart
" Air Defense System *Complete ETC ATTD projectile system projecxies

" Strategic Defense
System

Projectile Design
*Interaction *Mach 6.0 long rod, K.E. a Microsecond fusing

~Mach 6.0 extension of & ATBM Intercept demo
segmented penetrator * Mach 10 high density

*Area target H-E warhead segmented penetrator
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3. Resources

A summary of total S&T 15 funding for this critical technology is given in the followingtable.
tlFunding - Hypervelocity Projectiles and Propulsion ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

710 183 205 201 200 197 196

The Army and SDIO are the major DoD participants in this technology. The Navy is
evaluating this technology for ship defense applications. DNA also has a program in this
technology addressing ETC cartridges and related modeling. DoE's role in this technology is
to support DoD development of advanced conventional munitions. The President's 1985
Blue Ribbon Task Group recommended broadening the traditional mission of the DoE
nuclear weapon laboratories to encompass such priority national technical problems. The
Joint DoD/DoE Advanced Conventional Munitions (ACM) program is a non-nuclear
weapons technology program consisting of four related development programs. Each has as
its basis a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between DoE and DoD providing the
management and procedural framework for a cooperative program of research and
development (R&D) intended to improve/reduce the cost of advanced conventional
munitions. The four cooperative programs are: Department of Army (DA) Cooperative
Program; DoE/DoD Office of Munitions Program; Low Intensity Conflict Program; and
DoD/Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA/Department of Army/Marine
Corps) Armor/Antiarmor (A3) Program.

4. Using the Technology

In addition to weapons applications, railgun technology has led to new materials and
manufacturing techniques involving hypervelocity impact deposition for a variety of
applications, including manufacture of high-speed integrated semiconductor devices.

Electrothermal gun technology has generated substantial new weapons programs, not
only in the U.S. but also in Germany and the Israeli Ministry of Defense. The coilgun
technology base has allowed the Navy to begin new programs in electric launchers for aircraft,
torpedoes, and sono-buoys. Railgun technology has expanded DoD's technology base with
the successful integration of large-scale, low cost batteries; development of a muitishot test
bed for material and lifetime studies; and recent, in-bore data acquisition to validate the
compatibility of guided interceptors with the railgun environment.

The components of the projectile technologies and the railgun technologies have been
studied by SDI for intermediate strategic concepts for terminal defense.

The homopolar machine technology base provides the Navy with solutions for
advanced motors and generators for the new all-electric ships. These machines have also
found application in new sintering and welding techniques and powering confinement fusion
experiments. DoD programs have also generated new classes o compact multigigawatt pulse

15Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It there-
fore beLones a matter of judgmcnt how many dollars to count towsrd which tcchrology. The funding pres-
ented hcrc and throughout this report. for each critical technology, is the right order ol magnitude but is not
to be '-onstrued as a precise budgetary quantity.
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alternators, which are available to power the new generations of laser, microwave, and

particle beam weapons.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Domestic Industrial Capabilities

At this point, electromagnetic launcher technology is several years from being
incorporated in an operational weapon system. Major R&D efforts edst at the basic and
applied research level; therefore, there is little domestic manufacturing capability at this time.
industrial base issues arise from spe-cialized material requirements and smal!, light, inertial
guidance and measurement units. The industrial base. is considered sparse because of the lack
of maturity and limited size.

Hypervelocity projectiles generate many different materials requirements that are
unique to defense applications. Electromagnetic and electrothermal guns require new
materials foi rails, armatures, and electrodes that possess various combinations of lightweight
resistance to electric arc erosion and resistance to electromagnetic forces. New materials are
required for high length-to-diameter ratio projectiles, which must be stiff yet tough and for
very light sabots. Material requirements for gun applica-tions exceed those seen in
non-defense applications. However, the potential production volumes are small compared to
customary gun markets, and traditional materials producers have shown little interest in
supporting development efforts. If new facilities and equipment are required to process the
materials developed for these applications, DoD will be expected to bear the cost of the
investment.

2. Projected Domestic Industrial Capabilities

The military services and DARPA are developing electromagnetic technology for use
in strategic and tactical (primarily anti-armor) applications. Many domestic manufacturing
and industrial base i.;su,.s must be resolved before this technology can become viable,
including

* Nose tip ablative materials that provide shape-stable nose tips
capable of defeating reactive armor systems

* Dc-, .lopment and fabrication of high-density, high-strength allGys
for penetrator components

* Design and fabrication of high compressive strength, low-density
support structure.

Guidance and Control (G&C) systems also place new requirements on the industrial
base. Stringent accuracy, responsiveness, size, and weight requirements must be satisficd by
IMUs of guidance systems and IMU components. The guidance industry is composed of
vertically-integrated companies. Advance-nents in guidance technology have historically
resulted from DoD investments in both R&D and manufacturing process development.
Although other applicaticns with less stringent requirements can also benefit from the results
of R&D in this area, little private support for either R&D or establishment of production
faciiities is likely to come from the G&C industry because of the low production volumes.
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E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

Research in electromagnetic gun systems is being carried out in several independent
research laboratories andc ;niversities in the United States. However, funding suppo rt coines
chiefly from the government for defense applications. DoE research has made significant
contributions to related technologies.

Overall, the industriai base for electromagnetic launcher technologyv has been
significantly reduced during the pzst. few years due to the reduced funding levels of the
government. Research is now primarily focused at the government laboratory level, a few
small and large businesses, and several universities. At government laboratories and
businesses, the focus has primarily been on projectile components and gun developments.
The other groups conducting research have focused on basic research such as scaling,
arma~ture physcs, diagnostic development, system configuration, trade studies, and
experimentation.

S INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

Hypervelocity projectile technology encompasses a wide range of techTniques and
mat-rials required to obtain and maximize the effectiveness of projectiles at velocities greater
than 2 km/sec. Ongoing research and development in the following areas indicate a potential
capability to contribute to meeting the ch'4llenges and goals identified:

0 Accurate characterization of projectile flight in atmnosphere

* Effective use of advanced propulsion systems

0 Application ot advanced materials to kinetic energy pe t rators

0 Tbree-imen~iona1 characterization of material reaction to
warhead efforts.

The table on the following page provides a summa-y comparison of U.S. and other
nations capabilities in selected aspects of this technolog.The United States is on a par with
thle USSR in m'~-,,t of the related 'technologies.

'The Soviets are known to have a considerable interest 1_nd probably a3 research
przoprain in the technology of kinetic energy rounds. Soviet work on the use of tungsten alloys
for kinetic energy penetrator, is wcll devoped and they could have certain a.1Kantages over
US technology in terms of armor penetration. The Soviets have a strong technological
position in the development of high-power sources for electromagnetic or electrothermal
guns and in. same theoretical aspevrs of penetration mecbaiiics.

The- Unitd Siates is the leader in all of the criti. aI hypervelocity technologies, but in
some areas cGthe:. countries 1ha-ve compayable capabilities. The "Jnited States has t&e only
latineher prograams with the long-range goais of velocities about. 0O kmfsec for space-based
application and high enery U 1ainches above 40 Mi in C.., -ar tp-ni, The United States, thus,
is developing a cansideratle data base in understanding w to achieve such velocities.

DoD has joirt hypervelocity guii programns with Israel, the UK, and the Netherlands.
MOUs between these countries provide the basis for mnutual access to research. However,
since these allies are m;inly interested in hypervelocity technology for tactical or theater
weapong, any advatices in space-based technology occur in the United States only.
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Summary' Comparison - Hypervelocity Projectiles and Propulsion

Selected Elements USSR NATO Aflles dapan Others

Accurate ch3racterlzation of - E ]LI
projectile flight In atmosphere Austrlia. italy

Effective use of advanced
Propulsion systems Israel

Application of advanced [
materials to kinetic penet'ators

3-D characterization of
material reaction to warhead 011
effects

Cverallt - [] EE]

8 Computation deficiencies may be offset by empirical experimentation.

b The overall evaluation Is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology In t e nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:
Position of other countries relative to the United States:

- L-] Ii .i broad technical achilevement; allier capable of major contributions

-. moderate technical capability with possible leadership In some niches of technology;
~allies capable of' Important contributions

E generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing In selected areas

lagging in all Important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or impctant capabilities exist (i.e.. 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability Increasing at a fa= rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability Increasing at a Eimila rate to the United States

- Foreign capability increasing at a slowr rate than tMe United States
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Discussions with Germany in the area of advanced chemical hypervelocity guns and Japan in
the area of high-temperature switch and inductor technology have taken place.

Because of limited funding and the large capital investment cost required for
performing high-energy, repetitive electromagnetic launcher research, the United States and
its allies should operate on a mutual depeudence basis as much as possible within the security
guidelines. Relevant best data, innovative concepts, and manpower assistance should be
shared whenever possible to ensure non-duplication of effort.

2. Exchange Agreements

There is a modest level of exchange activity in this area. The NATO Defense Ri.-search
Group (DRG) program in physics and electronics may provide a mechanism for exchanges of
fundamental scientific information in underlying technologies of materials and the physics of
weapon target interaction. DARPA has exchanges with certain NATO countries in the area of
anti-armor/armor technologies and has an MOU with the UK for electromagnetic gun and
hypervelocity projectiles. SDIO has exchanges with certain NATO countries in the area of
railguns and components.

The Technology Cooperation Program (TI'CP) provides a vehicle for a range of
applicable exchange activities in a number of closely related areas under conventional
weapons technology and generic weapons system effectiveness. Again, the level of detail will
be limited by classification.

There arc only a few related Service exchange progrLns. These exchanges can, at the
technology level, enhance our basic understanding of and ability to model target-weapon
interaction and damage effects.
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17. HIGH ENERGY DENSTY MATERIALS

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

High energy density materials (I1EDM) are compositions of high energy ingredients
used as explosives, propellants, or pyrotechnics. They are used in almost all weapons systems,
both strategic and tactical, and are fielded by all the Services. They provide the means of getting
most ordnance items (whether a bullet, missile/rocket, or kinetic energy vehicle) to target, and
once the ordnance item is near the target, they provide the means to kiU the target (either by
fragments or blast). Thus, HEDM are critical for.

* Strategic missile propulsion (strategic offense, deterrence, defense)

* Thctical missile propulsion (air defense, anti-ship strike, deep strike,
interdiction, and close air support)

* Kinetic energy vehicle propulsion (space)

* Orbit transfer system propulsion (space)

• On-demand launch system propulsion

* • Tactical missile warheads (air defense, anti-ship strike, deep strike,
interdiction, and close air support)

* Torpedo warheads (sea combat)

• Bombs (close air support, sea combat, interdiction)

* Shaped charge warheads

0 Mines (mine warfare)

, Countermeasures (sea combat, mine warheads)

* Components in nuclear devices

• Fuses.

Seemingl:; small improvements in HEDM performance can significantly affect
weapon system pi -formance. For example:

* A 10 percent increase in r-n e for a sea-launched strategic missile
results in several million additional square miles of ocean in which
the submarine can conceal itself and still launch missiles to hit the
target.

* Increased penetration capability of even a few centimeters can make
the difference between penetrating tank armor, or the new
hardened concretes, or not penetrating at all. Penetration most
probably results in a kill, while non-penetration would result in a
mission failure.

, As enemy airborne weapon ranges increase, air targets will have to
be engaged at greater distances. These increased distances, coupled
with the de ;ease in signature of the target will tax the ability of
sensors to detect and guide the missile to the target. The potential
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for increased miss distances necessitates higher performance
warheads that use new HEDM. These increased lethality warheads
are critically needed for the advanced air-to-air missile (AAAM)
and related outer air battle missiles.

A recently synthesized ingredient, CL-20, shows promise that performance gains can
be achieved in the near future. For example

A solid propellant based on CL-20 provides a significant increase in
range for air-breathing cruise missiles and allows the platform to
launch missiles from a significantly deeper, safer depth.
Energy increases of up to 20 percent are available from CL-20
explosives for coupling into shaped-charge jets for either increased
penetration or increased hole size.
Gun propellants based on CL,20 can increase the standoff range of
tanks by approximately 1.2 kilometers and increase the projectile
velocity by 50 centimeters/sec.

The pervasiveness and effect of HEDM on the performance of weapon systems
warrants its selection as a critical technology.

Increased performance, while obviously desirable, is not the orly major consideration in
selecting HEDM as a critical technology. Other major considerations includ.. hazards; signature
reduction, primarily in missile propulsion; and availability, dependability, and reliability.

All three Services have programs to reduce hazards without degrading the operational
capability of munitions and combat efficiency. As the energy density of the energetic materials
has increased (more energy is incorporated into a given volume) the hazards of inadvertent
nitiation/igition are also increased. This has serious implications including logistics/readiness

(because of quantity-distance considerations, the Air Force and Army in Europe have difficult
readiness/storage problems); vulnerability (the Navy has a large r'aensitive munitions (IM)
program to decrease potential hazards of ordnance while maintaining operational capability);
and performance/lethality (in many instances, performance and lethality have been sacrificed to
decrease hazards). While each Service has its own IM programs, they also have joint efforts and
are issuing IM requirements

All of the Services are involved in trying to reduce signatures pr,-duced by their
propulsion systems in various areas. For example visible smoke confirms that a missile has
been fired and evasive action is required, and it allows one to track back to the launch postion.
Visible rocket smoke or muzzle flash also reveals soldiers' positions. In addition, visible
smoke and incandescence of the plume from high-performance metallized propellants can
be clearly seen by the human eye for many miles, giving a bearing on the missile location, and
can be easily detected by satellite, showing that launch occurred and the bearing of the
missile. As detectors and sensors have become more sensitive, we have been forced to
increase the stealth of our aircraft. However, the stealth of the launch platform can be
compromised by the plume signature of the missile launched from the platform. While
reduced signature is desirable, it is usually obtained at the expense of performance.

Propulsion units and warheads must be available (cost and manufacturing,
considerations) and work reliably after years of handling and storage. For example, the motor
must birn stably, within the prescribed thrust-time envelope and with no increase in hazards
when fired, regardless of its history.
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HEDM must address each of these areas as they relate to one another. b accomplish a'
mission, trade-offs between ptrformance. hazards, signature, and other factors must be
made. For example, to achieve minimal signature propulsion, performance uually suffers. To
regain performance, the operating pressure is often increased, which, in turn, often increases
the hazards and combustion instabmlity (thereby decreasing reliability). Future requirements
have increased demands in each of these areas - demands and trade-offs that can be
addressed only through vigorous effort in this critical technology. New ingredients,
manufacturing methods, and concepts have recently become available and must be exploited.
The HEDM critical technology sets are shown in the following table.

Technology Sets in High Energy Density Materials

* Explosive Applications

" Propellant Applications

. High-nitrogen Atom Content Propellant & Explosive

* High-hyirogen Atom Content Propellant & Explosive

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Wapon Systems

Because it has widespread use in various weapon types and functional areas, and
because it is a critical enablin& technology, HEDM is a critical US technology. The
development of future HEDM will enable the United States to continue to optimize:

_ Minimum-signature, high-performance missile propellants (both
for tactical and strategic use) with tailorable fast burn rates

* Warheads with higher lethality to decrease miss distances

a New generations of underwater explosives to maximize submarine
structural damage

* High-performance shaped charges for increased penetration of
armor and other hard targets

* High-performance launch vehicles and orbit transfer vehicles for
space application

0 New space-based high-speed kinetic energy kill vehicles

. Advanced low-vulnerability gun propellants giving increased range
and damage to target

* Highly insensitive and threat-resistant nuclear weapons

n New pyrotechnically-actuated devices with increased speed and
performance.

In addition to significant improvements of performance, the HEDM would provide
less hazardous, less vulnerable, more reliable, and longer service life munitions.

Some specific goals and payoffs in HEDM, are given on the following page.
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2. Potential Benefits to Domestic Industrial Base

While there is a significant industrial base providing HEDM, nearly all of the product is
for the DoD, DoE, and NASA. Most non-military applications are NASA and communication
s.ztel te launch related. Other non-military applications (such as blasting agents) are not likely to
be affected by the type of HEDM producedm this critical technology effort.

The US chemical industry forms a vital part of the industrial infrastructure for HEDM.
Most forms of HEDM contain binders and energetic materials which greatly affect their
working characteristics. Binders, which bond fuels and oxidizers together, alter the
characteristics of HEDM in areas such as processng, curing, energy, ener V release rate, and
sensitivity. The properties of the binder generally determine the processing conditions that
can be used to manufacture an energetic material.

Goals and Payoffs - High energy Density Materials

Application Goal Payoff

Propulsion

Minimal-signature tao- -Increase delivered performance over -Inrrnge (200 n ;icreases for anti-
tical missile propulsion current observable motors air, 500 nm for anti-surface), velocity (Mach 2

#No visible or contrail signature increase), and payload
01,000% reduction in Infrared signature -Increased element of surprise and greater
-Radar cross section less than launch lethality
platform -Reduced trackablity arJ vulnerability
•No increase in hazards -Reduced obscuration o own missile without
-.No combustion Instability Increasing hazards or deeasing reliability

.Tailorable bum rate
Boost propulsion for 'Exceed current booster performance by .17% Increase In delivered boost perform-
submarine-launched 50% ance yields 50% increase in range over ex-
cruise missile .Increased launch depth Istlng Tmahawk cruise missile

*Low signature plume 'Allow launch from greater submerged depth
'Decrease ability to detact launch

Boost propulsion for 'Retaln or exceed performance of current 'Increased range. vclocy, and payload
strategic missiles high signature metallized propellants -increased amount of ocean to conceal sub-

'No primary or secondary plume signa- marine
ture 'Decreased risk of launch ',section

'Decreased risk to launch platform
High-energy gun pro- 'increased delivered performance over .Increaed range (stand off increase of 2 kn)
puision current gun propellant formulation and velocity (200 m/s Increase) without In-

'More than 50% incre3se In mass impe- creasing hazards or decreasing reliability
tus 'Reduced vulnerability
'Greatly increased bum rates

Nonpolluting booster #Exceed current performance by 100% *Single stage to orbit
propulsion -Clean propellant .50% increase in payload

'Stable combustion -Affordable, on-demand launch system
'No launch-site contaminations
-Reduced atmospheric pollutants
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Goals and Payoffs - High energy Density Materials (Continued)

Application Goal Pvyoff

Orbit transfer vehlo1e *Exceed current performance by 100% 400% increase In payload
propulsion Clean propellant .50% reduction In launch costs

*Stable combustion *No vehicle contamination

Explosives

High-energy explo- lincrease penetration depth In steel ar- 'Increased armor penetration against thick
sives for shaped mor plate armor Increases vulnerable area of enemy
charge application -- 50% increase from the current tank

formulations 'Increased safety, enhanced survivability
-- Meet insensitive munition

requirements

Bomb fill (blast/frag) :Exceed performance of current fill 'More munitions allowed in ready storage
*Meet IM requirements a-dor 1.6 hazard area, increasing number of sorties
classification -incred safety, survivability
*Affordable, producible materials and 'No sacrifice In performance
processes *Low COO

Underwater explosive .100% increase in hock and bubble en- *Improved kill of current and f'Jture submarine
technology ergy and large surface vessels

-.Meet IM requirements #Enhanced survivability

Booster technology 'Insensitive/high output booster expiosi- -Improved reliability In Initiating insensitive
yes/devices for ignilting insensitive ex- HE materials (New devices increase reliabil-
plosives with large critical diameter ity)

Follow-through and -Survive hard-target penetration -in many cases provides difference from cur-
penetration warheads .50% increase in performance rent no kill against hardened submarine,land, or ship targets

-Meet IM requirements land, _orship__ 
__ __

High-energy insensi- -100% increase In performance '50% Increase in missile range (smaller war-
tive explosives for nu- 'Reactive case head)
clear weapons applica- Meet IM requirements -increased safev,
tion

Internal b;ast '100% increase In performance 'Kill ship and land targets
'Reactive case -Increased missile range due to lighter war-
'Meet IM requirements head

Explosively formed '50% increase in penetrat!on 'Effective against current and future armor
projectiles -Meet IM requirements threat

-Increase safety, greatly enhanced survivabil-
Ity

Enhanced blast .900% Increase In blast energy over HE -500% Increase in effectivenes against
'Meet IM requirements shielded targets

-Low cost
-Increased safety, enhanced survivability

Pyrotechnics

'High output pyrotechnics with fast and
tailorable bum rates
sBallotechnics
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C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

Defense-related development plans for this critical technology focus on key issues in
each of the following technology sets:

a. Explosive Applications

(1) Objectives

DoD requires new classes of explosives which are less sensitive to environmental
effects (450 to 500 kilobar detonation pressure for shaped charges and EF, 28 kilobar for
bombs, 3500 to 4500 cal per gram chemical energy for underwater weapons) as well as
explosive materials which pro;ide high explosive energy per unit weight/volume (safe
response to threats of cook-off, bullet, and fragment impact and sympathetic detonation).
The objective is to develop higher performance, less hazardous materials that also have lower
signature characteristics.

(2) Development Milestones

CL20 and rinitroazetidine (TNAZ) - High density C, H, N, 0
compounds are being developed as insensitive explosive fills for
munition warheads with increased safety and survivabilty, no sacrifice
in performance, and at a lower cost. Synthesis and scale-up of CL2O
will be demonstrated in FY 1991, techniques for control of
polymorphs and compatibility with binders will be identified in
F 1W92, and application in weapons demonstrated by FY 1996.
TNAZ will be scaled up in FY 1992 and demonstrated in weapon
systems in FY 1995.

0 CL20 and TNAZ are also being developed as more powerful
explosives (i.e., more powerful than presently available). Both release
significantly more detonation energy and can be used for increased
armor and hard target lethality. CL20 is also being developed for
underwater munitions for lethality enhancement. CAGE explosives -
Highly dense strained C, H, N, 0 molecules are being designed and
synthesized as more poweiful explosives to achieve improved armor
lethality. Te1tranitrocubane, an intermediate toward the target
octanitrocubane will be demonstrated in FY 1997. CL20 pressed
applications will be demonstrated by FY 1994 and cast applications by
FY 1996. CAGE scale-up will be demonstrated by FY 1992.

b. Propellant Applications

(1) Objectives

DoD requires new propellants with reduc, d signatures and lower hazards to the
environment.

(2) Development Milestones

* Low Signature - Formulations containing TNAZ are being
iormulated and tested for low-signature military and non-military
solid propellant applications (e.g., guns, rockets, missiles, and
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SDI-related propulsion systems). One type of high energy liquid
propellant (LP) candidate currently being investigated is based on a
water soluble hydroxylammonium nitrate oxidizer and a caged
molecule fuel such as a polynitrated adamantine derivative. Initial
formulations of this LP will be made in FY 1992. Another type
under investigation is variable viscosity liquid propelants whichare
based on dispersing solid oxidizers such as RDX in an energetic
liquid. Liquid propellants are bein$ developed for use in tank and
artillery guns because they have higher energies per unit volume
compared to solid propellants. Liquid propellant applications will
be demonstrated by FY 1995. CL20 is being developed as a low
signature, high performance tactical missile propellant and a high
burn rate, minimum signature, high performance strategic missile
propellant. Hexanitro "''xaza Adamantine (HNHAA) -
Propellant formulations at u oeing developed for low signature solid
fuel applications. Glycidyl Azide Polymer
(GAP)-Hydroxy-terminated long chain polymer in propellant
formulations with lower energy materials are being developed for
low signature missile applications. Low signature HNHAA
propellant applications will be demonstrated in FY 1995.

* Low Hazard - GAP formulations with nitrate esters maintain the
required ISP for adequate rocket motor performance and are
significantly less hazardous than current formulations. Gelled
propellant formulations will be developed by FY 1993.
Applications of GAP formulations will be evaluated for GAP during
the FY 1993-FY 1995 timeframe.

c. Chemically Bound, Excited State Compounds

(1) Objectives

DoD needs the theoretical basis and tools for characterizing the performance of
energetic materials in fuel, propellant, and explosive applications. Development of new
HEDMs can be viewed as progressing along both evolutionary and revolutionary paths. The
evolution path addresses nearer term needs through improvements in traditional
organic-nitro chemistry. Increases in capabilities in this area wilI be measured in relatively
small or moderate steps in performance and/or safety (as measured by insensitivity). Progress
will depend heavily on improved basic understanding of the fundamental behavior of
energetic molecules. Both experimental and theoretical techniques will require continuing
development if projected improvements are to be realized. The revolutionary path addresses
the few very high risk options available for large gains in HEDM capabilities. Examples
include the production of high energy me.stable states of materials, the construction of
matrix composite energetics. These are long term efforts for which theoretical studies will
dominate for a considerable time. Some investment in such revolutionary approaches must be
sustained to hold open the possibility of significant gains in HEDM for the far term.

(2) Development Milestones

* Metastable solid states of matter characterized by large stored energy
density, as potential fuels, propellants, and explosives are being
identified using theoretical techniques. lbsts will be conducted in
FY 1994 to verify theory and scale--up demonstrated by FY 1996.
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d. Nuclear Isomers

(I) Objectives

Nuclear isomers offer the potential of, and potential for, very high energy density.
DoD plans are focused on proving the existence of, and potential for, such materials.

(2) Development Milestones

0 Efforts are under way to verify the existence of high energy density
materials that possess 10,000 to 1,000,000 times more energy than
conventional explosives for applications in future advanced
munitions. Tests under way will attempt to verify the existence of
such materials by FY 1991 and, it round, isolate the isomer by
FY 1995.

2. Technology Objectives

Technology Objectives - High Energy Density Materials

Techinical Area By 1996 By 2001 By 2006

Hgpe rfomance, trinbia - Ocl L-ZO and WA * CL-20) &MaO moto dem * HNHMA smali molar demo

* Developmient of minimal trnito to prgrm = on baqsigntureCL-2 proellat (antai-surfacegra mita. Xuc
a Prfomane. azad, nd rocket ramjet anti-surface, as AAAM follow-on pro>-

* Prfre. hstw d a&i and strategi) grams

sment- Scale-up HNHMA synthesis
* Synthesize new Ingredient * Develop, charac*erize. mlnia

(HNHAA or other if more mel signature HNHMA pro-
pronaising) pellants

- Technology' demonstralton * HNHAA plume signature
ofcas13propellanats tests

-Transfer GAP propellant to
AMRAM

High-penetration shaped - High-explosive CL-20 and * Shaped charge warhead/ *Anti-armor and hardened
charges other new Ingrediant man- liner design concrete penetration weap-

ufactringons for SMAW. Hellfire,ufcuigtechnoogy * Explosive qualffication AHWS (advanced halicop-
sHigh-energy explosive for-
mulaton based on CL-20 * Sensitivity assessment ter wepnsystem). D,'ag-

onfolwo
g Formulation optimization - H NHAAj explosives devel- *HH xlsv vla

- Performanice demnonstaton

Low-vulnerability. high-ener- * CL-20 or other new Ingre- * Formulation scale up = yeq.ahctOn.wpo

gy gun propellant dient or high-ener.9y gun -HazarWsensvit evalua- Vonm pro ,a ducW
Propellant chrateiztion tion tiler
and optimizatan * Performnueu evaluation

- Perforanc demonstration * Propellanrt qualification
(i.e., 20 mm cartridge PIP
test)

Blast warhead e Subcaliber warhoad Wsua- - Type qualification *Warhead production
tim n 'W"=oevaluation for AM

, Dernonstraiton nt bimetalli1c and utr air battle missile
case/'explosive concept
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Technology Objectves - High Energy Density Materials (Continued)

Technal Area By 1996 Sy 2001 By 2006
Hgh-sock and bubbleen- Formulaion design , l optimizaton " New weapon design

ergyundrwatr epiogve * New formulaton (lonic; oxl-
dizer-metaftized composi- Ev ualkn of seithity,
tions) hazard, and performance

* Smiatl-soale perlormance
tes" capability

Insensllwe explosive All foi - Ekploslve candidate seW- *Advanced borno produo- Improved advanced bomb
large nunitlons (advanced n tion
bomb faml) , Candidato s up

* Production of explosive

* Compatible boosting tech-
noelogy

- Tfie qualfcation

Kinetic energy weapon 9 Ingredient selection and * Propellant scale-up - Incorporate lno kinetic kill
-hrh tmar= KKV pro- formulation design (lqud; vehice

Pe CIF6, OF2 ; metal - BO Sol * Procesing studies (ie hc
id - CL-20 new bum rate environmen Impact)
modifiers)

SPropellant charaoeizaionand optimizatio

* Prope ant scale-up
- Perlommance demonstration

High performance/launch ye- -Technical demonstration of - New Insensitive propellant 9 Full-size motors
hicles, and orbit transfer ve- Insensi!ive p opellants in launch systemhicles Small motr demo of now
hicles U in H Small motoe demo of new species

- CIFS 0 species
- FN3IAP Scale up of H atcms In H2,

KIO species. HLi 3

Non-polluting booster pro- Evaluation of various pro- * Propeilant scale up a Configuration analysis
pulsion for space application pulsion concepts (cloan,

hybrid. or gelled liquid pro- * Processing and manufac- - Propulsion system evalua-
pellant) turing technology lion and production

* Selection of candidate pro- * Propellant qualification
pellant

* Propellant characterization
and optimization

Ballotechnics technology • Ingredient selection * Formulation optimization & Performance demonstration

I Formulation destgn/selec- * Characterization * System design qulification
lion Energy release mechanism , Weapon's evaluation and

- Develop calculation codes studies production

• Small-scale testing

High-energy insensitive ex- - Formulation design a Formulation scale up - Weapon evaluation and
plosives for nuclear weapon - Development of new for- * Performance evaluation production

mulation - Hazard/sensitivity evalua-

• Performance/sensitivity ira- tion
de-off studies - Explosive qualification

* Develop DOT and work-off
n jdels for cast explosives - Complete bench tests to

benchmark DDT and work-
off models
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3. Resources

A summary of S&T funding 16 is showr in the following table.

Funding - High Energy Density Materials ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FYU6 FY97

All of the Services have significant development efforts supporting this critical

technology.

4. Utilizing the Technology

Since most strategic and tactical weapons depend on rocket propulsion to reach their
targets, the results of the HEDM critical technology development are needed in many future
propulsion systems to if( :ease performance (range, velocity, payload), decrease hazards, and
decrease signature while providing increased dependability and reliability. Space
applications (getting to orbit, orbit transfer, and kinetic energy vehicles) will also utilize the
technology and will not have to rely on propulsion systems that produce highly toxic products.

Similarly, most conventional and strategic warheads utilize high-energy explosives in
their design. Explosives based on HEDM are greatly needed to give increased detonation
output (velocity and pressuare) and decreased hazard sensitivity. Spin-off applications for
short-wavelength lasers, air-breathing propellants, and very energetic fuels are distinct
possibilities.

1. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Existing Industrial Base Capabilities

The primary domestic manufacturing capability for energetic materials is contained
within the DoD government-owned contractor-operated (GOCO) munitions production base.
Substantial commercially owned energetics manufacturing facilities do exist; however, most of
these facilities are highly dependent on government munitions and missile procurements.

IiEDM manufacturing process technologies such as continuous mix, motionless
mixers, and automated processes can significanly reduce investment cost for HEDM
manufacturing.

2. Projected Industrial flase Capabilities

Implementation of new manufacturing technology for energetic materials, commercially
or at GOCOs, involves procurement of selected energetic material from the private sector.
In-.'estment in k iergetics manufacturing capability will be defined by government industrial
preparedness/mobilization policy, new energetics material introduced into production, and,
finally, by the peacetime budgetary needs for energetic material-based system procurements, as
a function of perceived readiness threats posed by the world situation.

16Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several !echnologies. It there-
fore becomes a matter of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technolog,. The fundinagpres-
ented here and throughout this report, for each critical technology, is of the right order o magnitude but is not
to be construed as a precise budgetar, quantity.
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DoD has, perhaps, its domestic greatest industrial base, investment in the GOCO
ammunition production base, which is dominated by enersetics manufacturing facilities,
either in the propellants and explosives (P&E) and pyrotecmncs area or in energetic loading,
assembly, and packout (LAP). Addition of robust capabilities for new advanced energetic
materials, capability to satisfy newly idenified product requirement, such as those for
insensitive munitions and redefined environmental process requirements, will add to the
need for both peacetime and mobilization-based investment in these facilities.

the primary commercial investments for DoD work in HEDM products and
production are represented by the Contractor-Owned Contractor-Operateri (COCO)
facilities. DoD annually procures energetic-based amunurition and missile components
having an approximate value in the $2 to $4 billion range.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

Although there is some mission and military hardware overlap among the military
Services, the assigned missions of Army, Navy, and Air Force often dictate differing needs for
energeti' materials. However, there is excellent communication of results of basic research
through advanced development between these DoD agencies, their DoE counterparts, and
with industry. This largely occurs through groups such as the Joint Army-Navy-NASA-Air
Force (JANNAF) Interagency Chemical Propulsion Information Group, the Work, Party
on Explosives, the Joint Logistics Commanders JCTG Groups, an annual IIEDM
conference, and DoD-DoE technical coordinating groups.

NASA, also interested in advances in propulsion for launching of space vehicles, has
its own programs but communicates activities and results through the various JANNAF
subcommittees and belongs to the HEDM Steering Group.

Diamond anvil cell technology, developed at NIST, is used to study the effects of very
high pressure and temperature on the physical and chemical behavior of energetic materials
of military interest. The pressure dependence of the temperature of thermal decomposition
and the melting point can be measured as well as the delineation of phase stability fields which
leadj to pressure-temperature phase diagrams. The results of these pressure- and
temperature-dependent kinetic measurements permit an improved understanding of the
mechanism of decomposition, and are also used to definc criteria which give relative
sensitivities to the phenomeron of detonation. The results obtained from such measurements
ultimately guide in the development of improved explosives and propellants.

NSF supports research on the preparation and reactions of high energy compounds,
the mechanisms of their decompositions, and the characterization of reaction intermediates.
Research is centered on strained-ring hydrocarbons, chemi-luminescent systems, and other
high energy systems such as hydroperoxides, diazo compounds, and boranes.

2. R&D in the Private Sector
Therc is a significant capability for production of strategic and tactical propulsion

units in the private s:.ctor (Thiokol, Acrojet, Hercules, et, .). These companies are heavily
involved in developing new HEDM through their own IRc,. ) efforts and through contracts
with DoD agencies.

Production of explosives is done largely within DoD and DoE: very little private
prU dUction of military type explosives occurs.
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Significant basic research and exploratory tdevelopment is occurring at various U.S.
colleges and universities. This work includes s3mthe iis studies and developing new diagnostic
tchniques.

E INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Techneolce Base and Industrial Base

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations in selected key areas of high energy density materials. Ongoing
international research and development indicates potential internatb nal capabilities to
contribute to meeting the challenges and goals identified:

* Improved properties of insensitive high explosives
* Reduced observable signatures of propellants while maintaining or

improving performance
" Improved modeling of energetic material reactiow "'hree-

dimensional, combined mechanical/cihemical reacdon p p, des)
* Application of energetic materials to ballotechnic processing.

The United States has the lead in the developmeit of certain chemical explosives;
however, countries such as France and the UK have the ability to match our accomplishments
and can incorporate these materials into weapons as quickly, if not more so, than the United
States. For example, both France and the UK have now synthesized CL-20, which was first
synthesized in the United States in 1987. Primary opportunities for cooperation will occur
with France and the UK for advanced HEDM work. Most other countries are not assessed to
be actively engaged in the development of new explosives or higher energy density materials
beyond the current production state-of-the-art materials such as RDX and IMX.

Production technology for most common energetic materials, such as nitroglycerine,
nitrocellulose, and TNT, is widely available from a number of countries throughout the world.
Certain countries, such as Italy and Switzerland, have an acknowledged lead in the production
of nitroglycerine. The raw materials for the manufacture of these materials are widely
available in every country with an established chemical process industry. At the present time,
the French and British appear to have programs to develop new generations of IEDMs that
are similar to chemicals currently under development and certification in the United States.
These materials are approximately 20 percent more energetic than RDX and appear to have
acceptable shock sensitivity and related parameters. There have not been any noticeable
development efforts in other countries (allied or friendly) that would indicate a comparable
program at this time; however, this assessment is based more on a lack of confirming data
than specific data.

Development of energetic materials for both liquid- and solid-fueled missiles and
rockets is widespread throughout the world. The French are now publishing their own
textbook for the design and formulation of fuels for missiles, a clear indication of their
progress in the missile age. Japan, Israel, France, the UK, Australia, Sweden, Norway,
Canada, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, the Republic of Korea, Iriwan, Indonesia, India, and
Pakistan a!! have programs for the development of solid-fueled and/or liquid-fueled engines
for missiles and rockets. The relative accomplishments of these countries varies from state of
the art to primitive. However, at this time the rate of advance is very rapid, and each of these
countries has access to all of he necessary infrastructure and technological support to
develop state-of-the-art HEDM, comparable to many currently under R&D programs in the
United States.
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Sumwtry Comparison - High Energy Density Mateial

f elected Elements USSR NATO Ales Japan Oth

Improva properties of
insenshive high 17 1 + I ]
explosives China

Reduce obseriable
signatures of propellants
while maintaining or +  +
Improving performance China

Improve modeling of
energetic material reactions m -iQ + I 1 +
(3-D, combined mechanical/ --

chemical reacticn properties) China

Application of energetic
materials to ballotechnic : +
processing

Overalla + r- 1]+ EE +_ EL]
d China

aThe overall evaluationi s a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology int he nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

ETFFJ broad technical achievement; allies capabla of major contributions
moderate technical capability with possibz leadership In some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contribO.ions

E l gener!clly lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

lagging In all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foralgn capability increasing at a IW& rate than the United States

o Foreign capability Increasing at a s1nilar rate to the United States

- Foreign capability Increasing at a s rate than the United States
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The Soviet Union has an extremely large R&D program for the development of
HEDM, which in some respects is more advanced than that in the West. In fact, the Soviets
have made investments in several areas for which wmparable programs do not exist in the
West. In particular, the Soviet Union is perceived to be ahead of the United States in the areas
of insensitive high explosives development and ballotechnic formulations.

2. E:change Agreeia .- ts

Energetic materials have long been the subjects of international agreements. The
Technology Cooperation Program (TrCP) also provides exchange mechi i:,ms through a
number of activities in conventional weapons.

All of the Services have a number of data and information exchanges with NATO allies
as well as with a few other nations. Topics range from basic physics of materials end
detonation to application of materials as explosives, propellants (both guns and rocket
motors), reactive armor, and pyrotechnics and logic devices in safing, arming, and fusing
devices. There are also exchanges on safety and disposal. In addition, the United States has
agreements wih a number of non-NATO allies in both basic materials and selected
applications.

The area of high energy density fuels for air-breathing propulsion is also integral to,
and is an aspect of, exchange under agreements relating to air-breathing propulsion.
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18. COMPOSITE MATERIALS

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

The creation of new structural materials is revolutionizing the development of
vehicles, buildings, systems and components, and structures around the world. Composite
materials technology also promises significant improvement for weapons performance,
desin, and affordability. Furthermore, composite materials have broad dual-use
applications in industry and the military. These factors combine to warrant the selection of
composite materials as a critical technology.

Composite materials are defined as two or more constituent materials that are
combined together in such a manner to produce a substance possessing selected properties
superior to those of its individual components. Composites generally consist of fibrous or
particulate reinforcements held together by a common matrix material. Composites are
classified by their matrix material. Continuous fiber reinforcements enhance preferred
direction structural properties of a composite.

Composite materials are important to the design and manufacture of many present
and future military systems. For some systems, composites are recognized as the enabling
technology required for fulfillment of demanding thermal, structural, and mechanical
requirements (such as for the National Aero Space Plane (NASP), advanced gas turbines,
deep submergence vehicles, spacecraft, and long range cruise missiles).
Highstrength/light-weight composite materials are essential to many other critical military
applications as well.

Specific defense-related research and development plans in this critical technology area
are centered on the most pervasive and important matrix materials and their fibrous
reinforcements, namely Organic (Polymer) Matrix composites (PMC), Metal Matrix Composites
(MMC), Carbon Matrix Composites (C/C). Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC), and a variety of
hybrid composites. Technology devclopment and research thrusts in this critical technology area
are directed at key issues and are designed to expand the use of composite materials for even
wider defense applications. Such issues include: improving the fiber-matrix chemical interface
(to prevent degradation of the composites); developing superior coatings technology (especially
for improved corrosion and oxidation resistance); improving structural analysis (to better
understand the failure mechanisms, fatigue, strain, and life-cyle factors of these complex
materials); advancing fiber manufacturing technology (to explore better fiber structures,
coatings, and weave techniques); and improving matrix manufacturing processes (such as rapid
solidification techniques for metals and powders and plasma flame spraying techniques). The
table below summarizes the technology sets for this critical technology.

Technology Sets in Composite Materials Technology

* Polymer (organic) matrix composites

* Metal matrix composites

* Carbon matrix composites

* Ceramic matrix compositus

* Hybrid composites
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B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

Composite materials technology affects virtually every new weapon system. "hese
materials will be needed to make future systems most effective in a wide spectrum of vehicle
structures, including: high-temperature propulsion systems; hypervelocity vehicles; short
take-off and landing (STOL) and vertical take-off and landing (VIOL) vehicles; as well as
for spacecraft, protection against directed energy threats; and advanced hull forms and
submarine structures. Next-generation composite materials and structures will emphasize
additional multi-function capabilities (which integrate sensors and countf:rmeasures),
resulting in options for military systems that are unheard of today. Advanced composite
materials will fulfill the needs of the following series of weapon systems type requirements:

* Damage-tolerant composite materials and hardening concepts for
protection of platforms and weapons systems against operational
hazards and advanced threats

High thermal-conductivity materials for critical thermal
management applications such as heat dissipation from electronic
devices, infrared signature suppression, and weight-efficient
radiators

0 Thermostructural composite materials for improved efficiency and
reliability of advanced propulsion systems (gas turbines,
air-breathing missile motors, rocket nozzles)

- Submarine system composite materials for improved capabilities in
depth, speed, and covertness, and for cost reduction

- Erosion-ablation-resistant composite materials for all-weather
capability and improved performance of missiles

* Electromagnetic absorbent hybrid composite materials having
sufficient strength and stiffness to serve as useful structural members
for aircraft, ships, and missiles (non-parasitic).

Advanced composite materials technology offers opportunities for substantial
improvements in performance, reliability, and reductions in life-cycle cost. The ongoing
demonstration of a PMC atmored-vehicle turret and hull will help lead to the broader
adoption of these components to a family of ground vehicles, where weight savings of 25 to 50
percent can be achieved with accompanying cost savings. High-temperature composite
materials are one of the enabling technologies to increase engine thrust by more than 50
percent and reduce fuel consumption by as much as 40 percent. The use of new high thermal
conductivity composites in electronic device components can reduce the thermal resistance
between chip and heat sink by 15"C, affording a 50 percent increase in reliability.
Multi-functional hybrid composites can reduce the gross lift-off weight on an
intercontinental cruise missile by a factor of 4 or r-re.

2. Potential Benefits to Industrial Base

The current value of components produced from advanced composites in the United
States is less than $2 billion per year. Sales projections through the year 2000 are highly
variable, ranging from $5 billion to $20 billion per year. This estimate includes only the value
of the materials and structures; it does not include the value of the finished products, whose
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performance, and therefore competitive posture, is improved by use of the materials. When
the overall value of these products is taken into account, use of advanced structural composite
materials is likely to have a dramatic effect on gross national product, balance of trade, and
employment.

Military demand for high-performance materials in the United States has already
created a thrivng community of advanced materials and equipment suppliers bolstering
domestic strength in the manufacture of composites fabrication and inspection equipment.
For example, the U.S. currently has extensive capabilities for the production of processing
equipment used for the manufacture of polymer matrix composite structures. U.S. firms
supplY a variety of equipment such as tape layers, filament winders, plycutters, and pultrusion
machines. Other important domestically produced equipment includes plasma sprayers,
manual and computerized x-ray machines, and radiographic and computer-aided axial
tomography (CAT scan) equipment. One area of concern is U.S. industry's reliance on foreign
sources for some types of equipment, including: specialized heat treating furnaces;
powder-making equipment; computer-controlled hot rolling mills; hot isostatic presses;
robots; and three-dimensional weaving machines. Furthermore, U.S. suppliers of composites
processing equipment could be affected by a downturn in military spending, which has
represented a major source of their sales revenue.

These suppliers are seeking to expand commercial applications for their materials. At
present, though, advanced materials developed for military applications are expensive
relative to the commercial sector, and fabrication processes are poorly suited for mass
production. However, great promise for the commercial application of these materials is
foreshadowed by current specialty applications in the commercial sector.

For example, organic matrix composites currently are used widely in commercial
aircraft, recreational equipment (racquet sports, golf clubs, fishing rods, windsurfers),
commercial satellites, refrigerator liners, and washing machine tubs. Carbon-carbon
composites are used in commercial aircraft brakes and race car brakes, prosthetics in humans,
furnace components, truck pistons, and the NASP Project.

Furthermore, by the year 2000, composites could make up 50 percent of structural
weight of commercial transport aircraft. Estimating a structural weight of 75,000 pounds per
aircraft and production of 500 aircraft per year, this application alone should account for 24
million pounds of advanced composite per year. Assuming a starting material value of $60/1b,
the market in the year 2000 is estimated to be approximately $1.5 billion for the composite
material alone. (A more conservative estimate, which assumes that no new commercial
aircraft will be built by 1995, has placed the U.S. composite commercial airframe production
at between 1 and 2 million pounds during that year.)

Potential use of composite materials in commercial structures (as a reinforcement
material) also could enable the construction of bridges, highways, sidewalks, and large
buildings with enhanced structural capabilities, possibly eliminating many corrosion
problems. This could result in bridges lasting 100 to 200 years, versus 35 to 75 years today.
Roadways and walkway surfaces could be made resistant to cracking caused by temperature
changes, road salt, or deicing compounds. Automobile industry use of composites in vehicle
frames, as well as for bodies and engine components, could lead to high efficiency
transportation with a potential for the wholesale recycling of parts.

Still, potential U.S. commercial end users believe that major use of these materials will
not be profitable within the next five years, the typical planning horizon of most firms. In
many cases, 10 to 20 years will be required to solve remaining technical problems and to
develop rapid, low-cost manufacturing methods. Investment risks are especially high for
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commercial end users because the costs of scaling up laboratory processes for production are
enormous, and the rapid evolution of technology could make these processes obsolete.
Hence, there is little commercial incentive for advanced materials technologies in the United
States.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

The defense-related composite materials development plan is centered on the five
major technology sets described below. These thrusts offer large potential payoffs for the
future and are aimed at developing fundamental knowledge of the processing, structural
property relationships, failure mechanisms, characterization, and life prediction (and
nondestructive evaluation) of these materials.

a. Polymer (Organic) Matrix Composites

(1) Objectives

The major objectives for this technology set are to: (1) develop alternative materials
and manufacturing processes that provide organic matrix composites and components with
improved performance and cost effectiveness to meet future DoD mission requirements; (2)
incorporate concurrent engineering, design, and producibility into materials and
manufacturing processes; and (3) develop a focused mechanism for transitioning and
supporting new organic matrix composites rapidly into production applications.

(2) Development Milestones

Major milestones contributing to the achievement of the objectives in this technology
set include:

a Evaluating new moisture-resistant resins, ordered polymers,
conductive polymers, thermoplastics, fiber sizings, and
high-temperature adhesives (FY 1993).

0 Developing fibers with improved strain-to-failure and non-circular
cross sections (FY 1994).

* Developing modeling components, woven preforms, and
unidirectional tape and fabric (FY 1994).

* Improving mechanical fasteners and thermoplastic forming
methods (FY 1995).

0 Developing CIA design optimization routines (FY 1995).

0 Developing quality assurance methods, internal sensors, and
frequency amplitude reflection methods (FY 1996).

0 Identifying CAM/CIM low cost manufacturing and processing
methods and scale up to large system sizes (FY 1996).

* Establishing methods for repair in space, repair of battle damage,
and RAM/RAS repair (FY 1997).
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b. Metal MatrLx Composites
(1) Objectives

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are an emerging technology critical to the future of
the United States industrial base. The objectives of this technology set are to develop
materials combinations and manufacturing processes to produce MMCs with a high level of
reproducibility and cost effectiveness and to better integrate these new materials into existing
and future DoD systems.

(2) Development Milestones

Major milestones contributing to achieving the above objectives in metal matrix
composites include:

" High strength reinforcement fibers, SiC particulate and whiskers,
ceramic, and boron carbide fibers (FY 1992).

• Matrices for high thermal conductivity and high temperature
applications (copper, aluminum, titanium, superalloys) (FY 1993).

" Low cost directed motal oxidation (LanxideO process).

* Component manufacturing, shear spinning, joining and high speed
machining (FY 1994).

" Reduce the cost of continuous fiber reinforced metal matrix
composite sheet by 10 times via MMC Model Factory (FY 1995).

" Quality assurance, non-destructive inspection; CAI/AI process
controls (FY 1996).

" Component repair, repair in space, joining of structural elements
(FY 1997).

C. Ceramic Matrix Composites

(1) Objectives

Ceramics are a class of materials exhibiting high elastic modulus, very high
temperature and corrosion resistance, and high hardness. Objectives of this technology are to
develop reinforced ceramics with: significantly improved toughness compared to monolithic
ceramics; low sensitivity to point defects; high strain-to-failure characteristics; and reduced
susceptibility to catastrophic failure. Another objective is processing automation and
subsequent reduced cost of fabrication.

(2) Development Milestones

Major developmental milestones needed to achieve these objectives include:
* Improve temperature capability of ceramic fibers from 2200* F (FY

1996).
* High yield polymers for conversion to ceramic matices, mullite,

zirconates (FY 1993).
* High strength ceramic fibers and whiskers, boron nitride, boron

carbide, hafnium carbide, etc. (FY 1994).
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* Process development, low cost castings, hot isostatic pressing
(hipping), microwave sintering, CVI (FY 1994).

Laser machining, near-net-shape manufacturing, low cost
processing (FY 1995).

* Non-destructive inspection and evaluation, micrometer flow
detection, CAI process controls (FY 1995).

Repair of ceramic matrix composites, joint fabrication, bonding of
ceramics (FY 1996).
Design. reliability analysis, computer integrated engineering (FY

d. Carbon-Carbon Composites

(1) Objectives

Carbon-carbon composites offer significant potential applications in a variety of
defense and commercial applicn tions. Major defense-related objectives for developing this
technology include: demonstrating the advantages of carbon-carbon composites in
applications where property retention (strength, modulus, ablation resistance) is required at
very high temperatures (3,000-5,000F), and developing oxidation protection systems that
effectively protect the fibers and matrix in oxidative and atomic oxygen environments.

(2) Development Milestones

Major developmental milestones needed to achieve these objectives include:

0 Developing high char-yield precursors for conversion to high
density carbon matrices (FY 1993).

• Demonstrating "hybrid" impregnation processes to provide
shortened densification cycles (FY 1994).

0 Synthesizing fiber sizings and surface treatments to facilitate
weaving and processing of fiber preforms (FY 1995).

* Developing oxidation protection systems that are reliable,
consistent, and durable in a variety of temperature and
environmental exposures (FY 1996).

• Demonstrating performance improvements in turbine engine
components, hypervelocity vehicles, and spacecraft thermal shields
(FY 1997).

e. Hybrid Composites

(1) Objectives

Hybrid composites offer significant potential applications in a variety of novel
situations. Defense-related objectives in this technology set focus upon identifying and
demorstrating the advantages of composite "designs" combining multiple constituents
(fibers, polymers, metals, non-metals) to achieve optimum properties tailored for specific
performance goals.
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(2) Development Milestones

To achieve these objectives, the following milestones are needed:

0 Initiate a design data base for hybrid composites (FY 1992).

* Characterize complex constituent interfaces (FY 1993).

* Generate thermo-structural analysis methods for complex hybrid
systems (FY 1994).

o Develop joiPing technology for complex systems (FY 1995).

* Identify quality assurance criteria (FY 1996).
* Generate standardized inspection techniques (FY 1997).
* Initiate production scale-up (FY 1997).

2. Technology Objectives

Tec-lhology Objectives - Conwposite Materials

By 1996 By 2001 By 2006

* Developmeft of high-temperature * Qlualficallon of composite materi- e Widespread use of advanced
metal, ceramic, and carbon als for thermal management and composite materials in US weap-
composite engine components weight reduction In electronlc ons systems and platformsdevices and space vehicles

" Pervasive application of corn- d Thrust-to-weight ratio for gas
posite materials In aerospace 9 25 to 50% weight reduction In turblne3 achieves 20:1
vehicles and advanced ship/ airframes, land vehicles, and
submarine hulls and land vehicles space vehicles * Composite fabrication conducied

in space
* Significant reduction In radar and

infrared signatures

I Thnst-to-weight ratio for gas
turbine engines increased to 17:1

Army, Navy, Air Force, and DARPA are the principal performers inl this critical
technclogy. Each Service focuses its development programs on those composites critical to
meeting system performance requirements.

A summary of total S&T funding17 for this critical category is given in the following
table.

.7 Funding is derived from programs in the DoD budget. Most programs involve several technologies. It there-
fore becomes a matter of judgrnent how many dollam to count toward which technology. The funding pres-
ented here and throughout tals report, for each critic~tl technology, is of the right orderof magnitudebut is not
to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity. Here the NASP is not included.
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Funding - Composite Materials ($M)

FY'87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

1089 193 197 211 218 224 M2

4. Using the Technology

DoD's effort in high-performance structural materials technology continues to affect
virtually all major weapons systems (fixed-and rotary wing-aircraft, spacecraft, missiles, and
ground and sea-going vehicles).

Polymer matrix composites are the most mature composite technology. Beginning in
the 1970s, composites were used in military applications (such as fighter aircraft and rocket
motor casings), and they now have a solid record of exceptional performance and reliability.
Composites rapidly are becoming the baseline structural material of the defense aerospace
industry. This sector has been estimated to consume as much as 80 percent of all
high-performance PMCs. Growth projections for aerospace use of composites have ranged
from 8.5 percent per year to 22 percent per year. The primary matrix materials in aerospace
applications are epoxies, and the most common reinforcements are carbon/graphite, aramid
(e.g., Kelvar 49), and high-strength glass fibers. However, high;-temperature thermoplastics
(such as PEEK) are considered by many to be the mntrices of choice for future aerospace
applications. Composites are used extensively today in small military aircraft, military and
commercial rotorcraft, and prototype business aircraft. The next major aircraft market
opportunity for composites ii in large military and commercial transport aircraft.

The principal advantages of PMCs in aerospace applications are their superior specific
strength and stiffness compared with metals, resulting in weight savings of 10 to 60 percent
ove. metal designs (a 20 to 30 percent weight saving is typical). This weight reduction can be
used to increase range, payload, maneuverability, and speed or reduce fuel consumption. A
pound of weight saved on a commercial transport aircraft is estimated to be worth $100 to
$300 over its service life, depending on the price of fuel, among other factors. This high
premium for saved weight is unique to the aerospace industry, which is why aerospace
applications of PMCs lead all other applications in growth rate. Additional advantages of
PMCs are thei- superior fatigue and corrosion resistance and vibration damping properties.

Manufacturing capabilities for ceramic matrix composites are not nearly as advanced
as for polymer matrix composites. However, one recent innovation in producing fiber-and
particulate-reinforced CMC's by directed oxidation of molton metals has reached a
commercial stage with DARPA support. This Lanxide( process has produced ceramic
composite tile for applique armor and is nearing development of ceramic composites for
automotive applications.

Advanced composites are essential to the superior performance of a large number of
fighter and attack aircraft. Composites may account for up to 40 percent of the structural
weight of the Advanced Technology Fighter (ATF), which is still in the design phase. Because
the peiformance advantages of composites in military aircraft more than compnsate for
their high cost, the military market is likely to be the fastest growing market for advanced
composites during the next decade. One estimate, which considers existing production and
the ATF, projects a growth from about 0.3 million pounds per year in 1985 to 2 million pounds
per year in 1995.
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If glass fiber reinforced composites are included, the volume of composites used in
commercial and business aircraft is about tvice that used in military aircraft. In current
commercial transport aircraft, composites make up about 3 percent of the structural weight
and are used exclusively in the secondary (not flight-critical) structure. However, several
companies utilize composites in the wings, empennage, and fuselage of business aircraft.

With the eception of the all-composite business aircraft prototypes, which are in the
certification process, composites have been used more extensively in helicopters than in
aircraft. Military applications have led the way, and the advantages of composites are much
the same as in aircraft: weight reduction, parts consolidation, and fatigue and corrosion
resistance. During the past 15 years, composites have become the baseline materials for
rotors, blades, and tail assemblies. Future military helicopters, such as the Army's LHX or the
Navy's tilt-rotor V-22 Osprey, have specifications that force designers to consider
composites, which are likely to comprise up to 80 percent of the structural weight. Materials
such as graphite/epoxy are likely to be used in the airframe, bulkheads, tail booms, and
vertical fins, while the'less stiff gfass/epoxy composites will be used in the rotor systems. As
witlh aircraft, there could be a long-term trend away from epoxy resins and toward
thermoplastic resins.

Composites of all types, including ceramic, polymer, and metal matrix composites, are
ideal matenals for use in space-based military systems, such as those associated with the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Properties such as low density, high specific stiffness, low
coefficient of thermal expahsion, and high-temperature resistance are all necessary for
structures that must maneuver rapidly in space, maintain high dimensional stability, and
withstand hostile attack.

Continuous ceramic --fiber metal matrix composite manufacturing will reduce the cost
of MMC's by a factor of 10 byFY 1995. The DARPA-supported MMC Model Factory being
developed by 3M Corp. will produce continuous 2-feet wide MMC sheet using a technique
involving vapor deposition of alloys onto ceramic fibers in a spread tow.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

a. Current Manufacturiig Capabilities
During the past decade the composites industry has emphasized the importance of

new and improved composites manufacturing capability as a critical need for expanded
application of composites materials. As a result, many cost-reducing manufacturing
techniques have been introduced, through automation of the lay-up, handling, and cure of
composite materials. One such automation activity is the development of tape lay-down
machines, which nearly eliminate the hands-on labo for this operation and increase material
lay-down rates up to 10 times that of hand lay-up. However, tape lay-down machines only
work on parts that are fiat or gently contoured. Laminate part quality improvement with less
rejects has been achieved. Other automated techniques developed and being used include a
complete ply laminator and robotic lay-up of plies. Several major aerospace companies have
established (or have under development) complete composite fabrication centers that
include a higui degree of automation, ranging from incoming materials inspectioi to lay-up,
cure, and assembly. Recent DoD manufacturing technotogy investmerts include adhe,,ively
bonding composite materials, producing thermoplastic secondary aircrift structures,
reducing cost of fuselage composite components and structures, atd improving techniques
for nondestructive testing of composite materials.
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t Current Logistics/Support Capabilities

Btcause of th.eir inves tments in high performance aircr ft production capability, the
Ar Force has been the primay logistics leader of comp,, t i materials manufacturing
technology. followed by the Navy. The Army has the le, ; in the development of high
performance composites for ground vehicle applications.

Logistics capabilities will improve dramatically as lower weight airframes, ground
vehicles, and towed weapons become more air-transportable. Advanced composite materials
have been instrumental in lowering the weight of Army weapon systems, while maintaining or
improving performance/ruggedness. Portaqble bridging fabricated primarily from composites
will provide support for troops and vehicles over longer spans. ndividual soldier combat
armor and gear using composite materials will reduce weight 20 to 30 percent, while
improving mobility under an increased number of threats. Other examples of composites
used run the spectrum from small navigation gyros for ground vehicles and missiles, to
composite rotor blades of current and future helicopters such as LH. Composites ,'e
inherently capable of novel designs that typically reduce part count and ass-mbly c4
Superior durability/fatigue tolerance, corrosion protection, low radar cross section, .j
chemical resistance are other attributes recognized by the Army for new applicatio.,s.
Maintenance logistics must be modified to accommodate field repair needs.

The logistics infrastructure for U.S.-based production of raw material feedstocks of
thermoplastic and thermosetting resins, as well as most reinforcing fibers, is the best in the
world. The majority of high-volume domestic composites manufacturing takes place
throughout the automotive industry, where Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) and Resin
Injection Molding (RIM), as well as injection molding and transfer molding of reinforced
plastics, are common. The materials used are mostly commodity resins and discontinuous
reinforcements. Modifications to existing manufacturing hardware, including tooling, and
military/commercial investment in new automated production equipment compatible Aith
the inherent idiosyncracies of fiber/resin forms and degree of tack (such as "towpregs,'
prepreg roving, and various width tapes) will provide great improvements in high volume
fraction, continuous-fiber end items withi superior strength/weight ratios.

Defense-related efforts need constant interaction with industry. Three examples of
this interactioji at .:he separate Service level are the Navy's new Center of Excellence for
Composites Manutacturing Technology (CECMT) consortium of over 70 companies and
univrsities, the Araiy ManTech Thrust Areas, and the Air Force Structural Materials
Manufacturing Initiative (SMMI) addressing specific technology barriers in composites and
adhesives common to DoD. Each specific manufacturing barrier addressed would be applied
to end items of each Service branch, providing greater leverage and participation toward
reaching its goz.s, as well as far mcre implementable technology tr isfer for investments
made by each Service.

2. Projected Industrial- Capabilities

a. Projected Manufacturing Capabilities

Even using the most advanced manufacturing techniques and equipment available,
composites typicaliy are being applied only when system performance gains (i.e., fighter
aircraft and stealth characteristics) justity the additional cost. Future aircraft must be
designed with composites and automation in mind if the full benefit of the technology is to be
realized. Composites ijse is dependent ) affordability which is driven more by producible
designs than by autmatien of a "black aluminum" design. Future manufacturing capabilities
must address these concerns.
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Each of the military departments is pursuing manufacturing developments of PMC to
improve quality and reduce cost. These new developments have beep made available to the
entire aerospace industr,. Also, renewed composite application interest by NASA for
commercial aircraft (Hig' -- ?eed Civil Transport (HSCT)) has resulted in some new design
and manufacturing development programs.

The. basic composite material industries (fiber and resin) are vital to maintaining and
increasing the composltes industry and have responded quite well to national interests in
maintaining a lead position in composites manufacturing. Projected future development will
require ircreased coordination between composite process equipment manufacturers and
their material suppliers.

b. Projected Logistics/Support Capabilities

One of the major logistics and technical hurdles to be overcome in composites
processing ;s the need to replace manual hand layup operations with truly reliable automated
layup machine tools capable of covering moderateihigh curvatures over !arge areas. This will
require continued investment in robotic broadgoods dispensing equipment, software, and
tooling in order to meet future output and surge capacity requirements. A recently completed
Board of Army Science and lbchnology (BAST) study has provided a means to identify and
review specific composite processing technology barriers that tie directly to
logistics/support/technology transfer. Among future manufacturing technology projects that
support composite materials processing are:

1. Advanced Tooling Technology for Composites Production

2. Fiber Placement Technology

3. Maximizing the Efficiency of Manual Layup of Composites

4. Advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI) Composite Curing
5. Preform Manufacturing Technology

6. Resin Transfer Molding (RTM' for Large Structures

7. Composite Repair Manufacturing Technology
8. Electromagnetic Pulse/Interference (EMP/EMI) Shielding

9. MFG, Vision Inspection/NDE System for Composite Parts

10. Laser Cutting and Machining of Composites.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies

Composite materials research and development is underway at NASA, DoE,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and the Sandia Corporation. In addition,
composite materials work is also underway at the Department of Commerce (DoC)/National
Institute for Science Technology (NIST) and to a lesser degree under the sponsorship of the
National Science Foundation NSF). NASA high-temperature composite materials work is
tightly coordinated with DoD NASP and lntegrated 1gh Performarice lurbine Engine
Technology (IHPTET) programs through coordinating groups. NASA composite materials
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work related to advanced civil transports is also coordinated with DoD through conference
coordinating groups such as the DoD/NASA/Federal -Aviation Administration (FAA)
Conference on Fibrous Composites in Structural Design.

The bulk of the current NIST composite efforts is a major program on polymeric
composites for mass-market, civilian applications. The objective of the NIST program is to
provide industry with generic science and technology to reduce fabrication costs and increase
capabilities for predicting performance. The program is divided into three task areas:
processing science, microstructure characterization, and laminate properties. Smaller NIST
programs focusing on metal matrix and ceramic matrix composites are also underway. The
NIST metal matrix composite effort is directed toward understandin$ the process of
high-speed electro-deposition of alloys and intermetallics with near-atomic scale control of
interface composition. For ceramic matrix composites, the current NIST emphasis is on
understanding toughening mechanisms, fracture behavior, and the role of residual stresses
during procssing.

NSF supports materials research related to composites, ceramics, polymers,
metallurgy, and electronic and biological materials. Support is provided primarily through
ongoing programs in materials science, engineering, and computer sciences. In addition, two
NSF centers conduct research in areas related to composite materials. The Center for
Interfacial Engineering focuses on thin-film processing, coating process fundamentals,
polymer microstructures, surfactancy and self-assembly processes, and characterization and
behavior of interfaces. The Center for High Performance Polymeric Adhesives and
Composites focuses on researh at the molecular, micromechanical, and interfacial levels to
allow predictions of macroscopic behavior.

Key NASA tasks include: development of advanced composite materials for airframe
applications up to 600F; development of innovative design concepts; verification of
fabrication processes for cost-effective structures; and validation of sub-scale and largescale
advanced composite components. Advanced materials, including toughened thermosets and
high-temperature thermoplastic composi.es with improved processability, will be developed
for long-term use from 350F to 600F. Innovative design concepts and fabrication methods;
(e.g., integrally stiffened fuselage and wing structures using costeffective manufacturing
methods including filament winding, pultrusion, and hot pressing) will be developed for
advanced airframe structures. Critical composite elements and subcomponents leading up
through large-scale structures will be designed, fabricated, and tested to develop the data
base required for design of primary airframe structures. Advanced structural analysis and life
prediction methods will be developed and verified to establish a certification methodology
for composite airframe structures. NASA.s composites program goal for propulsion
applications is increased fuel economy, improved reliability, extended life, and reduced
operating costs. Key to the success of the program is the development of a technology base for
advanced materials for use from 450F to 3000F such as metal matrix and intermetallic matrix
composites, ceramic matrix composites, and high-temperature polymer composites. This
activity focuses on fundamental research on: advanced fibers, materials, and processes;
fabrication concepts; high-temperature test methods and sensors, design, and analysis
methodologies for composite materials; and life prediction methods leading to the design,
development, and test of critical propulsion components.

Overall, most of the R&D on high-temperature composite materials is under way in
NASA and DoE laboratories, whereas the lower temperature PMC R&D is being conducted
at LoC/NIST and NSF, as well as at NASA and DoE.
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2. R&D in the Private Sector

Research and development is proceedin$ in all aspects of composite materials in
industry, universities, and government laboratories. Research areas that are most prevalent
are low-cost manufacturing processes and optimization of structures.

The potential for advanced materials in the manufacturing sector will not be realized
unless and until companiesperceive that their criteria for investment in R&D and production
will be met. Investment criteria used by advanced materials companies vary depending on
whether they are materials suppliers or users, whether the intended markets are military or
commercial, and whether the end use emphasizes high materials performance or low cost.

Suppliers of advanced structural materials tend to be technology driven; they are
focused prmarily on the superior technical performance of advanced materials and are
looking for both military and commercial applications. Suppliers tend to take a long-term
view, basing investment decisions on qualitative assessments of the technical potential of
advanced materials. On the other hand, users of advanced materials tend to be market driven;
they are focused primarily on short-term market requirements, such as return on investment
and time to market. At tie present time, Japan leads the world in the production of ceramic
reinforcing fibers. The U.S., however, is making excellent progress in developing oxide and
nitride fibers.

Extensive use of PMCs by the automotive industry would bring about completely new
industries, including a compreheisive network of PMC repair facilities, molding and adhesive
bonding equipment suppliers, and a recycling industry based on new technologies. Current
steel vehicle recycling techniques will not be applicable to PMCs, and cost-effective recycling
technologies for PMCs have yet to be developed. Without the development of new recycling
methods, incineration could become the main disposal process for PMC structures. The lack
of acceptable recycling and disposal technologies could translate into higher cost for PMC
structures relative to metals.

Numerous universities have established composite centers (e.g., the Center of
Excellence on Manufacturing Science of Composites at the University of Delaware).
Additionally, the Great Lakes Composite Consortium (GLCC) has been recently established
as a Center of Excellence for Composites Manufacturing Tebchnology. Here, research is
aimed at combining manufacturing science and engineering design with an emphasis on
building quality into thick section composites typically used in military applications. Materials
forms being investigated include both thick section laminates and textile woven forms using
thermosetting and thermoplastic matrix materials. Particular emphasis is being given to cure
sensing and in-process control fabrication of thick section composites, thermal and
mechanical characterization, structure-property relationships, and methods for
nondestructive testing.

Additional research in the university community includes DoD--funded investigations
of micro-mechanics processes, continuum to the atomic scale, tailoring of mechanical
behavior through appropriate chemistries at the composite interface, process mechanics (in
metal matrix composites), and fracture mechanics.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Technology Base and Industrial Base

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations in selected key areas of composite materials. Ongoing international
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research and development indicates potential international capabilities to contribute to
meeting U.S. challenges and goals including:

* Development of composite materials capable of retaining structural
properties at high temperatures

* Application of structural composites to reduce observables
* Development of improved nondestructive evaluation techniques for

advanced composites
* Improved characterization of composite material response to

weapon effects
* Improved modeling and prediction of life cycle failure.

Both Japan and NAFO have active materials development programs and may lead in
selected aspects of research. The United Stateshas an overall lead, however, in the design and
effective use of advanced composite materials in specific military applications. Primary
opportunities for cooperation with Japan will occur in the area of ceramics and, with NATO
countries, in the area of ceramic composites for jet engine hot sections and, perhaps, in
selected processing technologies. These countries are also actively pursuing the application of
advanced composite materials to robots for industrial and other uses (e.g., space robots).

The allies "iypically follow the U.S. lead in the application of advanced materials to
military systems, but the use of composites is now wcll established in every country with a
significant arms industry, and other nations may lead in commercial applications. The
industrially advar~ced West European countries and Japan have established themselves as
important suppliers to the United States. Japan is embarking on a major initiative in mateials
to support development of next-generation air transports. Their stated intent is to establish a
center for research and development of new materials for use at temperatures as high as
2000CG

The French are among the world's leaders in production of ceramic composites and
have embarked on a joint venture with a major U.S. company. As in the United States, there is
considerable interest in attaining higher turbine inlet temperatures to increase engine
performance utilizing those materials. In addition to France, the UK, Germany, and Japan
are active in the field. An active research program in materials research is also under way at
the Swiss Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne. The materials science department
there draws scientists from France, Germany, the UK, and Italy in about equal numbers. The
international nature of research appears typical of much of the present materials research
within NATO. These programs could be strengthened further with European unification in
1992. In materials and structures R&D, the Soviet Union is second to only the United States
and Japan.

Because of the need for improved military capability, composite materials are being
designed into a variety of U.S. military equipment. More widespread use of these materials is
expected to occur in the near term. Composite materials are also beginning to appear in
foreign military equipment. The United States is judged to have the world leadership in
composite materials. This lead is being rapidly eroded, however, by a combination of
industrial technology transfer, such as is now occurring in aircraft composite technology, and
strong R&D efforts by many other nations.

Many of the newly industrialized countries, particularly in the Pacific Rim, are
expected to direct a significant portion of their R&D and manufacturing resources to weapon
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Sammary Comparison - Composite Materials

Selected Elemnts USSR NATO AIes Jen OtheM

Development of compesite
materials capable of retaining r r + E +
structural properties at high 0
temperatures

Application of structural
composites to reduceLE'] E 0 EZl C-F] l
observables 0 Israel

Development of improved
ND- techniques for advanced ]0 E0E] 0
composites

Improved characterization of
composite material response 0 0 E 0
to weapon effects

Improved modeling and
prediction of life cycle 0 0
failure

= Overa,,[ 0 0

israsi

a The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology In the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

EEETJ Ibroad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions
EE] [ moderate technical capability with possible leadership In some niches of technology;

allies capable of Important contributions

Egenerally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

[1 lagging in all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capabiiity Increasing ct a tter rate than the United States

0 Foreign capability increasing at a simila rate to the United States

Foreign capability increasing at a gl9Wgr rate than the United States
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systems due to the hiph profits to be realized from military sales. These countries are expected
to establish a strong infrastructure to produce corposite materials in support of this industry.

Advanced structural materials industries have become much more international in the
past several years. In collaboration with industry, governments around the world are investing
large sums in multi-year programs to facilitate commercial development. Through
acquisitions, joint ventures, and licensing agreements, the firms involved have become
increasingly multi-national and are able to obtain access to growing markets and achieve
lower production costs. Critical technological advances continue to be made outside the
United States, for example, carbon fiber technology developed in the UK and Japan and hot
isostatic pressing technology developed in Sweden.

This trend toward internationalization of advanced structural materials technologies
has many important consequences for government and industry policy makers in the United
States. They can no longer assume that the United States will dominate the technologies and
the resultant applications. According to a National Research Council Report, the United
States is already lagging behind other nations in applying advanced materials to
manufacturing processes.

The technology flow into the United States may soon be just as significant as that
flowing out. Moreover, the increasingly multi-national character of material industries
suggests that the rate of technology flow among firms and countries is likely to increase. The
Unted States vll not be able to rely on a superior R&D capability to provide an advantage in
developing commercial products. Furthermore, if the-e is no existing infrastructure in :he
United States for quickly appropriating the R&D results for economic development, the
results will quickly be used elsewhere.

2. Exchange Agreements

There is a high level of exchange activity in the area of high-strength composites, in
both basic naterials and a wide range of applications. NATO programs for physics and
electronics provide a mechanism for exchange of scientific information regarding the basic
physics of structural material. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
memorandums of understanuing (MOUs) specifically cover the use of composites in armor
and anti-armor.

The Technology Cooperation Program (TTCP) provides a vehicle for a range of
applicable exchange, activities relating to basic material, ceramics, non-destructive
evaluation, and materials performance.

Each of the Services also has exchanges, primarily with NATO and with friendly
nations in areas of specific interest. These-include exchanges of technology in such diverse
areas as structures and materials for combat aircraft and basic studies in fatigue properties of
aircraft structures and dynamic behavior of materials under stress.
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19. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

A. DESCRIPTON OF TECHNOLOGY

Conventional electrical, electronic, and electromagnetic devices and systers (e.g.,
power lines, computers, and electric motors and generators) suffer performance limitations
and undesirable power losses as a consequence of the electrical resistance inherent in
normally conductive materials. This technology makes use of the zero resistance property
andother unique and remarkable properties pf superconductors for creation of
high-performance sensors, electronic devices and subsystems, and supermagnetbased
systems. Introduction of superconducting devices offers the potential for reducing drastically
the energy lossesand cooling requirements, which in turn makes for nucn improved
processing speed andpackaging density in digital microcircuitry. The frequency selectivity in
analog filters using superconductor elements can not be approximated by other types of
devices. The recently discovered high-temperature superconducting materials offer further
decreasesin cooling requirements, promising the use of liquid nitrogen, rather than helium as
acollant, which makes potential applications much more practical.

Superconductivity technology of current interest encompasses low-temperature
superconductors (LTS) (tiansition temperature less than 23K) and the new oxide
high-temperature superconductors (HI'S) (transition temperatures as high as 125K or more).
The most commonly used LTS material is a very ductile alloy of niobium and titanium, which
is corrosion resistant, is easily formed into supermagnets, and exhibits moderately high
superconducting performance. Brittle metallic ITS materials (e.g., Nb3 Sn) also offer higher
performance (higher current density at higher magnetic fields at higher temperatures) but are
difficult to fabricate because of their bnttleness. The LTS materials niobium and niobium
nitride are commonly used in superconducting sensor and electronics applications. With
these materials, large arrays of Josephson junctions are readily fabricated.

HTS materials offer much higher operating temperatures and much higher operating
magnetic fields than their I'S counterparts, and they appear to possess potential for
supporting electric current densities adequate for many applications. However, most HTS
materials also possess highly anistropic properties, are ve ritile, and are highly susceptible
to moisture. And HTS end products, whether supermagnets, electronic devices, sensors, or
passive magnetic bearings, are more difficult to fabricate than their LTS counterparts.

DoD superconductivity R&D extends from searches for theoretical understanding, to
materials characterization, materials processing, invention and architecture, and finally
engineering test models and operational systems that involve superconductivity. Of concern
are issues related to the basic properties of superconductors, their manufacture and
fabrication into usable configurations, and their unique device and systems applications.
These applications capitalize on the abilities of superconducting to support loss-less DC
currents and low-loss ac currents, levitate, shield magnetic and electromagnetic fields, sense
magnetic and electromagnetic fields with unmatched sensitivity, transmit electronic signals
with extremely little distortion, and fulfill analog and digital electronics functions at speeds 10
to 20 times faster and at power dissipation 1,000 times less than is currently possible with
semiconductor:,. Critical to all such applications are efficient and reliable refrigeration
systems.

Defense-related research and development plans in this critical technology area focus
oil low temperature superconductors and on hijgh temperature superconductors, which
comprise the two major technology sets which provide key inputs to achieving the potential of
this technology. LTS supermagnet-based technology addresses ship propulsion, power
systems, and magnetic launchers. Corresponding HTS supermagnet activity focuses onmore
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elementary aspects, viz., materials, conductor processing, and primitive magnets. Sensors
and electronics efforts in both ETS and HTS materials are concerned with passive devices,
detectors, Josephson Junctic-n-based and weak link-based active devices, and digital logic
and memory.

Technology Sets in Superconductivity

" Low temperature superconductors

- Supermagnetics
- Sensors and Electronics

" High temperature superconductors

- Supermagnetics
- Sensors and Electronics

Large-scale ITS technology has progressed to the point where thousands of
supermagnets are now in routine use around the world in magnetic resonance imagers and in
high--energy particle accelerators. The first steps have also been taken for the application of
LTS to military systems such as compact and efficient electric drive systems for ships. ITS
sensors and analog electronics devices have also been highly developed. However, LTS digital
electronic systems are at an earlier stage of development, and the United States trails Japan in
this high-risk, high-potential-payoff technology. Overall, LTS technology promises hig
utility not only in its own right, but also in modeling systems to be later executed in-TS
materials when feasible.

HTS materials are in an earlier stage of development. Because HTS materials are
difficult to process, a heavy and sustained investment in R&D will be required if their
appareni notential is to be realized. Production of high-quality films and development of
patterning technijues are high-priority goals, as are high-current-density bulk HTS
materials suitable for power transmission, supermagnets, bearings, motors, and generators.
The course of ITS development will probably proceed from passive analog electronic
components, to electromagnetic sensors, digital electronics, small supermagnets, and finally
large-scale supermagnet applications.

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

Potential superconductivity applications, many of which have already been tested in
LTS prototype form, include more compact, higher efficiency electrir, drive systems for ships
and submarines (and possibly land vehicles and aircraft), electric generators, electric energy
storage systems for directed energy weapons, superconducting cavity particle accelerator
directed enery weapons, electromagnetic guns and aircraft catapults, magnetic and
electromagnetic shields, supermagnets and cavity resonators fcr microwave and
millimeter-wave generation. Further applications involve: magnetic and electromagnetic
sensors (DC through infrared); infrared focal plane arrays; superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUID); magnetic gradiometers and magnetometers; high-power
sonar sources; ultra-high-speed, ultra-compact signal processors and computers; low-loss
narrow bandwidth filters; compact low-loss delay lines; hign-performance low-noise
communications and surveillance systems; superconducting antennas; and superconducting
gyroscopes, inertial sensors, gravimeters and magnetic mine detectors. Many of these systems
are unique, having no normal conductor counterparts (e.-., superconducting magnetic energy
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storage systems and SQUID sensors). The development of such SQUID sensors will provide
new magnetic anomaly detection (MAD) methods for finding acoustically quiet submarines.
In the long term (10 years or more) the potential exists for new capabilities to be brought to
platforms incapable of supporting conventional semiconductor counterparts because of size,
weight, or power requirements. For example, with superconducting electronics technology,
p lacing ultra-high-speed supercomputer capabilities on board aircraft and spacecraft should
be feasible; this capability currently is not feasible with semiconductor technology because of
its large input power requirements (200 kilowatts) and associated massive cooling system
requirements.

In all cases, the performance advantages of such systems must be adequate to more
than compensate for the necessary refrigeration requirements.

2. Potential Benefits to industrial base

DoD efforts in superconductivity offer substantial potentiai for beneficial effect on the
industrial base. The development of compact, efficient motors and generators as well as
low-loss cables for power transmission and energy storage devices will lead to improved
distribution and utilization of electrical energy. Such future systems may offer greater
immunity from brown-out, be more easily repairable (due to small size), and, where
necessary, allow local control of available energy to improve industrial production. Magnetic
resonance imaging, a billion-dollar-per-year industry, will become more accessible for
routine use, thereby minimizing invasive diagnostic surgery. Progress in superconducting
electronics may ultimately lead to higher performanc3 supercomputers and mainframe
computers. Advanced, very stable oscillators will permit increases in communications
spectral density. Magnetic sensors based on SQUID technology will be used for medical
monitoring and diagnosis of brain function.

C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

Defense-related development plans are centered upon key issues in both LTS and
I-ITS materials and devices. The following describes the key objectives and major milestones
in this critical technology.

a. Low Temperature Superconductors (LTS)

The long term objectives for this technology set are: (1) widespread military utilization
of Niobium-based analo$ and digital electronics systems for ultrafast, real-time sensing and
signal processing on military platforms on land and sea, and in air and space: and (2) the
routine use of low temperature superconductor magnets in a variety of propulsion and energy
storage applications.

Development efforts in the area of electronics and signal processing will include the
development of components for LTS digital logic, memory and sensor components, and the
implementation of single flux quantum (SFQ) logic and analog signal processors. Among the
Santicipated milestones:

- LTS analog to digital converter

- LTS infrared sensor

* 1992
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- 100 GHz SFQ logic circuit
- SFQ Analog signal processor

* 1993

- 1 GHz digital signal processor
- 1K LTS cache memory
- Infrared sensoi array

* 1994

- 400 GHz SFQ logic circuit
Prototype MAD ASW system
Analog receiver front end

* 1995

- 1024 x 1024 digital cross bar switch
- 4K LTS cache memory

* 1996

- SFQ signal processor
- Analog communications and surveillance receivers

* 1997
- LTS Nb/NbN chip level technology
- Infrared focal plane array with processor.

Systems developments in the area of supermagnets include LTS-based ship drive
systems, magnetohydrodynamic ship propulsion systems, magnetic launchers, and ITS
magnetic energy storage for directed energy weapons power supply. Anticipated milestones
include:

- 1991
- Rotating electrical machinery available for scale up for ship

drive
-- Engineering design of 72 GigaJoule magnetic storage DEW

power supply
• 1993

- MFID propulsion system sea-going test vehicle design
- Complete design of magnetic launcher demonstrator

* 1996
- Complete construction of MH-ID ship propulsion test vehicle
-- Complete construction of magnetic launch demonstrator

b. High Temperature Superconductors (HTS)
The long-term objectives for this technology area are: (1) the achievement of

complete communications and surveillance receivers using low radio-frequency-loss film
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passive electronics technology (2) the development of HTS weak link and Josephson
Junction (JJ) electronics technology as the basis for a variety of advanced sensors and
electronic processors; and (3) the development of LITS supernagnets for new applications
and retrofit of LTS supermagilets. Among the anticipated milestones:

1991

- Analog components for IiI'S pasive electronics technology

- weak link-based mantcsensors

- Supermagnet conductor material, 103 A/Cm2 at 3T, and 50
degrees Y.

* 1993
- HTS interconnects on semticonductor chips and multi-chip

modules

-weak link-based arid/or JJ3-based infr ared sensors

-Supermagnet conductor material, 10 A/Cmi2 at 3T, and 50
degrees K

* 1995

- Analog signal processor for HTS passive electronics circuits

- Modest comiplexity weak link and/or .13 arrays

-- Supermagnet conductor material, 104 A'Cm2 at 5T, and 60
degrees K

* 1996
- Capability to produce moderate lengths of supermagnet

conductor material
-- Liter-sized low performnance HiTS supermagnet

* 1997

- HTS passive electronics receiver front end

-- JJ-based analog to digital converters



2. Technology Objectives

Technology Objectives - Superconductivity

Technical Area By 1998 By 2001 By 2006

Materials and e Higher transition Hirhe,, transition temperature a Codified
processing temperature HTr1q H St materials manufacuring

materials * Quality HTS tuninel junctionS ras processe ion
" Quality HTS tunniel In large arrays atdeariap tion

Juncton arrays * K-ITS conductors suitable for anfbrcto
* Higher critical current supermagnets

densities In ceramic * Theoretical undersanding of
materials HTS

* Long Hrs wires;
prototype conductors

*Large-area I-ITS films for
shielding and cavity
resonator s

Sensors 9 LTS IR focal plane arays o LTS MAD AISW systems *Widespread use In a
9 H-TS sensors, DC to IR o ITrS IR focal plane arrays variety of sensor
a US~ inertial and gyro e I-TS inertial and gyropltom

eletrnic }sensors ad sensors
Superconducting * UTS analog * HTS analog communications * Widespread use of

eetoiscommunications ad and surveillance systems superconducting
surveillance 5s5Ltfl5 * LTS Nb/NbN digital signal electronics

* HTS analog processor and memory
communications and H
surveillance components e TS digital chip-level

technology
& H-TS AID converters * H TS satellite system
e LTS Nb/NbN digit al

chip-level technology
e HTS interconnects for

semiconductor circuits
a* HTS digital electronics

___________ array technology __________ ______

3upermagnetic- 9 Prototype LTS magnetic * Engineering of operational 9 Widespread use of
based applications gun LTS rotating electricai supercondticting

* Test of LJS MH-D ship machines magnets In Industry,
propulsion systemns o Engineering of operational academia, and

9 Modest-performance LTS magnetic energydees
H-TS supermagnets storage systemn

" Engineering of operaiional
magnetic gun

" Engineering of operational
MHD ship propoision system

" High -performance HTS
supermagnets__________

Particle accelerators *Low-loss H-TS cavity * Prototype I--TS cavity *Widespread use in
resonators resonator particle academia and

accelerator defense research
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3. Resources
A summary of S&T funding' 8 for superconductivity technology is given in the

following table.
Fundihig - Superconductivity ($M)

FY87-91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

345 56 51 54 54 55 57

4. Using the Technology (Examples)

a. Magnetic Sensors Using Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
The objective of this project is to field test two advanced-design superconducting

gradiometer prototype systems. The first will be of all-thin-film design and operate at liquid
helium temperatures with a 40 dB improvement in performance over the current system. The
second device will operate at liquid nitrogen or neon temperatures with a 20 dB performance
improvement over the current system.

Three paths are being explored to develop an advanced superconducting gradiometer.
This approach provides ample time to develop technology options to select the most
promising approaches and to reduce risk. The first is an LTS effort to develop an
advanced-design thin-film, single-axis gradiometer to be used in environmental noise
characterization; the second allows for the development of a five-axis LTS gradiometer and
demonstration field testing; the third pursues the development of an HTS gradiometer with
demonstration field testing.

During the first phase of the LTS single-axis development, advanced designs and
system noise sources are studied and materials are characterized. This leads to selection of
materials, fabrication technology, and device designs. In the ne't phase, these selected
approaches are then fabricated and evaluated in an iterative process in order to refine
techniques and produce optimal devices. Resulting devices are then integrated into a specially
configured test dewar, and performance is demonstrated and characterized.

b. Power Applications of Superconductivity
The goal of this program is to develop a high-power superconducting integrated

power system for shipboard use. DoD is developing superconducting ship propulsion systems.
A 3,000-horsepower LTS superconducting propulsion system has been demonstrated at sea.
Critical-risk reduction issues must now be addressed to ensure the eventual fleet
implementation of this technology. The combat environment places stringent requirements
for resistance to shock, vibration, and mechanical stress, which other power applications
programs do not address. The major critical-risk reduction issues for this technology are the
development of an efficient and reliable refrigeration system for a shock and vibration
environment and the development of a more stable superconducting wire and magnet system.

DoD is also conducting an exploratory development project for selective power
applications of superconductivity using LTS technology. The work will complement the
IgFunding shown above for FY 1992 and subsequent years is highly speculative, in part because of the uncertain-

ty in the time scale within which various applications are likely to become feasible, and in part because many
projects involving superconductivity involve other technologies as well, and so the portion of the funding allo-
cable to ach technolog is often debatable. The funding presented here and throughout this report, for each
critical technology, is o the right order of magnitude but is not to be construed as a precise budgetary quantity.
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planned advanced electric drive prograi and will focus on those critical-iisk issues that need
further % xpioratory development. These issues include: development of advanced and more
stable conductors (A1/NbTi and CuiNbSn), which will sigfificantly reduce the risk of
suddenly losing superconducting performance or alternatively reduce the overall size and
weight of rotating electrical machines; systematic study of magnet instabilities and their
felation to conductor and magnet design; and development of turbine expander and
Gifford-McMann refrigeration systems for improved reliability. Assessments of the effects of
HTS materials will be made continuously; however, at the present time, superconductivity
motor applications of I-ITS seem far term because many materials problems must be
overcome.

DoD has been successful in demonstrating lightweight, efficient power generation
components using LTS materials and technology. Extensive knowledge and experience
gained in this LIS application will provide a foundation for eventual introduction of high
performance, efficient power generation, and power distribution components with HTS
materials.

C. Space Applications of High-Tenperature Superconductivity

The objective of this project is to demonstrate the feasibility of incorporating the
revolutionary technology of high-temperature superconductivity into space systems. The
unique properties that superconductors exhibit can provide space surveillance,
commumcctions, navigation, weather, and weapon systems with performance capabilities far
superior to those possible using conventional technologies. Superconducting technolo y can
provide advances in spacecraft performance such as improved signal isolation with high-Q
filters, dispersionless delay and transmission lines, detectors with multispectral sensitivity
(from microwave to infrared), infrared focal plane electronics, and traveling wave tubes
(TW'Ts). Superconductors also offer quantum-limited detection (that is, as sensitive a
detector as is theoretically possible).

The cryogenic equipment required for the operation of LS mater.als limits the extent
of their use in the space environment. However, HTS materials, with operating temperatures
above 80K, can utilize simple radiative cooling in space and hence make the use of
superconductivity on spacecraft convenient for the first time.

. Because HITS technology is so new, experimental data for modeling and making
projections are limited. Space experiments are being carried out to reduce the development
risk before considering HTS applications in operational space systems. The results of the
space experiment will enable operational sstems designers to evaluate both the benefits and
possible problems of using superconducting components in their systems. The initial launch
opportunity for the space experiments is FY1991, but a FY1992 launch is more likely.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILIThES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

Today's "superconductivity industry" can be roughly divided into two segments: one
comprising firms that produce products based on Low Temperature Superconductor (LTS)
applications, the other based on High Temperature Superconductor (-TS) applications. The
highly developed LS-based industry piovides commercial products and serviceswire and
cable, magnet winding, analog electronics, a:wid sensors, while the HTS-based industry, new
and not as far advanced, largely provides information, "knowhow," and special devices for
laboratory applications. At this time, the HTS industry is attempting to develop the materials
for future applications of electronic components, medical and industrial instruments, and
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eventually electric power and transportation equipment subsystems. It is not uncommon for
firns to be involved in R&D, and sometimes production, for both low- and high-temperature
components for defense and commercial applications.

Although the HIS and LIS industries are currently somewhat distinct, the two
industries will doubtless achieve greater coalescence as IS matures and begins to compete
for applications served by LTS and non-superconducting material technologies. There are
important reasons for better integrating the two segments, and experts believe that this
merger will be necessary for the industry as a whole to become higblyprofitable. For example,
revenues generated from the sale of near-term LTS-based products could be used to
underwrite needed research for longer-term HTS applications. The two technologies already
share some conxnon infrastructure and it is anticipated that additional industries Will develop
to help HTS and TS firms resolve product and manufacturing process difficulties that affect
both technologies.

Hi temperature superconductors are currently being produced in two forms: films
(depositedon substrates) and bulk materials. Films of veiry high quality and performance have
been achieved and are suitable for electronic and microwave applications. Bulk HITS are
currently fabricated using a variety of techniques, including multi-textured growth. Highest
current density is achieved by controlling crystal size and orientation. However, to date the
performance characteristics achieved with bulk HTS materials are relatively modest, and very
substantial improvements will be required before their widespread utilization can be
realized.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities
Bulk HTS materials are required in wire form for electromagnets; however, the brittle

nature of HTS materials imposes limitations. Either use is restricted to magnets of very little
curvature or, alternatively, techniques must be developed for fabricating electromagnets by
forming them from compressed powders first and then firing them to final ceramic form.

For both bulk and thin-film FITS materials many fabrication obstacles must be
overcome for them to be useful in their planned applicatio .s. The properties, particularly the
superconducting properties, must be reproducible. Currendy, these fabrication processes are
performed on the ,esearch level and are not as reproducib! as desired. Also, some HTS
materials contain hazardous or toxic elements (such as thallium). The safe fabrication, use,
and storage of these materials must be addressed and solved. Stability of materials is also a
concern. Some of the elements used in these HTS compounds are moisture sensitive. Specific
environmental conditions must exist during fabrication, storage, and use of these materials,
and suitable protective coatings must be developed.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STATES

1. R&D in Other Agencies
With federal funding, aspects of superconductivity R&D are being pursued in U.S.

universities, industi-,, and government laboratories. Federal sup port is centered primaxily in
DoD, DoE, NASA, the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the Department of
Commerce (DoC).

DoD supermagnet--based applications may be expected to benefit significantly from
the extensive DoE efforts on supermagnets. However, DoD interests in superconducting
sensors, analog electTonics, and digitai electronics are being addressed at only very modest
levels in other agencies and industry. Thus the U.S. competitive position in these important
areas appears to be highly reliant on the success of DoD efforts.
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NSF supports fundamental research on theories and properties of superconducting
materials. Fundamental research also includes efforts to synthesize new superconducting
materials and to understand how these materials can be processed into useful forms. Current
efforts are part of ongoing programs for materials research, chemistry, ics, and
engineering. NSF also provides funding for the Center for High Tmperature
Superconductivity which f6cuses research on synthesis, bulk properties, theory, thin films,
microstructural characterization, and ceramic processing. Ninety percent of NSF support
goes to research on high temperature superconductivity.

Of course, all DoD superconductivity activities will benefit significantly from NSF-
sponsored investigation of the basic and fundamental nature of superconductivity and from
NIST research programs. NIST goals are, first, to establish measurement techniques,
standards, and data to support engineering with superconductors and, second, to develop
superconducting electronics, primarily for measurement techniques, instrumentation, and
physical standards.

2. R&D in the Private Sector

In the United States, the private sector provides about half the amount of funding for
superconductivity R&D as that provided by the federal government. A few large companies
(in the communications, computers, and chemicals industries) are most active, and they
depend only little, if at all, on federal funds for their superconducting activities. More modest
privately funded superconductivity R&D efforts are underway in other companies, usua! .y to
augment federally supported activities. These companies include large defense, aerospace,
electrical, and electronic companies; well-established small companies that market
superconducting wire, magnets, and instruments; and small venturecapital firms that have
recently been established in attempts to capitalize on the recent advances in
high-temperature superconductivity. Together these private-sector-funded activities are of
great benefit to the overall national capability in superconductivity R&D.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of United States and
other nations for selected key aspects of the technology. Ongoing international research and
development indicates potential international capabilities to contribute to United States
challenges and goals including:

* Fundamentals, synthesis, and increased transition temperature of
ITS

" Developme it of material processing and fabrication techniques for
HTS applications

" Electronics applications and integration of superconducting
elements with semiconductors

- Power applications.

Overall, Japan and the United States share a worldwide lead in this technolo and are
on a par, but Japan has a significant lead in digital superconducting devices and systems.
Unlike the United States, where Josephson junction (JJ) digital electronics research was all
but terminated in the early 1980s, Japan has continued research effort in this area. Moreover,
they have developed niobium technology to a high level of sophistication, and have overcome
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the long-term stability problems of the lower melting point metals which accounted in part
for the abandonment of this technology by US industry. Supported by Ministry of
International 'frade and Industry (MITI) programs, Japan has continued to develop ITS
digital logic and memory assemblies for computing applvations. Component &ensities
(20,000-30,000 JJ chips with digital logic and 4K memories), -iile low, have been steadily
increasing. Japan's organization and industrial emphasis is n materials processing as a key
enabling technology for all applications. Japanese irt dtrial m-search is notable for the
number of companies cosducting vigorous, internally fudx., high-quality efforts, suggesting
a potential for rapid adoption of HTS products in Japan. Tr the long term, this emphasis may
position Japanese industry for a sustained lead in this area.

While Japan and the United States are expected to remain the leaders in
superconductivity, many other countries are active in the field, and NATO has very significant
capabilities. Europe has traditionally been strong in basic research, but has trailed in
applications with th e exception of areas such as magnets and cables. Companies in the UK
and Germany are leading producers of magnets for medical imaging. In addition, the CERN
supercollider project is providing impetus to these areas of research.

Virtually all European nations (most notab.y the UK, Italy, and Germany) have
national programs in HTS invol-ving both government and industry. For example, the UK
Atomic Energy Authority has established a collective search for new superconducting
materials. This program is patterned after a successful program addressing electronic
ceramics in the early 1980s and will involve standardized automated testing of materials. As
yet, clear patterns of international cooperation at the governmental levels (comparable to the
Joint European Submicron Silicon Program or the European Strategic Program for Research
in Information Technology) have not emerged. At the research activity level, however,
international ties are being forged, offering the promise of a better integrated and fruitful
NATO effort in the future.

Soviet research in thin film SQUIDs is considered to be comparable to Western
research in this area. The Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics, Moscow (Soviet
Academy of Sciences) has developed a SQUID with a sensitivity of 5 x 10-31 and noise of 5 x
10-32 Joule/Hz. Performance is comparable to devices made at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory and IBM and somewhat better than those commercially available in the United
States. 'The Department of Physics at Moscow State University has been active in constructing
SQUID sensors for at least the last five years, producing both rf and dc SQUIDs operating at
the 10-3 Joule/Hz level. The primary application is intended to be in digital processing. The
Novosibirsk Electrotechnical Institute is promoting its rf and de SQUIDs as being
comparable to the best commercially available devices. System bandwidth is claimed to be
greater than 30 kHz; control of up to 16 chainels also is claimed. The Institute is interested in
,cooperative programs.

Eastern European nations are also conducting research in SQUID technology. The
Physics Institute at the Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences, Prague, constructed a 400
MH rf SQUID with a sensitivity of 2.6 x 10-29 Joule/Liz. The Slovak Academy of Sciences has
advertised a laboratory rf SQUID system for sale that is comparable to commercially
available rf SQUID systems. The Institute of Physics in Prague, Czechoslovakia, incorporated
CQUIDs into a susceptometer and built a three-axis geophysical magnetometer with a
_ensitivity better than 100 fl'/Hz. At the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, the Institute
ot Electrical Engineering, Electro-Physical Research Center, is known to be conducting
theoretical, experimental, and applied research on the Josephson effect and superconducting
electronics.
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2. Exchange Agreements

DoD-sponsored exchange activity in the area of superconductivity has been modest,
but significant. The NATO prograra in physics and electroinks has provided a mechanism for
exchanges of fundamental scientific idnforation. The llbchnolog Cooperation Program
(TTCP) groups in basic materials and electronics materials provide several potential
mechanisms for cooperative exchanges in fundamental science, and somne limited exchange of
information may occur for specific applic3.tons of the technology to insftmentation and
military electronics.
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20. BIOTECHNOLOGY

A. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Owing to the discovery and exploitation of genet-c rnechanisms that control living
organisms, it is now possible to engineer microbial, Olant, and animal cells to act as factories
for the synthesis of existent or new materials at substantially enhanced rates and efficiencies.
These same techniques make it possible to unravel Nature's secrets for fabricating structural
materials and exquisite sensors capable of detecting single molecules or a single photon in
low signal-to-noise environments. Biosynthesis of new enzymes, which are biological
catalysts, offers the prospect of developing new pathways for synthesis or degradation of
chemicals. Application of these techniques comprise the field of non-medical biotechnology
and DoD has become an international leader in this critical technology.

Technology Sets in Biotechnology

" Processes
" Materials
" Sensors

B. PAYOFF

1. Impact on Future Weapon Systems

DoD is constantly pressing the forefrent of materials technology both because of the
severe work environments and the need for extremely high reliability. Biotechnology offers
an attractive means for producing new classes of materials, at low cost, with the added
strategic advantage of using non-petroleum-based feedstocks. The cost of development of
new materials is also likely to decease when they are produced biotechnologically because of
the potential for produ ng "generIc" materials that may be easily modified at the molecularlevel without the need to develop a new manufacturing scheme. The time of transition for a
biotechnologically produced material from demonstration of principle to product is
estimated to be 3 to 4 years, which is about one-third the time required for development of
conventional materials.

Requirements for sophisticated sensors are increasing dramatically for: assessing
airborne and submarine threats; monitoring the environment for toxic wastes- determining
organisms responsible for fouling or corrosion; and monitoring treaty compliance.
Biologically-based sensing devices provide unique capabilities for selectivity and sensitivity.
In an era of peace the demand for new, expanded sensor capabilities will increase faster than
the demand for new weapons systems because of the greater need to detect and monitor
unfriendly activity.

DoD's significant hazardous waste problem and the enormous cost of the required
clean-up (remediation) of DoD sites has received recent public attention. This cost cannot be
deferred because compliance is a legal requirement, and use of conventional methods could
significantly affect DoD operationaf resources. Biotechnology offers a viable, cost-effective
alternative for the permanent solution of many of the DoD hazardous waste problems by
using microbial or catalytic methods to degrade wastes and explosives, and to synthesize
biodegradable plastics and anti-fouling paints. Biodegradation technology also provides
approaches to improved maintenance methods, such as plastics, paint, and scale removal.

Thousands of contaminated sites will require billions of dollars to clean up using
conventional treatment methods such as removal, followed by incineration or landfill burial
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and pump and treat systems using physical/chemical treatment methods for groundwater.
Biodegradation, either in above-ground reactors or in situ, offers an extremely effective,
destructive method to deal with the overall site remediation problem. Advances in the
scientific understanding of the biodegradation process "wl also have a major payoff for
treating a multitude of DoD waste streams. Since waste stream treatment and disposal are
directly related to life cycle cost, technical advances can be expected to reduce the
ever-increasing costs of current and future defense systems.

Some specific goals and payoffs anticipated from the DoD materials biotechnology
idtiative are given in the table on the following page.

2. Potential Benefits to the Industrial Base

The ability of certain organisms, or enzymes derived from these organisms, to perform
specific chemical transformations under a wide range of conditions can be turned to useful
advantage to produce products with unique applications or to solve hazardous waste and
metal extraction problems. Bioprocesses have the intrinsic advantage of requiring far less
energy and therefore can be considerably less costly. They are also less environmentally
damaging and proceed with greater speed, specificity, and selectivity than do conventional
processes. Additionally, recombinant DNA technology can be used to tailor organisms to
perform specific tasks or to manufacture products that would be difficult or costly to obtain
using conventional methods.

Biotechnology offers numerous dual-use applications. In particular, DoD investment
in the biomaterials R&D area has already begun to produce products that benefit the
industrial base. Examples are bioengineered silk fibers which provide high strength,
lightweight materials and improved ballistic performance. Another important example is an
array of biosensors used as a chemical detection and monitoring device. Microorganisms
developed for DoD paintstripping have shown potential for removal of paint from aluminum
cans prior to recycling.
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Specific Goals and Payoffs - Biotechnology

Goals Payolf3

* Receptor-based sensor * identification of organism
0 ImMuno sensors * Improved real-time detection and Idnticatlon of

chemicals, pathoen, toxins, exploisives, and
* Nuclei c-acid based blosensors drug
* Optical-based microsensors o Improved non-acoustic unciersea surveilance
* Molecular channels * Detection of pollutants at low lovels

Bioprocesses
" Biological crystal growth * Tailored inorganic crystal sizes and shapes for

ceramics and electronics
& Waste site bioremediatlon * Low-cost, permanent solution for persistent toxic

substances
" Blo-palntstripping * Elimination of hazardous solvents for removal of

paint from aircraft
* Enzyme decontamination ano surfactants * Selective decontamination and cleaning aget
" Synthesis of energetic compo1inds * Lov#'r cost and improved safet for high-energy

materals
" Blo-degradatlon of energetic compounds * Low-cost, environmentally safe disposal

Blomnaterials
" Understanding natural designs, enzymes, and * Optical Integration of sensing, decislonmaking,

pigments functional capability, and mechanical properties In
'smart* btructures

" Recombinant-derived fibers * Improved light-weight high-strength materials
" Biosynthetic polymers a Low-cost, low-weight, high-strength organic matrix

composites for aircraft
" Catalytic polymers * Self-decontaminating materials for individual and

Bloelastomrers * Seals, gaskets, coatings with better chemical and

" New antifoulants * Environmentally safe coatings for ships, buildings,
and bulkheads with Improved performance

" Bicedhesives * Low-cost,' olgh-performance lubricants.
" Biosynthesized lubricants * Improved manufacturing and processing of cormmic

composites and powders
" Bioceramilcs e Photoresponsive materials and coatings for

signature reduction
" immobilized protein-pigment complexes 9 Improved ballistic and camouflage protection
* Self-assembling protein arrays a Laser protection
" Biomolecuies with nonlinear optical properties * Light-based computers

*Low-cost microcircuit manufacturing
" Thin-film, self-assembling molecular arrays e Increased circuit density and speed with decreased

size; three-dimensional logic capability
" Improved metallized biotubule fabrication * High-power microwave and energy storage devices
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C. S&T PROGRAMS

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Processes

(1) Objectives

The basic goal of this effort is to discover and apply nature's strategies for coping with
undesirable chemicals or organisms. Selected applications include: decontamination of
chemical warfare agents; biodegradation of hazardous waste products; waste reduction in
painting and paint stripping; and development of environmentally sound approaches for
prevention of biodeten oration (fouling and corrosion) of surfaces exposed to marine
environments.

(2) Development Milestones

Basic research efforts in decontamination technolosv are aimed at developing generic
approaches to design of enzymes for catalytic degradation of broad classes of chemical
warfare agents. There is a great need to be able to develop enzymes rapidly and inexpensively
that will exhibit high activity for new chemical agents. FY 1995 is the target for meeting this
goal. Testing of protective coatings and camouflage creams using existing enzymes is expected
to be completed by FY 1993. This effort has been accelerated significantly during 1990 to
meet the demands of Desert Shield/Desert Storm and a number of new materials will be
produced in FY 1991. This is an instance where technological readiness has served U.S.
interests well.

Bio-painistripping research is di ected along two independent lines: one to prepare a
paint that can be me kabolized by specific organisms that do not exist naturally and; second, to
identify or engineer organisms capable of metabolizing existing paints. The objective in both
instances is to reduce the amount of organic solvents used to apply and remove paints and to
decrease the amount of toxic substances (including heavy metal ions produced from metal lost
in the surface abrasion) released to the environment. Milestones include: identification of
candidate organisms by FY 1994; biodegradable coatings development by FY 1996; and
engineering of organisms for target paints by FY 1998.

An area of increasing concern to DoD is that of hazardous waste decontamination.
When decontamination is accomplished by biological means (using either organisms or
extraorganismal enzymes in solution) it is referred to as bioremediation. Funding in this area
is expected to increase steadily over the next several years because biological approaches
appear to be the most cost-effective in reducing concentrations of toxic materials to
acceptable levels. Milestones for these efforts include: development of probes for
identification of naturally-occurring organisms present at waste sites by FY 1993;
identification of key organismal traits conveying "robustnes"or survivability in the presence
of high concentrations of toxic wastes by FY 1995; and delineation of important consortial
(multi-organismic) processes responsible for complete degradation or detoxification of toxic
materials by FY 1998.

Most living creatures in the sea make their living attached to surfaces as "fouling"
organisms. Consequently, many large plants and animals have had to develop strategies to
avoid fouling. Such strategies include constant shedding of surfaces (e.g., most fish) and
production of antifouling agents (e.g., corals and seagrasses). This technology will rely upon
identification of antifouling agents expected to be complete by FY 1994 and development of
new coating technology that will permit slow and steady release of such agents by FY 1997.
The new coating technology is expected to rely upon biological products and strategies and so
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falls within the realm of biotechnology, as does the identification and biosynthesis of the

antifouling agents.

b. Materials

(1) Objectives

Biological systems offer many examples of structural materials that exhibit properties
that exceed those available using conventional materials technology. Moreover,
biotechnologically-produced materials are inexpensive, strategically relevant because they
need not rely upon petroleum feedstocks, and their structures can be manipulated at the
molecular level without developing new processes. The ultimate goal of DoD biotechnology
materials programs is to develop generic materials with a range of properties that can be
selected for specific applications or uses. A second objective is production of fine chemical
intermediates that cannot be produced economically in quantity by conventional chemistries.
DoD has research programs aimed at the following classes of materials: fibers, coatings,
adhesives, plastics, elastomers, lubricants, composites, and electro-optical materials.

(2) Development Milestones

Both Navy and Army have research programs directed at synthesis of rrdified forms
of natural fibers with an emphasis on spider silkbers. These fibers are stronger than steel on a
weight basis and have the extensibility of natural wools. Applications areas include protective
clothing, armor, biodegradable parachutes, undersea tow ropes, and missile control lines.
Milestones are cloning and expression of silk genes by FY 1993, modified silks produced in
quantity by FY 1996, and scale-up tests complete by FY 1998.

Biosynthesis of plastics is a DoD objective for four reasons: to gain a strategic
advantage by avoiding dependence on petroleum feedstocks; to prepare plastics that cannot
be made by conventional polymer chemistry; to lower the cost of m,,'4rials used in large
quantity; and to prepare biodegradable materials for disposable items. DoD funds the
majority of federally-supported research on biodegradable plastics. Currenty both basic
research on polyesters and applied research using starch and other carbohydrates for
disposable plastic bags are supported. Milestones include: tests of disposable plastic bags in
FY 1992; development of measures of biodegradability in all DoD operating environments
by FY 1994; demonstration of plastic synthesis in plants by FY 1996; and demonstration of
large-scale biosynthesis technology for thermoplastics by FY 1998.

Exploration of marine mussel adhesives is aimed at clarifying fundamental processes
in adhesion, with an emphasis on adhesion in moist environments, and has an ultimate goal of
preparing a generic adhesive whose properties can be tailored for the environment and
bonding surface. The gene for several mussel adhesives has now been sequenced and cloned
and commercial production of mussel-like adhesives began in FY 1991. DoD-sponsored
research has disclosed that natural marine adhesi- are foam composites; this observation
and its practical implications are under investiga . fhe goal of a generic adhesive now
appears to be achievable by FY 1994.

c. Sensors

(1) Objectives

Sensor technology plays a critical role in a wide range of DoD activities. Several of the
most highly developed application areas are chemical or biological warfare defense, threat
detection at sea (e.g., antisubmarine warfare) and on land (e.&., explosive sniffers), drug
interdiction, contaminant assessment, and identification of biodeterioration organisms.
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Biological sensors can have extremely high selectivity and sensitivity exceeding anything
obtainable by non-biological sensors. The objective of the DoD sensor effort is to discover
the basic principles used by living-system sensors and exploit them in designing new sensors.

(2) Development Milestones

Chemical and biological wrfare defense (CBWD) requires state-of-the-art
detection schemes to provide real-time threat assessment. CB WD detectors currently depend
upon one of several types of biotechnology: antibodies, receptors, enzyme reactions, and
DNA/RNA probes. These technologies have been and continue to be developed almost
exclusively under DoD sponsorship. First-generation, antibody-based detectors are nearing
completion and will be field-tested during FY 1991; second-generation detection schemes
are in the basic research stage and will be demonstrated in FY 1993. Detection schemes based
on enzymatic reaction schemes will reach commercial production in FY 1991 because of the
acceleration of these efforts caused by D.,sert Shield-Desert Storm. Probe technologies
which focus on biological agents are expected to receive rapid development during FY
1991-1992. Multiple-agent detection schemes in all three technology areas that rely upon
differential responses and pattern recognition are currently in the basic research stage and are
not expected to reach demonstration before FY 1996.

Odorant detection technology finds application in both explosive detection and drug
interdiction. This technology is in the basic research stage aiaJ is slated for demonstration in
FY 1995.

DNAIRNA probes are useful outside the CBWD area for identifying biofouling
organisms and microbes involved in biodegradation. Research in bioremediation, biofouling,
signature detection and reduction, and biocorrosion will all involve extensive use of probes
coupled with PCR (polymerase chain reaction) technology. The virtual explosion of these
techniques is expected to produce new breakthrough technology in each of these areas in FY
1994-1995.
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3. Resoures

A summary of total S&T funding19 for this technology is given in the following table.

Funding - Bioted-i olo-- "M)

FY79 FY92 FY3 F(4'S Y F

7965 66 68 1,9 17

A summary of total S&T fuiiding!9 for this telchnology is given in the feliowing table.

l9F-urding is derived firm programs in the DoDi budget. Most programs involve several technologies. it
therefore becomisa attcr of judgment how many dollars to count toward which technology. The funding
pr. sented here and throughout this report, foi each critical tcchrigy, is of the right orde;- of magnitude
but Ls not to Ve construed as. a precise budgetary quantity.
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4. Using the Technology

The DoLD biotecimology research effort is diverse and rapidly changing, reflecting
rapid progression in the state-of-the-art, and is focused on basic and exploratory
development efforts, with very few resources devoted to advanced development and
engineering studies. This departure from R&D investment profiles found in conventional
technologies is dictated by (1)the recent emergence of non-medical biotechnology as a field
of research, and (2) the relatively short lead time and development effort required for
commercial realization of basic biotechnological discoveries.

Although the DoD biotechnology program may be said to be in a fledgling stage, it is
not apt to fly off in all directions at once. Service programs are closely coordinated and
complement one another in content and focus. Advances in one program impacting another
are rapidly promulgated. Navy's material program recently produced some advances in
production of spider silk at the University of Wyoming. The investigator is now working
closely with the Army Natick Research Center, where a strong interest in biological fibers has
emerged.

Several DoD-sponsored research efforts have led to spectacular successes. Support of
university researchers investigating mussle adhesive has led to commercial development of a
biosynthetic mussel adhesive mimic with potential for wide application in both medical and
non-medical uses. Research on microtubules formed from membrane lipids conducted at the
Naval Research Laboratory has led to a new process for ultra-high solution
microlithography. The process has been patented and transferred to industry and is the
subject of a continuing cooperative R&D agreement.

D. LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITIES

1. Current Industrial Capabilities

A manufacturing industry has not matured for defense products in the field of
biotechnology. Government laboratories and universities are still the primary agents for
biotechnology activities. Although it is expected that private industry will establish a
manufacturing infrastructure, DoD- sponsored manfacturing has already been started for
chemical and biological defense applications (see n xt section).

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities

A new Process Engineering Facility is under construction at the Army Chemical
Research and Develojpment Command at the Aberdeen Proving Ground. It will '11use a 6,000
ft2 fermentation facility with the capability of scaling up processes to a ma.mum of 500 liters.
This facility is designed for pilot production of decontamination enzyrnes and antibodies for
use inprototype sensors. It will be available for use by all Services on a space-available basis.
In addition to fermenters, the Facility will have labs equipped for cell culture, protein
purification, nucleic acid synthesis and sequencing, and extensive analytical capabilities. This
facility will substantially increase the DoD capability to begin scale-up of promising
processes.

E. RELATED R&P IN THE UNITED SATES

Federal and private sector spending on biotechrology R&D exceeded $50 billion in
1989. The overwhelming bulk of R&D in the U.S. in t1 se areas is financed by the chemical
and pharmaceuticals industries. However, their obje yes are generally different from the
ones described above, although some overlap exists kbout $4.3 billion was the result of
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federal investment. Most R&D within the private sector was performed in the pharmaceutical
and agricultural areas. The National Institutes of Health provided 84 percent (or $3.6 billion
of the federal spending. DoD was the second largest spender, followed by the National
Science Foundation (NSF), DoE, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the
National Institute for Science and Technology (NIST). DoD provided approximately $13
million for university-supported research and an additional $4 million for the University
Research Initiative. DoD also provided about $1 million through the small business
innovative research (SBIR) program.

NSF supports -asearch in the areas of bioengineering/bioprocessing, biomembranes,
bioconversion, biomolecular materials, bioelectronics, and biosensors. Support is provided
primarily through ongoing programs in biology, engineering, materials science, and
chemistry. In addition, NSF provides funds for three centers with research related to
biotechnology materials and processes: the Biotechnology Process Engineering Center, the
Center for Development of an Integrated Protein and Nucleic Acid Biotechnology, and the
Center for Microbial Ecology.

In the areas of biomaterials and bioprocesses, most industry and university investment
has been through government sponsorship, particularly the Offices of Scientific Research of
the three Services and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Within
the DoD program, this expenditure amounts to about 65 percent of the funds being spent in
these areas. Non-government-supported industrial activity has been increasing in the critical
chemicals area.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

This section assesses the relative position of various countries With respect to
biotechnology, taking into account strengths and weaknesses in basic research and
development of products with commercial and military potential. Because of the
pervasiveness of biotechnology in health and agriculture, there is virtually universal interest
and activity in these fields. Cooperative opportunities exist with most of the NATO countries
and many other free world nations as well.

The United States is recognized as the world leader in biotechnology. However, the
United States will face considerable competition from kpan, whose strengths include applied
biotechnological research, interaction among companies, a diversity of programs, a
long-term approach to biotechnology, and strong government support. Biotechnological
research and development covers a broad range of areas and includes pharmaceuticals,
specialty and bulk chemicals, energy applications, environmental protection, bioelectronics,
materials development, and biosensors. Japan is considered a world leader in bioelectronics
research and biosensor research and development.
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Summary Comparison - Biotechnulogy

Selected Elements USSR NATO Allies Japan Others

Biosensor technology E [TIT] 0 L--E)"0 ]
Varlous counfies

Blomateiials: improved
bioadhesives, biopiastics, ] O r-E [J0
fibers, etc., Including
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Bioprocessing for
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a The overall evaluation is a subjective assessment of the average
standing of the technology In the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

-["-LL_ broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contibutions

moderate technical capability with possible leadership in some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contributions

E-i generally lagging; allies may be capable of contributing in selected areas

[] lagging in all important aspects; allies unlikely to contribute prior to 2000

Trend indicators - where significant or important capabilities exist (i.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foielgn capability increasing at a faster rate then the United States

o Foreign capability Increasing at a B1mJJa rate to the United States

- Foreign capability Increasing at a -sQr rate than the United States
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Biotechnological research in Japan is carried out by government, industry, and
academia. Industrial efforts involve companies vth a history of R&D in the biological
sciences as well as companies that are primarily involved in other areas but are branching into
biotechnology. Many Japanese companies look to U.S. biotechnology companies for
collaboration and technology transfer.

European countries such as the UK, Germany, and France are doing well in various
areas of biotechnology. Other European countries, although not as strong in biotechnology,
are also developing programs. Italy, for example, has adopted a National Research Plan for
Biotechnology and a National Program for Bioelectronic Uchnology Research. Scandinavia,
Germany, and The Netherlands lead in innovative approaches to bioremediation.

Biotechnological research and development in Europe covers an extensive range
including pharmaceuticals, agriculture, biosensors, bioelectronics, materials development,
and environmental protection. Research is carried out by government laboratories,
academia, and industry. Industrial efforts have been concentrated in the larger
pharmaceutical and chemical companies, although smaller biotechnology companies are also
found in Europe, especially in the UK. The larger companies have tended to look to U.S.
biotechnology companies for collaboration.

The German government is subsidizes more than 40 research projects. These
long-term, high-nisk projects would not be possible without some governmental aid. The
program was begun in 1985 and, as or 1987, 16 companies in Germany were taking part.
More than $10 million was budgeted in 1987 for this program, and government
biotechnology spending was $138 million in 1988.

In the Netherlands, the founding of Groningen Biotechnology Center ii 1981
combined 10 biotechnologically oriented research groups at Groningen University.
Research is conducted in industrial bioorganisms, fine chemicals, industrial enzymes, and
environmental biotechnology (treatment of waste).

In the United Kingdom, Cranfield Biotechnology Center at the Cranfield Institute of
Technology is especially noted for research on biosensors. The I'stitute has developed rapid
methods for microbial contamination monitors and provides consulting services to industry,
including bioaudits to assess contamination in factory work areas.

To help strengthen European efforts in biotechnology, a number of collaborative
programs have been established. The European Communities BRIDGE (Biotechnology
Research for Innovation, Development, and Growth in Europe) program has recently been
planned and would replace the Biotechnology Action Progam (BAP) that began in 1985.
BAP followed the Biomolecular Engineering Program, which was set up in 1982. Another
program supporting biotechnology is the European Research Coordination Agency
(EUREKA) program, which involves 19 countries.

The Soviet Union is currently involved in a major biotechnology program. Efforts in
biotechnology cover a range of areas including agriculture, pharmaceuticals, bioelectronics,
and applications in space. Although the overali Soviet biotechnology capabilities are behind
the West, the Soviets are conducting research in some areas that is at least equal to Western
efforts.

The Soviet Union has an extensive program in biotechnology research, which is
concentrated in a relatively small number of R&D centers located primarily in Moscow,
Pushchino, Novosibirsk, and Leningrad. Although only a few Soviet researchers are believed
to be performing research at the level of their counterparts in the West and Japan, others are
not far behind. Moreover, in at least one important area, biotechnological research in space,
the Soviets hold an advantage based on their long-term space station activity.
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The USSR has access to a large body of biotechnology information through scientific
exchanges, international symposia, and new joint ventures with foreign firms. Western
biotechnology organisms and products are readily available to the USSR. The Soviet
laboratories at Biogen have Western biotechnology equipment, including centrifuges,
chromatography equipment, spectrophotometers, culture media, automatic pipetters,
personal computers, and scintillation counters. in the past two years the Soviets have also
purchased amino acid analyzers, hollow-fiber cell culture systems, automated fermentation
systems, automated DNA sequencers, and "gene machines" from Western companies.

Eastern Europe is emphasizing training in biotechnology at certain universities,
targeting interdisciphnary research and development -aeas, suppoiting collaborative projects
between academic and industrial entities, expanding and updating laboratory facilities, and
building new laboratories with modem equipment. In oiher parts of the world there is
considerable interest but, in most cases, limited capabilities. Cuban efforts are noteworhy.
China has an extensive effort.

2. Exchange Agreements

There is a high level of exchange activity in the area of biotechnology. The NATO
Panel VI, Working Group of Experts (W E6) on "Biotechnology Applications in NBC
Defense," provides a forum for the common development of standardized methods and
equipment in biodetection and decontamination as well as a mechanism for exchange of data.

The Technology Cooperation Program (TTCP) provides a number of mechanisms for
exchange in a range of applicable activities. Specific topics under TTCP include some nine
active programs in the area of nuclear/biological/chemical (NBC) warfare. Topics of direct
interest range from the general area of NBC defense to specific topics such as filter
performance and toxicological testing of agents affecting filter performance. Also included in
this group is detection and monitoring of chemical and biological agents.

The Army has a number of related exchanges, primarily with NATO, but also with
other nations, covering CBW defense topics. Here a primary interest is in materials and
ecjuipment for protection and techniques fbr detection and remediation or decontamination
or CBW agents. In addition, biotechnology is an underlying technology for a number of other
applications covered by international exchange programs. These applications cover such
topics as development of fuels and lubricants, ordnance/energetic material disposal, and
potential uses as structural adhesives.

The Navy currently has an agreement with the UK Science and Engineering Research
Council (similar in structure and purpose to our NSF) to cooperate and exchange information
in the area of molecular recognition. Ajoint meeting between investigators in both programs
is planned for FY 1991.
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21. FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING

A. DESCRIPIION OF TECHNOLOGY

Flexible manufacturing is the process of production with the capability to respond to
changin& or new situations. The simplicity of the, definition stands in sharp contrast to the
complemty of the processes that may be needed to assure manufacturing flexibility. The most
important factor to assure fl,-xibility in manufacturing is a well defined product or family of
products designed for simplicity in production. The second, and equally important factor, is a
quality work force trained to respond to change. When these two factors are present,
everyhing ese related to manufacturing are implementation tools. Among these tools are
those that come under the heading of CAD, CIM, JIT. The choice of these tools and their
effective use are tied to the first essential factors. Thee is, however, one additional element
that is essential to every successfu enterprise - process management by people skilled in the
use of effective management techniques.

As applied to the higher level of production requirements associated with DeD
systems, the application of flexible manufacturing becomes far more sophisticated and often
draws from a broad technical base for implementation. One may then fnd flexible
manufacturing is defined as the use of software, hardware, and communication technologies
to enhance manufacturing productivity. Flexible Manufacturing is the integration of the total
production enterprise through the flexible use of shop equipment, sensors, information and
systems technology, and data commurications coupled with new managerial philosophies
that improve organizational and persona, efficiency. In the broadest sense, flexible
manufacturing includes: integrated product development, manufacturing, integrated data
bases, inventory management systems, and paperless logistics support. The flexible
manufacturing environment requires significant changes to industrial methods, industrial
processes, procedures and organizational structures. These concepts allow the alliance of
D~efense and private sector industrial capability to provide solutions for supporting flexible
and responsive manufacture of both weapon systems and commercial products. The
implementation of flexible manufacturing technology offers strong potential to revolutionize
the factory environment to meet the challenges of today - the need to improve productivity,
time to market, product quality and reliability, as well as to reduce costs.

"Iypical kinds of flexibility include: the ability of production equipment to quickly shift
from one part, assembly or product to another; the ability to smoothly react to major, rapid
changes in required production volume; the ability to quickly alter product performance
characteristics and rapidly move the changed product through production; the ability to
rapidly and effectively incorporate new technologies; and the ability to react quickly to the
changing needs and requirements of customers, trading partners and suppliers.

Technology Sets in Flexible Manufacturing

Product data definition for automated manufacturing

• CAD/CAM/CAE/CAIP

" Databases and database management

* Communications and networking

0 Intelligent software interfaces
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Integration of factory information systems is crucial to achieving these capabilities.
Flexible manufacturing integrates:

* Simulation * Maintenance, Diagnostics,
Prognostics* Planning

* Process Control
* Dynamic Scheduling * Trainino
* Material Management M Testing and Quality Control

Supporting information systenms can "empower" the work force, reduce indirect labor
and layers of supervision, facilitate total quality management and jut-in-time management,
increase the flexible control of work cells, and enable :he cost-effective manufacture and
assembly of low volumes of discrete parts. Flexible manufacturing is directed at the intra-
and inter-enterprise level, rather than toward specific manufacturing equipment or
operations. Sonic of the tools and technologies developed to support advanced flexible
manufacturing systerms include: simulation tool3, computer aided design (CAD),
computer-aided engineering (CAE), product data exchange toois, group technology (GT),
computer-aided process plannin (CAP), factoky sciedui.ng tools, databases, and
data-driven management ififormation systems (DDMIS).

Flexible production capabilities are of primary importance to the Department of
Defense for the folloAing reasons:

1. When the DoD draws, from the commercial market, a flexible
manufacturing facility provides the capability for continuous
introduction of new technology without major additional capital
investments. As a consequence, one can anticipate continuous
improvement in function and quality without an associated cost
detractor.

2. DoD often requires unique components to satisfy military system
needs. These requirements are frequently satisfied by a defense
industrial sector using dedicated facilities. A flexible production
capability could eliminate the need for z dedicated military facility,
reduce component costs, increase the Fotentiaj for early
introduction of new technolog;es and avoid thz necessity for
continuing t3 build up inventory in anticipation of sourcing
problems.

3. DoD can not afford to maintain a urique defense industrial base in
anticipation of future surge requirements. DoD, however, must be
assured that a timely response to reasonable surge demands is
available. Maintaining a dedicated defense industrial base is
unacceptable oa two accounts: The cost is prohibitive and the need
to continue to produce military systems to sustain continuous
production will result in the proliferation of military equipment in
markets that may be detrimental to the Uzuted States and World
Peace. A potential solution is to provide incentives for industry to
develop production capacity capable of responding to a new or
changing set of requirements in response to sudden military
demands and implies flexible manufazturing.
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B. PAI'OFFS

1. F iture Weapon Systems

Fiery weapon system is dependent on a robust industrial base. Ie impact of flexible
manufacturing is to produce cost-effective, reliable and capable systems on manufacturing
facilities which are capable of meeting low volume needs while providing rapid expanion to
wartime demands. Flexible manufacturing is an essential capability since it enable:

* Increased worldwide supportability

0 Increased weapons systems availability

- Compressed development to deployment time

* Reduced safety spare stocking levels

- Improved quality of manufactured items

• Expanded capability for on-site diagnostics and remote
troubleshooting.

Flexible manufacturing has become increasingly critical to both commercial and
defense industries. In the commercial marketplace customers demand a rapid flow of new
products, while continuing to demand higher quality with maintained or reduced price. To the
manufacturer, these demands result in steadily shrinking production volumes, intense
pressure for rapid product introduction, and intense pressure to reduce product design,
development and manufacturing costs, while maintaining or increasing product quality. In
defense production, the need to maintain performance superiority in the face of declining
budgets and increasingly uncertain military needs leads to exactly the same results for the
manufacturer - demands for shorter development times, reduced costs in all areas, smaller
production volumes and increased quality.

Military production runs are commonly limited to small numbers, thereby resulting in
very high costs and a significant level of defects. Commercial production practices are moving
towards low-volume, flexible manufacturing. While the demands are the same, there are very
important differences between the defense manufacturing environment and the commercial
environment: very small volume production runs of very valuable products over long
timeperiods; requirements for conducting product developinent and production with very
large multi-enterprise nation-wide and even international teams; the need to support the
product for time periods close to a half century; design and production requirements set by
the customer; constant detailed review of technical and cost performance by the customer; the
need to incorporate leading edge technologies in newproducts; and long times between new
product introduction. Nevertheless, defense manufacturing enterprises have enough in
common with commercial enterprises to learn from them and to incorporate commercial
successes, appropriately tailored, into flexible defense manufacturing. The adoption of this
technology by military system manufacturers should make possible dramatic reduction in
costs and defects. Further development of new products involves the simultaneous
interaction marketing, research, engineering, and manufacturing functions. The shorter
development times and lower costs being act eved by this process in the civilian sector are
also achievable in the development and manufacturing of military systems.

2. Potential Benefits to the Industrial Base
Flexible manufacturing technologies arc often enterprise-level initiatives-not just

production subsystems-that require expertise and skills among managers, designers and
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workers. Each industry and enterpise faces unique challenges and needs. The potential
benefits to the industrial base are many:

* Increase cost competitiveness of US Manufacturers
0 Shorten product cycle development time

* Reduce product development costs
* Improve utilization of capital equipment

0 improve productivity of manpower resources.

C. S&T PROGRAM

1. Summary Description of Plan for Technology Development

a. Product Data Defmition for Automated Life Cycle Support

(1) Objective
Development of standards for the definition and exchange of product data for all DoD

systems from development through logistics support.

(2) Development Milestones
* Establish robust standard product definitions for a limited set of

part classes and applications, with the first set being machined
mechanical parts (FY 1994).

- Establish full testing and validation methodology based on the
initial standard definitions (FY 1994).

0 Establish transition tools to convert existing data to computer
interpretable format (FY 1995).

a Fully-developed file exchange capability based on the initiai
standard definitions and limited data base capability (FY 1996).

9 Address and develop method of integration into CAE architecture.

b. CAD/CAM/CAE/CAPP

(1) Objective

Establishment of an architecture for the integration of design, engineering, process
planning, and process information including the capability for exploring alternate approaches
and achieving optimized solutions through simulation.

(2) Development Milestones
* Develop tools for component selection, performance simulation,

and substitution (FY 1993).
* Incorporate design methods which use object-oriented data and

encourage designs for reliability, producibility, and supportability
for select products (FY 1994). Develop technologies for improving
man-machine interfaces (FY 1995). Develop concepts for better
utilization of existing design data for new product models and
reduction of production costs (FY 1995).
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*, Develop an integrated architecture for design and manufacturing
process requirements (FY 1995).

* Develop new design tools and algorithms (FY 1995).

c. Data Bases and Data Base Management

(1) Objective

Development and implementation of the technologies, standards, and products
necessary to coordinate and synchronize the simultaneous use of multiple, heterogeneous,
autonomous data bases in order to provide the correct, complete information in forms usable
by both computers and humans.

(2) Development Milestones

* Develop information exchange standards (FY 1995).

* Develop intelligent software interfaces (FY 1995).

* Define data base models to support design, analysis, simulation,
production, life cycle support, and enterprise planning and
management (FY 1996).

• Demonstrate effectiveness of data base as a management tool (FY
1996).

* Establish migration paths to transition from existing data systems to
new data base modelks (FY 1997).

d. Communications and Networking

(1) Objective

Development of technologies and standards to improve communications and
facilitate transmission of large amounts of data at high speeds within and beyond the
enterprises engaged in flexible manufacturing.

(2) Development Milestones

* Develop intelligent software interfaces for object-oriented data
bases (FY 1994).
Develop open archittcture for networking of enterprise elements
and the enterprise with customers and suppliers (FY 1994).

Tl st new communications concepts for effectiveness and
adaptability (FY 1995).
Test the multidimensional capability of networking (FY 1996).

e. Enterprise Integration

(1) Objective

Support of activities furthering continuous improvement in all inter- and
intraenterprise functions through the creation of technologies and standards by which
multivendor 'teroperable information systems are developed.
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(2) Development Milestones
* Improve adaptive manipulation of dimensional objects (FY 1994).

0 Develop persistent object, i.e., object-oriented data bases (FY
1995).

0 Develop real-time cross-coupled control in feedback loops (FY
1995).

* Establish a multi-industry sector framework based on the concepts
of objectoriented data bases and real-time, cross-coupled controls
(FY 1996).

0 Tbst the integration networking concept to demonstrate feasibility
and adaptability (FY 1996).

f. Intelligent Software Inteafaces

(1) Objective

Development of software concepts and capabilities to allow uninhibited information
exchange across disparate software interfaces.

(2) Development Milestones
" Develop concept of intelligent transfer of information across

software interfaces (FY 1995).
* Develop open architecture for controllers (FY 1995).

_ Demonstrate ability of unencumbered, uninhibited data flow across
software and software-hardware interfaces (FY 1996).

* Demonstrate manipulation of dimensional objects vth intelligent
software (FY 1996).
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2. Uchnical Objectives

Technology Objectives - Flexible Manufacturing

Techncal Area By 1996 By 2001 BY 2006

Product Data Definitions s Continue development a Design all new weapons * StaKr product
for Automated Ufe of product definitions systems in standard data In wide use
Cycle Support * Test and validate product format nationally, for all

nothodotogy and * Continue development of Product designs
begin implementation more productive and e Fully Implement at

automated tools for all levels of design
transitloning from legacy . and manufacture
data to new product
moels

* Implement data definition
at parts level and extendIto systems level

*Integrate into CAE
structure

CAD/CAMICAfE/CAPP • Identify existing * Develop voice interactive * Apply integrated
design tools man-machine interface design architecture

" Develop an integrated protocols and product data to

design tool * Develop the capability to shop floor control

(architecture, capttre and re-use
mechanical, design components
hydraulics, electrical, o Develop the capability
and software design, for collaborative design
manufacturing and
support) e Develop knowledge

" Develop new design base concepts for
tolp an algodsn engineering design andtools and algorithms manufacturing

* Deveiop architecture m
for universal controller mplement design tools

on new weapon system
" Improve designs

man-machine Implement next
interfaces (sensory generation controllers
controls)

_ Implement sensory
controls

Database and e Define database " Demonstrate * Establish full
Database Management models to support consensusderived Integrated weapons

design, analysis, industry stand;,rd database to
simulation, distributed, facilitate design,
production, life cycle object-oriented procurement,
support, and databases manufacturing,
enterprise planning, * Demonstrate training, repair and
financial and effectiveness of overhaul, and
administrative enterprise integration and administrative
functions value to production of functions

" Define generic weapon systems • Integrate concept
database of integrated * Transition selected into subcontract and
enterprise weapon systems to full supplier base

" Demonstrate support in new database
effectiveness of model
database as a

____ management tool
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Technolog ObjectivesFlexble Manufacturings (Continued)

Tec3AArea By 51996 By 2001 BY 2006

Commincations and Develop concept o * Impv'erert pilot * mlaeitsamiless
Networking MIll distibuted progiramns of rObuIVt retworkbig ki

scalable intigrated networks deense andK
communication aDeeonewr rtri bs

manufacturing dat between
enterpeise needs gvmw nbased on intelligent owatr ndapiw

*Derrtnstrate robust
integrated
manutacttulng

pianning, material

production cnrl
and shop floor roiuting
trug linkage to
knowledge-based
plannIng tools for
OItiy defivery toIasemrbly stations

Enterprise Integration *Develop * Contlnrie development of *Promote irvtegration
object-oriented controllers concept acrss an
databases. intelligent 0 Apply database entie if; ustiy Wector
oorf.loilers, and Ob~l an adaptive
adaf lve manipulation manipulation
of 0 jects__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Intelligent Software *Imnprove mneihods, *Apply to parts *implement in t
Interfaces software, and reo.ignition and base

hardwaIre for Improved manipulation, and the
ObjeicI fecogralion, in assemnbly of parts
terms of product
definition data________

3. Resources
Funded programs in this area are to be found in RAMP. CALS, and DARPA A

summary of fundirg for flexiblu manufacturing relative to the above .unctions is given in the

folloing tble.Fundiag -Flexible Mawwfactuving ($M)

4. Utilizing the Technology
Defense industries and derots have begun to employ elements of flexible

manufacturig. Through the decade of the 1980s rnay companies installed comgpmterzed
production equipment of various kinds, e, conrpotites tape laying equipment, four- and
five-axis numerical ccnirol knachines, irobots, and wire harness fbfication machines.

The capability and flexibility of individ"a computerized design, finmice, and
manufacturing "ysems has also steadily increased. Computer-aided design (CAD) systems%
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transitioned from two-dimensiorial to three-dimensiol Idein In many companies the
CAD systems have been interfaced to a vrariety of design tools (stiffness, stress, thera,
Circuit perforiin1nce, emc) to create computer.-aided ingineering capabilities.
Computer-aided process planning (CAPP) systems have become more and more automatic,
using data bases of previous plans, inco~rporating knowledge of shop equipment, and in some
case3 perforning preliminary economiac analyses. Systems for assisting in the generation of
numerical control instructions for machines have steadily become more capable, with some
being filly automatic for limited classes of parts. Simulation of a wide variey of faciory
operations has increased machine utilization and simplified scheduling. Scheduling systems
have become increasingly sophisticated, with some companies etap~pying Material
Requirements Planning (MRP), and an increasing number upgrading to Manufacturing
Resource Planning (MRP11). The latter integrates meterial iminagement and shop floor
control.

During the last half of the decade, companies started to address the problems
asso-iated with the interconnecting myriad of e-astingcapatiliies. The difficulty and expense
has prohibited larpe-scale integr'anon. Where the need existed to transfer product data from
company to supplier and company to tradingl partner (as in muiti-enterprise teams for B3-2
and AT), the only workable solution has been to inaixdate the use' 'f onle CAD system
(usually that ofT the prime contractor) by all partners.

Aerospace and defense industries have begun to emiploy flexible manufacturing in an
evolutionary manner. The Navy, through the Rapid Acquisitions of Manufactured Parts
(RANMP) program, is prnviding selectiive support to the use of promising flexible
manufacturing applications, including feature-based CAPP, integrated data driven
information systems, and demonstrared use of advanced PDES product data for machinery
and electrical products. RAMP technology is transitioning to five Navy depots in FY 1992 as
weli as initiating a demonstration for application in the small business basea in the United
States.

Several other notable examples are the FCIM facility at Hughes Aircraft (El
Segundo), the Akvco-Lycoming facility at Stratford, CT and thE. Texas flstruflciiib,HARM
Production line. Rock Island and Wtervhlet arsenals have undertaken significant efforts of
integration as a part of REARM.

D. LEVERAGING INJ.USTKiAL BASE CAPABJILITIES

1. Cu-rnt JItAustrial Capabilities

The non-defense flexible manufacturing induso-ial base is it-ore extensive than that of
defense and is growing. This industrial base can be thought of in two parts: the companies who
supply flexible manufacturing hardware and software products to the manufacturing
companics, and the inanufacturing companies themselves. The commercial manufacturing
industrial base is much larger than defense and can be much more selective in its acquisition
practices. Thus, it cart provide a inuch stronger influence on the suppliers of flexible
manufacturing products tan the defe"s sector. H-ence, thme strategies and products
employed by commercial industry are of great impomtace to DoD and its contractors siunce
they will greatly influence the R&D base anid the products available to defense producers.
The entire industrial base (defense anC non-defense) must be utilized for both the technfical
'i~d managerial resources pertaining to flexible manufacturinj.

Several key flexible manufacturing trends are evident in the commercial industrial
base. Most large commercial ente rises are focusing their flexible manufacturing efforts on

integrated information systems and management initiatives including supplier improvement
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programs, TOM, IPPD, activity-based accounting, and training and educatdon. A number of
major corporations are demanding integrated information systems from their suppliers. The
most visible example is General Motors' C4 program. The key ingredient in this thrust for
short-time-to-market, lower casts, and higher quaity is the development of an internal
integration architecture to which all new products must comply. One piece of the architecture
involves the CAD-to-CAD problem noted above. To solve it, GM plans to eliminate 83
percent of the different makes of CAD systems currently in use, and partially underwrite the
suppliers' cost of integration into their architecture.

Many major corporations now have active supplier improvement programs. Thesi are
generally focused on improving the degree of integration between the prime and its suppliers
to improve the flexibility inherent in the relationship. The benefits foreseen from such
programs include schedule compression, quality improvement, cost reduction, and supplier
modernization. Greater flexibility is to be achieved through greater integration of
information rystems between prime and supplier, particularly in scheduling systems and
electronic delivery of product and process data, manufacturing process and equipment
upgrading, and partnersiip rather than adversarial relationships in all matters especially in
contracting.

Extensive investments have been made in NC controlled and DNC equipment for use
in individual machining operations and the creation of work cells. Investments to integrate
the entire factory have lagged considerably. A recent survey of operating CIM systems has
brought to light the fact that in most instances the CIM investment was made only as a
necessity of last resort. Automation of assembly operations have been much more extensive.
However, it must be recognized that most of these investments have been and are being made
by the large corporation. The smail companies, the bulk of the supplier base, who product 70
to 80 percent of all parts, are limiting their investments to stand-alone machines and work
cells. The use of MRP type and other shop-related software is limted even te a greater
degree.

2. Projected Industrial Capabilities
Industry has begun to recognize that large-scale, sustained efforts are required to

deveiop the technologies and products necessary to integrate computer-based systems.
Industry is also recognizing that management philosophies must be changed to accompany
techivology advances if the potential of flexible manufacturing is to be achieved. Individual
companies and groups of companies have formed coalitions to pursue solutions to achieve
critical mass of resou-ces and reduce financial risk.

One such mechanism has become known as strategic partnerships. Several of these
have been formed between groups of non-competing companies, such as aerospace,
automotive, and software companies, to create products which will solve integration
problems of the user partners. More visible at the pre-competitive consortia, such as CAM-I,
COS, CFI, PDES Inc., NCMS, and SEMATECH. These consortia s~ipport projects to solve
common problems of integration. For example, SEMATECH has a CIM Architecture
project, NCMS has an Integrated Operations group of programs, and CAM-I has a
Computer-Integrated Enterprise project. PDES Inc. was formed solely to accelerate the
development of product data exchange standards. Management issues are also addressed by
some of the consortia. For example, the CAM-I Advanced Cost Management project is
substantially responsible for much of the recent progress in activity-based costing.

E. RELATED R&D IN THE UNITED STA1ES
1. R&D in Other Agencies

The National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsors basic research in the underlying
software technology, with an emphasis on theory. Although moderate-scale prototype
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engineering activity is occasionally undertaken, most NST support is provided to individual
researchers working on theoretical problems.

NASA is executing a multi-center coordinated effort at four of its field centers called
"The NASA Initiative in Software Engineering (NISE)." The focus of NISE is on the
producibility of very large and complex software systems with ultra-high reliability
requirements. These efforts include: software reuse; tool creation and evaluation;
methodology capture and quantification- and standardization for high risk software tools,
techniques, and components.

NIST has focused significant R&D attention on fleible manufacturing. Research
includes: (1) formal methods for the specification and verification of manufacturing
requirements; (2) quality assurance techniques, which apply static analyses to the
requirements and design, followed by the testing based on statistical methods; (3) a
framework of verification and validation techniques, and (4) PDES. In November 1990, DoC
and DoD executed a Memorandum of Understanding to jointly accelerate the development
of PDES. NIST's role in the US standards community is particularly important in flexible
manufacturing because of the critical importance of national and international standards
covering aspects of information integration and communication.

The Advanced Manufacturing Research Facility (AMRF) and the regional centers are
also playing an important role in developing elements of flexible manufacturing and
transferring that knowledge to industry.

DoE also has significant activities in flexible manufacturing, in both information
integration and fabrication. There is an active effort in development of PDES, as well as in
integration of its internal information systems. DoE is sponsoring a major effort to develop a
flexible system for precision machining which is of considerable potential value to the defense
industry.

The DoD Manufacturing Technology Program has supported a number of projects
that have dealt with computer-integrated manufacturing and are continuing to do so. One of
the earliest projects was ICAM (Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing), followed by
ECAM (Electronic Computer-Aided Manufacturing). More recent integration projectswere
REARM, the modernization of Rock Island Arsenal and Watervliet Arsenal, based on the
CIM concept. One recent example is the development of the next generation controller
(NGC). The Army, Nwoy, Air Force, DARPA, DSIO, and DLA are active participants.

2. R&D in the Private Sector
The suppliers of information systems are the richest source of R&D in the flexible

manufacturing area. Their R&D programs, both long term and shorter term (e.g., product
directed), are also very active in standards bodies which are of considerable importance. In
response to growing pressure from users, the suppliers are now seriously addressing methods
and products to integrate their legacy product lines. A most encouraging development is now
serious dialog between major suppliers directed at the issue of ongoing effective integration
of legacy products.

In addition to the strategic partnerships and consortia, there is a great deal of
individual private sector R&D in flexible manufacturing, although most of it is relatively short
term and closely held. Many companies are pursuing modest scale expect vystems for a variety
of enterprise processes from process planning to marketing. In general, r ,ost large companies
are addressing product data exchange, integration of purely text sy~rters, and integration of
inventory and sdeduling systems. Selected ongoing efforts are listed below:

New data base technology, especially for the management of objects
over a distributed network.
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RI
* Libraries of reliable, reusable program components, now possible

due to object-oriented technology.

" Continuing improvement in computer-aided software engineering{(CASE) tools.
* Continuing efforts in PDES and IGES.
" Development of the architecture of product life cycle.

" Hardware development in such areas as sensors, vision, robotics,
error compensation in machine tools, voice actuation, statistical
process control, knowledge base systems, neural networks,
networking, and communications, all potential elements of
significant importance in flexible manufacturing.

F. INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS

1. Technology and Industrial Base

The following technologies are indicative of the capability of a nation in flexible
manufacturing:

0 Enterprise Integration Architecture

0 Product Data Definitions and Exchange

* Distributed Data Bases and Processing.

The table on the following page provides a summary comparison of the United States
and other nations for selected aspects of the technology.

The USSR has demonstrated strong theoretical capabilities in computer science.
Soviet researchers have mastered numerous techniques for automation of industrial
processes. Institutes and plants supporting military R&D and productions are likely to be the
first to assimilate new techniques. Flexible manufacturing technology, however, continues to
be an area of serious deficiency, much of it stemming from a shortage of computers, especially
microcomputers and supercomputers, machine tools, and from reliability problems,
especially with peripherals. Computer-to-computer networking is rare except in
high-priority weapon applications. The situation is exacerbated by the poor quality of public
telecommunications and poor technical communications among S&T professionals.

Both Japan and Europe are placing considerable emphasis on the development of
flexible manufacturing technologies. Japan has led the world in development and utilization
of advanced management philosophies, including integrated product and process
development, TQM, training, and education. Japanese workers are considered to be the best
educated, trained, and motivated in the world, a result of years of sustained emphasis
throughout Japan. Through the middle of the 1980s, Japanese industry tended to apply these
philosophies to industrial and consumer products which involved relatively long production
runs of relatively standard products. Japanese factories have a strong experience base in the
use of flexible manufacturing equipment, particularly in world class CNC machine tools and
flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs). Indeed, some of their factories can literally operate
with the "lights out."

However, from the mizlle of the decade through the present, Japanese companies
have recognized the increasing market trends reqiring shorter product lives and faster
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Summary Comparison - Flexible Manufacturing

Selected Elements USSR NATO Allies Japan Others

Enterprise integration
architecture r-

Product data definitions
and exchange

Distributed databases
and processing 0 0

Overala [i [IE ]C
a The overall evaluaicni s a subjective assessment of the average

__standing of the technology in the nation (or nations) considered.

LEGEND:

Position of other countries relative to the United States:

E broad technical achievement; allies capable of major contributions

Emoderate technical capability with possible leadership In some niches of technology;
allies capable of important contributions

LZgenerally lagging; allies may be capabla of contributing in selected areas

lagging In all important aspects; allies unlikely to cortribute prior to 2000

Trend inaicators - where significant or Important capaulilties exist (I.e., 3 or 4 blocks):

+ Foreign capability increasing at a tl= rate than the United States

O Foreign capability increaswng at a similr rate to the United States

- Foreign capability increasing at a sIQ-r rate than the United States

introduction of new (or modified) products. and have begun to direct their management
techniques and production equipment toward more flexibity in ma,afart"jring. In addition,
the Japanese have mounted considerable R&D and product dcvei&rmtnr ehit "a many nf
the critical technology sets of flexible manufacturing. The Japanese have. formed strong
partnerships among government, industry, and acadeiniz to, attack tesc problems. Their
proposed Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) cMffoe i tocase.' cm integration of
enterprise systems and the creation of an ente.prise integration architecture. Their
antisoftware crisis project to develo., an ?ffective approachi ,o sofru;in'- mgineering is
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expected to yield a number of products to aid in the implementation of flexible
manufacturing. Japanese companies are also developing an operating system for distributed
real-time processing for their new generation of 32- aiid 64-bit microprocessors.

The NATO countries have strong capabilities in flexible manufacturing technologies,
and the European Community is supporting massive efforts in this area as well as in closely
related ones. Large-scale projects are sponsored by a number of EC- wide programs.'vo of
them are of particular interest to flexible manufacturing: European Strategic Programme for
Research and Development in Information Technology (ESPRIT) and European Research
Coordination Agency (EUREKA). Projects normally are conducted by industry/academia
teams, 50 percent funded by the EC.

To date, ESPRIT has supported more than 400 projects, many of which directly focus
o:- fley'ble manufacturing. Two examples are the Portable Common Tool Environment
(PCTE) and the European CIM Architecture (AMICE) projects. The PCTE project is
emphasizing the development of common software interfaces. The AMICE project (42M
EC -European currency units) is developing an Enterprise Integration Architecture, and
has already submitted the basic architecture framework for international standardization.

EUREKA, with a total cost of approximately 6.4 billion ECU, promotes collaboration
through coordination. Two of the key EUREKA projects are EUREKA Advanced Software
Technoloy (EAST) and European Software Factory (ESF). Both are focused on aspects of
software integration. A key new program is the European Software and System Initiative
(ESSI). ESSI is aimed at increasing software productivity, and is funded at 500 M ECU from
1990 to 1994 Additional emphasis on the use of formal methods to develop highly reliable
software has od to a European lead in many areas. All of these software developments
support flexible manufacturing technology.

2. Exchange Agrements

In defense activities there is little cooperation pertaining to flexible manufacturing
technology. Cooperative programs are ongoing in related software and software tools. 'The
NAFO Defence Research Group (DRG) programs in operations research and longterm
research for air defenst provide a mechanism for exchange of information on requirements
for imroved suftware technology. The Technology Cooperation Program (TrCP) sponsors a
group on softvare engiineeiing as well as a range of other applicable exchange activities,
including computing technology, trusted computer systems, and machine and system
architecture. The OSE CALS Office has exected a Data Exchange Agreement with the
French MOD on the subject of CALS, witr a particular interest in product data exchange. The
Services also have exchange activities, primarily with NATO nations. Ongoing Service
exchange programs in software development methodologies, techniques, and tools
contribute directly to the US understanding of foreign software engineering technologies.
One area in particular needs to be recognized and given greater attention to the developit:ent
of standards. Lack of coordination of US standards with ISO standards can significantly affect
futLure US markt share and the opportuisty to generate funds for supporting research and
development in fiexibl marufacturing.
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